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Abstract

The 1996 CERN School of Computing covered several main topics. In the field of imaging, there
were contributions on image processing and handling, computer vision, image analysis and filtering
(including neural networks), as well as applications of these methods in high-energy physics data
analysis and in the restoration of old films.

Distributed operating systems were featured, and parallel and high-performance computing were
treated both from the hardware point of view and by discussing the development of tailored
programming languages.

The construction of detectors for the future Large Hadron Collider will be huge and complex
projects. Engineering software tools for the design and simulation of these detectors were described,
using some examples from the motor industry as well as experience gained from the particle
physics field itself. Triggering and Data Acquisition for these experiments was another theme, and
included impressions from an earlier workshop which had examined how these data can be
effectively analysed when the teams are distributed all over the world. Important in this respect will
be the networking capabilities of the future worldwide information highways, which was the subject
of a further talk.





Preface

The nineteenth CERN School of Computing took place in Egmond aan Zee, The Netherlands, from
8 to 21 September, 1996, and brought together 23 lecturers and 91 students from 19 different
countries and of 20 different nationalities. The 1996 CERN School of Computing was organised by
CERN, in collaboration with ASCI and NIKHEF. ASCI is a Dutch graduate school set up to
coordinate research and training for Computing and Imaging Systems, and is formed by the
Technische Universiteit Delft, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Universiteit van Amsterdam, and
Rijksuniversiteit Leiden. ASCI was officially recognised by the KNAW (Royal Dutch Academy of
Sciences) on 29 May 1995, making it the first Dutch graduate school in computer sciences to be so
accredited. NIKHEF is the Dutch National Institute for Nuclear Physics and High-Energy Physics.
It is a joint venture of the Dutch Foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter (FOM), the
University of Amsterdam, the Free University of Amsterdam, the University of Nijmegen and the
University of Utrecht. The central laboratory is located in Amsterdam.

In recent years the programme has been structured into a number of important themes for modern
computing in connection with physics. In 1996 the first week of CSC'96 was combined with the
ASCI Summer School and was devoted to themes of general relevance both inside and outside
particle physics. The second week of the School explored a number of themes in more depth with
particular reference to the current computing challenges facing the particle physics community.

The School was opened in the presence of Prof. L.O. Hertzberger (Univ. of Amsterdam) who was
also co-director of the School together with Mr. C.E. Vandoni, Dr. J.F.M. Tonino, Delft Technical
University, Mr. C.E. Vandoni, (CERN), Dr. P.H.A. van Dam (NIKHEF) and Mr. D.O. Williams
(CERN). Opening talks were given by Prof. L.O. Hertzberger and Mr. D.O. Williams.

The lecture programme (43 one-hour lectures, supplemented by tutorials) was varied and was
appreciated by the participants. This year, three evening lectures were organised and we would like
to thank Prof. E. Van de Wetering (University of Amsterdam), Prof. M.M. Chanowski (Medialab
BV) and Dr. J.A. Kaandorp (University of Amsterdam) for having accepted our invitation. The
lecture programme was complemented by very demanding practical work and the students tackled
the practical exercises with great interest and enthusiasm. Dr. N. Hoimyr, Dr. A.G. Hoekstra,
Drs. B. Overeinder, Prof. S. Smith, Dr. G. van Kempen and Prof. I.T. Young are all greatly thanked
for the very hard work they put into preparing the practical exercises and demonstrations. The
availability of computing facilities is becoming of paramount importance at the CERN Schools of
Computing - an impressive set of workstations was set up and made available for the whole
duration of the School.

We wish to thank not only the members of the Advisory Committee for putting together an
interesting scientific programme, but also the lecturers for having brought this programme to life,
for their efforts in preparing and delivering their talks, for providing written accounts of their
presentations and for their availability for discussion with the students.

The organisers would like to thank the members of the Local Organising Committee. From
NIKHEF: Dr. R. Blokzijl, Dr. W.M. van Leeuwen, Miss M. Wielenga, and especially
Dr. P.H. A. van Dam (Chairman) for his very active participation. From ASCI: Dr. R. de Beer,
Dr. A.G. Hoekstra, Drs. J.F.M. Tonino and Prof. I.T. Young.

We would like to thank the following institutions and people' for their help and support of the 1996
CERN School of Computing:

1 Note from the Editor: as we received so much help from so many of our Dutch colleagues, some names may have been omitted, ff
this is the case, the fault is entirely mine.



The Dutch Science Foundation (NWO), the Dutch Foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter
(FOM), and ASCI School members.

UNESCO for providing funding for students coming from CERN Non-Member State countries.

For providing the 2 Mb link between the hotel in Egmond aan Zee and Amsterdam: KPN-research
(Prof. Dr. Th. Bruins)

For their help in setting up the 2 Mb link and Mbone: Dr. Ir. M. van der Vooren, and
Mr. L.C.J. Wennekes (KPN-research), Dr. H. van Dompseler (NIKHEF).

For installing and maintaining workstations and the network: Mr. G. Poletiek, assisted by
Messrs. C.J. Bol, A. Maaskant, R.W. Veldhuis and J. Wortelboer (University of Amsterdam)

For installing and operating audio-video equipment in the lecture room: Messrs. A.W.M. Berkien
and T.G.M. van den Akker (NIKHEF)

For the loan of workstations, and networking equipment:
SUN Microsystems Nederland BV, Dataman Benelux BV, Hewlett Packard Nederland B.V., Delft
Technical University, University of Amsterdam, Free University of Amsterdam, NIKHEF

For the loan of software packages:
SUN Nederland BV, the University of Amsterdam and the Delft Technical University

Mr. M. Ruggier, CERN, is thanked for setting up the CSC home page on the World Wide Web and
for helping to transfer all applications into our database system.

The Scientific Publishers, Addison-Wesley, Elsevier, Prentice Hall and Thomson International, as
well as the Eurographics Association, are thanked for having provided books and journals for the
School and these were incorporated into the Library, together with books which were lent by the
CERN Computer Science Library and the CERN Main Library. This was much appreciated by the
students.

Accommodation was provided by the Hotel Zuiderduin. The hotel offered excellent service and we
wish to thank the Director, Mr. R. Walbeek, and Mrs. I. Pasman for their kindness and for the
efficiency of their personnel.

Three excursions were organised. The first was an afternoon excursion to Amsterdam, with a trip
around the canals ending in a dinner held in a floating Chinese restaurant. The second (full day)
excursion was to the open-air museum at Enkhuizen and the fishing village of Vollendam on the
Ijselmeer. The third (an afternoon visit) was to the Haarlem where the party was split into two, one
group going to the Teylers Museum (Science Museum) and the other to the Frans Hals Museum
(Art Museum). These breaks in the programme were very much appreciated and gave us all an
interesting glimpse of Dutch culture.

We express our gratitude to our secretary, Jacqueline Turner, not only for the efforts made during
the last twelve months in preparing the School in her usual efficient way and the hard work done
during the School, but also for her invaluable help in preparing these Proceedings.

Finally, we should also thank the students for their active participation and we wish all of them
success in their professional life.

C.E. Vandoni, Editor
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Restoration of Old Film Sequences*

J. Biemond Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands.

P.M.B. van Roosmalen Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands.

R.L. Lagendijk Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands.

Abstract

Image flicker, undesirable fluctuations in image intensity not originating from the
original scene, is a common artifact in old film sequences. After describing possible
causes for image flicker this paper models the effects of flicker as local phenomena.
Unfortunately estimation of the model parameters from the degraded sequence is
hampered due to presence of noise, dirt and motion. In the latter case the model
parameters can not be estimated directly from local data and are interpolated using the
found model parameters of regions nearby. Once the model parameters have been
estimated the film sequence can be corrected, taking care that no blocking artifacts
occur. The application of this technique in combination with other restoration
techniques is discussed.

1. Introduction

Unique records of historic, artistic and cultural developments of every aspect of the 20th

century are stored in huge stocks of moving picture archive material. Many of these historically
significant items are in a fragile state and are in desperate need of restoration. However, the high
cost and lengthy processing time required to restore archive material limit the preservation of
these records on a large scale.

The aim of the AURORA project {Automated Restoration of ORiginal film and video Archives)
is the development of technology that significantly reduces the cost and processing time of the
restoration processes. Areas of interest within AURORA include Noise Reduction [1], Blotch
Detection and Removal [2], Scratch Removal'[3], Film Unsteadiness Correction [4], Flicker
Reduction, Line Registration Correction [5] and Color Correction. There are several reasons
why the artifacts covered by these areas are to be addressed.

The first being the explosive growth in number of broadcasters for television, in the near future
the home viewer will be able to choose from a hundred or more channels and all of them require
programming. The costs for creating new, high quality programs are tremendous. Recycling old
programs form a good alternative, if the image (and audio) quality expectations of the modern
viewer are met. The second reason for image restoration is that preservation implies storage.
The presence of artifacts, and noise in particular, causes compression algorithms to dedicate
many bits to irrelevant information. After processing, image sequences of higher quality can be
stored using less bits.

In this paper we concentrate on thereduction of flicker artifacts. Image flicker is a common
artifact in old film sequences. It is defined as unnatural temporal fluctuations in perceived image
intensity (globally or locally) not originating from the original scene. Image flicker can have a
great number of causes, e.g. aging of film, dust, chemical processing, copying and aliasing (e.g.
when transferring film to VCR using a twin lens telecine). To our knowledge very little research
has been done on this topic. Neither equalizing the intensity histograms nor equalizing the mean

This work is funded by the European Community under the ACTS contract AC072 (AURORA).



frame values of consecutive frames, as suggested in [6], form general solutions to the problem.
These methods do not take changes of scene contents into account and they do not appreciate
the fact that flicker can be a spatially localized effect.

2. A Model For Image Flicker

Due to the lack of detailed knowledge on how the various mechanisms mentioned above cause
image flicker, it is difficult to come to models for image flicker based on these mechanisms.
Even if these models are known there still is the problem of selecting one of those models for
correcting the film sequence. Often only the degraded sequence is available, it is not known
what mechanism caused the image flicker. What can be said about flicker is that in any case it
causes unnatural changes in image intensity (locally and/or globally) in time.

Our approach models image flicker as a local effect independent of the scene contents. We want
to limit fluctuations in image intensity in time by locally preserving the intensity mean and the
intensity variance. The following model is assumed:

[a{t) = constant
Y(x,y,t) = a(t)(l(x,y,t) + Y(x,y,t))+P(t) + 7l(x,y,t) \ for x j eQ (I)

[p(0 = constant

where Y(x,y,t) and I(x,y,t) indicate the observed and real image intensities respectively, a(t) and
(5(t) are flicker gain and offset parameters and Vindicates a small image region and makes that
the flicker is modeled as a local effect. In the ideal case (no fading, no flicker) aft) = / and

= o .
Both flicker dependent noise y(x,y,t) and flicker independent noise r}(x,y,t) add to the overall
amount of noise, which can be estimated, for example, as in [7]. An example of flicker
dependent noise is granular noise already on the film before flicker is introduced. Flicker
independent noise can be thermal noise due to electronic processing.

3. Estimation Of Flicker Parameters

Flicker correction requires estimation of the flicker parameters aft) and /5(t). The estimates
resulting from the initial approach (section 3.1) are optimal for stationary scenes. The estimation
of image statistics in non-stationary scenes are usually influenced by the presence of motion. To
avoid this one would like to apply some form of motion compensation.Unfortunately the
presence of flicker hampers motion estimation as motion estimators usually have a constant
luminance constraint, i.e. pel-recursive methods and all motion estimators that make use of
block matching in one stage or another. For this reason we choose to merely detect the presence
of motion (section 3.2). For regions in which motion was detected the flicker parameters are
then interpolated using the flicker parameters of nearby regions not containing motion (section
3.3).

3.1. Flicker parameter estimation in the motion free case

For the moment a stationary scene is assumed, let I(x,y,t) = Ifx.y). It is also assumed that the
distribution of y(x,y,t) does not change in time. This is acceptable under the assumption that the
physical quality of the film is constant and, as mentioned before, the scene is stationary. Taking
the expected value and the variance of Y(x,y,t) in (I), in a spatial sense, gives for x,y e Q :



E(Y(x,y,t)) = a(t)E(I(x,y) + y(x,y,t))+ /3(0 + E(Tj(x,y,O) (II)

var(Y(x, y,t)) = vai(a(t)(l(x,y) + y(x,y,t)) + ${t) + ri(x,y,tj)

= az(t)var(I(x,y) +y(x,y,t)+r)(x,y,t))+ \i - a

When assuming zero mean noise, rewriting these equations give a(t) and p(t) forx,y e Q.:

fiit) = E(Y(x,y, t))- cc(t)E(I(x,y)) (IV)

lvar(Y(x,y,t))-(l-a2(t)\ai(T](x,y,t))
ct{t) = ' -

Following [8] it can be shown that these estimates for oc(t) and $(t) are optimal in the sense that
they result in the linear minimal mean squared error between real image intensity and the
estimated image intensity. If the variance of the flicker-independent noise is small compared to
variance of the observed signal and/or oc(t)~ 1, (V) can be approximated by:

y var(I(x,y) + y(x, y, t) + r){x, y, t))

In order to solve (IV) and (VI) in a practical situation estimates in a temporal sense of expected
means and variances at frame t can be used:

* i ( v n )

' - 1 E(Y(x,y,n))-P(n)

vax(l(x,y) + y(x,y,t) + r](x,y, t)) = ET (yac(l(x,y) + y{x,y, t) + r£x,y, t)))

OW))) ] y1 ™(Y(x,y,n)) (VIII)= E f
T l a2(t)

To reduce memory requirements and computational load, first order IIR filters are used instead
of (VII) and (VIII) in a practical situation:

• o -



var(/(x, y) + y(x, y, t) + T](x,y, /)) = K var(/(x, y) + y(x, y,t-2) + T](x,y,t-2))+

vai(Y(x,y,t-l)) (X)
a 2 ( t l )

where K signifies the importance of the previous estimate. Depending on the value for K this
method allows the estimates of the original image mean and variance to be adapted to changes
in scene lighting (e.g. during a fade or when a light is switched on). Low frequency image
flicker is not removed in that case.

3.2. Motion detection in image sequences containing flicker

A number of motion detection mechanisms that can be applied to image sequences containing
image flicker are described in this section. As these mechanisms rely on detecting changes in
image statistics not only motion but also dirt, drop outs and scene changes trigger the motion
detectors. Where motion is detected the recursive filters for estimating the mean and variance
have to be reset.

3.2.1. Motion detection using the flicker parameters

Motion causes local changes in temporal statistics: significant changes in intensity variance
and/or mean result in a large deviations from 1.0 for a(t) and/or from 0 for fi(t)/a(t),
respectively. Regions containing motion can be detected by comparing all a(t) and fi(t)/a(t) to
threshold values \±Ta and ±Tp. Motion is flagged when either flicker parameter surpasses its
threshold value (typical values for Ta and 7},are 0.3 and 20 respectively).

3.2.2. Motion detection using frame differences

A different method for detecting the presence of motion is the following. For each block in the
current frame a(t) and fi(t) are estimated using (IV) and (VI). The corrected frame is generated
using (XI) (see section 4). In the absence of motion the variance of local frame differences
between the corrected frame and the previous frame should be twice the total noise variance.
Where this is not the case motion is detected.

3.2.3. A hybrid motion detection system

The method in section 3.2.2. has the disadvantage that it is very sensitive to film unsteadiness.
Slight movements of textured areas may lead to large frame differences and thus to "false"
detection of motion. The method in section 3.2.1 is robust against film unsteadiness. The
drawback in comparing the flicker parameters a(t) and fi(t)/o(t) to threshold values is that it is
difficult to find good threshold values: false alarms and misses will always occur.

Combining the two methods leads to a robust algorithm. First, the motion detection algorithm
from section 3.2.1. is applied where Ta and J^are chosen relatively small leading to relatively
many false alarms and few misses. Second, the algorithm from section 3.2.2 is applied to those
regions for which motion was detected: the correctness of the found flicker parameters is
verified.



(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. (a) gray indicates known parameter values, white indicates the unknown values, (b), (c) and (d)
indicate what parameters have been estimated after 1, 2 and 3 steps of the dilation operation.

3.3. Interpolation of unreliable flicker parameters

Where motion is detected the flicker parameters aft) and fi(t) computed according to (IV) and
(VI) are unreliable. They are to be interpolated using the flicker parameters found in nearby
regions. This approach leans on the assumption that the flicker parameters vary slowly (are
correlated) in a spatial sense, and, as stated before, are independent of image contents.

One pitfall is to be avoided. For uniform regions corrupted by image flicker it is difficult to tell
what part of the image flicker is due to variances in gain and what part is due to variances in
offset. These regions should not be included in the interpolation process. Moreover, from
section 4 it will become clear that that the estimated flicker parameters for these regions should
be marked unreliable. In the case of the restoration of old film sequences no problems are to be
expected as granular noise is always present (we implicitly assume that granular noise is
affected by flicker in a similar manner as the original scene intensities).

The iterative interpolation process is as follows. Consider the matrix containing the values of all
aft) for a certain image. Figure la shows an example of such a matrix. The gray area indicates
the image blocks for which aft) are known, the white area indicates the image blocks in which
motion was detected. For blocks in the latter region the values aft) can be estimated at the
boundary of the two regions, by taking the average value of the aft) in adjacent blocks in the
still region (fig. lb). By repeating this dilation process an estimate for aft) can be assigned to
each image block in regions where motion was detected (fig. lc,d). The procedure for
estimating the unknown fift) is similar.

This method is not optimal in the sense that jumps might occur between the values for aft) and
(3(t) in adjacent image blocks near the center of the dilated region (e.g. when the values in the
top-left hand side of the still region are very different from the values in the bottom right hand
side). This can be resolved by smoothing the found results using, for instance, a Laplacian
kernel (see section 4).

As the region containing motion becomes larger, more steps are required for the dilation
process. This implies more uncertainty about the correctness of the interpolated values.
Applying biases towards unity for a(t) and to zero for p(t) that grow with each step reduces the
probability that flicker is enhanced due to incorrect estimation of the flicker parameters.

4. Correcting Image Flicker

Once the flicker parameters have been estimated the sequence can be corrected. But first an
extra step is required. As the flicker parameters are computed on a block by block basis,
blocking artifacts will be introduced if the found flicker parameters are applied for correction
without preprocessing. This preprocessing consists of upsampling the matrices containing the
flicker parameters to full image resolution followed by smoothing using a low-pass filter. As



mentioned before, when sources other than film are used the contribution to changes in gain and
offset to the flicker can not be determined for uniform regions using (IV) and (VI). It is
necessary that the flicker parameters in the uniform regions are estimated using the interpolation
scheme in section 3.3. If not, smoothing would have the unreliable flicker parameters of these
regions influence the reliable flicker parameters of neighboring regions.

Now the new flicker free image can be estimated according to:

5. Experiments And Results

In our experiments we used a test sequence of 50 frames containing image flicker and motion
(introduced by a man entering the scene through a tunnel). When viewing this sequence it can
clearly be seen that the amount of flicker varies locally. Also the presence of granular noise is
clearly visible. The signal to noise ratio was estimated to be 21 dB. Equalizing the mean field
intensities did not lead to a reduction in image flicker.

Figure 2 shows clips of frames 13 and 15, which contain excessive amounts of flicker, before
and after correction. Figure 3 shows the field means and variances of the original and the
processed sequence. The smoother curves resulting from the processed sequence in figure 3
imply that the amount of image flicker has been reduced. Subjective evaluation confirms this. A
(very) small amount of low frequency flicker remained, which can be explained by keeping the
last paragraph of section 3.1 in mind. No blocking artifacts are visible and no blurring occurred.
No new artifacts were visible.

6. Discussion

In practical situations the proposed scheme for flicker correction will be applied in combination
with other restoration techniques as in many old films combinations of various artifacts are
present simultaneously. Two common types of artifacts are noise and image unsteadiness. An
example of the place of flicker correction in an automatic restoration system is shown in figure
4. Here the flicker parameters oc(t) and |3(t) are estimated from a noise reduced, stabilized
sequence. The simultaneous image flicker correction and image stabilization is applied to the
original sequence. The output of this system forms the input for subsequent stages of the
restoration system where noise, dirt and dropouts are removed making use of motion estimation
and motion compensation.



(b) Clip of original frame 15{a} Clip of original frame 13

(c) Clip of corrected frame 13 (d) Clip of corrected frame 15

Figure 2. Clips of original and corrected frames.
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Figure 4. Flicker correction as part of an automatic image restoration system.

The flicker correction scheme can easily be extended to include camera panning, as the panning
vectors can be estimated from the image stabilization vectors. Including camera zoom is more



troublesome. A major problem is that the characteristics of observed texture changes depending
on distance to the camera and on camera parameters such as aperture and focal point. It is
difficult to adjust for these.

Including scene rotation (perpendicular to the camera) is possible. The first frame of a sequence
is chosen as a reference, later frames are compensated for their rotation with respect to the
reference frame. Flicker can then be corrected for and the result is rotated back again. Note that
aliasing caused by correction for rotation may well influence the results. As the rotation angle
becomes larger less of the frames corrected for rotation overlaps with the reference frame. It is
then necessary to pick a new reference frame. This can be the current frame, with the
disadvantage that the overall brightness of this frame may be noticeably different from the
overall brightness of the corrected preceding frame. Another possibility is to choose the
corrected preceding frame as a reference (in doing so the loop is closed and the system might
become unstable).

Fortunately only old film sequences seldom contain zoom and rotation.
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Nonlinear data mapping by neural networks

R.P.W. Duin Delft University of Technology, Netherlands

Abstract
A review is given of the use of neural networks for nonlinear mapping of high
dimensional data on lower dimensional structures. Both, unsupervised and supervised
techniques are considered.

Keywords: Nonlinear data mapping, neural networks, supervised, unsupervised, feedforward
networks, self-organising maps, vector quantization

1 Introduction to nonlinear mapping

The analysis of high-dimensional data has an increasing importance due to the growth of sensor
resolution and computer memory capacity. Typical examples are images, speech signals and
multi-sensor data. In the analysis of these signals they are represented in their entirety or part by
part in a sample space. As an example, a single data point may represent a 16x16 (sub)image. A
collection of these images constitutes a cloud of points in a 256-dimensional space.

In most multi-sensor data sets there is a large dependency between the sensors or between the
sensor elements. This is certainly true for nearby image pixels. But also more fundamentally, it
is not to be expected that any physical experiment contains hundreds of degrees of freedom that
are of significant importance. Consequently, multi-dimensional data sets may be represented by
lower dimensional descriptions. There are various reasons why such representations may be of
interest. They may reveal the structure of the data or the problem, they may be used for relating
individual data points to each other (e.g. finding the most similar one in a database) or they may
be used for retrieving missing data values. Below this will be defined more formally.

The following representations of a set of k-dimensional data points x; = (x^, xi2,..., xjj,..., x^),
Xj 6 Rk defined by X = {X],x2,..., xs,... xm} will be discussed here:

a. A set of prototypes Z = {z!,z2,..., zv ... zn} with zs e R ,̂ i.e. a small number of data
points in the same data space, n < m, selected or constructed in such a way that each
of the original points Xj is nearby one of the prototypes zs. So Z is chosen such that:

is minimised.The dimensionality of data space itself is not reduced. The reduction
is realised by assigning new data points x to one out of a set of known prototypes.

y = argmin^lx-zj} (2)

This might be used, for example, in coding applications. Sets of prototypes are
therefore also addressed as codebooks.

b. A subspace y = g(x,8) with y e Rk, 8 e R^, k' < k, i.e. a structure having a lower
dimensionality than the original data space. Each of the data points will be close-to
or in such a subspace. A natural criterion is the mean square error:
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J =
m

(3)

c. A probability density function f(x). This gives for each point in the data space the
probability density that a data point is found there. If this is done well the densities
of the data points in X will be high, as measured by the maximum likelihood
criterion:

J = ]Tlog(f(Xl)) (4)

In each of these cases we have a criterion for optimizing a map M, a rule for mapping new data
points on M and a distance DM(x) of that point to the map. A particular way to apply this is the
completion of incomplete data. Let a data vector x consist out of a known part x' and an unknown
part y, so x = (x',y). For a given map M one can now find the vector y that minimises DM(x):

y = argmin (DM(x)) = argminy(DM(x", y)) (5)

It has to be realised that the above way for optimizing M (e.g. Equation 3) is not focused on
minimising the error in y as it uses the distance between the map and the entire vector x. In
contrast to this unsupervised training of maps the technique of supervised training can be
defined using some error measure E(y ,y) between an estimated and a desired vector y: Choose
M such that for the set of given data vectors {(x'j,Vj), i = 1 ,m}

J = (6)

is minimum.

2 Neural network mapping

Nonlinear maps can be represented by neural networks.
These are collections of almost identical simple operators
(neurons) each contributing partially to the map, e.g.:

y = (7)

in which Nj(x) is a single neuron computing one
component of y. Such a set of parallel neurons may be
nested:

y = (NJ2(NJi(x),j = = l , n 2 ) (8)

X, X k

Figure 1 : 2-layer neural network
In this case the original data vectors x are mapped on a
first layer of n! input neurons. Their outputs are mapped
on a second layer of n2 output neurons. Thereby y has n2

components. This can be represented in a graphical way like given in Figure 1. The neurons in
the first (input) layer have k inputs (here k = 7). The neurons in the second (output) layer have 5
inputs. All neurons have just a single output value. So this network maps a 7-dimensional space
first on a 5-dimensional space and then on 2-dimensional space.
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In each neuron a different set of weights may be stored that makes their operation different from
the other neurons. If a neuron has k inputs the size of this set is usually k+1: one weight for each
input, constituting a k-dimensional vector w and an additional constant WQ, often called bias.
Two very common types of neurons are the the spatial neurons and the directional neurons.

The spatial neurons can be thought to be located at a particular point in their input space. Their
weights represent this location. The bias may represent a size parameter determining the size of
some influence sphere. Such a neuron may thereby be defined as:

N ( x | w , w 0 ) = e x p { - | | x - w | | / w 0 } (9)

This neuron yields a high output value for input data vectors that are close to their location
(relative to w0). This neuron transfer function is called a radial basis function.

The directional neurons can be thought to represent a direction in their input space. Their outputs
are related to the angles between the input data vectors and their weight vectors, e.g.:

N(x|w,wo) = - —J (10)
1 u 1 +exp{-w«x-w 0 }

This neuron transfer function is called a sigmoidal function or just sigmoid. Note that the transfer
functions as defined by Equation 9 and Equation 10 yield values between 0 and 1. It is very
common the scale the values within neural network layers in this way. Sometimes they are scaled
between -1 and +1. In order to be able to produce arbitrary output values in the output layer linear
transfer function have to be used:

N ( x | w , w 0 ) = w » x + w 0 (11)

The feed-forward network as given in Figure 1 can be used for
all three types of mappings given in the first section. Prototypes
can be represented by radial basis functions in the input layer.
The distance between an input vector and the set of prototypes
is defined in the output layer. If sigmoidal outputs are used the
network represents some probability density function if the
outputs are correctly normalised. A feed-forward networks
with just sigmoidal transfer function represents a mapping by
nonlinear subspaces. Another common type of neural networks
is the self-organising map (SOM) or Kohonen network as
shown in Figure 2. In this network of spatial neurons, the
neurons are not connected. They thereby represent a set of
prototypes. During the optimization of the network some
connectivity is assumed. This will further be discussed below.

3 Unsupervised techniques

We will now give some examples on how neural networks can be trained in an unsupervised way.
The three mapping types given in the introduction will be treated separately.
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3.1 Prototypes by vector quantization

Suppose we have an initial set of prototypes (e.g. a random selection of the original data set)
Z = (zi,z2, ..., Zj, ... zn}. A very simple way of updating this set is by determining the subsets
Xj c X, i=l,n such that Xj contains all vectors in X that have Zj as their nearest prototype. Now
all prototypes are replaced by the means of the data vectors in the corresponding Xj. This is
reiterated until stability. This procedure is called the k-means method. A sequential procedure
can be denned by:

Zj = Zj + a(t)[Xj - Zj] if Zj is the nearest prototype of Xj (12)

repeat for i = 1 ,m

iteratively repeat with decreasing a(t).

Formally this procedure has not much relation with neural networks. It is, however, for historical
reasons treated in connection with these.

3.2 Subspaces by neural networks

3.2.1 Subspaces by self-organising maps (SOMs)

Subspaces can be found in relation with the above treated vector quantization method by
conditioning the set of prototypes in a grid of the desired subspace dimensionality. Most popular
is the use of a n x n grid of n2 neurons representing n2 prototypes. This structure is emphasized
and preserved by replacing the above update rule by:

= z: + n4=k
Ojk(t)[Xj - Zj] if Zj is the nearest prototype of x( and

zk is within some predefined grid neighbourhood of Zj.
Ojk(t) is a weighting function that decreases with the
number of iterations and with the grid distance between Zj
and zk

This procedure may be followed for structures of any
dimension. In practice, however, just one-, two-, and
sometimes three-dimensional grids are used. For more
dimensions too many neurons will be needed.

3.2.2 Subspaces by diabolo feedforward networks

Feedforward networks as given in Figure 1 represent in
each layer a subspace. If it is possible to map the input data
on a particular layer a reconstruction by following layers
should be possible, see Figure 3. The 3rd and the 4th layer
restore the original data vectors after they are mapped on
the 2nd layer. Training should be done by minimizing the difference between inputs and outputs
of the entire network. In fact this is a supervised procedure, see below. The data set itself,
however, does not contain any target values. Thereby this is a supervised solution of a
nonsupervised problem.
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3.3 Probability density functions

In this case the neural network outputs are considered as probability densities. For that reason
the output layer consist of a single neuron and has a linear transfer function. Usually the first
layer has radial basis transfer functions. A good network yields high outputs for the training data
vectors. The maximum likelihood criterion is thereby often chosen for optimizing the network:

J = Xlog(yj) (13)

4 Supervised techniques

We will now give some examples on how neural networks can be trained in an supervised way.
Recall that in this case the given data set X consists of vectors x = (x',y) and that networks have
to be found that estimate y as correctly as possible if the part x' is given.

4.1 Prototypes by learning vector quantization

The quality of prototypes has to be judged on the basis of the distance between the desired and
the estimated y-values (targets). Equation 12 might therefore be replaced by something like

Z: = Z; + A(t)[Xj - Zj] if Zj is the nearest prototype of Xj (14)

in which the matrix A(t) has larger values for the target components.

4.2 Subspaces by neural networks

This problem is the traditional use of the feedforward network, Figure 1. The network outputs
are the target values. Again linear output transfer functions might be needed. A diabolo network
is not necessary now. A wide range of network optimization techniques is available.
Traditionally backpropagation is used, an iterative gradient descent technique. Faster techniques,
especially for smaller networks, might be preferred.

4.3 Probability density functions

The unsupervised solution can be applied also here. If the joint probability density function for
x = [x',y] is estimated by f(x',y), the y-value for a given x might be found by

y = argmaxv(f(x',y)) (15)
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Image Processing: Some Insights

T. S. Huang University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, IL 61801, U. S. A.
E-mail: huang@ifp.uiuc.edu

Abstract

After a brief overview of image science and image processing, we concentrate on the topic
of image enhancement, restoration, and reconstruction, and offer three insights: (i) Severely
degraded images are very hard to enhance, (ii) The crux of successful image enhancement
lies in the use of appropriate a priori information, (iii) Wherever possible, one should try
to get good quality images to start with. These will be illuminated by examples.

1 Image Science

In a broad sense Image Science has three interrelated parts:

1. Physics (hardware): Sensors, displays, storage media, and transmission channels.

2. Information Processing (software): Algorithms for Enhancement, restoration, and
reconstruction; Representation and coding (compression); Analysis (measurement,
detection, recognition, understanding); Visualization.

3. Image Quality and Human Visual Performance.

This paper will concentrate on image enhancement, restoration, and reconstruction, which is
what people usually mean when they use the term "Image Processing" in the narrow sense.

2 Image Enhancement, Restoration, and Reconstruction

The general problem is: The quality of the images obtained from some sensor is not good
enough (for some purpose). We wish to improve the quality. The terms "enhancement" and
"restoration" are often used interchangeably. The rough distinction is as follows. We use the
term "restoration" when a fairly complete mathematical model of the image degradation is
known, and thus our goal is to compensate for this degradation. The term "enhancement" is
used when the model for the degradation is less complete. Finally, the term "reconstruction" is
usually reserved for the problem of reconstructing 3D structures from a set of 2D images, such
as the cases of CT and MRI imaging.

Image processing has a wide spectrum of applications. These include:

Medical- CT, MRI, PET, ...
Scientific- Biology, astronomy, chemistry, ...

Commercial- Photography, video, ...

Military- Photo-interpretation, surveillance, monitoring, ...

Security- Finger prints, face recognition, ...
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Image processing (i.e., enhancement, restoration, reconstruction) is closely related to the other
tasks of information processing (compression, analysis, visualization). For example, it is often
advantageous to improve the image quality before compression, analysis, and visualization.
And after decompression, the image quality may be improved by further processing.

In the following Sections, we offer three insights into image processing.

3 The Gospel Phenomenon

Unto everyone that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance; but from him that hath not
shall be taken away even that which he hath."

- Matthew, XXV-29.

The quality of slightly degraded images can often be enhanced nicely. However, enhancing
severely degraded images is notoriously difficult; one tries hard and often further degrades the
image.

We illustrate by the example of noise reduction in images. Consider snow like noise such as
what we sometimes get in TV images. One obvious way of reducing noise is to do averaging
over a small neighborhood. That is, we replace the value of each pixel by the average of the
values of the pixels in a small neighborhood (e.g., 3x3 or 5x5) around that pixel. This will
certainly reduce the noise; however, unfortunately, it will also reduce the signal, in particular
sharp edges in the image will be blurred. To reduce the noise but not the edge sharpness, one
approach is to use an adaptive averager: For a pixel at an edge, we use a small averaging
neighborhood (or not averaging at all), while for a pixel in a relative smooth region we use a
lager averaging neighborhood. But we need an automatic way of deciding whether a given
pixel is at an edge or not. If the noise is small, this can be done nicely by calculating the
gradient at each pixel. The magnitude of the gradient will be a good indication of the
"edginess" of the pixel. Thus, we can make the size of the averaging neighborhood more or less
inversely proportional to the gradient magnitude. However, if the noise is large, then the
magnitude of the gradradient will be dominated by the noise rather than the property of the
signal part of the image. In conclusion, this adaptive averaging method of reducing image noise
works well when the noise is small, but breaks down when the noise is large.

What can we do to enhance the image if the degradation is large? The next two Insights offer
some suggestions.

4 The Sun-Tze Doctrine

"Know yourself, know your enemy; and you shall win every battle."

- Sun-Tze, cir. 400 BC

The only hope of being able to enhance severely degraded images seems to lie in the use of a
priori knowledge about the characteristics of the signal part of the image and the degradation.
The a priori knowledge can be imposed as constraints in the enhancement, restoration, or
reconstruction algorithms. If the constraints are powerful enough good results may be
obtained. An important caveat: If the constraints are not valid, the results cannot be trusted.
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We illustrate this by the example of limited-angle CT reconstruction. The most popular method
of CT reconstruction is Filtered Back Projection. However, better reconstruction's can be
obtained by using MAP (Maximum A Posteriori Probability) estimator. Nevertheless, in cases
where the projections are taken over an angle range smaller than the full 180 degrees, the
reconstruction quality can be very bad. The quality of the reconstruction can be improved
drastically by imposing constraints based on a priori knowledge. For CT slices of the human
body, the image is typically piece wise smooth, i.e., the image is composed of regions with sharp
boundaries but within each region the variation is smooth. This a priori knowledge can be used
in the following way. The MAP estimation is usually obtained by minimizing the negative of
the log of the a posteriori probability. We add to this objective function another term which is
a function of the gradient magnitude of the estimated image. Let this function be f(x) where x is
the gradient magnitude. lff(x)=x, we are imposing a smoothness constraint without attempting
to preserve sharp boundaries. To impose a piecewise smooth constraint, we can modify f(x)
such that/(;tj=;t when x is small, bulf(x) bends down and approaches a constant when x becomes
larger. This method has yield very good reconstruction results.

5 The Hubble Lesson

Before the mirror of the Hubble Telescope was fixed, the images taken by it have very poor
quality. A number of researchers applied various image enhancement and restoration
techniques to these images with rather disappointing results. Sending astronauts to the telescope
to have the mirror fixed was a far better solution.

Generally speaking, it is far better to get good images to start with rather than getting poor
images and trying hard to fix them later. Another prominent example is the technique of
adaptive optics for taking images through the atmosphere. The wavefront distortions due to
atmospheric turbulence is measured in real time and compensated in real time at the time of
imaging. Multisensor (e.g., visible and infrared) fusion to get better images can also be
considered as an example.
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Computer Vision: Evolution and Promise
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Abstract

In this paper we give a somewhat personal and perhaps biased overview of the field of
Computer Vision. First, we define computer vision and give a very brief history of it.
Then, we outline some of the reasons why computer vision is a very difficult research
field. Finally, we discuss past, present, and future applications of computer vision.
Especially, we give some examples of future applications which we think are very
promising.

1 What is Computer Vision?

Computer Vision has a dual goal. From the biological science point of view, computer vision
aims to come up with computational models of the human visual system. From the engineering
point of view, computer vision aims to build autonomous systems which could perform some of
the tasks which the human visual system can perform (and even surpass it in many cases).
Many vision tasks are related to the extraction of 3D and temporal information from time-
varying 2D data such as obtained by one or more television cameras, and more generally the
understanding of such dynamic scenes.

Of course, the two goals are intimately related. The properties and characteristics of the human
visual system often give inspiration to engineers who are designing computer vision systems.
Conversely, computer vision algorithms can offer insights into how the human visual system
works. In this paper we shall adopt the engineering point of view.

2 History of Computer Vision

It is commonly accepted that the father of Computer Vision is Larry Roberts, who in his Ph.D.
thesis (cir. 1960) at MIT discussed the possibilities of extracting 3D geometrical information
from 2D perspective views of blocks (polyhedra) [1]. Many researchers, at MIT and elsewhere,
in Artificial Intelligence, followed this work and studied computer vision in the context of the
blocks world.

Later, researchers realized that it was necessary to tackle images from the real world. Thus,
much research was needed in the so called "low-level" vision tasks such as edge detection and
segmentation. A major milestone was the framework proposed by David Marr (cir. 1978) at
MIT, who took a bottom-up approach to scene understanding [2].

Low-level image processing algorithms are applied to 2D images to obtain the "primal sketch"
(directed edge segments, etc.), from which a 2.5 D sketch of the scene is obtained using
binocular stereo. Finally, high-level (structural analysis, a priori knowledge) techniques are
used to get 3D model representations of the objects in the scene. This is probably the single
most influential work in computer vision ever. Many researchers cried: "From the paradigm
created for us by Marr, no one can drive us out."
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Nonetheless, more recently a number of computer vision researchers realized some of the
limitation of Marr's paradigm, and advocated a more top-down and heterogeneous approach.
Basically, the program of Marr is extremely difficult to carry out, but more important, for many
if not most computer vision applications, it is not necessary to get complete 3D object models.
For example, in autonomous vehicle navigation using computer vision, it may be necessary to
find out only whether an object is moving away from or toward your vehicle, but not the exact
3D motion of the object. This new paradigm is sometimes called ""Purposive Vision" implying
that the algorithms should be goal driven and in many cases could be qualitative [3]. One of
the main advocates of this new paradigm is Yiannis Aloimonos, University of Maryland.

Looking over the history of computer vision, it is important to note that because of the broad
spectrum of potential applications, the trend has been the merge of computer vision with other
closely related fields. These include: Image processing (the raw images have to be processed
before further analysis). Photogrammetry (cameras used for imaging have to be calibrated.
Determining object poses in 3D is important in both computer vision and photogrammetry).
Computer graphics (3D modeling is central to both computer vision and computer graphics.
Many exciting applications need both computer vision and computer graphics - see Section 4).

3 Why is Computer Vision Difficult?

Computer Vision as a field of research is notoriously difficult. Almost no research problem has
been satisfactorily solved. One main reason for this difficulty is that the human visual system is
simply too good for many tasks (e.g., face recognition), so that computer vision systems suffer
by comparison. A human can recognize faces under all kinds of variations in illumination,
viewpoint, expression, etc. In most cases we have no difficulty in recognizing a friend in a
photograph taken many years ago. Also, there appears to be no limit on how many faces we
can store in our brains for future recognition. There appears no hope in building an
autonomous system with such stellar performance.

Two major related difficulties in computer vision can be identified:

1. How do we distill and represent the vast amount of human knowledge in a computer in such
a way that retrieval is easy?

2. How do we carry out (in both hardware and software) the vast amount of computation that
is often required in such a way that the task (such as face recognition) can be done in real
time?

4 Application of Computer Vision: Past, Present, and Future

Past and present applications of computer vision include: Autonomous navigation, robotic
assembly, and industrial inspections. At best, the results have been mixed. (I am excluding
industrial inspection applications which involve only 2D image processing and pattern,
recognition.) The main difficulty is that computer vision algorithms are almost all brittle; an
algorithm may work in some cases but not in others. My opinion is that in order for a
computer vision application to be potentially successful, it has to satisfy two criteria:
1 possibility of human interaction. 2) Forgiving (i.e., some mistakes are tolerable). It also
needs to be emphasized that in many applications vision should be combined with other
modalities (such as audio) to achieve the goals.
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Measured against these two criteria, some of the exciting computer vision applications which
can be potentially very successful include:

Image/video databases-Image content-based indexing and retrieval.

Vision-based human computer interface - e.g., using gesture (combined with speech) in
interacting with virtual environments.

Virtual agent/actor - generating scenes of a synthetic person based on parameters extracted
from video sequences of a real person.

It is heartening to see that a number of researchers in computer vision have already started to
delve into these and related applications.

5 Characterizing Human Facial Expressions: Smile

To conclude this paper, we would like to give a very brief summary of a research project we are
undertaking at our Institute which is relevant to two of the applications mentioned in the last
Section, namely, vision-based human computer interface, and virtual agent/actors, as well as
many other applications. Details of this project can be found in Ref. 4.

Different people usually express their emotional feelings in different ways. An interesting
question is number of canonical facial expressions for a given emotion. This would lead to
applications in human computer interface, virtual agent/actor, as well as model-based video
compression scenarios, such as video-phone. Take smile as an example. Suppose, by facial
motion analysis, there are 16 categories found among all smiles posed by different people.
Smiles within each category can be approximately represented by a single smile which could be
called a canonical smile. The facial movements associated with each canonical smile can be
designed in advance. A new smile is recognized and replaced by the canonical smile at the
transmitting side, only the index of that canonical smile needs to be transmitted. At the
receiving sides, this canonical smile will be reconstructed to express that person's happiness.

We are using an approach to the characterization of facial expressions based on the principal
component analysis of the facial motion parameters. Smile is used as an example, however, the
methodology can be generalized to other facial expressions.

A database consisting of a number of different people's smiles is first collected. Two frames
are chosen from each smile sequence, a neutral face image and an image where the smile
reaches its apex. The motion vectors of a set of feature points are derived from these two
images and a feature space is created. Each smile is designated by a point in this feature space.
The principal component analysis technique is used for dimension reduction and some
preliminary results of smile characterization are obtained. Some dynamic characteristics of
smile are also studied.

For smiles, the most significant part on the face is the mouth. Therefore, four points around the
mouth are chosen as the feature points for smile characterization: The two comers of the mouth
and the mid-points of the upper and lower lip boundaries.

About 60 people volunteered to show their smiles. These four points are identified in the two
end frames of each smiling sequence, i.e., the neutral face image and the one in which the smile
reaches its apex. The two face images are first registered based on some fixed features, e.g., the
eye corners and the nostrils. In this way, the global motion of the head can be compensated for
since only the local facial motions during smiles are of interest. Thus, every smile is
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represented by four vectors which point from the feature points on the neutral face image to the
corresponding feature points on the smiling face image. These motion vectors are further
normalized according to the two mouth corner points. Then, each component of these vectors
serves as one dimension of the ""smile feature space." In our experiments to date, these are 2D
vectors. Thus, the dimensionality of the smile feature space is 8. Principal component analysis
is applied to this 8D feature space.

In addition to looking at the two end frames of a smile sequence, it is also of interest to study
the dynamic characteristics of smiles from real motion trajectories of the feature points. Using
the same four feature points, their motions through the whole smile sequence are tracked and
the trajectories are recorded.

• Temporal uniformity: Whether a point moves equally between two consecutive frames.

• Spatial linearity: Whether an overall trajectory can be approximated by a straight line.

The feature tracking procedure is applied to 20 smiling sequences. The motion trajectories are
estimated and these two characteristics are further calculated. Preliminary results indicate that:
1) The motions of the mouth corners for most smiles are asymmetric. 2) The assumption of
motion smoothness (both spatially linear and temporally uniform) is quite reasonable. 3) After
principal component analysis, there are still no obvious multiple clusters in the feature space.
This may be due to the fact that the database we use is still too small to cover the large variation
of smiles.

One possible way to do smile clustering is to distinguish smiles by using qualitative criteria, for
example, whether the mouth is open or closed during smile, whether the smile is symmetrical,
etc. Another interesting thing to do is to perform subjective tests. The difference between
different smiles is determined by human subjects. The purpose is to see how far two points in
the feature space should be moved apart so that the smiles will differ from each other. The
results can be used for smile clustering based on the motion vectors. Finally, motion vectors of
more facial features (eyes, nose, cheek areas) should be used in constructing the smile feature
space.

6 Concluding Remarks

Computer Vision is more than 30 years old. Although as a research field it has been offering
many challenging and exciting problems, in terms of successful engineering applications it has
been rather disappointing. However, more recently, several very exciting applications have
appeared where computer vision I believe can make major contributions.
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Scale-space: A framework for handling image structures at multiple scales

Tony Lindeberg KTH, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
Abstract

This article gives a tutorial overview of essential components of scale-space theory — a
framework for multi-scale signal representation, which has been developed by the computer
vision community to analyse and interpret real-world images by automatic methods.

1 The need for multi-scale representation of image data

An inherent property of real-world objects is that they only exist as meaningful entities over
certain ranges of scale. A simple example is the concept of a branch of a tree, which makes sense
only at a scale from, say, a few centimeters to at most a few meters, It is meaningless to discuss
the tree concept at the nanometer or kilometer level. At those scales, it is more relevant to talk
about the molecules that form the leaves of the tree, and the forest in which the tree grows,
respectively. This fact, that objects in the world appear in different ways depending on the scale
of observation, has important implications if one aims at describing them. It shows that the
notion of scale is of utmost importance. This general need is well understood in cartography,
where maps are produced at different degrees of abstraction. Similarly in physics, phenomena are
modelled at several scales, ranging from particle physics and quantum mechanics at fine scales,
through solid mechanics and thermodynamics dealing with everyday phenomena, to astronomy
and relativity theory at scales much larger than those we are usually dealing with. Notably, the
form of description may be strongly dependent upon the scales at which the world is modelled,
and this is in clear contrast to certain idealized mathematical concepts, such as 'point' and 'line',
which are independent of the scale of observation.

Specifically, the need for multi-scale representation arises when designing methods for
automatically analysing and deriving information from real-world measurements. To be able to
extract any information from image data, one obviously has to interact with it using certain
operators. The type of information that can be obtained is largely determined by the relationship
between the size of the actual structures in the data and the size (resolution) of the operators
(probes). Some of the very fundamental problems in image processing concern what operators to
use, where to apply them and how large they should be. If these problems are not appropriately
addressed, then the task of interpreting the operator response can be very hard.

In certain controlled situations, appropriate scales for analysis may be known a priori. For
example, a desirable quality of a physicist is his intuitive ability to select proper scales to model a
given situation. Under other circumstances, however, it may not be obvious at all to determine in
advance what are the proper scales. One such example is a vision system with the task of
analysing unknown scenes. Besides the inherent multi-scale properties of real-world objects
(which, in general, are unknown), such a system has to face the problems that the perspective
mapping gives rise to size variations, that noise is introduced in the image formation process, and
that the available data are two-dimensional data sets reflecting indirect properties of a
three-dimensional world. To be able to cope with these problems, an essential tool is a formal
theory for how to describe image structures at different scales.

2 Scale-space representation: Definition and basic ideas

Scale-space theory is a framework for early visual operations, which has been developed by the
computer vision community (in particular by Witkin [21], Koenderink [11], Yuille and Poggio
[23], Lindeberg [15] and Florack [4]) to handle the above-mentioned multi-scale nature of image
data. A main argument behind its construction is that if no prior information is available about
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increasing t coarser levels
of scale

original signal

Figure 1 : A multi-scale representation of a signal is an ordered set of derived signals intended to represent

the original signal at different levels of scale.

what are the appropriate scales for a given data set, then the only reasonable approach for an
uncommitted vision system is to represent the input data at multiple scales. This means that the
original signal should be embedded into a one-parameter family of derived signals, in which
fine-scale structures are successively suppressed (see figure 1). How should such an idea be
carried out in practice? A crucial requirement is that structures at coarse scales in the multi-scale
representation should constitute simplifications of corresponding structures at finer scales—they
should not be accidental phenomena created by the method for suppressing fine-scale structures.
This idea has been formalized in a variety of ways by different authors. A noteworthy
coincidence is that similar conclusions can be obtained from several different starting points. A
main result is that if rather general conditions are imposed on the types of computations that are
to be performed, then convolution by the Gaussian kernel and its derivatives is singled out as a
canonical class of smoothing transformations. The requirements (scale-space axioms) that
specify the uniqueness are essentially linearity and spatial shift invariance, combined with
different ways of formalizing the notion that new structures should not be created in the
transformation from fine to coarse scales. In summary, for any iV-dimensional signal
/ : RN -» R its scale-space representation L: UN x R+ -» R is defined by

L(x; t) = /(*-*) 9(0 <%

where g: RN x R+ —»• R denotes the Gaussian kernel

a(x. t) = -
9[ ' ' (2TT

(i)

(2)

and the variance t of this kernel is referred to as the scale parameter. Equivalently, the
scale-space family can be obtained as the solution to the (linear) diffusion equation

dtL = \vH (3)

with initial condition L(-; t) = / . Then, based on this representation, scale-space derivatives at
any scale t are defined by

Lxa(-; t) = dx°i_sy>L(-; t) = -; *)) * /- (4)

Figure 2(a) shows the result of applying Gaussian smoothing to a one-dimensional signal in this
way. Notice how this successive smoothing captures the intuitive notion of fine-scale information
being suppressed, and the signals becoming successively smoother. Figure 3 gives a
corresponding example for a two-dimensional image. Here, to emphasize the local variations in
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Figure 2: (a) The main idea of a scale-space representation is to generate a one-parameter family of derived
signals in which the fine-scale information is successively suppressed. This figure shows a signal which
has been successively smoothed by convolution with Gaussian kernels of increasing width (b) Since new
zero-crossings cannot be created by the diffusion equation in the one-dimensional case, the trajectories of
zero-crossings in scale-space (here, zero-crossings of the second derivative) form paths across scales that
are never closed from below.

Figure 3: Different levels in the scale-space representation of a two-dimensional image at scale levels t
0, 2, 8, 32, 128 and 512 together with grey-level blobs indicating local minima at each scale.
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the grey-level landscape, local minima in the grey-level images at each scale have been indicated
by dark blobs (with spatial extent determined from a certain watershed analogy, which essentially
describes how large a region associated with a local minimum can be filled with water, without
water flooding over to regions associated with other local minima). As can be seen, mainly small
blobs due to noise and texture are detected at fine scales. After a small amount of smoothing, the
buttons on the keyboard manifest themselves as distinct minima, whereas at even coarser scales
they merge to one unit (the keyboard). Also other dominant dark image structures (such as the
calculator, the cord and the receiver) appear as single blobs at coarser scales. This example gives
one illustration of the types of hierarchical shape decompositions that can be obtained by varying
the scale parameter in the scale-space representation. The relations between image structures at
different scales induced in this way is referred to as deep structure [11, 15].

3 Axiomatic scale-space formulations

For a reader not familiar with the scale-space literature, the task of designing a multi-scale signal
representation may at first glance be regarded as somewhat arbitrary. Why make use of Gaussian
smoothing, and why not just carry out any type of "smoothing operation"? To illuminate the
special properties that have lead computer vision researchers to consider linear scale-space
representation as a natural model for an uncommitted visual front-end, we shall in this section
give a very brief review of a number of the major scale-space formulations. By necessity, this
presentation will be somewhat technical, and the hasty reader may without loss of continuity
proceed to section 4. More extensive reviews can be found in [14, 15, 17, 20].

Original formulation. When Witkin [21] introduced the term scale-space, he was concerned
with one-dimensional signals and observed that new local extrema cannot be created in this
family. Since differentiation commutes with convolution,

dx*L(-, t) = dxn(g{.; t)*f) = <?(•; t) * 8xnf, (5)

this non-creation property applies also to any nth -order spatial derivative computed from the
scale-space representation. Figure 2(b) illustrates this property, by showing zero-crossings of the
second derivative of the smoothed signal at different scales. Note that the trajectories of
zero-crossings in scale-space form paths across scales that are never closed from below. This
property does, however, not extend to dimensions higher than one.

Causality. Witkins observation shows that Gaussian convolution satisfies certain sufficiency
requirements for being a smoothing operation. The first proof of the necessity of Gaussian
smoothing for generating a scale-space representation was given by Koenderink [11], who also
gave a formal extension of the scale-space theory to higher dimensions. He introduced the
concept of causality, which means that new level surfaces

{{x,y; t) 6 K2 x R: L{x,y; t) = Lo} (6)

must not be created in the scale-space representation when the scale parameter is increased. By
combining causality with the notions of isotropy and homogeneity, which essentially mean that
all spatial positions and all scale levels must be treated in a similar manner, he showed that the
scale-space representation must satisfy the diffusion equation. Related formulations have been
expressed by Yuille and Poggio [23] and by Hummel [9].

Non-creation of local extrema and semi-group structure. Lindeberg [15] considered the
problem of characterizing those kernels in one dimension that share the property of not
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introducing new local extrema in a signal under convolution. Such kernels have to be
non-negative and unimodal. Moreover, they can be completely classified. He also imposed a
semi-group structure on the family of kernels, which means that if two such kernels are
convolved with each other, then the resulting kernel will be a member of the same family

(7)

In particular, this condition ensures that the transformation from a fine scale to any coarse scale
should be of the same type as the transformation from the original signal to any scale in the
scale-space representation,

£(•; t2) = {definition} = h(-; t2) * /
= {semi-group} = (/*(•; t2 - h) * h{-; h)) * f ,g^
= {associativity} = h(-; t2 - *i) * {h(-; t\) * f)
= {definition} = h(-: t2 — *i) * L{-\ t\).

If this semi-group structure is combined with non-creation of local extrema and the existence of a
continuous scale parameter, and if the kernels are required to be symmetric and satisfy a mild
degree of smoothness in the scale direction, then it can be shown that the family is uniquely
determined to consist of Gaussian kernels.

Non-enhancement of local extrema and infinitesimal generator. If the semi-group structure
per se is combined with a strong continuity requirement with respect to the scale parameter, then
it follows from well-known results in functional analysis [7] that the scale-space family must have
an infinitesimal generator. In other words, if a transformation operator % from the input signal to
the scale-space representation at any scale t is defined by L(-; t) = Ttf, then under reasonable
regularity requirements there exists a limit case of this operator (the infinitesimal generator)

Af = lim Thf~ f (9)

MO h

and the scale-space family satisfies the differential equation
L i ' r ; t + h)~L{-r]t) t). (10)

h

Lindeberg [15, 17] showed that this structure implies that the scale-space family must satisfy the
diffusion equation if combined with a slightly modified formulation of Koenderinks causality
requirement expressed as non-enhancement of local extrema:

Non-enhancement of local extrema: If for some scale level to a point io is a
non-degenerate local maximum for the scale-space representation at that level
(regarded as a function of the space coordinates only) then its value must not
increase when the scale parameter increases. Analogously, if a point is a
non-degenerate local minimum then its value must not decrease when the scale
parameter increases.

Moreover, he showed that this scale-space formulation extends to discrete data as well as to
non-symmetric temporal and spatio-temporal image domains.

Scale invariance. A formulation by Florack [4] and continued work by Pauwels et al. [19]
show that the class of allowable scale-space kernels can be restricted under weaker conditions,
essentially by combining the conditions about linearity, shift invariance, rotational invariance and
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semi-group structure with scale invariance. It can be shown that for a scale invariant rotationally
symmetric semi-group, the Fourier transform of the convolution kernel must be of the form

a) = H{u)o) = (11)

for some a > 0 and p > 0, which gives a one-parameter class of possible semi-groups. Florack
[4] proposed to use separability in Cartesian coordinates as an additional basic constraint. Except
in the one-dimensional case, this fixates h to be a Gaussian. Pauwels et al. showed [19] that the
corresponding multi-scale representations have local infinitesimal generators (basically meaning
that the operator A in (9) is a differential operator) if and only if the exponent p is an even
integer. Out of this countable set of choices, p = 2 is the only choice that corresponds to a
non-negative convolution kernel (recall from above that non-creation of local extrema implies
that the kernel has to be non-negative). Koenderink and van Doom [12] carried out a closely
related study, and showed that derivative operators are natural operators to derive from a
scale-space representation given the assumption of scale invariance.

Relations to biological vision. Interestingly, the results of this computationally motivated
analysis are in qualitative agreement with the results of biological evolution. Neurophysiological
studies by Young [22] have shown that there are receptive field profiles in the mammalian retina
and visual cortex, which can be well modelled by superpositions of Gaussian derivatives.

i

Figure 4: Gaussian derivative kernels up to order four the two-dimensional case.

4 Multi-scale feature detection

The above-mentioned results serve as a formal and empirical justification for using Gaussian
filtering followed by derivative computations as initial steps in early processing of image data.
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More important, a catalogue is provided of what smoothing kernels are natural to use, as well as a
framework for relating filters of different types and at different scales. (Figure 4 shows a few
examples of filter kernels from this filter bank.) Linear filtering, however, cannot be used as the
only component in a vision system aimed at deriving symbolic representations from images;
some non-linear processing steps must be introduced into the analysis. More concretely, some
mechanism is required for combining the output of these Gaussian derivative operators of
different orders and at different scales into more explicit descriptors of the image geometry.
An approach that has been advocated by Koenderink and his co-workers is to describe image
properties in terms of differential geometric descriptors, i.e., different possibly non-linear
combinations of derivatives. Since one would typically like image descriptors to possess
invariance properties under certain transformations (typically, rotations, rescalings and affine or
perspective deformations), this naturally leads to the study of differential invariants [6]. A major
difference compared to traditional invariant theory, however, is that the primitive derivative
operators in this case are smoothed derivatives computed from the scale-space representation.' In
this section, a few examples will be given of how this framework of multi-scale differential
geometry can be used for expressing various types of multi-scale feature detectors. The output
from these feature detectors is in turn intended to be used as input to higher-level visual modules,
for task such as object recognition, object reconstruction/manipulation and robot navigation.

4.1 Feature detectors expressed in terms of local directional derivatives

Edge detection. A notion of gauge coordinates which has been adopted in the computer vision
community is to express image descriptors in terms of local directional derivatives defined from
certain preferred coordinate systems. At any image point, introduce a local (u, t>)-system such

that the u-direction is parallel to the gradient direction (cos a, sin a) = (Lx, Ly)/ JLX + Ly,

and introduce directional derivative operators along these directions by

da = sinadx — cosady, dy = cosadx+ sinady. (12)

Then, we can define an edge point as a point for which the gradient assumes a local maximum in
the gradient direction, and restate this edge definition as

where Lvv and Lvvv denote second- and third-order directional derivatives in the u-direction.
After expansion to Cartesian coordinates and simplification, this edge definition assumes the form

L
= LVLVV — LxLXx + 2LxLyLxy •+• LyLyy = 0,

v = LVLVVV = LXLXXX + oLxLyLxxy + 3LxLyLXyy + LyLyyy < 0.

Interpolating for zero-crossings of Lvv within the sign-constraints of Lvvv gives a straightforward
method for sub-pixel edge detection. Figure 5(a) shows the result of applying this edge detector
to an image of an arm at scale levels t = 1.0,16.0 and 256.0. Observe how qualitatively different
types of edge curves are extracted at the different scales. A characteristic behaviour is that most
of the sharp edge structures corresponding to object boundaries give rise to edge curves at both
fine and coarse scales. Moreover, the number of spurious edges due to noise is much larger at fine
scales, whereas the localization of the edges can be poor at coarse scales. Notably, the shadow of
the arm can only be extracted as a connected curve at a coarse scale. This example constitutes
one illustration of the need for including image operators at coarse scales when extracting general
classes of image structures from real-world data.

'in this respect, there is a high degree of similarity to Schwartz distribution theory [8], although in scale-space
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Figure 5: Edges and bright ridges detected at scale levels t = 1.0, 16.0 and 256.0, respectively.

Ridge detection. A ridge detector can be expressed in a conceptually similar way as follows:
Introduce at any image point a local (p,^)-system aligned to the principal curvature directions
such that the mixed second-order derivative is zero, i.e., Lpq — 0. Then, we can define a bright
(dark) ridge point as a point for which the intensity assumes a local maximum in the main
principal curvature direction. In terms of the (p, r/)-coordinates, this definition can be written

Lp =

\L,PP\

0,
< 0,
^ \Lqq\,

or
\L

Lq =

->qq <

qq\ -

0,
0,
\LpP\,

(15)

depending on whether the p- or the ^-direction corresponds to the maximum absolute value of the
principal curvatures. At points where the gradient does not vanish, this condition can equivalently
be expressed as follows in the (u, u)-system and in terms of Cartesian partial derivatives

\LXX — Lyy) — (Lx — Ly)L
Lx) \LXX — Lyy) — 4LxLyL

xy
yLxy

— 0,
> 0.

(16)

Figure 5(b) shows the result of applying this ridge detector to an image of an arm. As can be
seen, the types of ridge curves that are obtained are strongly strongly scale dependent. At very
fine scales, the ridge detector responds mainly to noise and spurious fine-scale textures. Then, the
fingers give rise to ridge curves at scale level t = 16.0, and the arm as a whole is extracted as a
long ridge curve at t = 256.0. Notably, these ridge descriptors are much more sensitive to the
choice of scale levels than the edge features in figure 5(a). In particular, no single scale level is
appropriate for describing the dominant ridge structures in this image.

theory it is neither needed nor desired to approach the infinitesimal limit case when the support regions of the test
functions associated with the generalized derivative operators tend to zero.
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Corner detection and blob detection. A useful entity for blob detection is the curvature of
level curves K multiplied by the gradient magnitude Lv raised to the power of three

K = LVK = LVLUU — LxLyy -f- LyLXX — 2LXLyLXy. (17)

whereas zero-crossings and spatial maxima of the Laplacian

V2L = Lxx + Lyy = Luu + LVV (18)

can be used for stereo matching and blob detection, respectively.

5 Automatic scale selection

Although the scale-space theory presented so far provides a well-founded framework for
representing and detecting image structures at multiple scales, it does not address the problem of
how to select locally appropriate scales for further analysis. Whereas the problem of finding "the
best scales" for handling a given real-world data set may be regarded as intractable unless further
information is available, there are many situations in which a mechanism is required for
generating hypotheses about interesting scales. A general methodology for feature detection with
automatic scale selection has been proposed in [15, 16]. The approach is based on the evolution
over scales of (possibly non-linear) combinations of normalized derivatives defined by

% = * 7 / 2 & , < (19)

where 7 is a free parameter to be tuned to the task at hand. The basic idea proposed in the
abovementioned sources is to apply the feature detector at all scales, and then select scale levels
from the scales at which normalized measures of feature strength assume local maxima with
respect to scale. Intuitively, this approach corresponds to the selection of the scales at which the
operator response is as strongest. Moreover, it can be shown that the specific form of derivative
normalization in (19) spans a large class of normalization approaches for which the scale
selection mechanism has a desirable behaviour under size variations of the input pattern.

Feature type
Edge
Ridge
Corner
Blob

Normalized strength measure for scale selection
P/2LV

fl~f(T - T ) 2

\ PP QQf

rv2x

Value of 7
1/2
3/4

1
1

Table I: Measures of feature strength used for feature detection with automatic scale selection.

Figures 6—15 show a few examples of integrating this scale selection mechanism with the
differential geometric feature detectors considered in section 4. Here, the extracted features have
been illustrated graphically in two ways; (i) as two-dimensional spatial projections onto the
image plane, and (ii) as three-dimensional entities in scale-space, with the height over the image
plane representing the selected scales. Figure 6-8 show the result of performing edge detection
on the arm image and introducing a measure of significance by integrating the measure of edge
strength along each connected edge curve. As can be seen, coarse scales are selected for the
diffuse edge structures due to illumination effects, whereas fine scales are selected for the sharp
edges due to object boundaries. Notably, the selected scale levels vary substantially along the
shadow of the arm, which is necessary to obtain a good trade-off in the inherent conflict between
detection and localization properties. Figures 9-11 show corresponding ridge curves detected
from the other hand image. Observe how a coarse-scale ridge descriptor is obtained for the arm
as a whole, whereas the individual fingers give rise to ridge curves at finer scales. Figures 12-13
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Figure 6: Results of edge detection with automatic Figure 9: The 10 strongest bright ridge curves ob-
scale selection on the arm image (all edges). tained by with automatic scale selection.

Figure 7: The 50 and 10 most significant edge
curves as ranked on the integrated measure of edge
strength along each connected edge curve.

Figure 10: Three-dimensional view of the five

strongest ridge curves in scale-space.

Figure 8: Three-dimensional view of the 10 most

significant edge curves drawn in three-dimensional

scale-space with the selected scale represented as

the height over the image plane.

Figure 11: Backprojections of the five strongest

ridge curves to the image domain in terms of unions

of bright circles centered at the ridge curves and

with the radius proportional to the selected scale.
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show the result of detecting corners in a closely related way, by detecting points at which the
normalized measure of corner strength assumes a simultaneous local maximum over space and
scale. Note in figure 13 that a coarse scale response is obtained for the large size corner structure
as a whole, whereas finer-scale responses are obtained for the superimposed corner structures of
smaller spatial extent. Figures 14-15 show corresponding result of blob detection on a sunflower
image, where we can see how the size variations in the image of the sunflowers are captured in
the features extracted by the scale selection mechanism.

Figure 12: Results of corner detection with auto-

matic scale selection on an office scene

(200 strongest junction responses).

Figure 14: Results of blob detection detection with

automatic scale selection on a sunflower image

(200 strongest blob responses).

Figure 13: Three-dimensional view of corners de-

tected from a synthetic image with corner structures

of different spatial extent.

Figure 15: Three-dimensional view of the blob re-

sponses obtained from the sunflower image.

6 Summary and outlook

Scale-space theory provides a framework for modelling image structures at multiple scales, and
the output from the scale-space representation can be used as input to a variety of early visual
tasks. Operations like feature detection, feature classification and shape computation can be
expressed directly in terms of (possibly non-linear) combinations of Gaussian derivatives at
multiple scales. In this sense, the scale-space representation can serve as a basis for early vision.
In the terminology of Kuhn [13], scale-space theory can also be seen as a promising seed to a
new paradigm for computer vision. During the last few decades a number of other approaches to
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multi-scale representations have been developed, which are more or less related to scale-space
theory, notably the theories of pyramids [1,2, 10], wavelets [18, 3] and multi-grid methods [5].
Despite their qualitative differences, the increasing popularity of each of these approaches
indicates that the crucial notion of scale is increasingly appreciated by the computer vision
community and by researchers in other fields. The goal of this presentation has been to provide a
few selected pointers to central ideas behind the recently developed scale-space theory and to
show examples of straightforward applications. Main issues of current research concern the
incorporation of scale-space techniques into increasingly complex visual modules and the
extension to non-linear scale-space concepts more committed to specific tasks at hand [20].
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Model - based vision

A.W.M. Smeulders University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

J.S. Duncan Yale University Medical School, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

Abstract

It is argued that the inclusion of model knowledge is important in the
advancement of image analysis software, to separate the specialities of the current
problem area from general methods of image analysis. In the these two
presentations an overview is given of two classes of image analysis solutions:
symbolic model-driven image analysis and physical model-driven analysis. For
symbolic models a system architecture consisting of detectors (through which the
access is to the various representations of the data) with encapsulated knowledge
on the signs to detect, a reasoning module to propagate the uncertainty.
Symbolic model-driven analysis is evaluated on an extended example: map
interpretation. Physical models are presented when an integral view on the data is
needed. The extended example in this case is: heart wall motion estimation.
Whereas the lectures discussed the more general aspects of symbolic- and model-
driven analysis, this text is confined to the extended examples.

Keywords: model-driven image analysis, symbolic, physical, system design, map
interpretation, cardiac image analysis

Introduction

The state of the art in vision research is far from formulating all purpose solutions. In
fact, a vision system is ill-posed when in the specification a description of the domain, the
purpose of the system or the criterion for success are missing.

In this contribution, we concentrate on the inclusion of domain specific knowledge in
vision solutions for the purpose of segmenting the image and recognising the object.
Given a digital image as a data field and a generic model of the object can we come to a
recognition of the object represented by the data? In this presentation, we discuss two
(very) different types of models, theoretically and by extended example: the force based
models and the rule based models.

In the force driven domains, the object may assume a continuum of different forms each
somewhat different. The strategy leading to its recognition and description of its state is
to formulate a geometric model of the object. The geometric model is steered by one or
more parameters. By parameter adjustment, the generic model is instantiated onto the
specific view of the specific object as encountered by the data field configuration. In the
space of all admissible object shapes, the (iterative) search is for the one best matching
the data field. Not every shape is plausible. Domain knowledge is implemented as
constraints on the shape (smoothness, comedness) as well as in the criterion where to best
match (at places of a steep outward pointing intensity gradient).

Force driven models are frequently integral models, as they assume one uniform
mechanism which underlies the shape as a whole. Model - based image analysis of this
kind results in a parameterized representation of the object. In section 2, we present an
example of heart wall motion detection.

Symbolic domain models are based on an entirely different way to integrate domain
knowledge in the analysis. Now, it is assumed that domain knowledge is the consequence
of a formalised verbal description: in formalised verbal statements. As an example of
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knowledge representation consider the statement: "If (such) is almost certainly present in
the image near (this), then, quite likely, the image holds (that)." The first-level rules
determine what observations can be made on the image data field. The outcome is a fact
on the presence or absence of visual entities, and passed on to the next level. Higher level
rules in the reasoning engine lead to a conclusion about the facts known thus far or to
the quest for new information from the data field. The iteration of conclusion and new
fact search or conclusions results in the reasoning loop:

Conclusions
SnTi

Start
1 ^.New observations

from image data

We will present an example on this AI - style model driven analysis in section 3 on paper
map interpretation.

Force - driven vision

The force model - driven vision is exemplified on a difficult problem: the segmentation
and motion estimation of the heart wall in 3D - recordings. The problem is known as the
3D non - rigid motion estimation, where the problem is to track points on the heart wall
over time. Imagine the heart wall moves from state at time t to the shape at time t+dt.
Then the problem arises where does the point P go at t+dt. Where it is certain that P
remains on the expanding surface, it is the question precisely where does it go?

The approach to non-rigid motion tracking problem is based on the 3D-bending model.
We follow [1] very closely.

The first step is to find in the image data all points which constitute the border of the
heart by searching for the best overall match of the deformable model to the data field.
We discuss the two dimensional case. A model is a string of (x, y) - co-ordinates, and
denoted by x(.). The precise shape the model x(t, p) is in depends on t, the displacement
along the contour, and on parameter vector p used to bend the model in a large variety
of different forms.
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The match quality Qi(t) to match the model to the data averaged over all positions t is
said to be made up of two terms [2]. One to make sure the model connects the places
where the maximum outward pointing gradient is in the data:

Ql(t) = J Vf(x(t, p)). x'_L(t, p) dt
t

where the local gradient Vf(x) is computed from the image data f(x) by differential
filters, and x'j_(t, P) is the derivative of the normal to the curve. The other one takes care
that the contour is smooth:

Q2(t) = |K'(x(t, p))2 II x'(t, p) II dt . J II x'(t, p) II dt

where the local curvature change K' is computed from the contour model, and x'(t, p) is
the derivative of the tangent to the curve. The best integral match is reached by
optimising the parameters p of the path x generated by the model x(t, p) is such that the
integral quality matches best. The optimisation procedure is:

x* = arg maxp Qi(p) + A. Q2(p)

where X takes care for a problem dependent balance between the two quality factors. This
procedure yields a model-based segmentation of the heart data, slice by slice. The
segmentation result of each of these slices combined gives a segmentation of the heart
volume.

To model the motion of the 3D heart, a wire triangulation is matched to the segmentation
result. For each patch, fit a biquadratic surface to compute the differential characteristics
of the surface point. The biquadratic fit involves finding in each triangular patch the six
coefficients:

where the co-ordinates (x,y) are measured along the tangent directions, and the z - co-
ordinate is measured along the normal direction. In matrix form, the coefficient vector
which minimises the fit error is:

(AT A)"1 A T Z

where Z is a column vector of the ZJ values. A is a n x 6 matrix, with n is the number of

data points. Row i consists of [XJ2, xjy,, yj2, xi, y;, 1]. The result of this procedure is the

computation over triangular patch s of a value Ko(s) denoting local curvature. Because

curvature information is rather unstable, the curvature field is smoothed by a similar

procedure as before:

Cd(s) ((K(s) - K0(s) ) 2
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S is the surface domain, and Qj is a confidence measure derived from the matrix
estimation expressing goodness of fit, and hence reliability for that patch. In K*(s), we
have obtained a plausible estimation of the curvature over the heart surface.

The physical model of the heart wall is a thin-plate loosely constrained to deform in a
predetermined way. The potential energy of an ideal thin flexible flat plate of elastic
material which is a measure of the strain energy of the deformation is given:

K l 2 + K22

e = 2

where Ki and K2 are the two principal curvatures of the surface. This measure is invariant
to 3D - rotation and translation. The above physical quantity is slightly modified to
define the energy required to bend a curved plate in a shape at time t, to a newly
deformed state at t+At as:

ed = ( \r( \f(Ki>t
2 + K2it

2,2)) - \r( \f(K1)t+At
2 + K2,t+At2,2)) )

This equation assumes that the corresponding points on the surfaces are known. Under
the assumption that surface deforms only slightly and locally within a small time interval,
for each sampled point P on the surface at time t, a local area is searched on the surface
at t+At. The point within the search window on the second surface that is best matched
(i.e. minimising the bending energy deformation) is chosen as the point Pt+At
corresponding to Pt- The value of bending deformation energy is used as an indicator of
the uniqueness of the match. The matching process yields a set of shape-based motion
vectors Do(s), pointing from any point Pt of the one surface to Pt+At on the next one in
the sequence.

Again, Do(s) is a rough vector field, so again smoothing is necessary by the physically
plausible constraint of locality. Strong, unique matches from the bending energy
matching process should be preserved, while ambiguous matches should be smoothed
over by their neighbouring matches. The confidence measures from the initial match are
used as weighting coefficients in the smoothing functional. The functional for smooth
motion estimation is similar to the curvature smoothing functional:

D*(s) = arg min J Cd(s) (D(s) - D0(s) )2 + ̂  ds.

At the end of this process we have yielded a reliable estimate for motion estimation of the
heart surface in vector field D*(s).

Al model - driven vision

We now turn to the case where the knowledge of the domain has a predominantly rule -
based character. Such a characteristic will frequently be encountered when there is a
deliberate intention behind the object of which the image is to be analysed. A clear
example is an engineering drawing, as 1) they are meant to be understood in one and
precisely one way, 2) they imply a specific set of actions during the drawing, and 3) the
imply a sequence of specific actions in its understanding. These actions can be specified
in symbolic statements, in principle, as well as its order. So, the contents of a drawing can
be known, in principle.
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To demonstrate the principle of symbolic model - driven image understanding, consider
the problem of a paper map to be turned into an electronic file by image analysis. The
process will consist of the following steps: scanning — ink detection — the reasoning loop
— match to real world ~ store. We go over the steps one by one.

The paper map will be scanned by feeding it through a large size scanner. We require
such a scanning focus, transport stability and resolution that we have enough spatial
resolution to be able to detect the presence and location of graphical symbols in spite of
the presence of noise, stains and repairs of the map. Grey value scanning is a safeguard
against jagged line segments as well as line rupture when the line intensity locally fades.
As a function of line width and effective grey value resolution, 400 dots per inch 8 bit
grey value is used. A digital image of a map typically measures more than 10,000 x
10,000 pixels, or 100 Mbyte of data. See the example in Figure 3.

The next step, ink detection, is introduced to bootstrap the reasoning process as well as
speeding up the analysis process later on. Target here is to discriminate all instances of
ink in the field of view from the dirt, spills and other irregularities. To that end, locally
adjusted segmentation schemes build on knowledge of the minimum and maximum
admissible pencil width profile. Also in use is a skeleton algorithm, indicating the heart
of each line, at crossings taking into account knowledge that two pencil movements have
created a locally increased line width. Output of this step is a modified grey - values
image where the contamination's have been removed, a binary file indicating the
locations where the map contains ink (if all is well), and a line-segment file introduced
for efficiency only listing all stretches of uninterrupted line strokes. These three files are
handed over to the reasoning - loop.

The purpose of the reasoning loop is the propagation of uncertainty from observations
on the scan data to a conclusion about the map structure consisted with the rules of the
map maker. At closer look, it consists of meta - reasoning, reasoning and detection.
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Figure 3: Example of a paper utility map scan, only a very small part is shown. Data
kindly provided by the PNEM through the TopSpin contract.

Graphic sign recognition occurs through a set of computational routines, called detectors,
one to each type of sign. The list of all signs is known as the legend, but in every day
practice, the rules derived from the legend are to be completed with regional differences
in style, implicit rules and abstract and composed symbols.

In the example, the graphic sign of a "lit" always is indicated by a solid circle with the
line indicating the gas running through its middle. Such a symbol has a fixed ideal
appearance, with only the position of the gas line and its diameter as parameters. This is
the most simple case. The graphical sign of houses is characterised by a fixed line width
in an open or closed poly-line. No fixed shape is present here, and the sign detector is to
be composed of a line width detector, followed by a straight line segment detector
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working on the result of the previous one, followed by a house detector building the
straight line segments into a house, according to the admissible rules. Least rigid in rules
and hence shape are the dashed lines linking the contents of the gas line to the drawing
of the line.

The detector will contain knowledge of the dashing, the line width, repetition patterns,
starting position, etc. All in all 20 different graphical sign detecting algorithms are
needed for the example, each of which may contain some knowledge of the map maker's
rules. Generally, for practical applications any detector will be characterised by non-
perfect detection. Specifically it will erroneously assign an object to its target (a false
positive finding), or it will left unrecognised an object which in fact should have been
detected (false negative). Any parameterized detector can be tuned on a Receiver
Operator Characteristic curve, better known as ROC-curve, to a certain false positive value
from which its false negative rate will follow, or vice versa. The tuning cannot improve
both error rates unless the quality of the detector is improved. Where to tune a detector
depends on the application. If there are very few signs and they are very crucial to
observe, a low false negative is best at the expense of a poor false positive rate, creating
quite a few false alarms.

Once the graphic signs have provided a clue, reasoning may start to explain the
instantiations of the signs according to the map makers rules. The lowest layer of rules
will absorb input from the detection modules and produce a conclusion at a higher level
for the map at hand. This then feeds into a higher level rule which leads to a high level
conclusion, until all observed signs are considered, none left unused and the highest level
conclusion has been reached that the map interpretation is consistent.

The reasoning engine will perform actions of the following types: detected signs (facts)
feed into a rule (knowledge) leads to a consisted conclusion. Note that a conclusion once
it has been reached has the status of fact for the map at hand. Inconsistency occurs when
two conclusions demonstrate a conflicting outcome or when observations are made for
which there is no rule to explain them. In the first case, observations should be
reconsidered or, alternatively, the rules of the model may be wrong. In the second case,
again observations may be faulty, or the model may be incomplete.

In a reasoning engine facts are connected with conclusions by rules, known to describe
the domain. There are several candidates for such a reasoning. In most practical cases,
strict logic is insufficiently robust to deal with situations where detection may be faulty.
In a strict logic reasoning engine, rules are of the type:

Rule i: ( 'fact' ) implies 'conclusion' is true.

where 'fact' can be composed of more than one facts by '.and.', '.or.' and '.not.' operators,
and 'conclusion' may be used as fact in other rules. Note that if two rules point at the
same 'conclusion' and they are both used in one map, they both should lead to the same
logical 'conclusion', otherwise the system is inconsistent, i.e. the interpretation of the map
runs into a dead end.

With strict logic reasoning, any false detection leads to inconsistency or to a consistent
but erroneous conclusion. Therefore, propagating some form of uncertainty may be
helpful, especially when the rules of the domain contain redundancy. In the example, a
doubly arrowed line is always drawn between a house and a gas line, so the uncertain
detection of a one, possibly two, arrow-headed line the surrounding graphic symbols
may help out deciding. In the Mycin - formalism, the central paradigm is that compatible
certainties are attached to facts as well as to implications, in spite of the fact that the one
certainty is observational and the other one included in the model knowledge. By
making them equal they can be manipulated as follows. Uncertainty is indicated by:
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u = +1 most certainly true

u = 0 indifferent

u = - 1 certainly not true

The combinatorics of Mycin are defined as:

.and.

.or.

.not.

implies

fact] .and. fact2
fact] .or. fact2

.not. fact

( 'fact' ) implies 'conclusion'

ur

ur

= max{

ur

ur

= min{ ui , U2

ui , U2 }

= - u i

= ufact • uimDl'

There is a special combinatoric rule for combining two different rules pointing at same
conclusion. Rule 1 has a resulting certainty of u r j . , and rule 2 has a resulting certainty of
ur2- Then,

"combined = "rl - «ri.ur2 + ur2 for uri > 0 and uri > 0,

"combined = "rl + Url"r2 + ur2 for uri < 0 and uri < 0,

"combined = Y . minTWll a'nd lur2l } otherwise.

Note that the first three are combinations of observational uncertainties only, consistent
with logic combinatorics (check!). The fourth one combines observational uncertainty
with model uncertainty where the imply is not always the case. The fifth is needed for the
case when two observations point at the same conclusion.

As an example of the reasoning process consider the following observations
(connectivity is assumed but omitted for clarity):

factj object i is house with uj =0.8

fact2 object2 is gasline with U2 = 0.7

fact3 object3 is doubly arrowed line with U3 = 0.5

And the following map maker's rules:

rulea (objectz = house to gasline) implies with u = 0.9

z = doubly arrowed line

ruleb (object_at_one_end = house) .and.

(object_at_other_end = gasline) implies

x = house to gasline

Then reasoning proceeds as follows:
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reasoning} (object_at_one_end x = house with ui = 0.8) .and.

(object_at_other_end x = gasline with U2 = 0.7)

implies x = house to gasline with UJ = 0.7

Fact] and fact2 have been inserted in ruleb- Then, the .and. combinations leads to the
minimum of the two u's to establish the uncertainty in the combined result.

reasoningij (objectz = house to gasline with uj = 0.7) implies with u = 0.9

z = doubly arrowed line with Ujj = 0.63.

The resulting uj of reasoning step i has been inserted here. Then, the product of the
imply combinatoric gives the resulting certainty of 0.63.

reasoningjjj fact3 implies doubly arrowed line with U3 = 0.5

reasoning^ implies doubly arrowed line with UJJ = 0.63

Facts and the result of reasoning!} are both leading to the same conclusion, so the fifth
combinatoric should be used here, establishing the certainty of the detected doubly
arrowed line as UJH = 0.815, higher than each of the individual certainties. So, by
combining uncertainties one can gain in certainty indeed.

Mycin as a reasoning engine has several known drawbacks, we will not discuss here. As
an alternative the belief networks by Pearl have been successfully proposed, but the types
of combinatorics are the same.

Meta reasoning is introduced to indicate where to proceed with the next reasoning step.
In many systems, meta-reasoning is hard coded and hence limiting the generality of the
system. A proper system would consist of a hierarchy of reasoning layers, the top one be
called meta-reasoner. We leave the matter by stipulating its inevitable existence, because
if not by meta - reasoning how would a system know where to start and when to stop?

In our example, when reasoning has successfully come to an end, now follows the
matching of graphics sign on real world co-ordinates. To that end a transformation
matrix is computed transposing each entity given in the co-ordinate system of the map
into real world co-ordinate system. This transformation is rarely uniform throughout the
map as it should account for cuts and tears, as well as shrinking of the paper and
measurement errors. We will not go into this module here after which the process to
convert paper maps to electronic files is finished.

4 Some concluding remarks on model - based vision

We have presented two paradigms of including domain knowledge in your vision system:
physics models working by the principle of continuous parameter optimisation and AI -
models propagating the uncertainty from observations through conclusions on the
image. We restrict the concluding remarks to design considerations, parameter tuning,
and the thoughts of a combined model.
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4.1 Design considerations

In an object oriented system design, reuse and abstraction of the module is the prime
concern. Note that through the use of graphical sign detectors we have localised all
access to the data fields in the detector modules. They serve as virtual sensors, capable of
detecting a specific graphical sign. Such a sign may be fixed in shape and simple, such as
a lit, or composed of several layers of detectors where the one layer inputs to the other as
was the case with the detector for the house. In addition to localising the access to the
data in self-contained detector modules, we have also described a strong separation of
reasoning about the map maker's rules from the reasoning about graphical signs. Again,
such a separation enables reuse of individual components for similar but different
purposes.

In physical modelling, the breaking up of the system in isolated components is far less
obvious. In effect, the physical model functions as it yields an integral solutions to the
segmentation problem. So, reuse of code is more difficult to achieve in physical model -
driven vision. However, the code needed for physical models is generally far less
complex. In the AI - model case, software was needed for ink - detection and 20 other
detectors of graphical signs as well as reasoning modules. This is typical for a non-trivial
rule-based reasoning systems. In a physical model, the number of computations may be
very large by the number of iterations required, but there are only a limited aspect to
consider in the model and hence write code for.

4.2 Parameter tuning

In the symbolic - model driven approach, we have described the possibility to break up
the code in self-contained modules which will have the sole access to the data fields. In
addition to be better maintainable, computing modules designed in this way can also be
tested and optimised in their parameters in an off-line experimentation environment,
searching in a database of well-documented sign examples for the best settings to achieve
detection in the particular domain at hand.

In the force model - driven approach, parameter optimisation is intrinsically integral, and
in effect part of the computations on each individual image. In fact, parameter
optimisation is what the algorithm is after given the data and the abstract model it has at
its disposal. Tuning of parameters to improve performance or results can be
implemented by confining or directing the search for the best fit in parameter space by
using domain specific knowledge.

The take home message is that whereas many have preceded you in applying a symbolic
model for a domain where the domain is all continuous and vice versa where a domain is
governed by discrete rules to apply a continuous model, you should do so and safe a
year in trying to solve an digital vision problem.
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Generalized Convolutional Filtering

IT. Young Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands1

Abstract

Many of the standard filters used in digital image processing are based on local,
neighborhood filtering, that is, filters that process a small region around a central pixel
in the input image to produce a pixel in the output image. We will discuss some of the
most powerful of these filters—both linear and non-linear—and show that they cab be
formulated as generalized convolutions. This formulation has important implications
for hardware implementations and the development of "fast" algorithms.

Keywords: Convolution, Image Filtering, Neighborhood Filters, Rank-order Filters,
Morphological Filters

1 Introduction

Convolution is a well-known technique to describe the input-output relation of linear, shift-
invariant (LSI) systems [I-4]. For general, one-dimensional (1-D) signals the relationship
between an input signal a[n], a filter h[n] and an output signal b[n] is given by:

+ 0 0

b[n]= £ a[n - k] • h[k] = a[n] ® h[n]

For two-dimensional (2-D) filters with finite support SR, this equation becomes:

b[m,n] =

(1)

(2)

The (double) summation over j and k represents using those values of the filter h[;»] that
are non-zero. Finite-support, therefore, means the use of a local neighborhood filter. This
concept is illustrated in Figure 1:

filter
support

Figure 1: The value of the output pixel b at coordinate \},k] is generated by a combination of the filter
coefficients h and the input pixel values in the image a as "selected" by the support of h.

The filter h\j,k] is J x K pixels in size. In most cases J and K are chosen as odd, e.g. J= K =
5. Whether the filter h has a rectangular support is, in general, not important. The filter
support can always be described by a rectangular bounding box where additional filter
values take on the value zero. This is illustrated in Figure 2c for the "cone" filter. The filter

' Pattern Recognition Group, Faculty of Applied Physics, Lorentzweg I, Delft University of Technology, NL-
2628 CJ Delft, The Netherlands, http://www.ph.tn.tudelft.nl, e-mail: young@ph.tn.tudelft.nl
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h\j,k\ can be seen as a matrix. Three sample, filter matrices of size (5 x 5) are shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Three examples of a local, neighborhood filter that can be used for standard linear, convolutional
filtering.

In all three filters in Figure 2, the position [j=O,k=O] is in the middle of the filter. Each of
these filters smoothes an input image to produce an output image. That these filters
represent smoothing can be seen by looking at the Fourier representation of convolution.

= a®h = A»H ( 3 )

That is, the spectrum of the input A(*) is multiplied by the spectrum of the filter //(•). The
spectra for the uniform and pyramid filters are shown in Figure 3.

(a) Uniform filter spectrum (b) Pyramid filter spectrum

Figure 3: The Fourier spectra for the Uniform and Pyramid filters depicted in Figure 2.

Both filters suppress high frequencies and thus smooth the image. Some examples of image
smoothing are shown in Figure 4. In both examples the original is on the left and the
smoothed image is on the right.

Original Square uniform
(5x5)

Original Circular uniform
(radius = 3.0)
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Figure 4: The result of smoothing a standard image (left) and a test pattern (right).

Note the phase reversal in the right image due to the negative lobes of the circular uniform
filter in the Fourier spectrum. The conclusion is obvious; the phase of filters is important!
[1,2]

2 Some Linear Shift-Invariant Filters

Before proceeding to some of the more exotic, non-linear modern filters, we will first
examine some LSI filters.

2.1 Gaussian filtering

An important modern smoothing filter is the Gaussian filter. The Gaussian can be shown to
have the minimum (spatial extent)-bandwidth product, a property which is important when
the goal is to suppress noise without compromising the information in small details. The
Fourier transform of a Gaussian is a Gaussian and this is illustrated in Figure 5.

(4)

Figure 5: The Gaussian filter and its Fourier spectrum.

Although, formally, the Gaussian has an infinite support, there are very efficient and
accurate implementations of the Gaussian filter [5] that are recursive—and thus local—in
character.

2.2 Derivative filtering

We frequently examine those places where there is a transition in brightness from, say, dark-
to-light. For this we use derivatives, the gradient, and the Laplacian. Derivatives, which
should be applied only to functions of a continuous variable, can only be approximated for
the case of sampled signals. This rarely deters the practitioner, however, so a variety of
derivative approximations exist.

2.2.1 First Derivative

The most common approximations to the horizontal derivative, vertical derivative, and
gradient are given by:
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horizontal deriv.
dx
da

[1 0 -1]

vertical deriv. — => /ly = [l - l ] ' or [l 0 - l ] '
dy

(5)

gradient = (hx®a)Jx+(hy®a)iy

The gradient gives both a magnitude and a direction and differing applications may call for
using one or the other or both. As can be seen by examining the derivative operation in the
Fourier domain, one of the disadvantages of the derivative operator is that it emphasizes
(high-frequency) noise. To "combat" this the derivative operator is frequently combined
with Gaussian pre-smoothing. Some examples of the derivative operation using the filter
kernel [1 0-1] are given in Figure 6.

Simple: eq. (5) Gauss (a = 1.5) Simple: eq. (5) Gauss (o = 1.5)

Figure 6: Left - the horizontal derivative. Right- the gradient magnitude. On the left side of each image is
the direct derivative implementation; on the right side is the derivative combined with Gaussian smoothing.

2.2.2 Second Derivative

The place where there is a transition in brightness is frequently termed an edge. The model
in Figure 7 shows the relation between an edge, its first derivative, and its second derivative.

Ideal Edge Positk

35 40 45
Second Derivativ

Edge

First Derivati'

60 65

Brightness versus Positi

Figure 7: An idealized edge and its first and second derivatives.
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Two observations, derived from Figure 7, imply important applications. First, the edge can
be "enhanced" by subtracting the second derivative from the original. Second, the zero
crossing of the second derivative corresponds to the edge position.

The mathematical model for the Laplacian is:

+ ^ (6)

where the filters h2x and h2y are local, neighborhood operations that approximate the
second derivative. Various versions of h2x and h2y are:

Basic version #1

Basic version #2

Gaussian version

-2 l]

0 1 0
1 -4 1
0 1 0

(7)

(8)

(9)

where ga is the Gaussian filter from eq. (4). Referring to the first of the two applications,
edge enhancement, the result of subtracting the Laplacian from the original gives the result
in Figure 8 that is known as unsharp masking.

Original Laplacian enhanced

Figure 8: Left - the original. Right- the enhanced version, b=a- V2a, using eq. (8).

A variation on the Laplacian theme that is very useful for finding edges is the Second-
Derivative-in-the-Gradient-Direction (SDGD) filter. Five partial derivatives are used:

A -

A - * * .
yx ~ dxdy

A =^±
*> dxdy

_d2a
yy ~ dy2

A ->x~ dx

A - *
(10)

Noting that Axy = Ayx, the SDGD filter is:
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SDGD(a) = ^~^ (11)

The derivative filters that should be used are those that incorporate Gaussian smoothing and
the first and second derivative filters should have the same passbands and stopbands [6].
Thus if the first derivative is given by h]x = [1 0 - 1 ] (see eq. (5)), then the second
derivative might be:

hx=^x®K={\ 0 - 2 0 1] (12)

Various Laplacian-based procedures that use local operators are shown in Figure 9.

Original Gauss (a = 1.0) SDGD (a = 1.0)

Figure 9: Various implementations of the Laplacian based on local neighborhood filtering. In the "Gauss"
example, eq. (8) is combined with Gaussian smoothing.

A substantial literature exists to help design one-dimensional filters. The algorithms and
software packages based on these techniques can be used to design optimized
approximations to the first- and second derivative filters [7, 8].

3 Non-Linear Filters

The modern literature has produced a variety of non-linear filters that are also based on the
processing of a local neighborhood. We will focus our attention, here, on the rank-order
filters and the morphological filters.

3.1 Rank-Order filtering

In a rank-order filter the pixel values within the filter support are sorted by brightness value
into a list. A specific pixel value is then selected from the list based upon some criterion.
One of the most common filters based on this procedure is the median filter. If the filter
support is a rectangular window with J x K pixels, then the output value of the median filter
over a given window is pixel number (J»K+l)/2 in the sorted list, the middle or median
position in the list. Thus, The median filter is a local operation that replaces the center pixel
in a window by the median (50%) value of the sorted brightness (signal) values. The median
filter is frequently used as a smoothing filter [9, 10]. Its effect is shown in Figure 10.
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Uniform (5 x 5) Gauss (0 = 2.5)

Figure 10: Smoothing effect of linear versus the median filter.

Median (5 x 5)

In an important sense, non-linear filters are "under-appreciated." For example, a standard
problem in signal and image processing is restoring the signal a that has been degraded by
a linear system h plus noise n according to c = (a ® h) + n. The optimum linear filter hopt

that minimizes the rms error between a and c ® hopt is the Wiener filter, a filter that is
specified in the frequency domain. As can be seen in the example in Figure 11, however, a
non-linear median filter can actually lead to a better restoration (lower rms error) than the
linear, Wiener filter.

Distorted and noisy (SNR = 30 dB) Wiener restoration, rms = 108.4 Median restoration (5 x 5), rms = 40.9

Figure 11: Comparing an optimum linear filter to the median filter in image restoration.

Other rank-order filters can be defined on the basis of the sorted brightness list. If the first
value in the list is chosen we obtain the minimum filter and if the last value in the list is
chosen we obtain the maximum filter. Both the minimum filter and the maximum filter will
be discussed in greater detail in the section describing morphological filters. That is, both of
these filters are, at the same time, rank-order filters and morphological filters.

3.2 Morphological filtering

Morphological filters form an important class of filters that have been studied and used
extensively over the past 20 years. We start with binary images where the pixel values are
only "black" and "white". A sample image that contains two binary objects is given in
Figure 12.
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ZJ

Figure 12: Binary image containing the two object A and H.

The two basic operations are dilation and erosion where one binary object A is operated on
by another binary object H. The object H is referred to as the structuring element and the
definitions are as follows:

D(A,H) =

£(A,H) = AG(-H)=

(13)

(14)
rjeH

The most common structuring elements are H = N4 and H - Ng as illustrated in Figure 13.

• n

&

m m

N4 N8

Figure 13: The two, most common structuring elements in binary morphological filtering.

The effect of dilation is shown below in Figure 14a. Pixels in A are in gray. Pixels added
through dilation are in black. The effect of erosion is in Figure 14b. Pixels in A are in black
and gray. Pixels remaining after erosion are in black.
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a) D(A,N4) b) E(A,N8)

Figure 14: Illustration of dilation and erosion operations with the indicated structuring elements.

Using the building blocks dilation and erosion, we can build the central morphological
filters opening and closing as:

Opening:

Closing:

O(A,H) = A° H = D(£(A,H),H)

C(A,H) = A • H = £(Z)(A,-H),-H)

(15)

(16)

There are a variety of important problems that can be solved using these morphological
operations—dilation, erosion, opening, and closing—as well as other operations that can be
derived from these four [2, 3, 11-18].

The defining equations for dilation (eq. (13)) and erosion (eq. (14)) can be written in
another form:

+oo +oo

Dilation: D(A,H)= h[m-j,n-k] = a (17)

Erosion: £(A,H)= J\ f\(a[m-j,n-k] + h[-j,-k]) (18)

The form of eq. (17) indicates that dilation can be written as a convolution over a Boolean
algebra! Further, erosion, as described in eq. (18), can be written as a generalized
convolution over a Boolean algebra.

3.3 Generalized convolution - a digression

An ordinary convolution involves a multiplication "•" followed by an addition "+" over a
field of complex numbers as defined in eq. (2). A dilation as expressed in eq. (17) replaces
the multiplication by an AND and the addition by an OR over the elements of a Boolean
algebra. An erosion, in turn, replaces the multiplication by an OR and the addition by an
AND, again, over the elements of a Boolean algebra. The first operation can be thought of as
an inner operation on the pixels a[m-j, n-k] and h\j, k]\ the second as an outer operation
over the support defined on [/, k].

Generalized Convolution: b[m,ri\ = outer{inner\a[m - j,n — k], (19)
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3.4 Gray level morphological filtering

In general, we would like to apply the power of morphological filtering to gray level
images. The gray-level dilation and erosion of an image A with structuring element H are
defined by:

Dilation: DG(A,H) = max {a[m-j,n-k] + h[j,k]} (20)
[j,k]sH

Erosion: £G(A,H) = min {a[m +j,n + k]-h[j,k]} (21)
[j,k]eH

and the morphological filters opening and closing are defined by:

Opening: 0G(A,H) = £>G(£G(A,H),H) (22)

Closing: CG(A,H) = -0 G ( -A , -H) (23)
Viewed in the context of eq. (19), the "inner" operations are "+" and "-" and the
"outer" operations are max and min for, respectively, the dilation and erosion. These
definitions hold for an arbitrary choice of H including the case where H = constant = 0!
This leads to the most common versions:

Dilation: Z)G(A,H) = max(A) (24)
H

Erosion: EG(A,H) = min(A) (25)
H

Opening: OG(A,H) = max(min(A)) (26)
H H

Closing: CG(A,H) = min(max(A)) (27)
H H

Using the gray-level morphological filters, where the support of H is understood, we can
implement:

Smooth(A,H) = CG(OG( A, H),H)
Smoothing: (28)

= min(max(max(min(A))))

Thresholding: 6[m,n] = — (max(A) + min(A)) (29)

Local Contrast: • b[m,n] = scale • (30)
max(A) - min(A)

Gradient: Grad(A) = -(max(A) - min(A)) (31)

Laplacian: Lapl(A) = -(max(A) + min(A)-2A) (32)

Examples of the results associated with these filters are shown in Figure 15.
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a) Smoothing b) Contrast stretching (<-before, after-*)

c) Gradient d) Laplacian

Figure 15: Gray level morphological operations using a 3 x 3 structuring element.

4 Local Neighborhood Filters

As can be seen in the examples and discussions above, local neighborhood filters form a
powerful family of tools for manipulating images. Point operations, such as the addition of
two images or the logarithm of an image, are not sufficiently powerful to accomplish the
variety of tasks that are generally required of image processing. Global operations, such as
the Fourier transform, are usually powerful enough but require too much computational
power or time. Local, neighborhood filters fall "in between" and are, therefore, the method
of choice. This should not be too surprising because the information in an image is usually
found in a local region and not diffusely spread throughout the image. Further, images are
not samples of a stationary, random process. Statistics vary significantly from place to place
within an image and a local, neighborhood filter is capable of handling this variation.

4.1 Generalized convolution - redux

The use of local, neighborhood filters permits, as a side effect, the possible use of a
generalized filter structure, a structure described by eq. (19). Table 1 summarizes the
various filters that we have discussed.
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Table 1: Filters described as generalized convolution in the sense of eq. (19).

Filter

LSI convolution

Binary Morph:

Dilation

Erosion

Gray Morph:

Dilation

Erosion

Rank order

outer

+

or

and

max

min

choose

inner

•

and

or

+

sort

domain

complex #'s

Boolean

real #'s

tt

»

eigenfunction

Complex exps.

not (yet) known

slope functions

44

not (yet) known

4.2 Computational complexity

We might expect that aJxK local neighborhood filter requires J*K operations per output
pixel. Modern algorithms, however, frequently make it possible to reduce the computational
complexity of the filtering algorithm. Assuming that J > K and the image size is N x N, the
complexity per pixel for a variety of algorithms is given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Filter complexities based on efficient algorithms.

Filter

Uniform

Uniform

Pyramid

Cone

Gaussian

1st Derivative

2nd Derivative

SDGD

Rank Order

Binary Morph.

Gray Morph.

Max - eq. (24)

Min - eq. (25)

Max/Min

Morph eqs. (26)-(32)

Wiener filter

Other

Domain

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

spatial

frequency

frequency

Support

square

circular

square

circular

square

square

square

square

arbitrary

square

square

square

circular

square

-

-

Complexity

O(constant)

O(K)

O(constant)

0{K)

O(constant)

O(J)

O(J)

O(J)

O(J)

O(J)

0(J'fO

O(constant)

O(constant)

O(T)

O(constant)

O(log(AQ)

Oflog(AO)

Reference

[19]

[19, 20]

[19, 20]

[19, 20]

[5]

[18]

[18]

[18]

[9, 21]

[17, 22, 23]

[11, 18]

[18, 22]

[18, 22]

[20]

[18, 22]

[24]

[24]

4.3 Conclusions

The idea of a generalized convolution permits us to consider issues of computer
architectures for the efficient implementation of various filter structures as well as the ability
to use one general architecture for differing filter types. Further, the ability to implement
"fast" algorithms can be further enhanced by understanding the fundamental structure of
the filter, as in the relation between the complex exponential and LSI filters. This particular
relation led directly to the FFT and FWT algorithms. Similar developments for non-linear,
rank-order, and morphological filters could, in principle, also lead to improved algorithms.
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Early Prediction of MPP Performance: The SP2, T3D, and
Paragon Experiences1

Zhiwei Xu Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
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Abstract
The performance of Massively Parallel Processors (MPPs) is attributed to a large
number of machine and program factors. Software development for MPP applications
is often very costly. The high cost is partially caused by lack of early prediction of MPP
performance. The program development cycle may iterate many times before achieving
the desired performance level.

In this paper, we present an early prediction scheme for reducing the cost of application
software development. Using workload analysis and overhead estimation, our scheme
optimizes the design of parallel algorithm before entering the tedious coding,
debugging, and testing cycle of the applications. The scheme is applied at user/
programmer level, not tied to any particular machine platform or to any specific
software environment.

We have tested the effectiveness of this early performance prediction scheme by
running the MIT/STAP benchmark programs on a 400-node IBM SP2 system at the
Maui High-Performance Computing Centre (MHPCC), on a 400-node Intel Paragon
system at the San Diego Supercomputing Centre (SDSC), and on a 128-node Cray T3D
at the Cray Research Eagan Centre in Wisconsin.

Our prediction is shown rather accurate compared with the actual performance
measured on these machines. We use the SP2 data to illustrate the early prediction
scheme. We provide a systematic procedure to estimate the computational workload, to
determine the application attributes, and to reveal the communication overhead in using
MPPs. These results can be applied to develop any MPP applications other than STAP
radar signal processing, from which this prediction scheme was developed.

Keywords: Massively Parallel Processors, STAP Benchmarks, Performance Prediction,
Communication Overhead, Workload Quantification, and Parallel Processing.

1 Introduction

A frequently asked question among MPP users is "why is my application so slow?" It is not
uncommon that an MPP user spends many frustrating hours in designing, coding, and debugging
a parallel application, only to find out that it runs at a speed far below the performance level
expected. The disappointing users may even loose confidence in using MPPs. This sentiment is
evident in a recent European workshop on "Crisis in High Performance Computing" [7]. What
users need is a simple and accurate performance prediction scheme, that can assess the
performance before the coding stage and reveal performance bottlenecks before the run time.
MPP users can apply this scheme to quickly ascertain the achievable performance and to identify
which part of the program that real improvement can be made meaningfully. Three approaches
to performance evaluation: measurement, prediction (modelling), and simulation, were reviewed
in [4]. The first two approaches are combined and depicted in Fig.l.

This version is a preprint of a Journal paper to appear Parallel Computing in late 1996. The copy right
belongs to the publisher, Elsevier Science/North Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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Algorithm Design
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Debugging

Correct

Performance Testing

Performance
Unsatisfactory

Performance Measurement

Performance Prediction

Common to Both

' Performance
' Satisfactory

Exit

Figure 1 : Comparison of prediction and measurement of MPP performance

The measurement approach is widely employed by MPP users, which relies on actually
measuring the parallel program after the code is fully developed and debugged, as depicted by
dashed lines in Fig. 1. The main advantage of the measurement approach is its accuracy. The
prediction approach, shown by solid arcs in Fig.l, has an added step to rule out inefficient
algorithms, before costly coding and debugging begin. This approach is not widely used, for the
lack of good prediction schemes that can generate accurate performance results.

Currently, both measurement and prediction are done by MPP users manually. Although all MPP
systems come up with some performance tools, virtually all of them are runtime support for
performance evaluation [21]. Existing tools for performance prediction are still in the research
stage, not yet available to general MPP users. For instance, Pease et al discussed an experimental
system called PAWS (Parallel Assessment Window System) [22]. More recently, Fahringer
described a tool called P3T for performance estimation of Vienna Fortran programs on MPPs [9].
The recent joint issues of IEEE Computer [18] and IEEE Parallel and Distributed Technology
[19] are dedicated to parallel performance tools.

In this paper, we address the performance prediction problem from a user's perspective. Our
benchmark experiments were performed on the IBM SP2[20], Intel Paragon[24], and Cray
T3D[1]. We parallelized the STAP (Space-Time Adaptive Processor) benchmark suite originally
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written in sequential C language at MIT Lincoln Laboratory [5]. The contributions of this work
is summarized below in three technical aspects:

• Users prefer a prediction scheme that can estimate the performance of a parallel
application before a single line of parallel code is written. Our STAP experience shows
that less than 10% time is spent on parallel algorithm design, and 90% time is spent on
coding, debugging, and testing. As many as eight parallelizing strategies were considered
in order to select the best one. Early prediction avoids the coding/debugging cost of the
unselected Parallelization strategies.

• Most existing prediction schemes lack accuracy. This is mainly due to oversimplification
in characterizing the workload and communication overheads. For instance, existing
schemes usually assume every computational operation takes the same time, and estimate
the overhead of a collective communication as the overhead sum of a sequence of
point-to-point operations. We show quantitatively this does not work in real applications
running on large number of processors.

• Our scheme is based on realistic quantification of workload and overhead, thus it is highly
accurate. The scheme is validated by a sequence of STAP benchmark experiments on three
MPPs. For up to 256 nodes, our method predict the MPP performance rather closely
matching with the measured performance.

In summary, we attempt to answer the following five questions:

1. What performance can be achieved?

2. Is the parallelizing strategy a good one?

3. How many processors should be used?

4. How large a grain-size should be used?

5. Where is the performance bottleneck?

We start with what are required in a performance prediction scheme. We present the early
prediction scheme in Section 3, using the STAP benchmark experiment on IBM SP2 as a running
example. In section 4, we validate the method by comparing the predicted results with the
measured results. In Section 5, we show how the prediction scheme can be used to increase
system utilization. Finally, we comment on potential applications of the early performance
prediction scheme

2 Performance Prediction Requirements

This section discusses what is required of a parallel performance predictor, either a manual
method or an automatic tool, from an MPP user's perspective. We want to find out what should
be the input to the predictor and what should be the output. We also comment on what is available
to the user and what is lacking. These results are applied to in the next section to develop the
early prediction scheme.

The proposed early prediction scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2. The scheme consists of 5 major
steps. Details of each step will be given in subsequent sections. The scheme relies on an accurate
characterization of the computation workload and of the communication overhead. The
workload is determined from user's application and the MPP platform (Step 1). The overhead
characterization depends on the MPP platform alone, and only needs to be done once per MPP
platform (Step 2). Once the workload and the overhead are quantified, the scheme iterates from
Steps 3 to 5 to predict the performance of each Parallelization strategy.
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User Application

Step 1:
Characterize Workload
(Sections 2.1 and 3.2)

MPP Platform
Information

Step 3:
Design Parallel Algorithm

(Sections 3.4 and 3.5)

Step 2:
Estimate Overhead
(Sections 2.2 and 3.3)

Data Flow

Control Flow

Step 4:
Derive Performance Metrics

(Sections 2.3 and 3.5)

Step 5:
Predict Performance

(Section 3.5)

Performance
Unsatisfactory

Performance
Satisfactory

Coding Stage (Figure 1)

Figure 2: The early performance prediction process to be specified in various sections

2.1 User Applications

Any performance prediction is based on a specific user application and a specific MPP platform.
But what should be the exact inputs from the application? The performance evaluation tool
developed in [22] requires the application be specified as an ADA program or in an intermediate
language. The P3T evaluation reported in [9] requires a Vienna Fortran program. Some other
predictors require a task graph, a dataflow graph, or a Petri net. All these schemes assume the
existence of software tools, which are not available on current MPPs.

For most MPP users, either of he following may be initially available, when a parallel application
is to be developed:

• A sequential program written in C or Fortran for a uniprocessor system. We will denote
this sequential code by C.

• A number of parallel algorithms, in "paper-and-pencil" form but not yet implemented as
parallel programs. These algorithms are most likely adopted from published articles which
have not been tested in any computer platform.

A main objective of early performance prediction is to identify the best parallel algorithm.
Some efficient and effective parallel algorithms will emerge after identifying the performance
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bottlenecks. These algorithms can be generally structured by the following abstrac. .nodel
recently developed by the coauthors for programming MPPs or clusters of workstations [29].

2.1.1 The Phase Parallel Model

Consider a sequential program C. The program structure is divided into a sequence of k phases,

Cj, C2, ••-, Ck as illustrated in Fig. 3. Each phase involves essentially a computational

superstep consisting of coarse or medium grains of operations. Between two adjacent phases, an
interaction (communication and synchronization) step is often needed. This could be collective
communications involving multiple computing nodes.

Semantically, all operations in a phase followed by an interaction step must finish before the

next phase can begin. Phase Ci has a computational workload of W{ million floating-point

operations (Mflop), and takes 7\ (i) seconds to execute on one processor. It has a degree of

parallelism of DOPi. In other words, when executing on n processors with 1 < n < DOPt, the

parallel execution time for phase C, becomes Tn (i) = 7^ (i) /n. Associated with each phase,

the user provides the predictor consisting of computations, workload, DOP, and interaction
functions followed, etc.

Interaction

W

Rhrt

W

Phase C,

Wt

DOP{

fth

Interaction Phase Ck

DOPk

Figure 3: The Phase Parallel Model for MPP Application Code Development.

This model is especially efficient to implement SPMD (Single Program and Multiple Data
streams) data-parallel programs. Depending on the interaction overhead encountered, the
granularity of each phase can be adjusted to achieve a balance between computations and
communications. This is crucial to apply the model for early performance prediction. The phase
parallel model can cover several important parallel programming paradigms [6], such as the
synchronous iteration model discussed in [3], the loosely-synchronous parallelism [10], and the
Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [27]. We have applied this model to develop all the
parallel STAP benchmark programs for the three MPPs being tested for performance evaluation.

This model is rather conservative in predicting the MPP performance, compared with those
models allowing computations to be overlapped with interaction steps for latency hiding
purposes. However, our model is easier to implement on MPPs. The model is also very effective
to implement the pipelining operations required in [6].

2.1.2 Workload Characterization

We need to measure the amount of work performed in an application (referred to as workload
W). For scientific computing and signal processing applications where numerical calculation
dominates, a natural metric is the number of floating point operations that need to be executed.
This metric of workload has a unit of Millions of flops (Mflop) or Billions of flops (Gflop). For
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instance, an //-point FFT has a workload of W=5NlogN flop. This should be differentiated from
the unit of the computational speed, which is Millions of flops per second, denoted by Mflop/s.
This notation is from the PARKBENCH benchmark [13], and has become widely used.

When the application program C is simple and its workload is not input data-dependent, the
workload of C can be determined by code inspection. When the application code is complex, or
when the workload varies with different input data (e.g., sorting and searching programs), one
can measure the workload by running the sequential application on a specific machine, which
will generates a report of the number of flops actually executed. This approach has be used in the
NAS benchmark[23], where the flop count is determined by an execution run on a Cray Y-MP.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we denote by Wt the flop workload for computation step C, and
W=Wl+...+Wk the total flop workload for the entire program C.

In theoretical performance analysis, it is often assumed that every flop takes the same amount of
time. This uniform speed assumption does not hold in real MPPs. For instance, on a single SP2
processor, we measured that the speed varies from 5 Mflop/s to 200 Mflop/s for different
computation routines in the STAP benchmark suite, a difference of 40 times! Thus the sequential
program is executed to generate the execution time rather the flop count. 7j(i) denotes the
sequential time for executing C,. The single processor execution time T{ is equal to the sum of
7"j(/) for all C,-. The sequential speed for each computation step C, and for the entire sequential
program C can then be computed by:

P,(0 =W/r , ( i ) f and PX = W/TV

Executing the sequential program on a single node may not be feasible due to two reasons: (1)
The program needs more memory than what a single node can provide. Then the program will
either not run at all, or execute at a very slow speed due to excessive paging. (2) Even when the
program fits in a local memory, it may take a long time (e.g., days) to execute because of
excessive computational complexity involved.

The problem can be solved by scaling down the program size along the parallelizing dimension.
Scaling down along other dimensions may distort the workload information. For
domain-decomposition parallel programs (i.e., where parallelism is exploited by partitioning the
data domain into multiple chunks), the parallelizing dimension is the dimension along which the
data domain is partitioned. There may be more than one parallelizing dimension.

2.2 Platform Parameters

The following performance related information is generally provided by MPP vendors:

• Architecture Parameters: These include the machine size n (i.e., the number of processors)
and the capacity of memory/cache per processor.

• Peak Performance Numbers: These include the peak speed of a processor (denoted by
Ppeak)> the smallest latency and the peak bandwidth for point-to-point communication.

• Benchmark Performance Numbers: These include the measured performance of some
public domain benchmarks. For MPPs, the most frequently cited are the NAS benchmark
[23] and the LINPACK benchmark [8]. Some vendors also have performance data for
some sequential kernel routines (e.g., mathematical libraries).

The above information is listed in Table 1 for three MPPs. The machine size, the cache, and the
memory attributes show the ranges of possible configurations. The latency and the bandwidth
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are the best numbers provided by the vendors. The NAS FT benchmark performances a 3-D FFT
based algorithm to solve a partial differential equation. The timing results are based on highly
optimized executions, which a user is unlikely to achieve.

Table 1: Performance Attributes of Three Massively Parallel Processors

Performance Attribute

Machine Size (n)

Data Cache per Processor

Memory per Processor

Peak Processor Speed (Ppeak)

Point-to-Point Communication
Latency and Bandwidth

NAS FT Benchmark Time
(using 128 Processors)

IBM SP2

8-512

64-256 KB

64 MB-2 GB

267 Mflop/s

39 ns,
35 MB/s

14.52-15.68
Seconds

Cray T3D

4-2048

8KB

32-64 MB

150 Mflop/s

2|is,
150 MB/s

20.68
Seconds

Intel Paragon

4-4096

16KB

16-128 MB

100 Mflop/s

30u.s,
175 MB/s

22.76-42.07
Seconds

Now this is about all platform information that is available to a user, which is too limited. In
particular, no information is provided for various overheads. It is very difficult to answer simple
questions such as "How long does it take to create a process, to partition a process group, to do
a barrier synchronization, or to sum n values from n processors? "

There are three types of operations in a parallel program: Computation operations include
arithmetic/logic, data-transfer, and control flow operations that are found in sequential programs.
Parallelism operations are needed to manage user processes, such as creation and termination,
context-switching, and grouping. Interaction operations are needed to communicate and to
synchronize among processes. The parallelism and the interaction operations are the sources of
overhead, in that they need extra time to carry out besides the pure computational operations.

On current MPPs, these overheads could be quite large and vary greatly from one system to
another. Users can not just extrapolate their past experience from a "similar" system to guess
what the overhead will'be. It is important for the user to know the overhead values so as to avoid
using expensive parallelism and interaction operations.

2.2.1 Overhead Quantification

Numerous benchmarks and metrics for MPPs have been proposed [4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 26].
But few provide estimation of overhead. To our knowledge, the only benchmarks that measure
overhead in MPPs are the COMMS1, COMS2, and SYNCH 1 in the PARKBENCH benchmark
[13], which measure point-to-point communication and barrier synchronization for distributed

memory MPPs. The only overhead metrics are the parameters rM, m 1 / 2 , tQ, and KQ, proposed

by Hockney [12,13] for measuring point-to-point communication. Hockney also proposed two
other metrics/1/2 and sy2 to identify memory bottleneck and to estimate synchronization cost.

MPP user groups should develop closed-form expressions to quantify the communication
overheads in using communications libraries or standards such as PVM, MPL, or MPI. We have
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attempted to do so for the IBM SP2 as reported in [28]. Our prediction scheme (Fig.2) includes
an overhead quantification step. General guidelines for this step are suggested below.

For each interaction (or parallelism) operation to be quantified, the user measures the wall-clock
time for a number of combinations of machine size n and message length m. Our experience
show that for current MPPS, the machine size should vary from 2 to at least 128, and the message
length for a communication operation should vary from 4 bytes to at least 64 KB. Otherwise it
is difficult to derive accurate overhead expressions. Overhead measurements should be done in
a batch mode, because this is the mode adopted by most production runs on MPPs.The measured
timing data is then curve-fitted to obtain the closed-form performance expressions.

(1) The overhead of a point-to-point or a collective communication operation is expressed by

t ~ to(n) + ? n / r
o o ( " ) > where m is the message length and n is the number of processors

involved in the operation. The exact forms of tQ(n) and /•„(«) depend on the specific MPP

platform and the communication operation. The forms of to(n) and rj^n) for SP2 are presented

in Section 3.3. As we will see there, /Q(/I) and rM(n) correspond to latency and bandwidth,

respectively.

(2) On MPPs such as the Cray T3D, communication can be done either explicitly by message
passing, or implicitly through shared memory. The shared memory communication overhead can
be estimated as the time to load or store m bytes to the memory hierarchy. The same linear

expression of the form t = tQ(n) + m/r^^n) can be used with different coefficients for the

four cases: when the m-byte data is in the cache, in the local memory (i.e., on the same node), in

a neighbouring memory (on a neighbor node), and in a remote memory.

(3) The overhead for creating a process (task, thread) can be estimated by a linear function

t = cn + d or a log-linear expression t — clogn + d . The constant d represents a fixed cost
incurred no matter how many (or few) processes are created. The constant c represents a
per-process additional cost. The type of processes should also be noted, e.g., heavy-weight or
light-weight, kernel level or user level, local or remote.

The above method requires quantifying each operation individually to achieve accuracy.
However, the overhead expressions need to be measured and derived only once for a given MPP
platform, and used by the entire user community many times. A simpler method for quantifying
communication overheads is to use vendor-supplied latency and bandwidth numbers for
point-to-point operations (i.e., those in Table 1), and treat a collective operation as a sequence of
point-to-point operations. The main problem is that the accuracy could be off significantly.
Performance Metrics

We discuss the performance metrics that are important to MPP users. In section 3, we discuss
how to use them to answer practical performance questions. The following metrics definitions
refer to Fig. 3. The sequential execution time Tj and speed P\ have already been defined in
Section 2.1. Note that they should be measured by executing the best sequential program, not a
parallel program, on a single processor. The ^-processor execution time Tn of a parallel program
is estimated by:
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^ Tx(i)
T — 7 + T •+• T CW

n *-* min (DOP-,n) Parallel 'interact ^
l<i<k V ' '

where 7^ara//e; and Tinteract denote all parallelism and communication overheads, respectively.
The speed using n processors is defined by Pn=WITn. The speedup is defined by Sn = Tl/Tn. The
efficiency is En = Sn I n = Tx / (nTn). The ratio of speed to peak speed is called the utilization,
denoted by Un = Pn/ (nPpeak), where Ppeak is the peak speed of one processor. The utilization
indicates how much percentage of the full computing power is utilized in a specific application.

There are several metrics of extreme values which give lower and upper bounds for Tn, Pn, and
Sn. Let T«, be the length of the critical path, which equals the time to execute an application using
an unrestricted number of processors, excluding all overhead. From Eq. 1, Tm is:

(2)

The smallest n to achieve Tn =7'<X) is called the maximal parallelism, denoted by A^^. This is the
maximal number of processors that can be profitably used to reduce the execution time. This
metric can be computed by Nmax = max, <i<k {DOP^j . The speed Pn is upper bounded by

the maximal speed P^ = W/Tx. The quantity Tj/Tm is called The average parallelism.

2.2.2 Which Metrics to Use?

Obviously, execution time and speed are important metrics. Some users also care about speedup.
However, speedup and efficiency could give misleading information. In fact, with a bad
sequential program, a poor parallel program can have a speedup greater than the machine size n
and an efficiency greater than 100%. In contrast, the utilization is always less than 100%, and a
better program always has better utilization.

The critical path and the average parallelism are easy to compute, as they ignore overhead. They
bound the achievable performance and are useful at the initial parallel algorithm design stage.
The n-processor execution time Tn is lower bounded by T\l n and by Tx. That is

Tn>max(Tx/n,TJ (3)

The average parallelism provides an upper bound on the speedup, i.e., Sn < 7*,

The execution time, speed, and utilization are the most important performance metrics. Special
attention should be paid to the utilization metric, which is often overlooked, but more
informative than execution time and speed. A low utilization always indicates a poor program or
compiler. In contrast, a good program could have a long execution time due to a large workload,
or a low speed, due to a slow machine.
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A sequential application executing on a single MPP processor has a utilization ranging from 5%
to 40%, typically 8% to 25%. Some individual subroutines can be made faster to reach 75% or
more. However, when such subroutines are incorporated into a real application, they do not
necessarily retain their high utilization. A parallel application executing on multiple processors
has a utilization ranging from 1% to 35%, typically 4% to 20%.

By processing the NAS parallel benchmark results [23] for SP2, T3D, and Paragon, we found
that the utilization ranges from 1 % to 60%, with a harmonic mean of 12%. Note that these results
were generated from the vendors benchmark programs, which are often highly optimized. An
ordinary user application of similar type is unlikely to attain the same performance.

Figure 4 shows the utilization of three MPPs in executing the NAS benchmarks (Class A). In
general, the utilization of MPPs is lower than a traditional parallel vector supercomputer such as
the Cray C90. The C90 achieved a utilization from 28% to 73%, with a harmonic mean of 53%.
For everyday user applications, a C90 has a typical utilization of 21% to 27% [2].

60%

(a) IBM SP2

16 32 64
Number of Nodes

(b) Cray T3D 50% «

32 64 128 256 512 1024

Number of Processors

(c) Intel Paragon

Data points not shown
are unavailable

32 64 128 256

Number of Nodes

512 1024

Figure 4: Utilization of three MPPs for NAS Parallel Benchmarks
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Figure 5: Measured utilization and Gflop/s speed of the parallel APT and HO-PD benchmark
programs on three MPPs

In Fig. 5, we show the measured utilization and speed of two programs in the STAP benchmark
suite, when executing on three MPPs. The utilization ranges from 5% to 38%.The utilization
rates drop as more nodes are used in a given application. However, this may not be true in using
a small number of nodes. This has happened in using the Paragon with less than 16 nodes. The
main reason is that each Paragon node at the SDSC has only 16 MB of main memory, too small
to fit the large data set we have. The dip and rise of the Paragon utilization curves was caused
mainly by this memory problem.

3 STAP Benchmark Performance Results

The STAP benchmark suite was originally developed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory for adaptive
radar signal processing. It contains three benchmarks: Adaptive Processing Testbed (APT),
High-Order Post-Doppler (HO), and General (GEN). In this section, we use the performance
prediction procedure outlined in Fig.2 to predict the performance of the parallel STAP programs
on SP2. The prediction procedure is first summarize. Individual steps are explained in
subsequent sections, using the APT benchmark as a working example.

3.1 The Early Prediction Procedure

The five early prediction steps in Fig. 2 are specified below for any MPP system. Applying these
steps on the SP2 is discussed in subsequent subsections. The procedure is applied by the user at
the parallel algorithm design time, without involving the expensive coding and debugging
stages. The only programming effort involved is to time the sequential code on a single
processor. Recall that we assume the user starts with a sequential program C consisting of a
sequence of* steps C,, C2, ..., Ck, as shown in Fig.3.
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Step l:Determine the workload W, for each component C, and the total workload

W = jj ^ii • Time the sequential code C on one processor to determine the
i < ; < t

sequential times 7"j(0 for each C,. The corresponding sequential speed and utilization are

computed by: Px (i) = W/Tx ( i ) , and Ul (/) = Px (i) /Ppeak.

Step 2:Quantify the overheads.

Step 3:Derive a parallel algorithm. Then analyze it to reveal the degree of parallelism
DOPj for each C, and the maximal parallelism Nmax for the entire program, where

Step 4:Derive the following performance metrics:

^ r,(0
•Parallel time: Tn = 2 . min (DOP n) + parallelism + Tinteract

\<i<k «'

1 < i < k ' l<i<k '

.CriticalPath:roo=

•Average parallelism T^/Tm and maximal speed Pm =

•Speedup Sn = Tx/Tn and speed Pn = W/Tn

•Efficiency En = 7 / (nTn) and utilization: Un = P/ (nPpeak)

Step 5: Use these metrics to predict the performance. If the prediction shows promising
performance, continue to coding and debugging. Otherwise, analyze the predicted
performance results to reveal deficiencies in the parallel algorithm. Modify the
algorithm and go to Step 3.

3.2 Workload Quantification

Table 2 shows the workload and sequential performance of three STAP benchmark programs on
a single SP2 processor. The entries of Table 2 are obtained by applying those workload and
performance formulae in Step 1. The workload values are obtained by inspecting the source
STAP programs. The execution time values are from actual measurement of each of the
component algorithms. For example, the APT program is divided into four component
algorithms: Doppler Processing (DP), Householder Transform (HT), Beamforming (BF), and
Target Detection (TD). Each component algorithm performs different amount of workload, thus
resulting in different execution time and speed. These differences reveal the whereabouts of the
bottleneck computations in each benchmark program. These information items are useful to
restructure the parallel algorithm in Step 3.
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Table 2: Performance of Sequential STAP Programs on One SP2 Node

Benchmark
Program

APT

HO-PD

GEN

Program
Component

DP

HT

BF

TD

DP

BF

TD

SORT

FFT

VEC

LIN

Workload
(Mflop)

84

2.88

1,314

46

220

12,618

14

1,183

1,909

604

1,630

Execution Time
(Seconds)

4.12

0.04

9.64

0.57

11.62

118.82

0.17

22.80

79.14

19.11

20.23

Speed
(Mflop/s)

20

72

136

75

19

106

82

52

24

32

82

Utilization
(%)

7.65

27.07

51.22

28.01

7.12

39.92

30.96

19.51

9.06

11.88

31.00

From Table 2, the utilization of FFT computations (DP in APT and HO-PD and FFT in GEN)
are low, while the rest have good utilization. Slow FFT computation does not have much effect
on the HO-PD program (DP takes less than 10% of total execution time), but has significant
impact for the GEN program. The vector multiply (VEC) component also has poor utilization.
Overall, the three sequential benchmarks APT, HO-PD, and GEN achieve a speed of 100 Mflop/
s, 98 Mflop/s, and 38 Mflop/s, respectively. The corresponding utilization are 38%, 37%, and
14%. The utilization can be improved with better codes for FFT and VEC computations.

A simple way to improve performance is to use vendor supplied library routines. But the
improvement may not be as high as expected. For instance, the FFT library routine for SP2 has
a performance as high as 160 Mflop/s. But when used in the STAP benchmark, it only gives
30-45 Mflop/s. This is roughly about the same performance achieved by SP2 for the NAS FT
benchmark, which is dominated by FFT computations.

3.3 Overhead Estimation

We briefly discuss below how to derive overhead expressions for SP2. The reader is referred to
[28] for detailed discussions. Most MPP applications use static processes: All the processes are
created only once at the program load time. They stay alive until the entire application is
completed. In all of our testing runs, we always assign one process to a processor. The processes
of a program can form different groups. We always use only one unique group: the group of all
processes. Thus the group size is always equal to the number of processes in a program run,
which in turn equals the number of processors used in that run. The number of processors
(processes) used, denoted by n, range from 1 to a maximum of 256. The message length is
denoted by m (bytes), ranging from 4B to 16 MB.
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3.3.1 Parallelism Overhead

In a real signal processing application on MPP, the same parallel program is executed many times
to process a stream of incoming radar sensor data. There is a one-time overhead for creating all
processes and groups, which can be used by subsequent computations. In other words, the
parallelism overhead is amortized. Therefore, in predicting STAP performance on SP2, we
assumed that the parallelism overhead Tparal[e[ = 0.

We must point out, though, creating a process or a group is expensive on MPPs. Our
measurement shows that creating a process on SP2 takes about 10000 |is or more, equivalent to
millions of flop. A group creation takes about 1000 |j.s. Therefore, a program that needs to
frequently create processes or groups must have very large computation grains.

In what follows, we concentrate on communication overhead. In message passing MPPs, all
interactions are called communication operations. In a. point-to-point communication, one
process sends a message to another process. Thus only two processes, one sender and one
receiver, are involved. In a collective computation, a group of processes are involved to
synchronize with one another or to aggregate partial results. The time for such an operation is a
function of the group size, but not of message length, as the message length is usually fixed (i.e.,
1 =/(«))• In a collective communication, a group of processes send message to one another, and
the time is a function of both the message length and the group size (i.e., t =firi, m)).

3.3.2 Point-to-Point Communication

Using the High-Performance Switch (HPS), all processors on an SP2 can be considered equal
distance away. The concept of neighboring processors or remote processors does not exist in
SP2. Thus, the time for a point-to-point communication is a function of message length, not of
the number of processors. We measured the blocking send and blocking receive operations of the
IBM MPL, using thepingpong scheme in an n-process run: Process 0 executes a blocking send
to send a message of m bytes to process n-\, which executes a corresponding blocking receive.
Then process n-\ immediately sends the same message back to process 0. The total time for this
pingpong operation is divided by 2 to get the point-to-point communication time. Some of the
timing results are shown in Table 3, which confirms that there are only small differences for
sending messages to different processors.

Table 3: One Way Point-to-Point Communication Times (us) on SP2

n
m

4B

1KB

64KB

4MB

2

46

101

1969

1.2M

8

47

120

1948

1.2M

32

48

120

1978

1.2M

128

48

133

2215

1.2M

The overhead as presented in Table 3 is not very convenient for the user. Ideally, the user would
prefer to have a simple, close-form expression which can be used to compute the overhead for
various message lengths. Such an expression has been suggested by Hockney for point-to-point
communications [12]: The overhead is a linear function of the message length m (in bytes):
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t = (4)

where r0 (called latency, or start-up time, in us) is the time needed to send a 0-byte message, and
r^ (called asymptotic bandwidth, in MB/s) is the bandwidth achieved when the message length
m approaches infinity. Using least-square fitting of the measured timing data, we can express the
point-to-point communication overhead as a linear function: t = 46 + 0.035m. In other words,
the latency is to=46 fis, and the asymptotic bandwidth is roo=l/0.035=28.57 MB/s.

3.3.3 Collective Communications

In a broadcast operation, processor 0 sends an m-byte message to all n processors. In a gather
operation, processor 0 receives an m-byte message from each of the n processors, so in the end
mn bytes are received by processor 0. In a scatter operation, processor 0 sends a distinct m-byte
message to each of the n processors, so in the end mn bytes are sent by processor 0. In a total
exchange operation, every processor sends a distinct m-byte message to each of the n processors,
so in the end mn2 bytes are communicated. In a circular-shift operation, processor / sends an
m-byte message to processor i+l, and processor n-1 sends m bytes back to processor 0. Note that
in current message-passing systems, a collective communication always requires a process to
send a message to itself. That is why mn2 bytes are communicated in a total exchange, not
mn{n-1) bytes.

We have extended Hockney's expression (Eq. 4) as follows: The communication overhead t is
still a linear function of the message length m. However, the latency and the asymptotic
bandwidth are now simple functions of the number of processors n. In other words,

t = U{n) +m/r{n) (5)

After fitting the measured timing data to different forms of tQ (n) and rm (n) , we derived the

formulae for the five collective operations as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Collective Communication Overhead Expressions for SP2

Operation

Broadcast

Gather/Scatter

Total Exchange

Circular Shift

Timing Formula

(521ogn) + (0.0291ogn)ffi

(171og« +15) + (0.025n-0.02)»t

801ogn + (0.03/1129)m

(61og«+60) + (0.0031og«+0.04) m

3.3.4 Collective Computations

We measured three representative collective computation operations: barrier, reduction and
parallel prefix (also known as scan). The curve-fitted communication overhead expressions are
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shown in Table 5. Note that over 256 processors, the barrier overhead is 768 JLIS, equivalent to the
time to execute as many as 768x266=202,692 flops. This answers the question: "Should I use a
synchronous algorithm?" The answer is only when the grain size is large. That is, hundreds of
thousands flops are executed before a barrier.

Table 5: Collective Computation Overhead Expressions for SP2

Operation

Barrier

Reduction

Parallel Prefix

Time Expression

94 logn+10

201og« + 23

60 logn -25

There is a simpler method to estimate the overhead of a collective communication or
computation, which is widely employed by MPP users, as it does not require any measurement
by the users. This traditional method treats a collective operation as a sequence of point-to-point
operations. The overhead of the collective operation is computed by summing the overheads of
these point-to-point operations, using vendor provided latency and bandwidth values.

Figure 6 compares our method to the traditional method for predicting the overhead of a total
exchange for both short and long messages. In part (a), we show the relative errors of the two
methods when mn2 =16 MB (e.g., /n=1024 bytes when n=128). The traditional method
underestimates the overhead with large errors, especially for large numbers of processors. In part
(b), we compare the measured overhead with those projected by the two methods, when mn2 =64
KB (e.g., m=4 bytes when n=128). While our method is close to the measured result, the
traditional method overestimates the overhead significantly for large numbers of processors.

6000-,

8 16 32 64 128
Number of Nodes

Si 2
§ | 2000

oo

6 Measured
- B - O u r Model
—^r-Traditional Model

8 16 32
Number of Nodes

128

(a) Relative error for a total exchange
of 16 MB messages

(b) Communication overhead for a total exchange
of 64 KB messages

Figure 6: Comparison of two methods for predicting the overhead for total exchange

3.4 Parallel Algorithm Design

How does one design the initial parallel algorithm? The decision is affected by many factors:
How many processors should be used? What should be the grain size? How to partition data and
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computation? and so on. The following heuristics are very useful: Before making any other
decisions, first determine the grain size of each individual step using speed information in Table
2. The grain size is defined to be the number of flop executed before a communication. Referring
to Fig. 3, the grain size for step C( should be no less than tQ x P^ (i) . Then analyze the data/

control dependence of the sequential code to find out how much degree of parallelism (DOP) can
be exploited for each step, subject to the grain size requirement just obtained.

It is often helpful to perform a zero-overhead prediction on the initially designed parallel
algorithm. Table 6 shows the zero-overhead performance prediction of three parallel STAP
benchmarks. This prediction is useful to provide some upper and lower bounds on the projected
MPP performance and to answer the question "Will the parallel algorithm just designed achieve
the desired performance level?" The answer depends on the performance requirement. Three
requirements can be posed by a user:

Table 6: Extreme Value Metrics of the STAP Programs

Program

APT

HO

GEN

Workload
W
(Mflop/s)

1,446

12,852

5,326

Sequential
Time TA

(Seconds)

14.37

130.61

141.28

Maximal
Performance

(Gflop/s)

18

28

8

Average
Parallelism

Tx/Tm

180

281

220

Critical Path

T
oo

(Seconds)

0.08

0.46

0.64

Time: For real-time, embedded applications, the user often does not care how much Mflop/
s performance or how much speedup is achievable. All that matters is that the job is
guaranteed to finish within a time limit. For instance, in airborne radar target tracking, the
user may want to detect all targets within half of a second. Note that the critical path
lower-bounds the parallel execution time. From Table 6, the APT and the HO-PD parallel
programs have a chance to satisfy this requirement, as their critical paths are less than 0.5
seconds. However, the GEN program fails, no matter how many processors are used.

Speed: The STAP programs are benchmarks, in that they are not the real production
programs. Rather, they characterize the real codes. What the user really wants is a STAP
system that can deliver a sustained speed, say 10 Gflop/s. From the Maximal Speed
column of Table 6, Both APT and HO-PD may meet the requirement but not the GEN
program.

Speedup: The user may want to see how much parallelism can be exploited in his
application code to achieve, say 200 speedup minimum. By this standard, the APT
program fails, because its average parallelism is only 180.

This preliminary performance evaluation generated some useful prediction: The parallel APT
algorithm failed to achieve the 200 times speedup requirement, and the parallel GEN algorithm
fails the other two requirements. There is no point to further develop the full-fledged GEN
parallel code. Instead, we need to change the algorithm or the problem size.
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The average parallelism metric provides a heuristic for answering the question: "How many
processors should be used in my program?" A rule of thumb is to use no more than twice the
average parallelism. When the number of processors n = 2T1/Toc, the efficiency is no more

than 50%. Note that the utilization of the sequential STAP code is as low as 7.12% (Table 2). A
50% efficiency would drag the parallel utilization down to only 3.56%. On a 256-processor SP2
with a 68 peak Gflop/s speed, only 2.4 Gflop/s can be achieved with such a low utilization.

Even when the preliminary prediction shows promising result (e.g., the HO-PD program passes
all three requirement tests), we should not rush to the coding stage, because we have not
considered overhead yet. We next incorporate all communication overheads and consider
various parallelization strategies. The next section shows how performance prediction is used to
select the best strategy. After several prediction and algorithm redesign steps, we obtain a
parallel program which is likely to perform well.

For instance, the structure of the final parallel APT algorithm is shown in Fig. 7. The DP step is
distributed to up to 256 processors. The total exchange step is collectively executed by all
processors., with an aggregated message length of 17 MB. The HT step is sequentially executed
on a single processor (DOP=1). The broadcast operation must send a 80KB message to all
processors. The BF step performs beamforming operations using up to 256 processors. The TD
step needs to track the targets on up to 256 processors locally. Then all the local target reports
are merged through the final collective reduction operation.

DP ±
Total Exchange (Index)

HT

BF

TD

Reduction to Merge Target Reports

DOP = 256

Workload=84 Mflop, 4.12 seconds

Total Message Length=17 MB

DOP = 1
Workload=2.88 Mflop, 0.04 seconds

Message Length=80KB

DOP = 256
Workload = 1,314 Mflop, 9.64 seconds

DOP = 256
Workload = 46 Mflop, 0.57 seconds

100 flop numbers per report

Figure 7: Structure of A Coarse Grain Parallel APT Algorithm
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3.5 Performance Prediction

Table 7 shows the parallel execution times Tn for the three STAP benchmarks, when all
communication overheads are included. The communications components in these parallel time
expressions are obtained by using the overhead formulae given in Section 3.3. From these
expressions, it is straightforward to calculate the other performance metrics using the formulae
in Section 3.1 to perform a full-fledged prediction including all overhead. The entries of Table 8
are obtained from Table 7 for a 256-processor SP2 system. These are early prediction results, yet
to be validated against results obtained from real benchmark runs as discussed in the next section.

Table 7: Predicted Execution Time of Parallel STAP Programs on SP2

Program

APT

HO-PD

GEN

n-processor Execution Time T in seconds

0.04 + ~ p + 0.51 nm + 0.0041ogn

^ ^ + 1.5n"°71 + 0.00441ogn+ 0.0314

1 2 1 0 5 +0.001881ogn + 6n-°71 + 2°™ +0.0016
n ° max (n, 32)

Let us look at the parallel APT program more closely. From Table 7, the execution time has four
terms. The first term is a constant, due to sequential execution of the HT step. The second term
is due to parallel execution of the DP, BF, and TD steps. The third term is due to the total
exchange communication. The fourth term is equally due to the broadcast and the reduction
communication steps. For large numbers of processors, the HT step becomes a bottleneck. To
further improve the APT performance, an obvious choice is to parallelize the HT step. But this
does not work on SP2, as shown below.

We show how the prediction model can help select a parallelizing strategy by considering the
Householder transform routine. This routine is important because it has been used heavily in all
five STAP benchmarks. So we must answer the question: "Should the Householder transform be
parallelized?" As it turned out, the answer is no for SP2 and Paragon, but yes for T3D. We will
focus on the householder transform used in the HT step of the APT benchmark.

The Householder transform in the STAP benchmark suite is unusual in that (1) the matrices to
be transformed are small (the largest one is 32x320); and (2) the matrix is not even square, thus
not symmetric. Many existing parallel Householder algorithms assume symmetry. The time
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Table 8: Predicted Performance of Parallel STAP Programs on 256 SP2 Node, Including All
Overheads

Program

APT

HO

GEN

Parallel Time r256

0.137 Seconds

0.606 Seconds

1.400 Seconds

Speed P256

10.5 Gflop/s

21.2Gflop/s

3.8 Gflop/s

Speedup ^ 5 6

104

215

101

Utilization U256

15%

31%

6%

consuming component in the Householder transform is to triangularize a complex pXq matrix.
The sequential time needed for such a triangulization is approximately:

Tx = B x p x q x T
flop (6)

where T^ is the time (in |is) needed to perform one floating point operation. A natural way to

parallelize the triangulation algorithm is to partition the matrix into n chunks along the q
dimension. In other words, each of the n processors will process q/n columns. The parallel
execution time will be approximately:

16 xp xqxT
(7)

where the second term is the communication overhead. More specifically, R (n) is the time (in
Us) needed to perform a reduction operation over n processors. The speedup of using the parallel
algorithm is:

S_ — rr —

2 +
nR(n)

(8)

SqT,flop

If we ignore the communication overhead, the speedup would be nil. Now let us apply the
speedup formula to APT and the SP2 specifically. The HT step of the APT benchmark in Table
2 has a sustained speed of 72 Mflop/s, which translates to a 7\, = 1/72 = 0.014 ns. From

Table 5, we have R (n) = 201ogn + 23 . The parameter q is equal to 320 in the APT. Using
these parameter values, we obtain the speedup equation:
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n

2 +
n(201ogn + 23) 2 + 0.56nlogn + 0.64n
8x320x0.014

(9)

For the speedup to be greater than 1, the following inequality must hold:

« > 2 + 0.56nlogn + 0.64n => n > 1.56nlogn + 5.56 (10)

This inequality clearly cannot be satisfied. Thus the parallel algorithm is always slower than the
sequential one for any machine size n. We also know the reason why it is slow: the reduction

overhead is too high. In fact, even with the optimistic assumption that R (k) = R(2) = 4 3
for any it processors, the speedup is still always less than 1.

4 Validation of Early Prediction

Suppose the user changed the performance requirement to 100 times of speedup.Table 8 suggests
that all three benchmarks satisfy this new requirement by using 256 processors, as the predicted
speedup are 104,215, and 101, respectively. We can then go ahead to code and debug the parallel
programs, with high confidence that the final programs will meet the performance goal.

How accurate is the proposed performance prediction method? To answer this question, we have
tested the actual parallel STAP codes on SP2 over up to 256 processors. The sustained speed
performance is compared with the prediction. The results are shown in Fig. 8. For the majority
of cases, the error is less than 10%, and the maximal error is 22%. We also see that sometimes
the predictions underestimate the performance, i.e., the measured performance is better than the
predicted. This is especially true for the GEN program. This is due to the fact that more cache
and memory are available as the machine size increases.

8 16 32
Number of Nodes

128 256

Figure 8: Comparison of predicted and measured performance of the STAP programs
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We also compared three prediction schemes: The uniform-speed prediction assumes a uniform
sequential computation rate, i.e., every flop takes the same amount of time. The zero-overhead
and the full-overhead predictions use the real speed values in Table 2. Both the zero-overhead
and the uniform predictions ignore communication overhead. The relative errors of projected
execution times with respect to the measured times are shown in Fig. 9 for the parallel APT
benchmark. Overall the full-overhead prediction is more accurate than the other two prediction
schemes, which exclude the overhead. Look at the case when the APT program is executed on
256 SP2 processors. Fig.9 shows that, when compared with the measured performance, the
uniform-speed prediction has a 90% error. The zero-overhead prediction has a 69% error. But the
full-overhead prediction brings the error down to only 17%.

5 In Search of higher System Utilization

The parallel APT program was projected to achieve an utilization of only 15%, which is typical
of many real applications. It is difficult to reduce the execution time further. All but the HT step
are fully parallelized, and we saw in Section 3 that parallelizing the HT step will not pay. The
communication overheads seem to be unavoidable. Is there any way to increase the utilization
without reducing the execution time? The answer is yes. We mention three popular techniques
below. The early prediction scheme can help decide which technique to use and how to use them.

10%
o%

-10%
S -20%
t -30%
o -40%
s -50% -
•5 -60% -
a -70%-

-80%
-90%

-100%

—•— Uniform-Speed

—•— Zero-Overhead

—B— Full-Overhead

1 8 16 32
Number of Nodes

64 128 256

Figure 9: Comparison of three performance prediction schemes with uniform-speed,
zero-overhead, and full-overhead respectively.

5.1 Scaling Workload

The first method scales up the problem size, thus the workload. For many programs, this would
amortize the communication overhead and the sequential bottleneck, generating higher
utilization. There are two approaches to scaling workload:

Fixed-Time. The total workload of the parallel program is increased so that the parallel
program will have the same execution time as the original sequential program [11].
Memory-Bound. The total workload of the parallel program is increased so that the parallel
program will use all available memory in the MPP [26].
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In general, memory-bound scaling should be used. The early prediction scheme can be used to
estimate the potential improvement of these workload scaling approaches. In Fig. 10, the
projected utilization curves of these approaches are compared to the unsealed utilization for the
parallel APT program running on the IBM SP2. The utilization of the parallel APT without
workload scaling (the Fixed-Load curve) drops to 15% as the machine size increases. However,
using memory-bound scaling, a parallel APT can maintain an almost constant utilization of 36%.

40% ->
!

35% -

30% -

25% -

20% -

15% -

10%

- Memory-Bound

•Fixed-Time

• Fixed-Load

•+-

1 8 16 32 64
Number of Nodes

128 256

Figure 10: Improving utilization by workload scaling: parallel APT programs on the IBM SP2

The other two methods aim at improving the throughput, defined as the number of jobs processed
in unit time. If only one job is executed at a time, throughput is just the reciprocal of the execution
time. For instance, according to our prediction (Table 2), the throughput for the parallel APT
program on a 256-node SP2 is one APT per 0.137 seconds, or 1/0.137=7.3 APTs per second.

However, the throughput metric is usually used when multiple jobs are executed. In many cases,
the system throughput can be increased at the expense of longer execution time for each
individual job. Both methods are suitable for parallel signal processing, as a continuous stream
of radar sensor data needs to be processed.

5.2 Pipelining

Another way to increase the throughput of a parallel system is by pipelining, where successive
jobs overlap their executions among several pipeline stages. The throughput becomes the
reciprocal of the execution time at the longest pipeline stage, instead of the execution time of the
entire pipeline.

Table 9 shows the predicted timing of various steps in the parallel APT algorithm of Fig.7. We
can construct a two-stage pipeline for the APT program on a 256-node SP2, by using 128 nodes
per pipeline stage. The first stage consists of the DP, HT, broadcast, and the total exchange steps,
while the second pipeline stage contains the remaining steps. The time to forward data between
stages can be ignored. The total execution time for each APT increases from 0.137 to 0.196
seconds. However, the longer of the two pipeline stages has an execution time of only 0.102
seconds. The throughput increases from 1/0.137 to 1/0.102=9.8 APTs per second, or
equivalently, 14 Gflop/s. The corresponding utilization increases to 20%. Note that we can not
further improve throughput with more stages, because the BF step along would need 0.15
seconds on 64 nodes, more than the original 0.137 seconds.
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Table 9: Time Breakdown in

No. of Nodes

64

128

256

DP

0.064

0.032

0.016

HT

0.04

0.04

0.04

Parallel APT Program Components

BF

0.150

0.075

0.037

TD

0.009

0.004

0.002

Index

0.026

0.016

0.010

Reduce

0.012

0.014

0.016

Broadcast

0.012

0.014

0.016

5.3 Throughput Enhancement

This technique is more powerful than pipelining. The idea is to increase throughput by assigning
a separate sequential job to each node. At the extreme, up to n jobs are processed simultaneously
on an n-node system. The throughput is n divided by the execution time of the longest job. For
example, we can assign a sequence of APTs to each of the 256 nodes. The execution time per
APT increases to 14.37 seconds, but the throughput becomes 256/14.37=17.81 APTs per second,
or 25.6 Gflop/s.

Fourteen seconds may be too long an elapsed time for real-time radar signal processing. In many
production environments, it is common practice to maximize the throughput within an execution
time limit. Suppose we use the parallel APT program to process radar signals on a 256-processor
SP2, with the constraint that each APT should be executed in no more than 2 seconds. How many
processors should we use for one APT? We discuss below how to find the optimal number of
processors to maximize throughput, which also answers the question: "How do I best utilize my
5000 CPU-hours allocation on an MPP?"

Draw on the same chart the utilization and the execution time as a function of machine size. Then
find all machine sizes that have no more than 2 seconds execution time, and from among those,
find the machine size with the best utilization. This is the machine size that will gives the best
throughput. This process is shown in Fig. 11 a for the parallel APT program. Since the execution
time monotonically decreases, using 8 or more nodes will satisfy the 2-second time requirement.
It happens that the 8-node machine size also has the best utilization. Thus, we should assign 8
nodes to an APT, and 32 APTs are simultaneously processed by the 256 nodes. The throughput
will be 16 APTs per second, or 23 Gflop/s.

A widespread misconception is that single-node, or sequential computation always has the
highest utilization, as parallel computing has extra communication and idling overheads. This is
often but not always true. Figure l ib shows a scenario which happens in many real applications
with a large data set. The sequential program requires more memory than what is available in a
single node. Excessive paging increases the execution time considerably. The parallel program
needs more memory for message buffers. In fact, all parallel STAP programs need three times as
much memory as their sequential counterparts. So when the program is executed on two nodes,
paging becomes even more severe. This, together with added communication and idling
overheads, degrades performance significantly. The situation gets better when more nodes are
used. The utilization tappers off after 32 nodes, due to overhead and sequential bottleneck.

In this example, using 16 or more nodes satisfies the 2-second time requirement, and the 32-node
machine size gives the best utilization, with an execution time of about one second. So 256/32=8
APTs are processed simultaneously, and the throughput is 8 APTs per second, or 11.6 Gflop/s.
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(b) Execution time and utilization with
excessive paging overhead

Figure 11: Finding the optimal machine size subject to a 2-second execution time limit

6 Concluding Remarks

We have demonstrated the advantages of using early prediction to avoid unnecessary cost in
repeated software development on MPPs. Our STAP benchmarking experiences on the SP2,
T3D, and Paragon have led to the development of the early performance prediction scheme being
presented. The scheme is easy to apply and provides pretty accurate prediction of MPP
performances by realistically quantifying the workload and communication overhead.

Most user applications running on current MPPs resulted in rather low a system utilization. We
show how to apply the early prediction scheme to assess achievable performance level, before
embarking on costly encoding and debugging efforts. The scheme produces performance
Metrics, often in simple mathematical expressions. Our scheme helped increase the system
utilization and achieve higher throughput in real-time applications reported in several companion
articles [16,17,28,29]. We encourage MPP users to apply the phase parallel model and use the
early scheme to predict performance, especially in coarse-grain, SPMD, data-parallel
applications.
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Modelling: From Physics to Systems

Kees Stam Philips Research Laboratory, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract
In this paper we introduce system modelling as the sequel to physics modelling in the
industrial environment. The example of Electro Magnetic Compatibility modelling of
consumer electronics systems is used to illustrate the concept.

Keywords: system modelling; electro magnetic compatibility; consumer electronics

1 Introduction

In recent years a shift has occurred in the focus of industrial research in electronics companies.
Whereas in the past physics and materials science were the most important sources for
innovation, we now see emphasis on software and system design. For example, in the case of
consumer electronics products, new products are mostly defined on the basis of existing modules.
Important aspects in such a system approach to product design are perceived quality aspects by
the end user and optimisation of the various subsystems to provide optimal functionality at the
lowest possible cost. Modelling has become an important tool to aid the designers of such
products. Classically, Computer Aided Engineering tools were used to optimise the thermal,
mechanical or electromagnetic behaviour of components and subsystems. In the system approach
modelling can play an important role as well. First of all modelling speeds up the design: fewer
prototypes have to be built. But modelling also helps the designer to better optimise a system and
to understand the robustness of a design against variations. The problem that we face in system
modelling is the following. We cannot simply extend the use of our classical Computer Aided
Engineering tools to system level. The size and complexity of the systems prohibit such an
approach (we cannot solve Maxwell's equations for a CD player!). In the system level modelling
approach one therefore builds a hierarchical model in which at the lowest level the classical
physical simulators are the building blocks. At higher levels effective modelling is required.
In the next Sections we will describe one such example of system modelling. This concerns the
modelling of Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) properties of consumer electronics
products[l].

2 Electro-Magnetic Compatibility

All electronics products produce electromagnetic fields that pollute their environment: they can
produce unwanted interferences in other electronic systems. This pollution is increasing because
of our increased use of (portable) electronic equipment and because of the use of digital
electronics with ever higher operating frequencies. Strict regulations have been made by the EC
to ensure that this EM pollution stays within safe limits. Producers have to obey to these
regulations in order to get permission to sell their electronics products on the European market.
EMC plays a role inside electronic systems as well. Subsystems can influence each other in an
unwanted manner, or components and/or metallic interconnections can cause unwanted
interferences.
Traditionally test facilities are used to measure the EMC characteristics of electronic products.
Obviously, the possibility to simulate EMC behaviour would be of great value. One would not
only save the effort of building a number of prototype products, but also simulations can provide
insight in the mechanisms of origin and propagation of EMC effects.
We have therefore set out to produce a suite of simulation tools that enable EMC system
simulation. We recognise 3 levels in a consumer electronics system: Integrated Circuit (IC),
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Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and system level. On IC and PCB level our tools aim at providing
equivalent electric circuit models that can be used in a standard circuit simulator.

3 IC Package Modelling

The source of EMC problems often lies in the use of specific IC technologies or packages. High
frequency disturbances arising within the IC can lead to signal integrity problems. The specific
layout of an IC package with its pins, diepad and bondwires can cause unwanted crosstalk effects.

IC PACKAGE

pel

Figure 1 : Metallic parts in IC package

We developed a tool to characterise the EMC behaviour of IC packages. Output of the tool is an
equivalent electric circuit description of the IC package. This description can then be added to
the standard active and passive circuit elements on a PCB for a full functional circuit simulation,
including the parasitic IC package effects.
The EMC analysis of an IC package proceeds as follows. First, the geometric data from all
metallic parts (diepad, bondwires, leads, pins) are read in from a design system. Then, the
metallic areas are discretised. This discretised model can then be used for numerical analysis. We
use an integral method, which enables solving the electric and magnetic potential problems
without the need to discretise more than the metallic parts. The presence of a ground plane is
assumed. The result of the computation is a huge set of parasitic capacitances and inductances
between the individual elements. In the pins, these can be added to produce the final results:
tabels of capacitances and inductances between the pins and betweeen individual pins and the
diepad.

4 PCB Modelling

The Printed Circuit Board level is usually the most critical for EMC behaviour. The interconnect
lines can act as antennas (both source and receiver) to EM fields. The operating frequencies of
present day consumer products (up to 1 GHz) create radiation problems through this antenna
effect, but also due to crosstalk and interference effects within the PCB.
Our PCB level simulation tool analyses the full interconnect and ground structure of a PCB. The
tool interfaces to a traditional PCB layout system. After reading in the PCB layout, the
interconnect and ground structures are meshed automatically. This is also implemented for multi
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layer PCB's, where the meshes of subsequent layers are chosen so as to give optimal
computational fit. Given this meshed structure an integral method is used to solve for the electric
and magnetic potentials in all the individual elements. In practice this is done using a Green's
function method for solving the potential problem. In a multilayer PCB with layers of different
permeability the Green's function can become quite complicated and much increase in
computational speed can be gained by proper approximations. The result of this computations is
an equivalent circuit model of the interconnect and ground structure of the PCB. In fact this
model contains all the individual capacitances and inductances between all the elements in the
computational model. Many of these contributions are close to zero. Again, increase in
computational speed can be gained by neglecting certain contributions and by grouping the
effects of a number of elements together. In this way a typical PCB can be meshed with several
thousands of elements, leading to millions of inductances and capacitances, which are then
compressed to thousands of circuit components[2].

Module 1
Cable

v3b
Module 3 - a

C7"
Module 2

Ground
connection

House
Ext. cable

External ground
Ext. cable

Figure 2: Example of meshed PCB

The circuit components that characterise the interconnect structure are then combined with the
active and passive components that are mounted on the PCB into one circuit model. This model
is analysed with a circuit simulator which provides the exact current distribution in all elements
in the PCB at given operational boundary conditions. This current distribution is the basis for the
computation of the radiated EM field. Similarly, irradiation can be modelled by adding sources to
the equivalent circuit model.
The output of the EMC simulation at PCB level is twofold. The radiated field (or the
susceptibility to irradiation) can be computed. This is relevant if nearby other PCB's are present,
or if one needs to know the far field effects. In the second place the exact current distribution in
the PCB is known, also at its terminals. The latter is also an important result as it determines
which disturbances are brought to other PCB's or the outside world through cables attached to the
PCB. The net currents that flow in this way are called common mode currents.
In practice these are very CPU intensive computations despite the approximations and numerical
efforts that were made. Both for the integral method EMC solver and for the circuit simulator we
are studying the options for parallellisation.
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5 EMC System Modelling

A typical consumer electronics system consists of a number of PCB's in a (metal) housing.
Operating frequencies are several hundreds MHz. Based on these physical properties we have
developed a system simulation model for EMC effects. Based on measurements and simulations
it was concluded that for these configurations the effect of common mode currents for EMC
effects is dominant. This is usually also true for the field effects. Indeed, the main contribution to
the far field is usually from common mode currents in mains or headphone cables.

Electromagnetic compatibility at system level

Data for each PCB:

Measured
or

Computed
or

From library of
standard designs

I Voltages and
| impedances:

£:» i) ,L:i ."" ;

Prediction of radiated field

Figure 3: Elements in the system model

We developed a system simulation tool based on this common mode model. The tool requires as
input the common mode sources at the various PCB's. These can be measured or obtained in a
simulation as explained above. This time the cables between the PCB's are the interconnect
system to be modelled. The housing can be modelled as a metal wire frame. The computation
then results in the common mode currents which flow in the cables, including the external cables.
From this result one can then compute the field values at a given distance.
This approach has been implemented and initial comparisons with measurements have been
made. The typical legal requirements are set on the electric field strength at 3 meters from a
consumer system. We found that our computations for an audio system were in excellent
agreement with the experimental results.

6 Outlook

EMC modelling is one example of system modelling. Of course there are many other system
level characteristics that determine a product's functionality. Thermal and mechanical behaviour
are examples. A full system simulation would include all these aspects. At lower levels in the
hierarchy one would expect to have thermal, structural and electromagnetic simulators. At higher
levels one needs to develop accurate system level models that explain how the underlying
physical characteristics determine the system's behaviour.
The result of this development is that we will see system level simulation environments which
will incorporate a number of classical CAE tools. On top of these tools we will have a new shell
of system level simulation tools. These environments will also support data management and
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Figure 4: EMC system analysis for audio system
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version control for these complex models. The system level tools will consist of simulation tools
which are specific to the application at hand and of generic tools. These will be used for system
optimisation and inspection of complicated parameter spaces.
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Distributed Operating Systems

Andrew S. Tanenbaum Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

As computers and networks become cheaper, there is more and more interest in
building distributed systems, that is, systems that connect multiple machines together
in a transparent way that appears to the users as a single system. The operating
systems for such systems are must deal with quite different issues than traditional
operating systems. In this lecture we will look at some of these issues, including
system architecture, communication, synchronization, elections, and file systems.

Keywords: Distributed system, computer network

1 Introduction

With the explosive growth in modems, LANs (local-area networks) and WANS (wide-area
networks), especially the worldwide Internet, its has become relatively easy to achieve
physical connections between multiple computers. However, achieving physical connectivity
is not everything. There remains the little matter of software for these systems. Existing
software is primitive, at best, and has a long way to go before we will achieve efficient,
reliable, coherent distributed systems. In this lecture I will discuss some of the fundamental
software issues that relate to building future distributed systems.

Various definitions of distributed systems have been given in the literature, none of them
satisfactory and none of them in agreement with any of the others. For our purposes it is
sufficient to give a loose characterization:

A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that
appear to the users of the system as a single computer.

This definition has two aspects. The first one deals with hardware: the machines are
autonomous. The second one deals with software: the users think of the system as a single
system, not a loosely connected network. Both are essential.

One can distinguish a distributed system from a network and a parallel system. A network is
just a collection of machines that communicate. The fact that multiple machines are present
is clearly visible to the users. A parallel system also makes the existence of multiple
machines visible, but here there is a specific goal: to speed up solution of a single problem.
In contrast, a distributed system is about sharing resources and information among (widely)
scattered users.

Distributed systems can be local or wide area. The thing that makes them into a distributed
system is the software that makes the whole thing act like a single coherent entity.
Nevertheless, there is great confusion in the literature about what a distributed system is. To
help clarify this point, a shared-memory multiprocessor is not a distributed system. A
multicomputer, in which every computer has its own private memory, may or may not be a
distributed system, depending on whether it has coherent software that hide the processors
from the users. If a collection of machines on a LAN act like a big timesharing system, it is
a distributed system, otherwise it is not.
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2 Communication

The most important issue for any distributed system is the communication model. In this
section we will look at some of the issues related to communication. One (older)
communication model is the ISO OSI Reference Model. This model structures
communication in seven layers. Layer 1 is the physical layer, which is concerned with
moving bits. Layer 2, the data link layer, breaks the bit stream into a frame stream for error
control and flow control. Layer 3, the network layer, handles routing. Layer 4, the transport
layer, allows reliable end-to-end connections. Layer 5, the session layer, groups messages
into activities for recovery purposes. Layer 6, the presentation layer, defines abstract data
structures for use by applications. Finally, layer 7, the application layer, contains file
transfer, job entry, virtual terminal, and various other standard protocols. The ISO OSI
model, once of great interest to some, is rapidly losing out to the TCP/IP model.

The TCP model really has two layers. The IP layer moves packets from source to destination
over an arbitrary collection of networks. On top of this is the TCP layer, which provides
end-to-end connections. All the applications go above this. What happens below the IP layer
is a bit vague, but there must be a data link layer and a physical layer of some kind, only
these are not defined by the model. The TCP/IP protocol is the glue holding the Internet
together.

Another important model is the request-reply model, in which a sender sends a request
message to a receiver, which then does some work and sends back the answer. Client-server
systems often use this model, with the client sending a message and the server sending back
a reply. Various acknowledgement protocols can be used with this protocol, for example,
using the reply as an implicit acknowledgement, or acknowledging each message separately.
These protocols have different properties in the face of errors. Other issues that arise here
are blocking vs. nonblocking sends, addressing, and buffering.

A variant on the theme of request-reply is Remote Procedure Call (RPC). In this scheme,
access to a remote resource is encapsulated in such a way as to make the remote resource
look local. To read a remote file, for example, the system would provide a stub routine,
read(), that a user process can call to do the read. The stub routine prepares and sends a
message to the remote machine asking for the data. On the remote side, another stub
unpacks the incoming message and makes a call on the server procedure. The beauty of this
mechanism is that both the user and the server think they are dealing with a local procedure
-all the details about the network are hidden away inside the stubs.

Another communication model is active messages. In this scheme, each message contains
the address of a local procedure to be called. As soon as the message has been received, the
local procedure is invoked, with a pointer to the message as parameter. Because the
procedure is called directly by the interrupt handler, no additional context switch is
required, but certain restrictions apply to what the procedure is allowed to do. This model
potentially offers a very high performance compared to the other models.

Up until now, we have only discussed point-to-point communication, with one sender and
one receiver. However, in many situations, group communication is also important, with one
sender and many receivers. Having one sender send the same message to a group of
receivers, we call the communication multicasting. When a sender sends a message to all
possible receivers, it is called broadcasting.

Multicasting can be implemented by having the sender simply send the message to each
potential receiver, one at a time. This approach requires that the sender know who all the
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receivers are. Another approach is to use broadcasting, and have the receivers throw away all
messages not intended for them. Finally, true multicasting can also be implemented, both in
hardware on LANs, and by using multicast trees on WANs. Any system for group
communication must manage not only the multicasting, but also group membership, since
processes can leave and enter groups dynamically.

Since any member of a group can multicast a message to any other member, certain
problems can arise. One of the most important ones is that messages can be interleaved. For
example, suppose that process A sends message 1 and process B sends message 2. It is
entirely possible that some group members get message 1 first and others get message 2
first. If both messages update the value of some shared data structure, when all is said and
done, different members will have different values for the data structure.

To prevent this situation, some group communication systems support total ordering, in
which all messages are forced to be accepted in some fixed order. One way to achieve this is
to have a central machine that issues numbered tickets. With this design, all messages bear a
ticket number. Receivers getting an out-of-sequence message must hold it until the earlier
ones have arrived.

An alternative design is causal ordering, in which each process keeps track of which
messages it has seen from each group member. This information is stored in the form of a
vector, which is included in each message. If a process receives a message that states that the
sender has seen message i from group member j , then the receiver may not process that
message until it, too, has received message i from group member j . This scheme preserves
causality, and is called causal ordering.

3 Clock Synchronization

Synchronizing clocks in a distributed system is complicated due to the fact that each local
clock runs at a slightly different rate. Furthermore, message transport takes a finite, variable,
and unknown amount of time. As a consequence, it is never possible to have all the clocks in
the distributed system record the same time, at least in the absence of an external way to
achieve synchronization.

As an example of the consequences of unsynchronized clocks, consider the UNIX Make
program. When Make is called, it examines the times of all the source and object files
named in the Makefile. For every source file that is newer than the corresponding object
file, Make calls the compiler to recompile the source file to generate an up-to-date object
file. In this way, only those source files that have been changed since the last compilation
have to be recompiled.

Now consider what happens if Make is being run on a distributed system on which the
clocks are not perfectly synchronized. Suppose machine 1 runs the compiler and machine 2
runs the editor used by the programmer to edit files. Further assume that the clock on
machine 2 is behind the clock on machine 1 by 30 seconds. At 12:00:00 according to its
clock, machine 1 compiles a file to produce an object file with time 12:00:01. A few
seconds later, the programmer makes one last change to the file (on machine 2), and writes
it to disk with time 11:59:45. Now the programmer calls Make, which inspects the times of
the source and object files and falsely concludes that the object file is newer than the source
file (11:59:45 < 12:00:01), so it does not recompile the newly modified file. When the
program is run, the effects of the last change will not show up, causing great confusion for
the programmer, who is absolutely sure that the change was made.
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One approach to synchronizing clocks, logical clocks, was devised by Leslie Lamport
(1978). This scheme does not maintain absolute times, but does maintain relative ordering.
It makes it possible to tell which of two events happened first. In it, each machine has a
clock and puts its current time in every message. When a message arrives at a machine
whose clock has a lower value than that contained in the message, the receiver's clock is fast
forwarded to a value one tick more than the value contained in the message. In this way, any
two messages that are casually related bear different numbers (time stamps), with the first
one having the lower number. Events that are not causally related do not exhibit the
"happens before" property.

Nevertheless, in some systems, a stronger constraint than simply causality is needed: the
clocks must actually reflect the outside world's notion of time (Universal Coordinated
Time). One synchronization algorithm, used in Berkeley UNIX, is to have a single time
server in the system, which actively polls all the machines in the system and asks them the
time. It then averages the results, and tells each machine how far to set its clock forward or
backward. If the transit time from the time server to the various machines can differ
appreciably, the transit time must be taken into account.

4 Mutual Exclusion

In many applications, it is essential for two or more processes to share a data structure, but
equally essential that only one process at a time have access to it. In uniprocessor systems,
such data structures are typically protected by semaphores or monitors. The question
naturally arises: how is such mutual exclusion done in a distributed system?

One approach is a centralized lock manager. To get access to a data structure, a process asks
the lock manager for permission. If the lock is available, permission is granted; otherwise, it
is not and the caller blocks waiting for a reply. This scheme works, but the centralized lock
manager can become a bottleneck and also a single point of failure.

Distributed mutual exclusion algorithms also exist. Ricart and Agrawala (1981) have devised
a mutual exclusion algorithm that assumes it is always possible to tell which of two events
happened first. This effect can be achieved using global time or using Lamport's algorithm.
To enter a critical region, a process sends every other process a (reliable) messages telling
which critical region (i.e., which data structure) it wants, along with its ID and the current
time. It then waits for oks from all other processes.

When a request comes in, a process that is not interested in that critical region just says OK.
A process already in the critical region queues the request until it has exited. A process that
wants to enter the region itself compares the time in the message to the time in the message
it sent to all processes. If the incoming message has a lower time, the process sends back an
OK message. Otherwise, it queues the request. In this manner, the requests are granted in
time order and there is no deadlock.

Yet another algorithm is to use a (logical) token ring. In this scheme, a token is constantly
circulating among all the processes in a fixed order. To enter a critical region, a process
must capture and hold the token. Since there is only one token, only one process at a time
can enter a critical region, guaranteeing mutual exclusion.
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5 Election Algorithms

Another issue that often arises is electing one process to perform or coordinate some
activity. Various algorithms are known. Below we will examine the bully algorithm (Garcia-
Molina, 1982). In this algorithm, every process is assumed to have a unique process number
(e.g., its IP or Ethernet address), and every process is assumed to know the numbers of all
the other processes. However, some of these processes may have crashed and not be
available.

To start an election, a process sends an ELECTION message to every other process with a
higher number than its own. If any of these respond, the sender knows that it is not the
highest running process, so it will not win the election. It's job is thus done, and it waits to
hear the results later. If none of them respond, the sender is apparently the highest running
process, so it wins the election.

The algorithm also works if two processes start an election simultaneously. Suppose that
processes 0 through 7 exist, and that process 7 has just crashed. Simultaneously, processes 5
and 6 start elections. Process 5 sends messages to 6 and 7, and process 6 sends a message to
7. Process 6 gets 5's message and responds to it, taking 5 out of the running. Process 6 gets
no responses, however, so it wins the election. After realizing that it has won, it tells all the
other processes.

6 Distributed File Systems

Distributed file systems are typically built around the idea of one or more file servers that
store files, and numerous clients that can request file access. In one design, remote access,
every time a process wants to read or write a file, it sends a request to some server, which
then performs the work. In another design, local access, to access a file, a client asks a server
to send it a copy of the file, which it then caches locally, in its memory or on its disk. The
client can then perform one or more operations locally. When it is done, it can send the
whole file back to the server. If only a small number of operations need to be performed,
and/or files are very large, the first model works better. However, if a large number of
operations are needed, and/or files are very small, the latter works better.

When multiple processes are interested in reading and writing the same file, the exact
semantics get complicated. On a single processor, the semantics are usually clear: if one
process writes to a file and then a second process reads from the file, the second process sees
the results of the first process' write. In a distributed system using remote access, the results
are the same as on a single processor, but in a system in which files are cached locally, the
following situation can occur. Client 1 asks for and gets a copy of some file. Then client 2
asks for and gets a copy of the same file. Now process 1 modifies the file. When process 2
reads its copy, it does not see the changes that process one made. Worse yet, if both
processes modify the file and send it back to the server, the first copy sent back will
eventually be overwritten by the second one.

There are two possible solutions to this problem. In the first one, once a process has asked
for and been granted a file, no other copies will be sent out until the first one has been
returned. Effectively, the file is then locked. The second solution allows multiple copies, but
redefines the semantics to say that once a file has been cached by a client, the effect of a
simultaneous operation by another client is undefined. The effect of one or more operations
only becomes definitive when the file is closed and written back to the server. While this
approach changes the meaning of concurrent operation, it is much more efficient.
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An issue that occurs in the design of any file server is whether to make the file server
stateless or stateful. A stateless server does not remember anything between operations. Each
operation is self contained and is carried out and then forgotten by the server. Thus, for
example, there is no concept of any open file. The opposite design allows the server to
maintain state, such as open files. Stateless servers have the advantage of not needing OPEN
or CLOSE calls, tolerate crashes well (no state is lost), and do not waste space on tables. On
the other hand, they tend to require longer messages, cannot provide readahead, and make
file locking impossible.

For performance reasons, some kind of caching is often needed. It is worth pointing out that
there are four places from which a file can be retrieved: the server's disk, the server's RAM,
the client's disk, and the client's RAM. The former two can be used with the remote access
model. The latter two can be used with the local access model.

To improve availability in the face of crashes and offer higher performance, many systems
replicate files on two or more servers. Doing so introduces the problem of how to keep the
files consistent. In other words, what is to prevent client 1 from updating the file at server 1,
while at the same time client 2 updates the same file at server 2? One algorithm that can be
used is a voting algorithm. Assume that N identical file servers exist. To do a read, one must
get copies from Nr servers. To do a write, one must tell all servers. The write is said to be
completed as soon as Nw servers have acknowledged it. Nr and Nw can be chosen freely,
subject to the constraint that Nr + Nw > N. For example, with 12 servers, we could have Nr =
3 and Nw = 10, or we could have Nr = 7 and Nw = 6, or other combinations. In the former
case, a write is only definitive if 10 or more servers have completed it and sent back
acknowledgements. In that case, any read from three servers is guaranteed to contain the
most recent value, which can be determined by a timestamp.

7 Distributed Shared Memory

An interesting concept that is used in some distributed systems is distributed shared
memory. The idea here is to simulate a paged virtual memory over a network of machines.
In the simplest version, all the machines share a single virtual address space that is broken up
into fixed-size pages. Each page resides on exactly one machine. If a process references a
page that is not present, it gets a page fault, the same way as on a normal paging system.
Only now, the page is fetched not from the disk, but from the processor that holds the page.
It is unmapped from that machine and sent to the machine that needs it. In this way,
processes on different machines can operate as if they had a common shared memory.

This page-based scheme has the disadvantage of requiring entire pages to be shipped back
and forth all the time. It also has the problem that if process 1 needs the first word of a page
and process 2 needs the last word of the page, the page will ping-pong back and forth, even
though there is no real conflict. This problem is called false sharing.

A possible solution is not to share pages, but to share software objects. In this scheme,
objects may be replicated on multiple machines. Processes have access to objects only via
the objects' methods. Direct access to the data is not permitted. This restriction makes it
possible for objects to be shared with an arbitrary granularity, and for objects to use
whatever sharing protocol they wish.
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The Amoeba Distributed Operating System

Andrew S. Tanenbaum Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

As an example of a local-area distributed system, this lecture will examine the Amoeba
distributed system. Amoeba runs on a pool of processors located in a single equipment
rack. To the users, it appears to be a traditional timesharing system, but, in fact, it
runs on a large number of processors. Topics such as communication, kernel structure,
and servers will be covered.

Keywords: Distributed system, local area network

1 Introduction

In my first lecture, I gave a general introduction to distributed operating systems. In this
one, I would like to go into some detail about a specific example of a distributed operating
system of which I was one of the designers - Amoeba (Tanenbaum et al., 1990; Mullender
et al., 1991). I will cover the goals, architecture, design and implementation, to give the
student a better feel for what a distributed system is really like.

Twenty years ago computers were large and expensive, so many users had to share a single
computer. This was the age of the mainframes and minicomputers. Ten years ago it became
economically feasible to give each user his own computer, which led to the concept of
personal computing. Prices have continued to drop, so it is now feasible to have many CPUs
per user. The question is: how should such a system be organized? In particular, what
should the software be like.

One possible structure is to give each user a personal multiprocessor, with 10, 20, or more
CPUs. However, in such a system, most of the CPUs will be idle most of the time, leading to
inefficient use of resources, especially when some users may need large bursts of computing
power at random intervals. Instead, we envision a different model, one consisting of a large
rack of single-board computers (the processor pool) located in the machine room, plus user
terminals for accessing the system. All these machines are to be connected by a high-speed
network.

Pool processors are inherently cheaper than workstations because they consist of just a
single board with a network connection. There is no keyboard, monitor, or mouse, and the
power supply can be shared by many boards. Since the pool processors are allocated only
when needed, an idle user only ties up an inexpensive X terminal instead of an expensive
workstation.

Amoeba was designed as the operating system for such a system. The Amoeba user can log
into the system as a whole, and use it without having to think about which process is running
where. To the user, Amoeba is a single integrated system, not a loose collection of machines
connected by a network. In particular, Amoeba has no concept of a "home machine" on
which the user normally works, with occasional requests made to other machines. Instead,
when a user logs in, a shell is started somewhere, on a machine started by the system.
Subsequent commands are run on one or more machines chosen by the system. The user's
workstation simply functions as an X-terminal to allow access to the Amoeba resources. This
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model is fundamentally different from client-server computing used at many installations, in
which the user's machine is a client that makes requests of various servers from time to time.

In terms of software, an Amoeba system consists of processes and objects. Processes
perform work, and communicate with each other by a structured form of message passing.
Services and information in Amoeba are organized and protected as objects. Typical objects
include processes, memory segments, files, and directories. Each object has a capability that
controls it. A process holding the capability for an object can invoke its methods.
Capabilities are protected cryptographically, to prevent processes from forging capabilities.

2 The Amoeba System Architecture

The hardware of an Amoeba system has three principal components all connected by a
LAN:

- An X-terminal or workstation running X-Windows for each user

- The processor pool (a rack of single-board computers)

- A certain number of dedicated servers (file server, etc.).

Each user has an X-terminal (or workstation running X-Windows) for talking to the system.
Although it is technically possible to run user jobs on this machine, that is not normally
done, as it is the intention to have Amoeba programs use multiple processors in parallel to
improve performance.

The processor pool idea is based on the assumption that the ratio of processors to users is
large. Currently at the VU we typically have 10 users and a pool with 80 processors. As time
goes on, the ratio of machines to people will increase. The current personal computer model
does not address this trend well, which is why we have devised an alternative model for the
future.

In addition to the rack of identical pool processors, a small number of dedicated servers
provide certain important services. A service is an abstract definition of what the server is
prepared to do for its clients. This definition defines what the client can ask for and what the
results will be, but it does not specify how many servers are working together to provide the
service. In this way, the system has a mechanism for providing fault-tolerant services by
having multiple servers doing the work.

An example is the directory server. There is nothing inherent about the directory server or
the system design that would prevent a user from starting up a new directory server on a
pool processor every time he wanted to look up a file name. However, doing so would be
horrendously inefficient, so one or more directory servers are kept running all the time,
generally on dedicated machines to enhance their performance. The decision to have some
servers always running and others to be started explicitly when needed is up to the system
administrator.

3 The Amoeba Microkernel

Having looked at the Amoeba hardware model, let us now turn to the software model.
Amoeba consists of two basic pieces: a microkernel, which runs on every processor, and a
collection of servers that provide most of the traditional operating system functionality.
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The Amoeba microkernel runs on all machines in the system. The same kernel can be used
on the pool processors, the terminals (assuming that they are computers, rather than physical
X terminals), and the specialized servers. The microkernel has four primary functions:

- Manage processes and threads.

- Provide low-level memory management support.

- Support communication.

- Handle low-level I/O.

Let us consider each of these in turn.

Like most operating systems, Amoeba supports the concept of a process. In addition,
Amoeba also supports multiple threads of control within a single address space. A process
with one thread is essentially the same as a process in UNIX. Such a process has a single
address space, a set of registers, a program counter, and a stack.

In contrast, although a process with multiple threads still has a single address space shared
by all threads, each thread logically has its own registers, its own program counter, and its
own stack. In effect, a collection of threads in a process is similar to a collection of
independent processes in UNIX, with the one exception that they all share a single common
address space.

The second task of the kernel is to provide low-level memory management. Threads can
allocate and deallocate blocks of memory, called segments. These segments can be read and
written, and can be mapped into and out of the address space of the process to which the
calling thread belongs. A process must have at least one segment, but it may also have many
more of them. Segments can be used for text, data, stack, or any other purpose the process
desires. The operating system does not enforce any particular pattern on segment usage.

The third job of the kernel is to handle interprocess communication. Two forms of
communication are provided: point-to-point communication and group communication.
These are closely integrated to make them similar. Point-to-point communication is based
on the model of a client sending a message to a server, then blocking until the server has
sent a reply back. Group communication allows a message to be sent from one source to
multiple destinations. Software protocols provide reliable, fault-tolerant group
communication to user processes in the presence of lost messages and other errors.

The fourth function of the kernel is to manage low-level I/O. For each I/O device attached to
a machine, there is a device driver in the kernel. The driver manages all I/O for the device.
Drivers are linked with the kernel and cannot be loaded dynamically.

4 Communication In Amoeba

Amoeba supports two forms of communication: remote procedure call (RPC) using point-
to-point message passing, and group communication. At the lowest level, an RPC consists of
a request message followed by a reply message. Group communication uses hardware
broadcasting or multicasting if it is available; otherwise, the kernel transparently simulates it
with individual messages. In this section we will describe both Amoeba RPC and Amoeba
group communication.
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Normal point-to-point communication in Amoeba consists of a client sending a message to
a server followed by the server sending a reply back to the client. The RPC primitive that
sends the request automatically blocks the caller until the reply comes back, thus forcing a
certain amount of structure on programs. Separate send and receive primitives can be
thought of as the distributed system's answer to the goto statement: parallel spaghetti
programming. They should be avoided by user programs and used only by language
runtime systems that have unusual communication requirements.

Each standard server defines a procedural interface that clients can call. These library
routines are stubs that pack the parameters into messages and invoke the kernel primitives to
send the message. During message transmission, the stub, and hence the calling thread, are
blocked. When the reply comes back, the stub returns the status and results to the client.

In order for a client thread to do an RPC with a server thread, the client must know the
server's address. Addressing is done by allowing any thread to choose a random 48-bit
number, called a port, to be used as the address for messages sent to it. Different threads in a
process may use different ports if they so desire. All messages are addressed from a sender
to a destination port. A port is nothing more than a kind of logical thread address. There is
no data structure and no storage associated with a port. It is similar to an IP address or an
Ethernet address in that respect, except that it is not tied to any particular physical location.

RPC is not the only form of communication supported by Amoeba. It also supports group
communication. A group in Amoeba consists of one or more processes that are cooperating
to carry out some task or provide some service. Amoeba works best on LANs that support
either multicasting or broadcasting (or like Ethernet, both). For simplicity, we will just refer
to broadcasting, although in fact the implementation uses multicasting when it can to avoid
disturbing machines that are not interested in the message being sent. It is assumed that the
hardware broadcast is good, but not perfect. In practice, lost packets are rare, but receiver
overruns do happen occasionally. Since these errors can occur they cannot simply be
ignored, so the protocol has been designed to deal with them.

The key idea that forms the basis of the implementation of group communication is reliable
broadcasting. By this we mean that when a user process broadcasts a message the user-
supplied message is delivered correctly to all members of the group, even though the
hardware may lose packets. Central to the algorithm is a process called the sequencer, which
numbers broadcasts in order. When an application process executes a broadcasting
primitive, a trap to its kernel occurs. The kernel sends the message to the sequencer using a
normal point-to-point message.

Now consider what happens at the sequencer when a Request for Broadcast packet arrives
there. If the message is new (normal case), the next sequence number is assigned to it, and
the sequencer counter incremented by 1 for next time. The message and its identifier are
then stored in a history buffer, and the message is then broadcast. If the packet is a
retransmission, it is ignored.

Finally, let us consider what happens when a kernel receives a broadcast. First, the sequence
number is compared to the sequence number of the broadcast received most recently. If the
new one is 1 higher (normal case), no broadcasts have been missed, so the message is passed
up to the application program, assuming that it is waiting. If it is not waiting, it is buffered
until the program calls ReceiveFromGroup.

Suppose that the newly received broadcast has sequence number 25, while the previous one
had number 23. The kernel is immediately alerted to the fact that it has missed number 24,
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so it sends a point-to-point message to the sequencer asking for a private retransmission of
the missing message. The sequencer fetches the missing message from its history buffer and
sends it. When it arrives, the receiving kernel processes 24 and 25, passing them to the
application program in numerical order. Thus the only effect of a lost message is a
(normally) minor time delay. All application programs see all broadcasts in the same order,
even if some messages are lost.

Several variations of this algorithm also exist. In one, the process wanting to send a
broadcast just does so, and the sequencer just broadcasts an OK message giving its sequence
number. In another variant, processes first ask the sequencer for a number, then use this
number in their own broadcasts. These variants make different tradeoffs between bandwidth
and interrrupts.

5 Process Management In Amoeba

A process in Amoeba is basically an address space and a collection of threads that run in it.
A process with one thread is roughly analogous to a UNIX process in terms of how it
behaves and what it can do. A process is an object in Amoeba. When a process is created, the
parent process is given a capability for the child process, just as with any other newly created
object. Using this capability, the child can be suspended, restarted, signaled, or destroyed.

Process management is handled at three different levels in Amoeba. At the lowest level are
the process servers, which are kernel threads running on every machine. To create a process
on a given machine, another process does an RPC with that machine's process server,
providing it with the necessary information. At the next level up we have a set of library
procedures that provide a more convenient interface for user programs. Several flavors are
provided. They do their job by calling the low-level interface procedures. Finally, the
simplest way to create a process is to use the run server, which does most of the work of
determining where to run the new process.

Some of the process management calls use a data structure called a process descriptor to
provide information about the process to be run. One field in the process descriptor tells
which CPU architecture the process can run on. In heterogeneous systems, this field is
essential to make sure that Pentium binaries are not run on SPARCs, and so on. Another
field contains the process owner's capability. When the process terminates or is stunned (see
below), RPCs will be done using this capability to report the event. It also contains
descriptors for all the process' segments, which collectively define its address space, as well
as descriptors for all its threads. Finally, the process descriptor also contains a descriptor for
each thread in the process. The content of a thread descriptor is architecture dependent, but
as a bare minimum, it contains the thread's program counter and stack pointer.

Amoeba supports a simple threads model. When a process starts up, it has one thread.
During execution, the process can create additional threads, and existing threads can
terminate. The number of threads is therefore completely dynamic. When a new thread is
created, the parameters to the call specify the procedure to run and the size of the initial
stack. Although all threads in a process share the same program text and global data, each
thread has its own stack, its own stack pointer, and its own copy of the machine registers.

Three methods are provided for threads to synchronize: signals, mutexes, and semaphores.
Signals are asynchronous interrupts sent from one thread to another thread in the same
process. A mutex is like a binary semaphore. General semaphores are also provided.
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All threads are managed by the kernel. The advantage of this design is that when a thread
does an RPC, the kernel can block that thread and schedule another one in the same process
if one is ready. Thread scheduling is done using priorities, with kernel threads getting
higher priority than user threads. Thread scheduling can be set up to be either pre-emptive
or run-to-completion (i.e., threads continue to run until they block), as the process wishes.

6 Objects And Capabilities In Amoeba

The basic unifying concept underlying all the Amoeba servers and the services they provide
is the object. An object is an encapsulated piece of data upon which certain well-defined
operations may be performed. It is, in essence, an abstract data type. Objects are passive.
They do not contain processes or methods or other active entities that do things. Instead,
each object is managed by a server process.

To perform an operation on an object, a client does an RPC with the server, specifying the
object, the operation to be performed, and optionally, any parameters needed. The server
does the work and returns the answer. Operations are performed synchronously, that is, after
initiating an RPC with a server to get some work done, the client thread is blocked until the
server replies. Other threads in the same process are still runnable, however.

Objects are named and protected in a uniform way, by special tickets called capabilities. To
create an object, a client does an RPC with the appropriate server specifying what it wants.
The server then creates the object and returns a capability to the client. On subsequent
operations, the client must present the capability to identify the object. A capability is just a
long binary number.

Capabilities are used throughout Amoeba for both naming of all objects and for protecting
them. This single mechanism leads to a uniform naming and protection scheme. It also is
fully location transparent. To perform an operation on an object, it is not necessary to know
where the object resides. In fact, even if this knowledge were available, there would be no
way to use it.

The standard file system consists of three servers, the bullet server, which handles file
storage, the directory server, which takes care of file naming and directory management,
and the replication server, which handles file replication. The file system has been split
into these separate components to achieve increased flexibility and make each of the servers
straightforward to implement.

Very briefly, a client process can create a file using the create call. The bullet server
responds by sending back a capability that can be used in subsequent calls to read to
retrieve all or part of the file. In most cases, the user will then give the file an ASCII name,
and the (ASCII name, capability) pair will be given to the directory server for storage in a
directory, but this operation has nothing to do with the bullet server.

The bullet server was designed to be very fast (hence the name). It was also designed to run
on machines having large primary memories and huge disks, rather than on low-end
machines, where memory is always scarce. The organization is quite different from that of
most conventional file servers. In particular, files are immutable. Once a file has been
created, it cannot subsequently be changed. It can be deleted and a new file created in its
place, but the new file has a different capability from the old one. This fact simplifies
automatic replication, as will be seen. It is also well suited for use on large-capacity, write-
once optical disks.
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Because files cannot be modified after their creation, the size of a file is always known at
creation time. This property allows files to be stored contiguously on the disk and also in
the main memory cache. By storing files contiguously, they can be read into memory in a
single disk operation, and they can be sent to users in a single RPC reply message. These
simplifications lead to the high performance.

The conceptual model behind the file system is thus that a client creates an entire file in its
own memory, and then transmits it in a single RPC to the bullet server, which stores it and
returns a capability for accessing it later. To modify this file (e.g., to edit a program or
document), the client sends back the capability and asks for the file, which is then (ideally)
sent in one RPC to the client's memory. The client can then modify the file locally any way
it wants to. When it is done, it sends the file to the server (ideally) in one RPC, thus causing a
new file to be created and a new capability to be returned. At this point the client can ask the
server to destroy the original file, or it can keep the old file as a backup.

As a concession to reality, the bullet server also supports clients that have too little memory
to receive or send entire files in a single RPC. When reading, it is possible to ask for a
section of a file, specified by an offset and a byte count. This feature allows clients to read
files in whatever size unit they find convenient.

The bullet server, as we have seen, just handles file storage. The naming of files and other
objects is handled by the directory server. Its primary function is to provide a mapping
from human-readable (ASCII) names to capabilities. Processes can create one or more
directories, each of which can contain multiple rows. Each row describes one object and
contains both the object's name and its capability. Operations are provided to create and
delete directories, add and delete rows, and look up names in directories. Unlike bullet files,
directories are not immutable. Entries can be added to existing directories and entries can
be deleted from existing directories.

Directories themselves are objects and are protected by capabilities, just as other objects. The
operations on a directory, such as looking up names and adding new entries, are protected
by bits in the Rights field, in the usual way. Directory capabilities may be stored in other
directories, permitting hierarchical directory trees and more general structures. In addition
to these servers, a variety of other servers also exist for many typical operating system
functions.
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Abstract

With the rapid growth of the Internet, many distributed applications are being
developed, such as email, news, and so on. These applications are being developed
independently, and without any common framework. In this lecture we will look at a
wide-area distributed system, Globe, that attempts to provide a common object-based
framework for building wide area distributed systems. The central idea here is shared
objects, which are simultaneously active on multiple machines, and whose methods
can be invoked by multiple processes at the same time.
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1 Introduction

In my first lecture, I gave a general introduction to distributed systems. In my second
lecture I discussed Amoeba, a distributed system intended for use on a local area network.
In this lecture I will discuss another system I have helped design, GLOBE. In contrast to
Amoeba, GLOBE is intended as the "operating system" for a worldwide distributed system
(Homburg et al., 1996; Van Steen et al., 1995). As a consequence, a number of quite
different issues arise. As a simple example, resources are located in Amoeba by
broadcasting a request. In a worldwide system, such an approach will not work, so a
completely different design is needed.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the computing universe was dominated by mainframes and
minicomputers that ran batch and timesharing operating systems. Typical examples of these
systems were OS/360 and UNIX. These system were primarily concerned with the efficient
and secure sharing of the resources of a single machine among many competing users.

In the 1980s, personal computers became popular. These machines had different kinds of
operating system, such as MS-DOS and Windows, and were primarily concerned with
providing a good interactive environment for a single user. Resource allocation was not a
major issue.

As we move closer to the year 2000, it is becoming clearer that a new environment is
appearing, one dominated by millions of machines interacting over wide area networks such
as the current Internet. While all these machines have individual local operating systems, the
worldwide system as a whole raises many of the same issues that are found in local operating
systems, including interprocess communication, naming, storage, replication, and
management of files and other kinds of data, resource management, deadlock prevention,
fault tolerance, and so on. Only instead of being performed on a single machine, these
issues arise in the large.

In effect, we need an "operating system" for this worldwide system. This operating system
will of necessity be different from existing operating systems in that it will run in user mode
on top of existing operating systems (as do the servers in many modern microkernel-based
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operating systems). Nevertheless, it will have to perform traditional operating system
functions on a huge scale.

At the Vrije Universiteit, we are developing such an operating system, GLOBE, for the
worldwide computing environment of the future. In this paper we will describe its
architecture.

2 The State-Of-The-Ari In Wide-Area Systems

Current wide-area systems tend to lack a common model. For example, the World Wide
Web, email, news, and FTP all provide ways of communicating, but they are all based on
different conceptual models. For example, each one has its own naming scheme (URLs,
DNS names, newsgroup names, and host+path names). Mail and news are "push-driven"
(the sender actively transmits the data), whereas FTP and WWW are "pull-driven" (the
receiver goes and gets the data from a remote site). They also differ in terms of replication
strategy, encoding, containers, and authentication, although there is no real reason for all
these differences to exist.

In contrast, there are other systems that have a more unified model. For example, in
FORTRAN 4, all external data sets are modeled as tapes. In UNIX, everything is a file. In the
WWW, everything is a document. In many distributed shared memory systems, everything is
a page, and so on. What we need for worldwide computing is a single unifying model, like
these.

3 The Globe Paradigm

GLOBE is a layer on top of existing operating systems that effectively functions as a kind of
worldwide operating system that presents a uniform abstraction to applications and users.
GLOBE is based completely on objects in the sense that all the important items in the system
are modeled as objects. Typical objects include machines, web pages, mailboxes, news
articles, etc. Associated with each object is a set of methods that authorized users can invoke
without regard to the relative location of the user and the object.

GLOBE objects are unusual in that they are distributed shared objects What this means is
that an object can be mapped into the address spaces of many different machines at the
same time, even though these machines may be spread all over the world. Any process
holding the object can invoke its methods. How the objects are internally organized is up to
each object's designer.

Several models are possible. In the simplest case, one instance of an object holds all the state,
and the others are just proxies that forward all invocation requests to the primary object to
get work done. A second model has the state being fully replicated on all sites, so methods
that only read the data can be done locally. Methods that change the data require some kind
of (object-specific) internal synchronization protocol, for example two-phase commit. Yet
another model is to partition the data over the object copies. Many other models are
possible. Since the data replication is hidden inside each object, different objects can, and
generally will, use different strategies, depending on what is appropriate.

Communication in GLOBE is quite different from that in other systems. Most systems,
especially wide-area ones, are based on messaging. Typically two processes that want to
communicate first established a (TCP or ATM) connection, then pump bits through the
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connections. In other systems a datagram-style of communication is used (e.g. UDP
packets), but here, too, the basis is still message passing.

GLOBE works differently. Here processes do not send messages to communicate. Instead
they communicate using the GLOBE distributed shared object mechanism. Both (or all)
interested parties first bind to some common distributed shared object, then perform
operations on it. For example, to send email, a process might bind to the recipients mailbox
and then invoke an INSERT ITEM method. To read mail, the receiver would invoke a GET
ITEM method. While the object would have to use physical communication internally to
move the bits, the users would just deal with objects, and not with sockets, TCP connections,
and other message-oriented primitives. We believe this model allows us to unify many
currently distinct services. For example, GET ITEM could be used to read mail, read a news
article, read a web page, or read a remote FTPable file in exactly the same way: in all cases,
the user just invokes a method on a local object.

In addition, this model isolates programmers and users from issues such as the location and
replication of data. In a communication-oriented system, users have to know how the data
are replicated and where the copies are. In our model, the user of an object does not have to
know how many copies there are or where they are. The object itself manages the
replication transparently. To see the implications of this design, think about accessing a
copy of a replicated web page or FTP file. In both cases the user must make a conscious
choice about which copy to access, since different copies have different URLs or DNS
names, respectively. In GLOBE, each object has a single unique name that users deal with.
Managing the replicated data is done inside the object, not outside, so users are presented
with a higher level of abstraction than is currently the case. This higher level of abstraction
makes it much easier to design new worldwide applications.

4 Objects In Globe

The smallest unit in GLOBE is the local object. It resides in a single address space and can
only be invoked there. Objects in GLOBE exist at runtime and occupy space in memory,
that is, they are not merely compile-time abstractions that the compiler optimizes away.

Each object belongs to a class. A class defines the methods that can be invoked on objects
of its class and contains (at runtime), the actual code for doing the work. The distinction
between a class object and a regular object is that class objects are primarily there to
generate new objects of the appropriate class. Thus, every class object has a method
GENERATE NEW OBJECT, which results in a new object being created and a pointer to it
returned to the caller.

GLOBE objects can contain state information. A web object would normally contain one or
more web pages that it made available to users. A bank account object would contain
information about some bank account, and so on. Once an object is created using
GENERATE NEW OBJECT, it can load state into itself from some source and generally
evolve on its own independent of other objects.

GLOBE objects are passive; they do not contain any active elements. In the GLOBE model,
each process has an address space into which some objects are mapped, but the active
elements are threads. Threads invoke methods on objects. Threads, processes, and address
spaces are managed by the local operating system and fall outside the scope of GLOBE
itself.
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Every GLOBE object has one or more interfaces. An interface is a list of (method, state)
pointer pairs. The first one points to the code to be executed and the second one points to
the state. Interfaces provide threads the necessary access to objects. Each object exports
certain methods, and these are contained in its interface table. The only methods that can be
executed are those present in the interface table.

Objects can have multiple interfaces. For example, the primary interface may be the one
most users use to get work done, but there may be a secondary one as well for the system
administrator to configure and manage the object.

Individual objects can be collected into composite objects. A composite object contains
multiple objects inside of itself, but exports one of more interfaces to the outside world. The
methods in the exported interfaces are a subset of the interfaces of the internal objects. In
this way, small objects can be aggregated into large ones, and so on, recursively.

5 Distributed Objects

Objects in GLOBE can be distributed. In fact, the whole basis of GLOBE is distributed
shared objects. A distributed shared object can be present in the address space of multiple
processes on distant machines at the same time. The processes then communicate by
invoking methods on their distributed shared objects. Changes to the state made by one
process are observed by other processes. There is no a priori distinction between clients and
servers.

Before a process can invoke an operation of a distributed shared object, it has to bind to that
object (at runtime). This means that an interface and its implementation are loaded into the
process' address space. Multiple processes share an object by being bound to it
simultaneously.

To simplify the implementation of new distributed shared objects we propose an
implementation that consists of four local sub-objects: a communication object for
handling low-level communication with other instances of the object, a replication object
dealing with state distribution, a semantics object providing the actual semantics of the
distributed shared object, and a control object handling local concurrency control.

Communication objects provide a simple interface to send data to and receive data from
other address spaces. A communication object can support connection oriented or
connectionless communication and point-to-point or multicast data transfers. A replication
object is responsible for keeping the state of the distributed shared object consistent. It sends
marshaled copies of (parts of) the object's state, and marshaled arguments and return values
of operations to other address spaces.

Communication and replication objects are generally written by system programmers and
are available from libraries or class repositories. Application programmers implement the
semantics objects needed for an application. A control object is generated based on the
interface of the corresponding semantics object. We expect that the system comes with
standard semantics objects like files and directories. Furthermore, some distributed shared
objects may require replication or communication objects that are optimized to work with a
specific semantics object.

A distributed shared object may replicate its state for reasons of fault-tolerance, availability,
or performance. It may also partition its state, but that will not be discussed further. For each
address space bound to a distributed shared object, the object decides whether to store a
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(full) copy of its state in that address space or not. When a process binds to an object, the
object may decide to create a replica in that address space and control the consistency
through update or invalidate messages. This choice optimizes the performance of read
operations, which can then be executed locally. Special (server) processes can be run at
strategic sites. These processes can bind to an object to create a replica. These replicas are
needed to optimize read access to an object (caches) and to provide persistence and fault
tolerance.

6 Naming

Our architecture includes a naming system that maps a human readable pathname to a set of
contact addresses for a distributed shared object. The contact addresses provide independent
ways to bind to a distributed shared object. Typically, a replicated object provides multiple
contact addresses for availability and improved performance. The set of contact addresses
can change over time, and is maintained by the object itself. A replicated object typically
adds contact addresses when new replicas are installed, and a mobile object creates a new
contact address when it moves to a different location. At the same time, users can create and
delete pathnames that refer to the object.

In our architecture, object naming is split into two services. The first part, the name service,
maps a pathname to an object handle. This object handle is passed to the second part, the
location service, which maps it to the set of addresses. This scheme allows a user to create
multiple names that resolve to the same object handle, and allows the object to update the set
of contact addresses that the object handle refers to. Logically, the mapping from object
handle to contact addresses is stored in one place in the location service. The fact that the
location service can replicate location information is hidden from the object.

An object handle consists of an object identifier and some additional information for the
location service. An object identifier is worldwide unique and is never reused after the object
is destroyed. Object identifiers are used during binding as an end-to-end check for the
location service. The additional location information which is part of an object handle is
allocated by the location service when the object registers its initial set of contact addresses.

The name service can be implemented as a worldwide hierarchical collection of directories.
The feasibility of this approach has been shown by DNS. With worldwide location services
there is less experience. A straightforward approach is to divide objects into different
categories and use different algorithms for each category. For example, many objects will
be located on a single site. These objects may have a few replicas, but the replicas are not far
apart. We expect that the majority of the objects fall in this category. Traditional solutions
will suffice here. A second category are highly replicated objects. For example objects that
encapsulate Usenet news articles or news groups. Since replicas of such an object are stored
at many sites, we expect those sites to cooperate in maintaining location information for the
object. We also have to support mobile objects, that move from one place to another and
require frequent updates of their location information.

The location information of these three categories of objects can be stored in three
independent, worldwide location servers. A few bits in the object handle can be used to
specify the location service used. A disadvantage of this approach is that an object cannot
move to a different category without changing its object handle.

We have designed a location service that is able to dynamically adapt to the migration
patterns of an object. A location service provides four operations:
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- Register a new object

- Unregister a deleted object

- Change the set of contact addresses for an object

- Lookup the set of contact addresses for an object.

The goal of the location service is to implement all four of these operations efficiently. This
means optimizing the placement of the information needed to map an object handle to a set
of contact addresses such that updates to the set of contact addresses are cheap (i.e. require a
small amount of (local) communication) and that lookups are also cheap. Since updates to
the set of contact addresses are initiated by the object itself, it makes sense to store the
mapping in a part of the location service that is near the object. Note that a replicated object
is not located at a single site. Furthermore, objects that migrate require that the location of
the mapping follows the object.

Our design of the location service uses a worldwide, distributed search tree. To build this
search tree, we divide the world into a hierarchical set of domains. At the bottom we have
one domain per site. A collection of sites form a region. An object is registered at each site
where it has a contact address. Furthermore, each object is registered in all regions that
contain a site where the object is registered, recursively up to the top of the tree.

Initially, registrations at the site level contain the actual contact addresses and registrations at
region or world level contain pointers to the next lower level. Registering at multiple levels
allow searches with expanding rings: a search starts at the local site, followed by the local
region, then the next higher level region, etc., and eventually followed by the root.
Searching with expanding rings provides the desired locality. If the object has a contact
address in the site or region of the requesting process, then contact addresses will be found
with only local communication.

To be able to actually implement regional and world nodes, we have to partition them. Each
site stores a part of the root node and parts of the regional nodes. The partitioning can be
done by computing a hash value from the object handle.

A key element that makes the search process work efficiently is the fact that contact records
are stored at the lowest point in the tree that covers all the locations the object normally
moves to. For example, if an object tends to wander around Amsterdam, but not outside
Amsterdam, its contact record will be stored at the Amsterdam level of the tree. If, however,
the object tends to wander around all of Holland, its contact record will be stored at the
Dutch national server level. Finally, if the object constantly wanders around Europe, its
contact record will be stored at the European level. As a result of this design, even though an
object may move a lot, its contact record is stable. This fact means that once a remote user
has looked up the contact record for an object, it can cache a pointer to where it found the
record, since the record is likely to be stable, even though the object itself may be highly
mobile within a certain range.
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Abstract

In this series of 2 lectures, we present the state-of-the art in networking technology, in
particular recent advances in high-speed solutions including ATM and the Internet. In a
second part, we also present an overview of the major applications on the emerging
information highways, with a particular emphasis on multimedia developments and
audio-video services over the Internet.'
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1 Introduction

The term "information superhighway" was coined by US Vice-President Al Gore, as a
metaphoric reference to an infrastructure transportation program launched many years
before by his father. Though the implications of the US Administration initiative for
building National Information Infrastructure (Nil) are the subject of animated debates, a
number of countries have decided to initiate comparable programs. Note that a number of
terms are used in the press to refer to information superhighways. They include, ranked by
frequency of occurrence : "information highway," "info highway," "infobahn," and "I-
way."

2 From Transmission to ATM

2.1 Transmission

These projects are made possible by the dramatic progress of the underlying networking
technology over the past 5 to 10 years. In particular, the development of fiber optics in
transmission technology — this is called lightwave transmission — has opened up a new era
of communication. Fibers transmit modulated light instead of modulated electrical signals as
used over metallic cables. In other words, they carry photons instead of electrons. A single
optical fiber today can transmit up to 2500 million bits per second using regular electronics,
and support 32 000 concurrent telephone calls. It can also support a thousand compressed
digital TV channels of VCR quality at a time. Laboratory fiber systems have recently
reached 1000 billion bits per second using wave-length division multiplexing techniques.
New ways of exploiting copper-wire twisted pairs have also emerged, leading to
performance that was difficult to predict 10 years ago: 100 megabits per second (Mbps) in
conventional local area networks (LANs) and before the end of the decade, probably one
gigabits per second (Gbps) over short distances.

Parts of this article are reproduced from the book: Understanding Networked Multimedia [1]
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2.2 B-ISON

These developments occurred at a time were efforts were made to turn the concept of
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks (B-ISDNs) — invented in the mid-80s by
the Public Network/Telecommunications Operators (PNOs/PTOs) — to some form of reality.
The idea is similar to that of narrow-band ISDN, but extending the range of data rates
beyond 2 Mbps. The concept of the service is similar : subscribers can establish a variety of
connections, either permanently or on a call-by-call basis through the B-ISDN network. As
in N-ISDN, the network only carries digital information. But users benefit from a wide
choice of bit rates, from 64 Kbps to about 0.5 Gbps. They may also choose between several
levels of service quality. After several years of evaluating competitive options, the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) selected one technology to support the B-
ISDN service. The winner was asynchronous transfer mode (ATM).

ATM is one of the most fashionable technologies of the decade. It tries to combine two old
telecommunications ideas : the concept, borrowed from telephony, of calls to be set up prior
to the use of a communication, and the concept of data packets where the flow of bits is not
sent continuously, but has to be chopped into a succession of units called packets in general,
and cells in ATM terminology. Apart from bit rates, a major difference with N-ISDN is that
ATM does not provide naturally guaranteed transmission rates and transit delay. This is due
to the intrinsically statistical nature of the asynchronous mode.

ATM technology can have three levels of usage : as an underlying transport technology
used by the PNOs internally, that is invisible to the user ; as a long-distance technology
brought into to the user premises ; as a technology used on site by user organizations to
build or replace existing local-area networks. Business subscribers are first targeted by B-
ISDN services, but individual consumers should come next, especially when applications
such as video-on-demand meet a substantial market.

2.3 Cable TV operators

Another significant change in the data communications market is the arrival of cable
operators, as competitors to public telecommunications operators. Though the regulations
that govern this competition vary from country to country, the impact on the offering of
and on the resulting services is considerable. Cable TV operators, whose initial business was
to distribute TV, benefit from their past experience of dealing with high-bandwidth
transmission media. The initial technology employed by cable TV operators was based on
analog transmission over coaxial cables and is usually referred to as CATV. PTOs have an
even sounder expertise in high-bandwidth transmission, you will object. True, but generally
for their trunk circuits, not really to the home.

As a result, a number of cable TV operators offer to residential users fast access to data
networks. As an example, In the USA, an east coast operator offers residential subscribers a
permanent 500 Kbps link between a home computer and the Internet for a monthly charge
of $ 80. To compare, using conventional modems, the access speed over the regular
switched telephone network ranges from 2.4 to 28 Kbps.

3. New technologies for the final loop

A wide area networking infrastructure necessary to support the future information highway
application may be seen — this is an over-simplified model — as formed of two logical
components: the backbone system, generally composed of trunk connections and switching
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equipment, and the subscriber loop, that is the final link which connect the residential or
corporate user. A number of options are proposed by operators or alliances of companies to
connect to the home or the enterprise building.

One of them is called the Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL), ADSL is a digital
transmission technology designed to work over the regular two-wire copper telephone loop.
It supports in one of its simplest version two VCR-quality channels — that is, a bit rate in the
order of 3 Mbps — over about 3.2 km, and one such channel — that is, Tl speed — over 5
km. This is in the direction from the network to the home. The return channel, used for
commands and user input, operates at a lower speed. This is why the technology is termed
asymmetric. A more elaborated version of this technology allows 8.4 Mbps downstream
over a distance of 2.7 km. Many existing pilot information highway projects use this
technology. From a user perspective, installing an ADSL access may be viewed as follows:
keep the existing telephone cable, unplug the telephone, plug-in the ADSL modem and the
audio-video compression device, re-plug the telephone (to get the telephone service), the TV
set (to get digital TV channels) and the PC (the get, say, Internet access). All this over the
regular telephone wires.

A variant of ADSL, called Very High Rate Digital Subscriber Loop (VDSL) promises to
offer up to 50 Mbps downstream and 20 Mbps upstream in the coming years..

The cable TV (CATV) operators may use their cable infrastructure to deliver information
highway services. But the simple-tree cable TV infrastructure has to be enhanced with some
form of switching capability. Traditionally, cable TV operators have delivered TV to the
home over coaxial cables that terminate in set-top devices. This is for the final loop. But in
many cases, the internal links, called trunks and supertrunks, have already been converted to
fiber technology. In several countries, CATV operators will benefit from their wide
coverage. For example, in the USA, their networks pass the door of over 95 % of the homes.

4. The Internet: the 1st step of the Information highway

Pending the deployment of a broadband world-wide Global Information Infrastructure
(Gil) — but will this ever exist? — a number of envisioned services are already available on
the world-wide Internet, mostly through its major application, the World-Wide Web.

Indeed, the combination of the Internet as a universal transport system and the World-Wide
Web as a powerful but simple to use technology for the exchange of and access to
information of any type, already covers a significant fraction of the Gil objectives.

• The Internet — a digital packet-based network of networks — has universal coverage
and its technology can satisfy the requirements of companies to attach powerful
computer centers over high-speed links as well as those of residential users connecting
cheap home personal computers via telephone calls.

• The World-Wide Web allows any person at home or in a company to access remote
servers of multimedia information from any regular personal computer. It supports
transaction-oriented applications such as teleshopping or telebanking, commerce,
interpersonal communications, audio-video cooperative work, or tele-education. It
also provides a simple way for any individual to be not only an information
consumer, but also an information producer by turning its computer into a server, and
making available its reflections, knowledge, or art work.
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4.1 Basic Internet features

The Internet is essentially a carrier system: a network of networks, controlled by no single
party, and formed of hundreds of network service providers (ISPs) which have agreed to a)
use the same technology —that is IP, the Internet Protocol— and b) interconnect in order to
create, as seen from the user, a seamless uniform network. However, the Internet may be
increasingly viewed as the universe of connected servers. Thus, the Internet is two things: a
carrier system and the "digital library" accessible over it.

The Internet protocols can be classified according to two categories: carrier protocols —
such as the Internet Protocol itself, link level, routing and service protocols— and end-to-
end protocols —such as the transport protocols (TCP, UDP) and the application protocols
(FTP, HTTP, ...)— which are only understood by the hosts and not by the intermediary
routers. The main characteristic of IP is that it provides a best-effort delivery connectionless
service. This means that IP packets can be sent to the network without the prior setting up of
a connection, and that all packets are independent. Thus, packets may be dropped by the
network, or delivered out of sequence without the end-systems being notified by the
network.

4.2 Multicasting in the Internet

In data communications, broadcasting means the propagation of information from one
source to all potential recipients. Multicasting means propagation of information from one
source to only a subset of the potential destinations.

How can a network support a multicasting service? This can be achieved in two different
ways. First the network can be inherently broadcast-capable, that is, using over-the-air
transmission (radio, satellite, ...) or a physical medium shared between all stations, each
station receiving all packets (Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI). But other networks do not have
this property that a single flow can automatically reach all potential recipients. This is the
case of the Internet.

When a network is not inherently broadcast-capable, it must replicate the initial flow at
appropriate locations within the network infrastructure. In the Internet, this is known as the
IP Multicast facility, as defined in RFC 1112. IP multicast relies on a special packet format
—the class D format— in which the destination address is not a unique number but rather a
reference to a group of hosts. The IP multicast service requires within the network, the
presence of multicast routers (also called mrouters) capable of recognizing and routing IP
multicast packets. There are several routing protocols to propagate group membership from
mrouter to mrouter, and route multicast packets: DVMRP, MOSPF, PIM. The creation,
deletion and membership of IP multicast groups is dynamic. That is, hosts may join any
group at any time without having to refer to some central Internet authority. The protocol
which supports this dynamic membership facility is called IGMP (Internet Group
Membership Protocol).

Historically, networks good at switching —that is capable of supporting a point-to-point bi-
directional service, such as the POTS, X.25, ...— were unable to support broadcasting.
Conversely, networks good at broadcasting —radio, satellite, cable-TV— were bad at
supporting bi-directional communications. One of the major features of the Internet, unique
in the history of telecommunications, is its ability to support both switching and world-wide
broadcast services.
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4.3 Mbone

Mbone is a physical experimental network based on IP multicast and implemented atop the
Internet. It is an overlay network initially implemented only in the form of Unix
workstation-based mrouters. Why an overlay? For two main reasons. First, not all routers in
the Internet are multicast-capable. Second, not all ISPs are willing their routers to support a
multicast service, which implies additional load due to the replications. The major part of the
Mbone is a shared, public facility operated voluntarily by organizations interested in the
Mbone initiative. Therefore, as all shared public facilities, Mbone has an etiquette to try and
prevent abuses of its resources.

At any given instant, several multicast groups can be active over Mbone. How to ensure that
anyone can create a group and that two groups are not given the same address, as there is no
central authority to allocate on-demand group addresses? In fact, address collisions are
possible, but their probability is extremely low if a) the hosts select group addresses
randomly and b) only a small fraction of the entire address space — in practice the square
root of the total number of addresses — is used at any given instant.

But Mbone is not only a network. It is also increasingly understood as a set of public
domain software tools operating over the Mbone infrastructure and supporting audio, video,
whiteboard or session directory services.

5. Information highway: the services to residential subscribers

Before describing the modern (audio-video) applications available today over the Internet,
let us return for a while to the more ambitious information highway programs. In fact, the
nature of the services that should be provided to residential will depend on the evolution of
the technology, but will also be dictated by the industrial policies of governments.

The services that may eventually be available to residential users over the superhighway
termination links include :

• Conventional telecommunications services

Plain old telephone service (POTS) and telefax.

• Improved communications between people

Videophony via existing TV

Multimedia electronic messaging or on-line forums for residential subscribers.

• Entertainment

TV broadcasts in analog mode (hybrid approach)

TV broadcasts in digital mode, often referred to as the "500 channels " program

High-definition TV broadcasts

Pay-per-view digital video programs on demand

Full movies-on-demand with VCR-style control

Remote computer games possibly multiplayers and with three-dimensional effects.

• Education and culture, general information

Generalized access to public Internet servers, via simple user interfaces such as
WWW

Customized and multimedia-based learning
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Access to cultural information, exploration of museums.

• General information

Topical or general news on demand (sports, finance, weather, . . .)

Topical or general static information on demand (administrative data, geographic
information, . . .)•

• Transactions

Teleshopping

Telebanking

Teleticketing (booking at a distance).

• Advanced presentation of information

Virtual reality advertising (remote exploration of virtual kitchens, houses,
buildings).

Several operators are also planning to integrate regular analog broadcast television channels
and digital services over the same access to the home.

6. Requirements of audio and video applications

"Multimedia is the field concerned with the computer-controlled integration of text,
graphics, still and moving images, animation, sounds and any other medium where every
type of information can be represented, stored, transmitted and processed digitally"
(excerpt from [1]). Out of these various information types, audio and video —that is
continuous media— are those which place the most stringent requirements on the
underlying network.

To support audio and video, the two most critical parameters of the quality of service to be
provided by the network are the bit rate of the connection and the variation of the transit
delay. For audio, the bit rate varies from 5-7 Kbps (in the case of low-quality speech) to 32-
64 Kbps for regular telephone-quality and 250 Kbps for CD-quality compressed sound.
Motion video requires from 64-100 Kbps for low resolution/very low frame rate to 1.5
Mbps for compressed VCR-quality TV, and in the order of 4-7 Mbps for compressed
broadcast-quality TV.

Another key parameter is the variation of the transit delay, in particular for the transmission
of sound. Basically, if packets carrying sound arrive after widely varying transit delays, the
only solution to overcome this is for the receiving system to wait a sufficient time, called the
offset delay, before the playout, so that most of the delayed packets are given a chance to
arrive in time. Incoming packets are stored in a buffer before being played out smoothly
after the offset delay. As the technique may add a substantial component to the overall
latency, it must be used with care in interactive applications.

7. Internet transport protocols for audio and video

We explained that the Internet provides a best-effort packet delivery service. In practice,
loosing a few percent of the packets is often considered as acceptable. The regular Internet
Transport Protocol (TCP) is designed to recover from such packet losses. TCP uses a
mechanism of message numbering and windowing for flow control, and relies on
retransmissions for error recovery. It is connection-oriented —that is, the two end-systems
agree to set up an end-to-end connection before the first application message can be sent —
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and uses mechanisms such a "slow-start" to avoid flooding the network at the beginning of
new transfers.

Flow-control, retransmissions and slow-start are all mechanisms which cannot be used with
continuous media where the time dependencies between packets of the stream have to be
respected. Therefore, audio and video applications use another Internet transport protocol:
the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which is connectionless and implements no error
detection/recovery mechanism. With UDP, datagrams are unnumbered and sent blindly by
the source, regardless of the possible internal losses.

But UDP is not sufficient for audio-video applications. Mechanisms for time-stamping are
necessary so that timing relationships between messages can be reconstructed at the
receiving end. In addition, the sender may wish to know whether packets are well received
by the destination(s), so that it can possibly reduce the bit rate if a too high fraction of the
packet stream is lost by the network. These additional facilities are provided by a session
protocol. Most applications now use, as session protocol, the Real-Time Protocol version 2
(RTP2), which is often embedded within the application software itself.

8. Multimedia Internet applications

8.1 Interpersonal Applications

The Internet now supports a complete range of facilities for communications between
people, either in the corporate or private environment. This includes telephony, videophony,
videoconferencing and, for professional use, integrated tools for computer supported
cooperative work (CSCW).

Internet telephony is particularly attractive for long-distance calls. Numerous products and
public-domain implementations are available, including CU-SeeMe, Digiphone, Internet
Phone, Netphone, PGPfone, Speak Freely, WebPhone, WebTalk. The main Mbone public-
domain software for Internet telephony is vat, the visual audio tool. With Internet telephony,
the quality of the sound may be poor, in particular when sections of the networks are
overloaded on the path between the two communicating hosts, but it may also be amazingly
good, close to that of the regular telephone conversations. The advantages of Internet
telephony are the low incremental cost, the possible integration with email and other Internet
applications, the possibility of call recording, play back, voice-mail and multiparty voice
conferencing, as well and the improved privacy when encryption is used. The major
difficulty lies in interoperability between the various products or implementations. Other
drawbacks include the unpredictable sound quality due to changing network conditions, and
the fact that no call is possible to powered-off systems.

Videophony is audio-visual communications between two people only, whereas
videoconferencing is understood as communications between groups of people, either two
groups only (biparty videoconferencing) or more than two groups (multiparty). Internet
supports both videophony and videoconferencing. A major issue with Internet is: how to
implement a multiparty session? There are three main categories of implementations
currently in use. The first one uses IP multicast from the source. Thus, the source generates
only one flow, and the IP multicast network looks after the internal replications. Such a
solution implies two things. First, the hosts must be capable of generating IP multicast
packets —not all systems are; second, a multicast network must exist, either a private one or
the Mbone. The Mbone audio and video tools (nv, vat, vie, ivs, ...) use this technique. The
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second solution relies on application-level replicators, that is dedicated hosts which can
replicate the flow of data for a particular audio or video application.

Numerous products or public-domain implementations exist today, including Being There,
Communique!, CU-SeeMe, DV100, FreeVue, InPerson, In Vision, IVS, nv, Picture Window,
ShowMe, vie, VidCall. A major advantage of Internet videoconferencing is that, if IP
multicast is used, the cost of a session does not increase linearly with the number of
participants, as with conventional ISDN-based video-codecs. However, the frame rate has
often to be reduced to a couple of frames per second, due to the limited bandwidth between
certain pairs of participants. As for telephony, the major issue lies in interoperability
between products or implementations. Many differing video encoding and compression
schemes are used, including MPEG, native nv, CU-SeeMe, motion JPEG, H.261 and Intra-
H.261. However, transcoding software capable of translating on-the-fly between certain
pairs of encoding schemes has appeared, the most advanced being the video-gateway tool
(vgw) from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL).

The large-scale distribution of audio-video is another major class of applications over the
Internet. This is a simple extrapolation of audio or videoconferencing based on IP multicast.
With this class, the type of communications between parties is asymmetric: there is one
particular site —such as a lecture room, a meeting room at the head-quarter of a company—
where a particular event is taking place, followed passively or semi-passively by a possibly
very large number of sites. The Mbone tools (nv, vat, vie, ivs, wb, vgw) are generally used to
support such applications.

8.2 Server-Based Applications

Another class of multimedia applications over the Internet is where the communications no
longer involve only people, but rather people communicating with computer-based servers.

The extreme case of audio-video distribution that we discussed above is pure broadcasting
where public servers generate flows to anyone interested, without expecting any feedback
from the receivers. These sources emulate in practice radio or TV channels. Over regional
parts of the Internet operating at very high speed —such as over regional ATM-based pilot
infrastructures— these channels may have a quality close to that of broadcast television but
generally, the quality is not better than a few frames per second at a quarter the resolution of
regular TV.

Users are informed of Internet multicast programs by the session directory (sd) tool, a
public-domain software supported by LBL. sd is in practice the Internet radio/TV guide.
Receivers may select the program (called session) they are interested in and a simple click
triggers the group membership process and launches the necessary application. Then, the
IGMP and DVMRP protocols ensure that the information is propagated over the network, sd
can also be used to create new sessions in the directory, not only to join existing ones.

Another category of server-based applications is audio- or video-on-demand. There, users
access to the server, usually via a World-Wide Web interface, to request a particular audio or
video program which is then transmitted to their computer by means of a dedicated packet
stream. In other words, each recipient requires a private incoming packet stream, even
though many users are receiving the same program at the same instant. Clearly, with the
current bandwidth limitations of the Internet, this approach can not scale, but it is interesting
to validate the concept and part of the technology.
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From nearly the inception of the World-Wide Web, servers have supported access to audio or
video sequences. Initially, these sequences had to be downloaded first on the client
computer before being played out. Now, servers increasingly support access to real-time-
transfer audio and video (also called streamed audio-video). In most case, the client browser
launches an external software application (called an "helper") to perform the reception,
decoding and playout of the received stream. But clearly the future browsers will integrate
these services, thus providing a unique interface to all Internet services including the support
of real-time audio and video.

8.3 Technical issues and recent progress

The real-time support of continuous media over the Internet still faces technical challenges,
several of them being unresolved to date. However, research in these fields progresses fast
and solutions are in sight.

One of these challenges lies in evolving the Mbone into a world-wide and large-scale
production network. The routing protocol currently in use, DVMRP, relies on mechanisms
which can not easily scale up. For example, when a new session starts, an initial broadcast of
the flow is triggered, pending a pruning mechanism reduces the distribution tree to only
those sections of the network where the flow is actually requested. This process of broadcast
followed by pruning is regularly repeated over the lifetime of any active session. Solutions
under consideration include hierarchical routing —where the Mbone would be divided into
sub-regions— and the Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) based on a concept of
rendezvous points.

Another major challenge is to improve the quality of service for video and audio
applications. One of the problems is to better react to congestion situations. Appropriate
queuing is one of the techniques which can be used immediately, in conjunction with others
to alleviate the problem. This consists for Internet routers of discriminating different traffic
flows and giving higher priority to real-time flows. Another approach lies in the use of
reservation mechanisms. The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is an Internet Draft
which allows the reservation over a path of internal resources for simplex data streams.
RSVP is compatible with IP version 4 and 6 and with the existing Internet routing and
multicast protocols. Unlike with ATM, Frame Relay or X.25, RSVP does not rely on the
setting up of hard connections. It is also recipient-driven, which means that this is the
destination host, not the source, which decides upon which amount of traffic it is
willing/capable of receiving and displaying. RSVP is particularly well suited for multicast
streams. Implementations already exist and have been demonstrated at exhibitions.

9. Conclusion

The ambitious political plans to set up an orderly global information infrastructure seems to
be overtaken by the rapid, anarchic and largely out-of-control explosion of the Internet.
The technology to make the Internet the true information highway of the future is not yet
entirely available but it progresses fast. More progress is expected over the coming years for
a better support of audio and video. IPv6 —the new version of the IP protocol, which
implements a new concept of flows that can be matched to quality of services— will
contribute to these improvements. But clearly, all these efforts may remain vain if more raw
bandwidth is not allocated to the Internet. When considering the huge amount of bandwidth
currently installed—and widely idle— for telephony (how many hours per month do we use
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our telephone?), allocating a tiny fraction of it to the Internet does not appear impossible. It
seems to be a matter of political will.
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Trigger and Data Acquisition at Large Madron Collider

S. Cittolin CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Keywords: Trigger System, Readout System, Document Preparation, Analog to
Digital Conversion, Event builder and event filter

1 Abstract

The design of a trigger and data acquisition system for a general-purpose experiment at the
Large Hadron Collider poses a challenge that has no precedent in the history of experimental
physics. The physics requirements, the detector characteristics and the high collision rate
expected at LHC luminosities of 10" to 10* cm"2 s ' inherently constrain many aspects of the
architecture of a high-efficiency data acquisition system. The detector signals must be
amplified, shaped and eventually digitized. The analog or digital information for each
channel must be held in local buffers during the decision time of the event selection system,
operating at the bunch crossing frequency of 40 MHz. Then the data fragments must be
synchronized, collected and compressed to form a full event while the rate of storable events
is reduced by subsequent trigger levels.

The talk introduces the requirements and the basic concepts of trigger and readout systems at
LHC experiments.

- Introduction

- Rates and data at collider experiments

- Multi level trigger systems and readout structures

- Level-1 trigger systems

- Frontend readout

- Analog to Digital Conversion

- Digital signal processing

- Timing, Trigger and Control distribution

- Readout network

- Event builder and event filter

- Computing and communication subsystems

- Development plan and conclusions

Note from the Editor:

The author has been unable to produce full documentation and has provided us with
a number of extremely interesting transparencies. However, if these transparencies
were to be printed in the proceedings, they would be only in black and white and of
insufficient quality. They can be found in colour on the Web, via the URL
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/ftp/distribution/tridas/CMS-DOC/CernSchool96.pdf
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EDMS - Concepts, Motivations and Basic Requirements

A.-P. Hameri Institute of Particle Physics Technology, Helsinki University of
Technology, Finland

Abstract

The paper outlines the main concepts and motivations of the configuration management
and the fundamental requirements of an engineering data management system (EDMS).
The vendors of these systems have experienced a boosting demand from the industry
practising product development and assembly based production. It is considered that better
control of the documents related to company's mental processes provide competitive
advantage in a business environment with continuous pressures to innovate, diminish costs,
improve quality and maintain tight schedule constraints. The paper discuss the industrial
motivations to exploit EDMSs and studies the content and properties of the information to
be stored in such a system. Yet before the system could be fully exploited the engineering
change procedures must be well established and obeyed. This is the task of configuration
management which is also discussed before outlining the basic requirements of an EDMS.
Finally, by relying on the product life-cycle approach the paper draws conclusions on the
value-adding benefits and services provided by an EDMS.

Keywords: configuration management, new product development, project management,
concurrent engineering, engineering data management system

1 Introduction

The data generated during a design and engineering process shares multiple features and structures.
The more complex the product and the longer the project the more important is the control of the
product configuration data. Apart from the traditional drawings and CAD models this data includes
various technical notes, measurement results, material properties, key parameters of the system,
manufacturing and assembly instructions, organizational relations (i.e. responsibilities) and
chronological change history of each component of the product. The role of Engineering Data
Management (EDM) is to store and provide a user-friendly access to this data during the product's
life-cycle according to certain predefined control rules. These rules are defined by the configuration
management of the project or company.

Means to control increasingly distributed product development and manufacturing processes play a
crucial role in the near future industrial competition. The inevitable trend towards customised
products, ever higher quality and faster deliveries have already trimmed in many cases the
manufacturing processes into a level where improvements do not pay back the investment efforts
efficiently enough. Better and faster productivity gains are being pursued from ever better operations
management and especially from cutting non-value adding activities around document handling,
generation and control One clear evidence of this trend is the boosting engineering data management
system (EDMS) markets. The annual markets around EDMSs are estimated to boom from 1994's
$400 million with an average 30% annual growth to almost $1.2 billion in 1998 (CIMdata, 1994).
This shows that the companies are complementing the traditional material and money management
more and more with information and knowledge management.

Toffler (1990) has described how a shift in means of power has in general taken place in world
economy and business environment. The colonialist mentality of subjugation was replaced by capital
and wealth driven entrepreneurship, which is now changing rapidly towards knowledge based ruling
and command. Similarly in industrial enterprises the management and exploitation of the in-house
information and tacit knowledge is increasingly seen to be the next source of competence. Innovation
and continuous small step upgrading are the necessary prerequisites for future survival (Porter, 1990).
Advanced information technology will apparently have a vital role in this process of capitalising the
mental resources of the companies into better products. The following facts support this thesis:
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• Most of the mental work related to product development within industrial companies is bound to
documents and of managing, i.e. finding, retrieving, manipulating, mediating and storing them.

• Eventually each and every document produced by the advanced companies are in digital format.

• More and more of the development work is performed in a distributed fashion which implies the
need for fluent and interactive communication over geographical and organisational boundaries.
Information networks and services play crucial role in achieving true computer supported
distributed collaboration.

• Paper based dissemination of information has become too slow and electronic networking and
mode of collaboration is superseding the traditional way of working.

• Products have increased their technological complexity, which, in turn, increase the amount of
technical documentation needed to describe the products.

These facts tend to emphasise the need to control geographically scattered product documentation. In
addition to plain document creation, even more vital is the management of the whole process during
which the documents are created, altered, fixed, distributed and used. It is clear that the prevailing
world-wide acknowledgement to promote product data management together with networking stem
from these basic facts. Against this facet the paper examines empirically following fundamental
problems that the companies performing large-scale product development projects in geographically
distributed design and manufacturing environment are confronting every day:

• how to control the product development process efficiently and on continuous basis;

• how to mediate, manage and access all project related administrative and technical
documentation;

• how to improve human interaction and cross-functional interplay between diverse design and
manufacturing teams;

• how modern information technology may support configuration management;

• how to guarantee the coherence and compliance of the product configuration with the customer
needs.

Motivations

Although it is difficult to get exact quantitative data on the net benefits and the investments on EDMS
and configuration management, some facts, figures, results and management actions may be found
publicly available:

• Several U.S. based companies have started to establish electronic archives for their technical
documentation by scanning thousands of technical data items into a database (Puttre, 1992).

• A company producing large industrial production units indicated that on the average half of their
design and engineering effort is related to searching for technical documentation (Nihtila, 1995).

• One industrial facility producer estimated that they have 4 million technical drawings and when
new order comes in they have 80% probability of having the needed drawings ready, yet the
odds to find them is 4% (Sulonen, 1995).

• Global electronic company reduced change order cycle from 33 days to less than 10, halved the
time needed to devise technical manuals and eliminated micro-fiche through the introduction of a
product data management system with an objective of paperless documentation management
(Frederick. 1995).

• Multinational computer and electronic company reduced its staff required to manage
documentation load with 35%, plummeted storage cost/year/document from 50$ to 5$ and
improved significantly the document handling efficiency during a 5 year EDM project during
which own EDMS was developed (McCrea and D'Agostino, 1995).

• A leading microprocessor manufacturer developed with the effort of 7 engineering years global,
standard and PC based EDM procedures with vendor access; results mount in efficient
document handling, paperless document process and up-to-date information (Hargrave, 1995).
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The above examples illustrate well the potential hidden in efficient configuration management and in
central storing of all information. Predominantly the results have been attained through the
introduction of new managerial principles supported by an EDMS to maintain, control and archive all
the design and specification changes. Sherpa Corporation (CIMdata, 1994) lists (Table 1.) the
following results gained by its customers before and after implementing Sherpa's EDM system.

Category

Engineering change cycle

Cost per change

Processing engineering change
orders

Product development cycles

Build-to-order cycles

Average # of part lists

Pre-PDM

61.5 days

$4,200

60/month

33 months

9 weeks

8

Post-PDM

10.25 days

$1,500

<5/month

24 months

3 weeks

2

% Reduction

83%

64%

92%

27%

67%

75%

Table 1: Average time and cost savings resulting from Sherpa's PDM system use (Data Supplied by Sherpa
Corporation).

Multiple sources report that investments on EDM and supporting systems have pay-back times from
one to three years. In addition the positive trend from the investment tends to continue even after three
years when the full benefits of the system start rolling in. One may a bit sceptic against these positive
pay back times as they are often reported by the system vendors. The experience says that shaping and
gathering of the existing engineering information in such a format that it may be easily used by an
EDMS takes a long time. The initial level of company's engineering processes strongly affects how
long it takes to really benefit from such a system.

3 Concepts

Advanced and competitive manufacturing units organize their production facilities in such a manner
that the product can be processed in the shortest production throughput time, with minimum capital
invested and according to the quality specified. To succeed in this the companies tend to place the
product itself, rather than the process, in the very core of the manufacturing. The traditional process-
oriented thinking is ruled out (Burbidge, 1992) and the product focused approach is now prevailing.
Product with its breakdown or bill-of-material is the fundamental data structure which affects to all
operational activities within manufacturing and design operations in a company. Correspondingly, in a
one-of-kind project the product and its structure forms the starting point for the other activities, i.e.
project organization formation, resource allocation, work breakdown and planning (Bachy and
Hameri, 1995). The control of the product data, including its change history' during product's life-cycle
is the task of configuration management.

Before going any further, some of the main concepts should be clarified. Product configuration
displays at the time t a snap-shot of the design status of the product (components, equipment, parts,
etc.). A version is a frozen configuration with complete technical documentation including its
manufacturing instructions, specifications, technical notes, drawings, test results and responsible
people. Subsequent versions are numbered and the control of their integrity is called version handling.
The overall status of a product configuration is compiled from specifications of its components,
equipment and parts with their respective status. This status may have several values, depending on the
adapted configuration management procedures. Basically the status of a certain specification could be
closed/fixed/frozen, i.e. it has been accepted and can be used, but not changed, or it may be private,
i.e. under development. Other values may be assigned also, depending on the situation (Hameri, 1995):
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• subject to changes, meaning that the specification cannot be processed, issued or redeveloped at
that moment and therefore the previous and verified version of the specification should be used;

• recently changed, indicates that the specification has undergone changes which have been
accepted by the configuration team, yet the changes should be studied before the specification is
used;

• pending, implies that the specification has been changed and waiting for verification, thus, the
changes may be studied but not to be used;

• verified, the specification is approved and its functionality and compliancy with the overall
product specification is verified, thus the specification is ready to be used.

What are the motivations for configuration management? Essentially, the task of the configuration
management is in the control of the flow of engineering work/information/data and to provide the
project with configuration related services. The development process forms a kind of cycle during
which the previous version is refined to the next version or generation of the product. In a completely
one-of-a-kind product delivery the development cycle starts from the functional specifications and ends
to the final assembly. Yet this process may share various versions of the final design. The following
picture (Fig. 1) displays schematically the process of the design and engineering work from product's
configuration point of view.

DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

CONFIGURATION mgmt

•change management
•engineering and development
•information service
•authorization
•work flow control
•engineering data management

VERSION n valid
-gsJ

VERSION mgmt

•assessment
•verification
•validity' check
•version release
•information
dissemination

t

VERSION n+1 valid ^

Figure 1: The evolutionary process of the development of the product configuration.

To summarize, in an environment with multiple projects aiming to produce a complex product the need
for configuration management with a supporting EDM tool is justified along with the following
statements:

• Several empirical studies (e.g. (Luhtala et al., 1994) in project oriented manufacturing industries
indicate that most, even up to 90%, of the specification changes originate in-house. Processing
these changes is the cause of most of the problems, which tend to emerge during manufacturing,
assembly and delivery phases, or even as late as the operational phase of the product. The costs
of correcting the mistakes will increase exponentially the later in the process they are fixed. The
very essence of configuration management is to control the specification changes in such a
manner that the overall configuration maintains its functionality and correspondence with the
needs.

• The underlying spirit of engineering work is to continuously develop new and advanced
solutions both to old and new technical problems. This appreciated activity establishes the very
core of innovations. Without control, the situation may lead to continuous engineering
syndrome, when individual whims overtake the original objectives. Apart from controlling the
specification changes, configuration management must control also the correspondence with the
original plan. In addition configuration management is in charge to provide the organization with
a flexible communication and information retrieval interface between system versions n to n+1.

• The project organization must share a common understanding of the main parameters and design
principles of the product. In order to achieve this, configuration management must provide all
project collaborators with an easily accessible source of information containing the current
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understanding of the system configuration (key parameters, measures and standards of the
system, status of the various component configurations, quality requirements, responsible
people, etc.).

• The documentation of product's change history is vital in long term projects, where the
organization is subject to changes. Configuration management is responsible for systematically
recording and archiving all the changes, in order to provide the necessary information for the
later steps of the project (commissioning, operation, maintenance). This is vital especially, when
the age composition of the organisation indicates accelerating retirement rate, which, in turn,
necessitates detailed archiving of all engineering related data and information.

In general terms configuration management, when properly implemented and focused on the control of
configuration data, will shorten time to market, lower design costs, provide better quality, reduce
manufacturing costs and provide means for lifelong product maintenance.

Configuration management - principles

Configuration management differs from traditional project, product and production management in its
focus and scope. The essential difference is in the status of the configuration management team in the
organization. The team provides the organization with services concerning the product data
management, control and distribution. They mediate between various groups responsible for various
systems by collecting, analyzing and keeping them informed of all changes concerning specifications,
key parameters and other related modifications related to the product information. With respect to the
motivations for better product data management the following practical configuration management
principles can be stated to achieve high performance technical coordination in the project:

• Configuration management is a service unit within the project, whose customers are all the other
departments that deal with product data.

• The main task of configuration management is to control, archive, structure and disseminate
product data in such fashion that the information is verified, consistent and up-to-date.

• Configuration management acts as an interface between engineers and the product itself by
providing the structured communication means to disseminate and interact around the product
configuration.

• From manufacturing point of view the configuration management team ensures that each
specification entering production is in accordance with the overall configuration of the project;
by doing this the ground is prepared for faster production throughput times with fewer
interruptions.

• For product development the configuration management team provides the latest information
concerning the project and also interactively records design changes and their influence on the
other sub-projects.

In practice these principles transfer into the following actions when considering a large-scale project
with long duration:

1. Collect the product expertise and experience of the organization into a configuration team, i.e.
assign responsible configurator for each major system/product of the project.

2. Provide the team with the relevant means to perform its task.

3. Define protocols, preferably simple and visual ones, to process changes in product
specifications.

4. Establish frequent meetings with the configurators to study each and every product specification
change emerging during the development cycle.

5. Build an information network.

6. Provide the organization and other collaborators of the project with an easy-to-use media to
transfer configuration related information.

7. Define, identify, gather and manage configuration related information into a logically centralized
repository.
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8. Document every change, with a reference to the original problem, responsible people and
implications to the configuration.

9. Store, verify, release and disseminate product versions and maintain their integrity with
customer needs.

In this respect the configuration management maintains the coherence of the product, which comprises
all product related data, including whenever possible the product related tacit knowledge.
Configuration management acts with the objective of preserving the project from contradictions and
inconsistencies, yet, to adjust to changed circumstances.

5 Engineering Data Management Systems

In recent years, there has been a growing awareness that although computer-aided design technology
and the widespread use of computer applications to prepare engineering documents were
accomplishing their objective of improving the productivity of individual engineers and designers, they
were not doing much to improve the productivity of the overall enterprise. To accomplish this latter
objective better methods were needed to share information between members of the design teams and
other groups involved in the product life cycle (Scott Tsao, 1993).

Engineering Data Management (EDM) is a set of techniques and tools to organize, control and
distribute all product related data during a product's life cycle (Fig. 2). They have been developed to
reduce the development cycle of new products while maintaining control of the data and distributing it
automatically to the people who need it when they need it.

Change Orders
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Change
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Figure 2: EDM's Role in the Product Life Cycle (Scott Tsao, 1993).

One of the prime motivation for EDM is the sheer volume and diversity of engineering data (Stark,
1992). An exhaustive description of a part or an assembly requires a huge amount of documentation.
The more complex the item, the more diverse is the documentation. The following information topics
could easily be listed under the heading of the complete set of the engineering documentation of a part
or an assembly:

• drawings,

• CAD models,

• part lists,

• structural analysis models,

• spread sheets,

• technical notes,
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• measurements results,

• manufacturing instructions,

• assembly instructions,

• organizational relations,

• material properties,

• schematics,

• applicable standards,

• photos and shaded images.

In the near future multimedia documents, e.g. audio and video sequences, will be added to the list.

5.1 The Role of Engineering Data Management

As multiple systems are used to design, analyze and manufacture a product throughout the product life
cycle, the different pieces of product data are created by a variety of tools and stored in files or
databases which reside on multiple electronic media. This means that the full description of a part or
assembly includes a large number of computer files. The very essence of EDM is to manipulate this
data in a coherent way by establishing and maintaining links between the documents, including their
various versions, and the parts and assemblies to which they are related to. As this data is constantly
being modified and accessed by various users, the basic functions required of EDM must include
(Bachyetal., 1995):

Release Management: provides a set of functions similar to a library card catalog:

• allowing users to register a set of data (files) as a single dataset, enter pertinent metadata
(attribute data) about the dataset,

• check it out for modification,

• prevent other users from checking out the same dataset, and check it in after modification is
complete,

• automatically creating a new version of the dataset after each check-in,

• allowing authorised users to review the dataset for approval before release according to a pre-
defined release procedure.

Change Management: provides a set of function to control the change of a registered dataset:

• defining the release procedures for various types of data,

• allowing users to initiate change request against certain datasets, issue change orders in response
to change request, and automatically generate change notices after the change is complete.

Notification and Distribution: provides a set of function to send messages and/or datasets to users
upon the occurence of defined events:

• creating distribution lists,

• defining events,

• automatically notifying the sender when the messages and/or datasets are received.

Administration: provides a set of functions similar to database administration functions provided by a
conventionnal database management system:

• assigning user access privileges,

• providing archiving/restoration facilities,

• allowing automatic back-up/recovery.

Product Breakdown and Configuration Management: provides a set of functions to maintain various
configurations of the product definition data:
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• creating and editing the product breakdown,

• associating datasets to parts and sub-assemblies of a given assembly,

• navigating the product breakdown and associated datasets.

The basic concept of EDM to manage datasets created by the various tools is to create a metadata
layer, i.e. a layer containing pointers and summary information for the datasets being managed. The
metadata itself is usually maintained in a database and managed by a DBMS. This is similar to the use
of library card catalogs.

5.2 Other important issues

5.2.1 User Interface

The undisputed number one hurdle to a successful use of EDM in an organization is "Cultural
Change" (Williams and Cleveland, 1995). Cultural Change is caused by the introduction of new ways
of doing things. Implementation of such a change may face some resistance from the end users' side.
The EDM team can greatly reduce the impact of cultural change by presenting tasks and the process to
complete the task to the user in a familiar manner. Newly required tasks and processes should be easy
to perform.

5.2.2 Communication

Complex products are often engineered and manufactured in a distributed manner. This fact
emphasizes the system's capability to provide certain communication services to the organization.
From configuration management point of view these services should include:

• basic means for technical communication between various engineering teams;

• access to the communication network, e.g. Internet and the file transfer protocols. From CERN's
point of view access to the World-Wide Web is of course essential;

• communication follow-up services to provide information for the project management, i.e.
capability to study how the communication frequencies have evolved and how individual
collaborators have utilized the system.

5.2.3 Standards

While describing Product Data Management we have focused on configuration management aspects.
That is only part of the story. An organization's engineering data represents its collective know-how.
As such it is a major asset and should be protected and secured for its entire useful life. Over such a
long period it is impossible to guess what will become of the tools we use today to create engineering
documents. Consequently engineering data should be stored as far as possible in recognized standard
formats, rather than in the proprietary formats of the creation tools. Standards are also essential to
enable electronic communication of data and documents inside and outside the organization with other
Document Management System.

Standard formats exists for some documents types at least, ISO STEP, SGML, HTML, CCITT to
name but a few. In some cases the use of de-facto standards, e.g. Postscript, is another possibility. It
will be the role of EDM to promote the use of selected standards thereby insuring the perennity of
engineering information.

5.3 Summary

All of the above listed requirements promote the role of an EDM as a multiple linking system between
people, documents, products and time together with the capability to assign various status indicators
on various items and to establish rules on how they are controlled.
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Introducing an Engineering Data Management solution can be done in a number of ways: selecting and
buying a ready-made EDM System from a vendor, selecting and adapting a vendor's system to the
specific needs of the organization, or developing an in-house solution. Whatever the choice, the
successful introduction of EDM in an enterprise is a complex task involving people and technology.
Key issues and preparatory activities are well documented (Stark, 1992):

• secure the support of top management,

• create a cross-functionnal team of configurators from all groups involved to define requirements
and select a solution,

• identify a short-list of possible EDM systems vendors, evaluate the products, suppliers and
references,

• plan for short-term, mid-term and long term,

• test the chosen solution in a pilot project,

• implement EDM in stages, starting with areas where benefits will appear quickly.

The active participation of end-users, mainly "configurators", at all stages of the EDM selection and
introduction process is essential.

Conclusions

The use of EDM is essentially an issue concerning the project's own capability to control specification
changes and the work/information/data flow during engineering and manufacturing processes. EDM
provides tools to the existing management, i.e. it does not provide the management. Thus, a successful
implementation of EDM requires first the organization's agreement on the managerial issues
concerning the processes around the product configuration and its evolution. The overall success in
configuration management stems from administrative skills and routines supported with a sophisticated
EDM system. Table 2. summarises the main value-adding functions of configuration management and
an EDMS in different phases of the product life-cycle.
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Configuration
management

Engineering data
management
system

Main
contribution of
EDMS

The supportive actions of configuration management anc

Conceptualisation

• translates customer
requirements into
technical language

• manages version
handling

• maintains product
coherence

• controls specification
and design changes

• archives design history

• provides user interface
to all product data

• maintains design
process status

• supports dissemination
of technical information

=> support and co-
ordination of
engineering work/
information/data flow

=> quality of design

Execution

• ensures product's
manufacturability

• disseminates
technical information
between vendors and
project teams

• controls
specification and
design changes

• provides continuous
source of up-to-date
product information

• supports technical
communication
between project
collaborators from
bids to project
closure

=> mediation between
customer.
production and
design

=> quality of
manufacturing

EDMS

Exploitation

• supports operational
and maintenance
activities of the
system

• provides a base of
learning for future

• summarises
specification and
design changes

• provides data for an
aftermath and
learning from the
design process

• helps tracing
solutions to
maintenance and
operational problems

=> maintain operational
period and
establishes learning
process

=> lifetime support

Table 2: The value-adding functions and services of configuration management and EDMS during the whole
project/product life-cycle.

Configuration management is not a hindrance for the normal product development or project activity.
It is merely a previously non-existent addendum to the project organisation, and its role should be seen
more as a service provider to the rest of the project organisation. Verified and organisation-wide
coherent understanding of the product configuration provides the best results with fewer mistakes. At
its best an EDMS provides the organisation with an easy access to a coherent and well structured data
that specifies the current status of the product configuration with links to design history and
responsible people.
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CAD/CAM and the Exchange of Product Data

N.-J. Hoimyr CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract

A 3D model defined in a CAD-system is used as a basis for design and product
development. The concept of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) consists of
sharing information between different applications used for design and manufacturing
of a product so that the requirements of the manufacturing processes are taken into
account already at the design stage, allowing shortened product development cycles.
Later on in the product's life-cycle, the same product data could be used to support e.g.
maintenance processes. This process requires that different CAx applications can share
the same product model. Thus CIM puts stringent demands on the abilities of CAx tools
to exchange product data and the methodology used in the design process. The
emerging ISO STandard for the Exchange of Product Data (ISO 10303 STEP) addresses
some of these needs, while use of existing de-facto standards require a pragmatic
approach and careful selection of CAD-tools and planning of design methodology.

Keywords: CAD/CAM, Shape Geometry, Product Data, STEP, Engineering, Manufacturing

1 Introduction, CAD-data exchange is often the bottleneck

A Computer Aided Design (CAD)-system used to be a computerized drawing automation tool.
Nowadays CAD/CAM systems are 3D solid modelling tool which allow for complete definitions
of product geometry in an electronic form. This data can be used as a basis for numerous other
applications. Typically the geometry of the CAD model is shared with applications for strength
analysis such as FEM programs, rapid prototyping systems, or used to make up the instructions
to guide NC-machine tools for the manufacturing process. The CAD-geometry can also be used
as a basis for simulation processes, or is simply exported to visualisation applications to generate
e.g. a film showing the future product in its environment.

Smooth and reliable exchange of product data between different CAx applications is therefore
of utmost importance to ensure coherent product definitions and avoid duplication of design
work.

However, progress is the area has been hindered by:

- Proprietary solutions (E.g. CAD-systems without interfaces to other vendor's
products.)

- Different system concepts and architecures

- lack of proper standards

- Wrong methodologies due to difficulties in understanding new CAE tools and the
needs for data exchange.

This paper intends to explain some of the underlying problems through a brief look at
CAD-geometry and solid modelling concepts (CSG, B-rep) as well as current CAx exchange
formats (STEP, IGES, DXF, SET). Special attention is devoted to STEP; the ISO STandard for
the Exchange of Product data (ISO-10303) which addresses industry needs for data sharing
between CAx applications and storage of product data.
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2 CAD/CAM and solid modelling concepts

A key to the understanding of Product Data Exchange is some knowledge of the way geometry
is represented in the involved CAD-systems. CAD-systems using a similar internal geometry
representation can exchange geometry without much difficulty provided that some neutral file
interface exists [3]. On the other hand if the target application of the transfer uses a different
representation from the sending system one must try to compromise on the design metodology
and export information in a way which can be understood by the target system.

2.1 Wireframe representation

A wireframe model is represented by defining edges and points. An edge may be a line or a
curve. This representation is natural for a designer who is familiar with mechanical drawings,
since it is the lines and curves in a drawing which define 3D shape. A wireframe model is simple
to deal with in a computer with small storage space and quick access time.

Figure 1: Wireframe representation

Pure wireframe representation is has a number of drawbacks as a basis for modelling 3D solids,
notably the possibility of creating ambiguous models and the lack of graphic or visual coherence.

2.2 Surface representation

A surface model is represented by edges and points, as is a wireframe model, but with additional
faces which fills the space between the edges and points. Each face is described by a surface,
which can be elements of quadrics like cone, cylinder, sphere, or a set of splines. One of the most
common is the B-Spline representation [1]. B-Spline (Basis-Spline) is one category of surfaces
employing parametric polynomials using parameters.

Figure 2: A simple surface model

In CAD systems for design using free-form surfaces sculptured surfaces, surface models are
commonly used for the internal representation. However, a surface model does not contain
topological information, and can therefore be ambiguous when determining the volume of an
object. Surface models play an important role in industry, because they give an accurate
description of the surface of an object which can be used e.g. to guide NC-milling machines or
other manufacturing-oriented applications. Another area where free-form surfaces are in
extensive use is for styling of e.g. car-bodies and other consumer products where the shape and
design plays and important role.
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2.3 Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)

With CSG, solids are described as combinations of simple primitives or other solids in a series
of Boolean operations, i.e. a CSG model is constructed using a so called building block
approach. A user operates on parameterised instances of solid primitives with Boolean operators.

Figure 3: CSG: An object is constructed by means of subtracting one element from the other

2.4 Boundary representation (B-rep)

B-Rep models represent a solid indirectly by a representation of its bounding surface. A B-Rep
solid is represented as a volume contained in a set of faces together with topological information
which defines the relationships between the faces. Because B-Rep include such topological
information, a solid is represented as a closed space in 3D space. The boundary of a solid
separates points inside from points outside of the solid. B-rep models can represent a wide class
of objects but the data structure is complex, and it requires a large memory space. A very simple
B-rep model constructed using 6 faces is shown in Figure 4

Figure 4: Simple B-rep solid formed of 6 faces

Boundary representation can be divided in three classes: facetted, elementary, and advanced
B-Rep. In facetted B-Rep, a solid is bounded by planar surfaces. Only points, planes and planar
polygons are required and are implicitly represented by their vertex points. The surfaces included
in elementary B-Rep are planar, quadric, and toroidal surfaces. The bounding curves of the faces
are lines, conies, or 4th order curves. In advanced B-Rep, the surfaces includes also spline
surfaces (B-Spline, Bezier, NURBS, etc.) in addition to elementary B-Rep. The bounding curves
are spline curves.

2.5 Hybrid representation

Modern CAD-systems almost always use some hybrid form of representation which is a
combination of the basic variations described in the previous text. This is because different
representations have their advantages and drawbacks for different application areas. Typically
CAD-systems use either CSG- or B-rep and an internal primary representation, while
approximated facetted B-rep is used as a secondary representation for display purposes.

Two major approaches exist. In the first approach, the modeller has CSG as the primary
representation. From CSG, B-Rep models are created using boundary evaluation. The user has
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no direct access to the secondary representation. (Examples of this type of modellers are
EUCLID1 and Bravo32.) In the second approach, the modeller has B-Rep as the primary
representation. Such modellers often use CSG as a way to let the user describe basic shapes and
do operations on them via the user interface. However, such systems typically allow additional
modification methods which directly modify boundary data structures and thus the CSG
representation can not be updated. (Examples are ACIS3, Parasolid4 and Pro/ENGINEER5.)

One should note that conversions from CSG to B-rep. is possible by evaluating the CSG tree,
while conversion of a B-rep. model to CSG is not possible by conventional methods and is still
subject for research.

3 Product data exchange standards & methods

CAD-vendors traditionally tend to protect their share of the marked by sticking to proprietary
formats and not put serious efforts into the implementation of neutral interfaces. Typically the
vendors try to push their customer to buy their particular analysis module or say, NC-machining
preparation software. Market pressure and use of various computer platforms for CAD-packages
has broken this trend, although a number of vendors stick to their old habits. Nevertheless quite
some exchange can be done via existing formats if a good methodology is used.

3.1 Current exchange formats and de-facto standards

CAD-exchange formats (Table 1) should be used for exchange of CAD models when there is a
need to access the exact geometry. When a model is needed for visualisation and verification
purposes, a Graphics format (Table 2) may be more useful and easier to handle. This is especially
the case for 2D Drawings, which often are exchanged only to be visually checked. A format like
HPGL is then more appropriate than a CAD-exchange format like IGES or DXF.

Table 1 : CAD-exchange formats currently in use

Format:
IGES

DXF

SET

ACIS SAT

VDA-FS

STEP AP203

Full name, explanation
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification

Drawing Exchange Format from Autodesk

Standan d'Exchange et Transfer!

ACIS Solid Exchange Format

VDA, Flachen Schnittstelle

ISO 10303-203 Configuration Controlled Design

Used to exchange:
Wireframe. Surfaces, and drawings

Drawings and Wireframe

Wireframe, Surfaces, drawings, solids

ACIS models (Autocad. Microstation etc.)

Surface geometry

3D CAD models and product data

Table 2: Graphics exchange formats

Format
VRML( Virtual Reality Modeling Language)

Wavefront, Inventor, 3DS, Flight

SLA Stereolithography format

HPGL, Postscript

Comment
Standard for viewing 3D objects via the Web rapidly gaining popularity.

3D graphics de-facto standard formats for Facetted B-rep models

Triangular facets used for Rapid Prototyping applications

Image files used for plotters. Good for visualising drawings.

1 EUCLID and EUCLID3 are trademarks of Matra Datavision
2 Bravo and Bravo3 are trademarks of Schlumberger Technologies
3 ACIS is a trademark of Spatial Technology Inc.
4 Parasolid is a trademark of Electronic Data Systems Corp. Copyright ©1996 EDS
5 Pro/ENGINEER is a trademark of Parametric Technology Corporation
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3.2 STEP

STEP, Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data, provides a representation of product
information along with the necessary mechanisms and definitions to enable product data to be
exchanged between different applications and processes.

The overall objective of STEP is to provide a mechanism that is capable of describing product
data throughout the life cycle of a product, independent from any particular system. The nature
of this description makes it suitable not only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis for
implementing and sharing product data bases and archiving. The ultimate goal is an integrated
product information database that is accessible and useful to all the processes necessary to
support a product over its lifecycle.

STEP addresses different computer applications associated with the complete product lifecycle
including design, manufacture, utilization, maintenance, and disposal. STEP is thus not only
targeting CAD/CAM applications, but includes processes related to the organisation of the
product data such as definition of materials, formal contracts and specifications which are valid
across organisations.

Conformance to STEP is therefore very important when one implements an Engineering Data
Management System, (EDMS or PDM-system) which describes Engineering processes and the
organisation of Product Data. STEP provides standard templates and mechanisms for how to
describe organisational data related to engineering products without company-specific flavours.

3.2.1 STEP Architecture

STEP is organized as a series of parts, grouped into different series: description methods,
integrated resources, application protocols, abstract test suites, implementation methods, and
conformance testing.

STEP uses a formal specification language, EXPRESS (Part 11), to specify the product
information to be represented. The use of a computerised Data Definition language enables
precision and consistency of representation and facilitates development of implementations.

The Integrated Resources is a library of general purpose information models for things like
geometry, topology, product identification, dates, times etc. (The 40-series parts.)

Among the Implementation Methods are a Physical File format (Part 21) and a group of standard
application programming interfaces (Part 22-26)

By means of the EXPRESS language and common definitions from the STEP integrated
resources, so called Application Protocols (APs) are used to specify the representation of product
information for one or more industry-specific application area.

Examples of STEP APs are:

• AP203 : Configuration controlled 3D designs of mechanical parts and assemblies

• AP212 : Electrotechnical Plants

• AP214 : Core Data for Automotive Design Processes.

• AP221 : Process Plant Functional Data and Schematic Representation.
• AP 223 :Exchange of Design & Manufacturing Product Information for Cast Parts
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4 Conclusion

Exchange of product data is at the core of the computing application environment in Engineering
and Manufacturing organisations. It is very important to get an understanding of the bottlenecks
which are present in the exchange of data between dissimilar computer systems. One issue is
Geometry Representations, another one is the use of common conventions to describe different
aspects of Product Data.

The ISO STEP standard addresses many of the needs for Product Data Exchange and is
becoming the reference for implementations of engineering applications in industry.

4.1 Recommendations

• Purchase of CAD/CAM packages: Prefer CAD-systems with a common geometry engine
like ACIS or Parasolid to more odd systems if there is no clear-cut business advantage
with the odd system. Insist on proven support of STEP and commitment to further STEP
development.

• Understand the needs of your particular business process, know why you want to
exchange product data and for which purpose.

• Be pragmatic and use alternative formats for exchange with other systems when
necessary.

• Dedicated tools for adaptation of geometry representations can help to overcome specific
problems. Examples are conversion between different surface representations
(Bezier->NURBS) or between different types of splines in IGES files. (An example is the
CADDFAS 6 application at CERN.)

• Understand the importance of STEP, use STEP methods and mechanisms. Even if you are
not within a well defined part of the standard, you may use EXPRESS and the Generic
STEP-resources when implementing Computer Applications to handle Product Data.
(One example using this approach is the GEANT47 Simulation package currently under
development in the High Energy Physics community.)
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Evolution of Collaborative Engineering in Particle Physics
Experiments

Hans F. Hoffmann CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract

Particle Physics Experiments grow in number of Participants (> 1000), Participating
Institutions (> 100), in size and above all in complexity. World-wide collaborative
engineering based on subsidiarity and ease of communication is required. The
preparation, construction, assembly, running-in and operation of such experiments
spans more than 20 years, requiring an elaborate EDMS based on WWW.

Keywords: Distributed Engineering; EDMS; WWW for engineering information.

1 Introduction

Physics experiments at CERN have evolved and changed considerably over the past 20
years.

Experiments were mostly dedicated to very few or a single physics subjects using muon,
neutrino, pion, hyperon, pbar and other specific beams at the Synchro Cyclotron (later the
Booster), PS and SPS. Some of these experiments were realized by adding a specific
"trigger" apparatus to a "facility" such as the 2 m bubble chamber, to BEPC, to Omega etc.

The ISR "collider" physics started in a similar way with very focused experiments aimed at
particular features of the anticipated p-p collisions at the new energy domain of the ISR.
However, in the ISR there were no specific beams pre-selecting the physics subjects nor the
centre-of-mass movements focusing the physics into a small solid angle.

There was an early attempt of a facility, the SFM (Split Field Magnet) providing track and
particle momentum information over a good part of the rapidity range to which specific
triggers could be added. In the late years of the ISR the first attempt of a "general purpose"
experiment aimed at extracting special physics subjects from a global understanding and
analysis of all events occurring in the collisions of a particular machine was realized with the
Open Axial Field Magnet and the corresponding experimental detector equipment.

The real first general purpose collider experiments were constructed for the SppS collider
with the UA1 and UA2 experiments. The four large LEP experiments and the future LHC
followed then in the same style. Such experiments record all events and by adding on-line
or off-line selection criteria they single out events of higher interest. Today one "Higgs
event" in ATLAS is expected to occur once in ~ 1 0 ^ collisions. The famous needle in the
haystack is comparatively easy to find.

In Fig. 1 the evolution of the number of experiments, institutions and collaborating
physicists is plotted over the last ~ 20 years. Many of the experiments were small with few
institutions participating such as the Isolde and some of the R&D experiments and some are
very large. The number of institutes participating has increased considerably over the last ~
20 years as well as the number of participating physicists or users. Both do not yet seem to
level off. Distinct increases mark the changes in the CERN programmes. The three plots
also show how CERN turns more and more into a world-wide global institute of particle
physics.
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Figure 1 : Number of experiments, institutes and users in the CERN experimental programme
(source: "Experiments at CERN" 1974-1995))

("Experiments at CERN" (Ref. 1) experiments are approved experiments which are either in preparation,
data taking or analyzing; 1996 numbers: 96 experiments actively taking data; 315 Member State and 223
Non-Member State Institutes participating in CERN activities and 6687 experimental physicists doing at
least part of their work with CERN)
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The complexity, measured in number of channels, size and cost of the individual
experiments is also evolving with time. In Table 1 indicative parameters are given for some
typical experiments.

Cost of typical large
experiment/
facility
(1993 prices)

Number of users of
experiment/
facility

Number of primary
interactions
used/sec

Spatial resolution of
detector at
a rate of:

Stored energy in
magnets

Number of bits/sec
digested

Number of detection
channels

1960

200 MCHF
(BEBC,
Bubble
Chamber)

600 (BEBC)
30/group

0.1 - 103

60 micron
0.5 Hz

1-103 bit/sec

< 1000

1970

60 MCHF
(SFM/ISR)

500 (SFM)
60/group

103 - 106

(ISR)

600 micron
1MHz/
cnfi

750 M

Joule
(BEBC)

105 - 10 1 0

bit/sec
(SFM)

103 - 105

1980

70 MCHF
(UA1, CDF)

200 - 400

104 - 107

100-200
micron

0.1MHz/
cm^

108 bit/sec
(UA1)

5 * 104

1990

100 MCHF
(LEP,
HERA
SLD expts)

400 - 500

1 0 4 - 107

(HERA)

10 micron
10 MHz/
cm^

136 M

Joule
(ALEPH)

10 1 0 bit/sec
(ALEPH)

5 * 105

~ 2000

400 MCHF
(LHC expts)

1000

109

10 micron
100 MHz/
cm^

4 G JOULE
(CMS)

l * 1 0 1 6

bit/sec
front-end

2 * 108

Table 1: Performance increases of experiments and involved technologies

All CERN experiments were and are realized in a collaborative effort. The physicists and
institutes involved in an idea work out a proposal which is submitted to an external peer
review committee specific to the CERN programme considered (LHCC, LEPC, etc.)
evaluating the physics interest, the feasibility, quality and appropriateness of the proposed
apparatus and the technical capability of the collaborators to realise the apparatus.

Then the formal aspects of the collaborations like funding and the sharing of
responsibilities for the construction of parts of the detector, common projects financed
together in the collaboration, operation, maintenance and others are defined and detailed in
a "Memorandum of Understanding". This is a document as close to a legal procedure as
possible, but in effect a declaration of best intentions and efforts of all partners. The MoU
is signed by the funding agencies supporting the collaborating institutes.

If recommended for approval by the specific committee and after establishing the MoU to
an acceptable level, the CERN Research Board, chaired by the Director-General, then
approves the experiment endorsing or updating the findings of the specific committee and
agreeing to the formalities of the collaboration as detailed in the MoU.
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This somewhat informal procedure has been operated successfully over many years with
surprisingly good results, even for very large projects (100 MCHF). Particle Physics has
made itself a name in realizing complex projects within predetermined schedules and
budgets and we should add with distributed management and resources.

The essence of the success of constructing complex and expensive apparatus in such a light
organizational form is the collaborative effort giving every institute involved the full
responsibility to realize their share of the detector. The work is done in competition with
other groups doing similar research and in a completely open exchange of know how on
detector technology within the particle physics community. The producer and the customer
are the same people.

A further important ingredient in constructing large complex detectors is the role of CERN
as host institute.

With the increase of CERN users and activities the role of CERN changes. CERN, with
respect to experiments, concentrates on technologies which are important for operating and
maintaining experiments, and on key technologies, where the excellence and the resources
of CERN are required.

CERN, however, also concentrates on co-ordination and integration tasks. In addition,
CERN loses personnel at a rate of 1 - 2% per year since more than 10 years. To adapt to
this, the composition of the CERN staff has changed dramatically over the past years
(Fig. 2). Manual workers (Cat. 4) have been reduced by a factor of 2 - 3. Engineers and
applied physicists still increase (Cat. 2). Research scientists (Cat. 1) are stable in numbers at
a very low level (100 compared to many thousand users). Administrative staff decreases
(Cat. 5).

The CERN Budget in buying power has remained constant over the last 20 years.

CERN Staff by professional category
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o

g
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0

S
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- - - cat. 1 - - - - cat 2 1 cat. 3 -cat. 4 • cat. 5

Figure 2: Evolution of CERN Staff Composition

In the following we shall investigate more closely the engineering efforts involved in
constructing detectors and the corresponding informatic means which have evolved and
made a common, coherent but distributed engineering possible, even of highly complex
apparatus.
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2 Evolution of the Engineering Organization

Typical large experiments around 1975 at the PS, the ISR and the SPS were collaborations
of 5-10 institutes and 15-40 physicists. CERN Experimental Areas (PS, SPS) - or
Experimental Support (ISR) - Groups provided for the engineering co-ordination and
integration into the areas or machines backed by the engineering groups of the
corresponding accelerator and research divisions. Specialised groups in the accelerators or
experimental divisions developed, designed, tested and fabricated the more difficult
components of the experiment such as magnets, wire chambers, Cerenkov counters and
calorimeters. Other difficult apparatus was built in large regional centres such as RAL, CEA
Saclay or other large HEP-Institutes.

A liaison physicist/engineer took care of the integration of the experiments into the
corresponding machine. Together with a few physicists from the experiment they
organized the engineering efforts. A strong participating CERN experimental group,
consisting of research and applied physicists, mechanical and electronics engineers, was
normally the backbone of the experimental team.

The CERN Track Chamber or later Experimental Facilities Division undertook the
construction of very large bubble chamber facilities such as BEBC or the SFM magnet and
array of proportional chambers seen as electronic bubble chamber.

Engineering tasks concern many fields and in the context of CERN mostly fields such as
mechanical engineering, electronics design and electrical and fluids engineering. In the
following the mechanical engineering will be taken as the main example and more
specifically the electronics engineering tasks will not be described here since they do apply
for more local phenomena in a detector.

Typically the main parts of the engineering tasks of these experiments were in the hands of
CERN engineers and applied physicists who in turn relied on dedicated drawing offices and
dedicated support groups. Drawings were made by hand on drawing boards and discussed
in regular meetings organized by the liaison physicist or the engineer/physicist responsible
for a subsystem.

Finite element calculations emerged as a necessary tool to design thin, transparent vacuum
chambers and support structures for detectors. Where CERN was not responsible there were
normally individual institutes organizing each complete subsystem.

Engineering work therefore proceeded in a clear-cut classical in-house engineering
organisation with a minimum of boundaries and interfaces not handled exclusively by the
institute in charge.

To give an example we can summarize the sharing of responsibilities for the large parts of
the UA1 detector. The area and the movement arrangements of UA1, the magnets, the
central track chamber and the data acquisition were CERN tasks. The barrel
electromagnetic calorimeter was done by CEA/Saclay, the end-cap electromagnetic
calorimeter by LAPP/Annecy and the hadron calorimeter by RAL. Excluding the area the
CERN contribution was close to 50%. With only 3 external major partners the interfaces
were simple. For all important co-ordination tasks meetings around a table were arranged at
RAL, Saclay or CERN.

3 Engineering and the Technologies used

Particle physics experiments have to deal with a considerable mixture of technologies often
approaching the limits of the state of the art: particle sensors of all kinds with associated
electronics, high voltages in flammable gases within transparent vessels arranged to micron
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precision, ultra high vacuum in Be- or carbon fibre vacuum vessels, super conducting
magnets integrated into liquid argon cryostats buried into thousands of tons of hadron
calorimeters which in turn are positioned into a large super conducting spectrometer
magnet filled with muon detectors. All of this has to be arranged 'hermetically' to catch all
particles emanating from the collision. All of this has also to be connected with supports,
cables services, safety devices, access means, moving gear, etc. Finally, all apparatus
considered has an inflow of data from the front-end electronics in excess of 1*10*6
bits/sec.

Team work is required to build a satisfactory detector where engineers must teach physicists
to specify precisely what they really want and where physicists ask in turn the engineers to
do much better than they thought possible.

4 Engineering and Simulation

For the purpose of understanding all features of the experimental apparatus a large number
of calculations and simulations has to be done.

The original 'standard' collisions are simulated by producing hadronic and
electronmagnetic cascades on as real a material distribution as possible. Magnetic fields
must be known to a fraction of 'per mille'precision for reconstruction of track momenta
and for the understanding of details of electron movements in wire chambers.

Electric fields in precise mechanical boundaries are equally important to understand
sampling processes in calorimeters and movements of electrons and ions in track detectors.

Radiation fields finally calculated in complex material environments need precise material
properties, shapes and location in space. Such programs contain the cumulated knowledge
of particle and nuclear physics in an energy range of TeV to KeV.

Interfaces from engineering drawings to such programs are being developed.

The first practical data exchange mechanism between GEANT and CAD packages exported
data to EUCLID via SET (CAD INT), to be replaced by STEP (ISO 10303).

More work has to be done, especially on the case of transferring complex and complete
CAD-3D geometries to the simulation packages. This requires help from the CERN
Computing and Networks Division to organize common interfaces to transfer geometries
(STEP!).

The final simulations used for understanding the detector must take fine details into
account. The reason is the extraordinary selectivity of the apparatus required to identify the
interesting physics events (1 in 1 0 ^ !!)

5 Particle Physics Detectors and Industry

In the past industry involvement in particle physics detectors has been limited to providing
mostly components or very bulky items. Workshops in institutes and at CERN did
everything which was complex or costly. In the course of time with detectors becoming
more complex, and with assemblies of very large numbers of pieces to be done experiments
turned more to industry and often to aerospace industry.

At this time and in Europe universities, particle physics institutes and centres continue to
perform detector physics and prototyping for the large LHC experiments as well, of course,
as particle physics research.
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The spectrum of other activities involved in the development, fabrication and
commissioning of large collider detector projects involves possibly two types of industrial
concerns: component fabricators and system builders and integrators. Further distinctions
concern conventional components and high technological components.

High tech components such as microprocessors, radiation hard electronics, ASICS, any
objects requiring complex tooling or production lines or pieces made from metals like
tungsten, or from composites, transparent materials are obtained from industry.

In former experiments industry was asked to deliver series products with little integration
required. Integration of detectors and their subsystems was organized in regional particle
physics centres and at CERN.

The scale and complexity of the LHC detectors require more structured means of technical
management and configuration control. A strong emphasis on reliability is also called for.
Industrial system builders have a large amount of experience and expertise that is clearly
applicable, especially in the fields of series production of complex items.

The details of the coming relation between LHC experiments and industry is not clear yet.
The driving consideration, however, will be the efficient and least costly use of the limited
resources charged to the experiment in question. Particle Physics can learn from industry
to structure and monitor the work properly. Engineering Data Management, to be
mentioned below, is such an application of industrial practice.

The closest approach to an "industrial" relation by now is the design and industrial follow-
up of the large super conducting magnets to be performed by national laboratories having
specialised engineering teams in this field. The cost of these activities is partially or
completely charged to the collaborations in a manner approaching industrial circumstances.
Basis of the discussion is the full cost recovery of the engineering and R&D efforts by the
institute charged with the realisation of such magnets.

The negotiations concerning such activities show the value of the structured means of
technical management to control the cost of the activity in the view of obtaining the best
results. These means will also benefit construction in industry and equally in institutes or
group of institutes. The precise sharing between industry and institutes will depend on local
circumstances of manpower cost charged to the experiment, availability of qualified
industry and their cost and the complexity of the task in question.

Engineering means of industry are normally simpler than those of the physics institutes.
2-D CAD based on PC are the standard means. Transfer of data takes often place by
sending floppies or printed drawings instead of using the network.

Most probably in most cases and especially for complex equipment project leadership will
remain with the experimental teams and not be delegated to industry.

The ATLAS Detector, its Organisation and Engineering
Requirements as one example of CERN LHC Experiments

The ATLAS experiment is described in its physics goals, technical details and collaboration
composition in its Technical Proposal (CERN/LHCC/94-43; LHCC/P2; 15 December 1994)
The collaboration consists at this time (July 1996) of 1606 participating physicists from
148 institutes from more than 30 countries.

The detector will occupy a cylindrical space of 24m diameter and 50m length. Its weight
will be around 6000 metric tons. The detector will have more than 10 8 individual
detection channels arranged in more than 20 major sub-systems. Each subsystem will be
put together by many widely dispersed institutes chosen for their willingness and capability
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to undertake work on a given subsystem. The detector will be located in an underground
cavern about 100m below the surface opposite to the main entrance of CERN. The cost of
the bare detector and accounting only for industrial costs will be 475 MCHF. To this the
cost of the cavern and the infrastructure have to be added. The engineering tasks and the
resources are therefore highly dispersed and merit to be looked at also under the heading of
distributed engineering.

ATLAS ORGANIZATION

Collaboration Board Plenary Meeting Resource
Review Board

CB Chair
Advisory Group

Spokesperson
Deputy Spokesperson

Technical Coordinator Resource Coordinator

Executive Board

Inner Detector LAr Calorimeter

Solenoid
Magnet

Muon
Spectrometer

Tile Calorimeter

End-cap Toroid
Magnets

Barrel Toroid
Magnet

DAQ

Trigger

Physics and
Detector Sim.

Software,
Computing

Figure 3: Global Organisation chart of the ATLAS Collaboration

The ATLAS engineering organisation follows the ATLAS organisation, which was adopted
in ATLAS in 1994 (ATLAS Technical Proposal, CERN/LHCC/94-43) and is explained in
Fig. 3.

The executive part of the organization consists of the Spokesperson with his Deputy, the
Technical and Resource Co-ordinators which form the ATLAS management and the
Executive Board with representatives of all systems and other important aspects of ATLAS.
Operational decisions are taken in the Executive Board, policy or large funding decisions
are prepared there and then decided in the Collaboration Board or the Resource Review
Board. Mutatis mutandis the decision making process in the ATLAS sub-systems is similar.
Decisions affecting only the subsystem are taken there and those affecting more than one
system are referred to the technical or resource co-ordination. More important items are
referred to the Executive Board or further on.

The underlying principle of the organisational chart is the similar to the widely debated
European "Subsidiarity" and in industry probably to the "lean" management. The basic
principles are:

- Give a maximum of responsibility to the units doing the work and provide them with
precise interface specifications;
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- Establish efficient collaborative supervision and reporting concerning performance,
resources and integration or interfaces between systems and parts of the detector and its
infrastructure.

After the Technical Proposal the tasks of this management have been, and are, to arrive at
"Technical Design Reports (TDR's)" by end 1996 and early 1997 for all ATLAS systems.
In essence the writing of these reports demands engineering design of all components
sufficient to write specifications for industrial procurement of all parts or items to be bought
from industry. Assembly and integration knowledge of systems must have been obtained
by production of pre-series modules (module 0). Equally, the integration and resource
aspects will have to be treated in detail as well as general scheduling and assembly, operation
and maintenance schemes, These reports together will provide for a complete baseline
description of the detector.

The engineering organisation follows the general ATLAS organisation. At the Technical
Co-ordination level the general engineering framework, the interfaces between systems, the
infrastructure, services and common projects are managed. Such a framework has the
following ingredients which are listed below in hierarchical layers.(compare Fig. 4)

Strategy ingredients: delegation and
distributed engineering configuration

management and quality assurance
Tool: Engineering
Data Management

System EDMS

Communications (tools, standards, based mostly on WWW)

naming
conventions

numbering and
document

identification

PBS
WBS

other BS

Schedule
Procedures

Design
Procedures

Figure 4: Layers of engineering organisation

The underlying principle of the strategy must be to build the detector in the configuration
presently agreed upon by the collaboration.

Today the configuration can be described by the contents of the Technical Proposal and the
major changes communicated to the Peer Review Committee and the minor changes agreed
in the Executive Board and the even more minor changes agreed upon within the individual
systems. The next configuration will be described in the TDR's and later amendments.

The engineering strategy must assure that everybody works on the same agreed detector at
all times. The "control procedures" of the strategy must follow the general organization of
ATLAS where decisions follow the hierarchy of the organizational chart. Explicitly this
means that only matters changing the performance of an item to fall below the agreed
specifications and changes of items affecting other detector parts have to be controlled at
the level beyond the individual system. Inside the individual systems similar procedures
must be established for sub-systems and components.
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The engineering strategy therefore also has the aim to assure the "quality" of the detector
parts where "quality" stands for conformity with pre-determined performance specifications,
envelopes and other parameters.

The tool which will mirror the strategy and is conceived to keep control of the ATLAS
configuration is the Engineering Data Management System (EDMS).

The request for this tool originated in ATLAS and found a resonance in the other LHC
projects and in the LHC. The original request was motivated by the very long duration of
the ATLAS project and therefore by the idea to have a complete set of documentation,
description of procedures such as access procedures, technical, operational and repair
procedures, details of all parts of ATLAS organized in a hierarchical database available
throughout the life cycle of ATLAS, namely about 25 years from conception to
termination. The further goal was to include configuration and quality control. One detail
of that will be a "subsidiary" approval structure of engineering drawings. The EDMS is
described in another contribution to this school.

The other two layers of engineering organization described above then follow naturally,
namely, communication means and communication organization. All engineering tasks and
efforts are spread out over the entire world ("over ATLAS the sun never sets") and require
continuous easy communication between physicist and especially between engineers and
their CAD systems. Such communication must be regulated in terms of status and
designation of drawings exchanged. In ATLAS the communication engineering
communication will be based on the Web. Another talk in this conference concerns
engineering communications.

Finally the basis for all orderly behaviour of engineering data are the detailed definitions
and conventions for the specialists such as nomenclature, numbering, PBS, WBS, etc.

In ATLAS the top layers and principles of the engineering organisation are being
discussed and agreed upon. Descriptions of draft or agreed papers on these subjects are
given in the Web pages of ATLAS engineering information
(http://atlasinfo.cern.ch/Atlas/TIE/drawing.html) The details keep changing and are
continuously updated. They will be more stable later this year. A good introduction into
the formalities of the engineering organization is given in Ref. 1.

7 Other Engineering Tools - A List of Requests

Virtual Reality is as of today a showcase of computer performance, good for the public
and those not familiar with the details of an experiment. It is limited by the speed of build-
up of the images and above all by the detail required to become useful for engineers and
people working on integration parts of equipment to a whole. Examples of the assembly
of parts of the ATLAS detector are given. They will be reproduced on the ATLAS
engineering pages of the Web soon and for the time being as a public relation exercise.
The challenge of this will be to create the final detailed envelope of one of the moving parts
of the detector with all services attached and then to move this object along its
predetermined path with the final detailed environment around and with the planned or
calculated deformations of the services attached to the moving parts. The space used must
not have a single intersection with fixed components. The minimal distances from the
moving parts to the fixed parts are to be determined and plotted to show difficult regions.

Dynamic finite element calculations showing the movements under the build-up of
magnetic forces of the large super conducting magnets and the attached detectors would be
another interesting item. There may be many more possibilities.
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To organize the easy transfer of even detailed geometries between various simulation and
calculation programs and 3-D CAD has already been mentioned. This will be a major
STEP (ISO mentioned before) towards uniting efforts of physicists and engineers.

The time to develop such programs or the time required to implement the geometries and to
do the calculations should be short compared to the capabilities of a good engineer with his
pocket calculator and his acquired knowledge of the apparatus he considers. Else the
performance and precision of the calculation must be clearly superior and also necessary.
Furthermore the available resources must match the ambitions. Here is probably a good
field of co-operation of particle physics laboratories, industry and engineering universities
or high schools.

Finally, the video-conference/M-bone or other communication means of two engineers or
groups of engineers/physicists to discuss ad hoc problems independent of location of their
institute and using the same drawing for their discussion is of the highest priority in the
coming years.
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Numerical Simulation in Automotive Design

G. Lonsdale C&C Research Laboratories, NEC Europe Ltd.,
St. Augustin, Germany

Abstract

Focussing on those areas of simulation which dominate the large-scale computational
requirements within the automotive industry, the initial aim of the paper is to give an
insight into typical applications and algorithms being used. Beyond this, the main
emphasis will be on the more recent developments related to the take-up of HPC
technology in the form of the distributed-memory, message-passing programming
paradigm. Examples will be taken from commercial applications codes involved in
the ESPRIT porting action EUROPORT.

Keywords: Automotive, Simulation, Message-passing, Structural Mechanics, CFD

1 Introduction

Although numerical simulation has been included within the R&D activities of the automotive
industry for some time, recent years have seen a real increase in the use of numerical simulation
in the design phase. This shift from research topic to design tool is an ongoing process: in some
areas the latest High Performance Computing (HPC) developments are starting to allow design
use; in other areas where numerical simulation is a well established design tool, the frontiers of
what is possible with simulation are being pushed back. This trend is not restricted to the major
automotive manufacturers alone: their suppliers, often small- or medium-sized enterprises, are
using numerical simulation in their design processes. The range of applications areas is ever
broadening, some examples being: simulation of the design of the tools to be used in
manufacturing processes such as metal forming or extrusion blow-forming for plastic
components; stress analyses of the car-body or component structures; crashworthiness and
occupant safety simulation; fluid simulation of the external aerodynamics or in-cylinder
combustion; electromagnetic compatibility analysis.

The main emphasis of the lecture is on the recent developments within automotive simulation
codes related to the take up of HPC technology in the form of the distributed-memory, message-
passing programming paradigm. Included within the presentation of parallelization strategies and
attained performances will be overviews of typical applications and algorithms. Given the large
range of applications areas, it is not possible to address all simulation codes or algorithms being
used in the framework of a single lecture. Thus, this lecture focusses its attention in two ways:

• On two of those areas of numerical simulation which could be classed as "classical"
applications within the automotive industry - Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD); crash
simulation; Linear Statics and Normal Modes analyses.

• On commercial applications codes which have recently moved to parallel, distributed
computing and which were involved in the recent ESPRIT porting action
EUROPORT [9, 13].

The above classical applications represent the major large-scale computational use within the
automotive manufacturers: a recent presentation by Dr. Himeno from Nissan Motor Company
Ltd. estimated the CPU use of those applications at approximately 90% of the main
computer/supercomputer resources, with each area requiring/using more or less an equal share of
that total. Since the accompanying paper "Parallel & Distributed Crashworthiness Simulation"
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will deal in some detail with HPC aspects of the crashworthiness code PAM-CRASH, this paper
will be restricted to the remaining two topics. Disregarding the acknowledged success of the
EUROPORT action in promoting the benefits of parallel and distributed computing, the
advantage of concentrating on codes ported within the Europort action is the availability of
benchmarking results for real industrial applications1.

2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in the automobile industry covers a wide area of
applications, including: external aerodynamics, in-cylinder flow and combustion, coolant flow,
engine compartment and passenger compartment analyses. The general area exemplifies the
varying levels at which HPC technology is helping to improve and enhance the design process:
CFD for external aerodynamics has been a design tool since (approximately) the beginning of mis
decade, the latest HPC architectures are allowing both the extension of the features investigated
by simulation - an example being the simulation of aerodynamic noise emitted from a door mirror
- or the possibility of replacing wind tunnel testing by CFD (see [6]). In other areas such as
in-cylinder computations or internal flow simulations (including detailed heat and mass transfer
analyses) the employment of HPC technology is promoting the move from the research and
development stage into the production and design stage.

The two code examples considered here are again taken from the EUROPORT project and,
although they employ differing solution and discretization schemes, make use of the same basic
parallelization aproach (as indeed did many of the EUROPORT codes) of mesh partitioning.
With this approach, the computational domain (mesh) is partitioned and computational processes
(usually processors) are assigned the task of performing all computations for a particular
partition of the mesh. The aim is to maintain as far as possible the execution behaviour of the
sequential algorithm. To this end, communication between the partitions is introduced In both
cases below, mesh partitions are constructed, in advance of the solution procedure, so that inter-
partition communication is minimised. For explicit time-marching algorithms it is quite possible
to maintain the exact sequential execution pattern. For algorithms involving implicit components
(as in the case of the codes below), algorithmic changes may be necessary if high parallel
efficiency is to be achieved, which may mean that the numerical behaviour is altered. A major
point to note is that, typically, the complete solution phase of the code is parallelized - with the
possible exception of initialization and I/O phases, no sequential sections remain.

The N3S code from Simulog includes in fact two separate codes: the incompressible solver2,
N3S-EF, and the compressible solver, N3S-MUSCL. Both schemes employ mesh-partitioning of
the 3-dimensional, unstructured meshes but the parallelization requirements of the two codes are
somewhat different (for details see [3,4,12]).

The N3S-EF code uses a purely finite-element spatial discretization and an operator-splitting
time-marching approach. The diffusion and propogation steps of the algorithm result in the
necessity to solve sparse linear systems. In the parallel code this is performed using a diagonally
preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. The distribution of the matrix components within
this algorithm corresponds directly to the mesh-partitioning. The first order advection terms are
calculated using a characteristics algorithm which introduces dynamically defined
"data accesses" corresponding to dynamically changing communication constructs in the

1 It should be pointed out here that for the EUROPORT benchmarking, only portable codes were used which
had not been optimized for particular platforms, in contrast to the production or sequential supercomputer
versions with which they were compared.
2 In fact, a restricted class of compressible flow problems can also be solved using this code.
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message-passing version: a trial-and-error procedure for following characteristics was developed.
Despite the latter feature, which has the potential to introduce very high communication
overheads, the success criterion, set by the end-user EFP, of 4 x the performance of a single-node
Fujitsu VPP500 on a 16-node IBM SP2 was achieved for an incompressible, turbulent flow
calculation in an engine cylinder head.

The compressible code, N3S-MUSCL, employs a mixed finite-volume/finite-element formulation.
The major feature is that the linear systems arising from the nonlinear implicit scheme are solved
by relaxation methods: either Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel. The use of such relaxation methods
provides an illustration of the effect of the parallelization on the choice of numerical algorithm,
alluded to above. While the Jacobi relaxation provides the best performances on a vector
supercomputer, the example shown in Figure 1 demonstrates that the improved numerical
convergence of the block Gauss-Seidel scheme pays off in the message-passing parallel
implementation. The other aspect to note is that the block implementation necessary to maintain
parallel efficiency is a modification of the serial Gauss-Seidel relaxation - whose convergence
behaviour would deteriorate for cases with insufficient granularity, i.e. for "small" problems on
"large" processor numbers.
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Figure 1: Flow inside the IFP 2-stroke engine (surface temperature displayed) and corresponding
EUROPORT Benchmark results Courtesy of IFP and the EUROPORT Project HPCN3S

The STAR-HPC code is the parallel, message-passing version of the unstructured, finite-volume
code STAR-CD, produced within the EUROPORT project. The implicit components of the
solution method used, for both incompressible and compressible flow simulations, employs a pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. The parallel implementation developments, building on
the mesh-partition approach, focussed on the design of efficient pre-conditioners and
communication constructs to allow the distributed execution of the matrix-vector and vector-
vector operations. As with all code porting carried out within the EUROPORT project, portable
message-passing interfaces were used. One aspect of this portability was that the message-
passing code could also be made available on shared-memory (or symmetric multiprocessor,
SMP, machines), where the message-passing interface exploited the shared-memory of the
architecture, not the application code. This allowed comparisons to be made between the
message-passing code version and the shared-memory (complier directive cotrolled) version.
Figure 2 demonstrates the performance gain of the message-passing version over the SMP
version. This type of performance gain was also exhibited by other codes involved in the
EUROPORT project, including PAM-CRASH as will be discussed in the aforementioned
accompanying paper. However, a caveat to such comparisons should be added: the benchmarking
was carried out on stand-alone systems and busy, multi-user exploitation may not always deliver
similar gains (depnding on the operating system).
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Figure 2: Mercedes Engine CooJant flow and correponding EUROPORT Benchmark results
Courtesy of Mercedes-Benz and the EUROPORT Project STAR-HPC

3 Linear Statics & Normal Modes Analyses

Although general purpose Finite Element (F.E.) codes may be employed for the numerical
simulation of a range of mechanical and thermal processes of relevance to automotive design, the
most heavily used options are for linear statics and nodal mode analyses (indeed, [8] states that
such applications are estimated at between 70% and 80% of all industrial applications of the
MSC/NASTRAN code). In this section, the HPC features of two such general purpose F.E.
codes will be discussed: MSC/NASTRAN from MacNeal Schwendler and PERMAS from
INTES.

In both the above analyses, the dominant feature resulting from the typical industrial automotive
applications is the handling of very large, sparse matrices: for linear statics analysis, the solution
of the linear system of equations; for normal modes analysis the solution of a related eigenvalue
problem. The linear statics analysis allows the end-user to study the linear-elastic effects of static
loading of both components and full vehicles, giving predictions of stress distributions and
deformations. An example of a full vehicle model is shown in Figure 3. In addition to the analysis
of vibrational damping and torsional behaviour, the normal modes analysis plays a major role in
the determination of resonant frequencies which affect the passenger comfort.

For the linear statics analysis, either sparse direct solvers, involving a (triangular) matrix
decomposition followed by forward-backward solution, or iterative solvers such as the
pre-conditioned conjugate method are used. A typically used solution method for the eigenvalue
problem is the Lanczos algorithm.The major computational tasks of the latter algorithm are
matrix decomposition, forward-backward substitution and matrix multiplications. While such
sparse algorithms belong to the classical areas of interest for numerical analysts, efficient parallel
implementations for distributed-memory machines are not yet available in a general, standard
way - indeed the provision of such libraries is a current research topic. For codes such as
MSC/NASTRAN or PERMAS, the situation is significantly complicated by the fact that these
solution algorithms are only a part of very large codes (developed over periods of over 25 years):
of the order of 1.5 million lines of code.

The parallelization approaches adopted for the codes MSC/NASTRAN and PERMAS illustrate
two quite different options for dealing with the task of parallelization of such large F.E. codes
(for details see [8] and [1,11], respectively). Indeed, the approaches represent the typical
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alternatives to the domain or mesh partitioning schemes employed by many structural or CFD
codes (as exemplified by the applications in Section 2).

The approach adopted for MSC/NASTRAN is to parallelise the code modules corresponding to
the most computationally intensively numerical parts. This provides a significant increase in
performance with good efficiency on moderately large parallel systems: with those numerical
solution modules typically requiring between 85% and 95% of total execution times, maximum
theoretical speed-ups lie between 6 and 20. Current user requirements for reduced cost
simulations or improved job throughput are met by this approach while the major advantage is
that extensive modification to the code structures is avoided. Details of the parallelization can be
found in [8], the salient features are as follows: The parallel iterative solver is based on a
conjugate gradient type algorithm with diagonal scaling, Cholesky of Jacobi preconditioning and
employs a distribution of matrix rows across processors. Parallel implementations of dot-
products, vector updates and matrix-vector multiplications were developed. The parallel direct
solver uses a multi-frontal method and a two stage data distribution for the parallelization:
distribution of fronts based on the elimination tree of the matrix combined with blocks of rows of
the matrix for each front. The benchmark results of Figure 3 show the performance achieved with
the direct solver for the BMW model. In addition to illustrating that the single-node
supercomputer performance can be surpassed with a distributed-memory machine, it also
highlights one of the open questions: I/O on parallel, distributed machines. The main gain in
performance between the "thin-node" and "wide-node" IBM SP2 machines employed was the
acceleration of the I/O enabled by the increased local memory of the wide-node being used for
caching of local I/O.
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Figure 3: Static Analysis of a full car body, BMW Series-3 (239664 degrees of freedom) and
EUROPORT Benchmark results Courtesy of BMW & EUROPORT Project PMN

Building on the basic data structures within the code, the parallelization of the PERM AS code
uses the parallel task manager approach (for details see [11])- Within the PERMAS code, the
large sparse matrices involved in the various numerical algorithms are stored and handled using
three hierarchical levels, where only non-zero sub-matrices are stored or processed: the highest
level {hyper-matrix) holds the structure of the division of the full matrix, related to the F.E.
model, into sub-matrices corresponding to square blocks (typical sizes being 30x30 to 128x128);
the next level is another matrix of pointers into (sub-) sub-matrices; the final level holds the real
data of the F.E. matrix for the given sub-matrix. For the message-passing parallelization of
PERMAS a new software layer was introduced: the Parallel Task Manager. Complemented by a
distributed version of the data management system, this new layer enables the task parallel
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(sometimes referred to "task farming") approach in which the computational tasks corresponding
to the final level sub-matrices are assigned to processors as they 'become available1. In fact, the
implementation of the assignment is such that a task dependence graph is constructed, from which
clusters of tasks (the clustering aimed at minimisation of sub-matrix communication) are assigned
to the local queues of tasks to be performed by each slave processor.

With this task parallel approach, the basis for a complete code parallelization has been created
without the need for a major re-design of its basic computational components. As part of the
EUROPORT benchmarking, scalability tests with a 3-D model problem were carried out for the
matrix decomposition3. With speed-ups of above 5 on 8 and 7 on 32 IBM SP2 processors (for
approx. 150000 unknowns), a performance has been achieved which, when far away from perfect
parallel scaling, demonstrates the advantage of its industrial exploitation.

4 Concluding Remarks

The recent demonstrations for industrially relevant applications, notable within the ESPRIT
EUROPORT projects, have shown that HPC is a technology which can be exploited to enhance
the design process. Automotive design, with a variety of numerical simulations needs (only
touched on in this paper), is in a position to exploit the current code versions, but will also require
the solution of outstanding problems if it is to continue to expand the areas within which
simulation plays a decisive role. Future activity on parallel and distributed systems will need to
address areas such as: efficient I/O on parallel systems; the development of highly efficient
parallel direct methods; providing transparent, multi-user environments on both dedicated and
networked parallel systems; the extension to multi-disciplinary simulation.
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Abstract

This paper focusses on recent developments and on-going research related to parallel
and distributed approaches for crashworthiness simulation, using the PAM-CRASH
code from ESI as an example. The developments described here relate directly to the
take-up in the automotive industry of the latest High Performance Computing (HPC)
technology, since crash and safety analysis is well established in the automotive
design process.

Keywords: Parallel, crash simulation, PAM-CRASH, message-passing, HPF

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, crashworthiness simulation, and more recently simulation of occupant
safety and the associated systems, has established itself within automotive design. Advances in
both the modelling of physical phenomena and performance (arising from computer architecture
advances and more efficient numerical algorithms) have led to an increase in the detail and
complexity of models which can be handled, to the point where the position of numerical
simulation has "moved-forward" in the design cycle. The numerical simulations are being used to
influence the early designs of new automobiles,- for example, rather than being used to make
improvements to the design at a much later stage, when possibilities for modification are more
restricted. With numerical simulation offering a more detailed analysis of the whole structure
within a crash event, the experimental testing is often used only as a validation of the simulation.
An overview of typical simulations, modelling aspects and computational requirements is given in
[5 ]. An example of a simulation at the current high-end of computational requirements is shown
in Figure 1.

Despite the advances made, both car manufacturers and their suppliers have an increasing
demand for computational performance. One reason for this is the expansion in the detail of
investigation being carried out: as an example, the occupant safety simulation is constantly
increasing the detail of the dummy models being employed, with the expectation that certain
biomechanic (human-like) parts will be included in the near future. Another reason comes from
the introduction of more restrictive crashworthiness regulations, which results in the need for a
higher number of different simulations to be performed. These demands have led to the
development of message-passing versions of crash codes for parallel and distributed HPC
architectures.
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Figure 1: Car-to-car crash simulation Courtesy of BMW

Although shared-memory parallel implementations of the PAM-CRASH code have been in
existence since 1987, the exploitation of distributed-memory parallel architectures has only
recently been possible. In the ESPRIT project CAMAS and its extension to link to the
EUROPORT action (see [12,13]), a prototype, portable message-passing version of the PAM-
CRASH code was developed and benchmarked using industrially relevant models. The
performance of this code version - even on a shared-memory architecture - has led to the
acceptance of the, meanwhile matured, version as a viable 'production-use' design tool by
automotive manufacturers who already have access to parallel HPC systems. Beyond this,
current investigations are focussed on the efficient use of the message-passing version on
networked workstations. Not only do networked workstations provide the "economic entry-point"
to parallel computing for the smaller automotive suppliers, but they also allow the auto-
manufacturers the possibility to both reduce the load on the dedicated parallel platform and to
exploit a large computational resource which would otherwise remain idle outside office-hours -
for example, the large number of CAD-stations otherwise used only for interactive, graphical
work.

The central discussion of the paper is contained in Section 2, which gives an overview of the
algorithms used within the PAM-CRASH code and the significant features of its message-
passing, mesh-partitioned parallelization; in particular, describing the areas of difficulty and
requirements for future developments. The degree of scalability achieved with the message-
passing approach will be illustrated and a comparison with a shared-memory implementation
made.

Although the message-passing approach does provide a high-performance solution, the
complexity of the code implementation poses maintenance difficulties. A high-level approach
would therefore be favoured, and the possibilities for using High Performance Fortran (HPF) are
being investigated. Since the available constructs of HPF-1 (as defined in [7]) were adjudged
inadequate for the requirements of irregular, unstructured industrial applications (see [1,2]), the
ESPRIT project HPF+ ([9]) is investigating the extension of the language to enable efficient
implementations of codes like PAM-CRASH. A brief overview of the project and the status of the
PAM-CRASH related developments will be given in Section 3.
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2 Message-passing PAM-CRASH

PAM-CRASH is an explicit time-marching Finite Element program used for the numerical
simulation of the highly nonlinear, dynamic phenomena arising in short-duration contact-impact
problems. It uses a central difference explicit time-marching scheme with unstructured meshes
comprised of mechanical elements, of various types (e.g. thin-shells, beams, bars and special
elements to model features such as rivets) and associated with a range of material properties,
which model the behaviour of the structure under consideration. The Lagrangian formulation
used has the following basic computational components: the time-integration at nodal points,
"force calculations" on the elements defined by those nodal points. The time-integration
calculates the accelerations, velocities and finally new-coordinates of the mesh based on the
existing forces at the nodal points, created/generated by the movement of the points at the
previous time-step. The major computational costs of the algorithm comes in the calculation of
the forces at the nodal points. These force calculations can be broken down into (essentially1)
stress-strain calculations and contact-impact calculations - the two having very different levels of
data locality, when considering parallel implementations.

The stress-strain calculations are performed over the elements. The calculation on each element
requires as input the latest co-ordinates and velocities from only those nodal points defining the
element Once calculated, the force on the element is distributed as individual forces at the nodal
points. Since these calculations produce the largest contribution to the overall computational cost
(between 60% and 80%, depending on the particular model) and exhibit a high degree of data
locality, the message-passing parallelization employed an element-wise mesh-partitioning.

In contrast to the stress-strain calculations, the contact-impact algorithms used within the code
have, in terms of data access, a pseudo-global nature. These contact algorithms serve to detect
and correct penetration of structural components. This is achieved by first performing a
proximity and penetration search, followed by a penetration correction procedure. Within the
PAM-CRASH code, the latter is currently a penalty method, whereby contact forces are
introduced at the impacting node and at the nodal points of the impacted segment. An
implementation (or practical usage) issue which affects parallelization is that the contact
calculations are performed only within user-defined (and not necessarily disjunct) areas.

In the following, we will give a brief overview of the message-passing parallelization. Further
information can be found in the references:
In the papers [10,11], the parallelization of the PAM-CRASH code using static domain
partitioning was detailed and, most importantly, the problems arising due to the inclusion of the
contact-impact algorithms was discussed: the pseudo-global nature of the communications
patterns, the static and dynamic load imbalance, the necessity to remove even small parts of non-
scalable code. An analysis of load-balancing issues in the message-passing version and the
performance bottle-necks occurring in the shared-memory or symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
version is including in the more recent publication [3].

As indicated above, a static mesh-partitioniong approach, based on a partitioning of elements,
was employed. This static partition was calculated prior to the simulation. For the benchmarking
results for EUROPORT, the multilevel recursive spectral bisection algorithm of the DDT tool
([4]) of the University of Southampton (produced in the ESPRIT project CAMAS) was used. The
partitions employed a static partition balancing based on contact surface definitions (see [3]).
With the unique assignment of elements to processes, the non-contact components of the solution

1 A simplification is taken here, though the bulk of the computation is covered. A description of a range of
special features, such as the handling of nodal constraint sets, rigid-body interactions or airbag calculations, is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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scheme (time-integration + stress-strain force calculations) can be efficiently parallelized by the
provision of sub-domain interface communication. In order to enable contact search procedures to
be performed locally, more complex communication constructs need to be introduced - based on
the dynamically varying results of the search routines. Experience with the EUROPORT
benchmark models has shown that load imbalance created by the contact-impact calculations is
the major factor governing the scalability of the algorithms. Future research will thus be
addressing the use of dynamic mesh re-partitioning, based on the changing computational load as
the simulation progresses.

We conclude this section with an illustration of the performance of the message-passing PAM-
CRASH protoype on a distributed-memory machine (the IBM SP2) and an SMP machine (the
Silicon Graphics Power Challenge). Details of the EUROPORT benchmark models and further
results can be found in [3,11]. The models themselves are illustrated, by their final deformed
states, in Figure 2.

Figure 2: CAMAS-Link EUROPORT Benchmark models: AUDI-Crash30, BMW-Crash15 and BMW-
Crash50, respectively. Courtesy of Audi, BMW

The BMW-Crash50 model causes the greatest loss in scalability of the three, since it includes the
high percentage of elements within contact calculations (45,497 contact segments from the
61,039 elements). Nevertheless, the results on the IBM SP2 shown in Figure 3 demonstrate an
impressive speed-up, with sequential supercomputer performance achieved at relatively low
processor numbers.
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Figure 3: BMW-Crash50 Performance

Both the code portability and the advantage of the message-passing parallelization approach were
clearly demonstrated by the benchmarking performed on the SGI Power Challenge. Tests with a
variety of models, using numbers of contact segments ranging from \Q9c to over 709c of the total
number of elements in the model, have shown that the message-passing version of PAM-CRASH
(in this case using PVM) nol only outperforms the shared-memory version at low processor
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numbers but also scales significantly better. This is exemplified by the speed-ups obtained on an
18-processor machine shown in Figure 4. The cases tested are two of the above models
supplemented by a third BMW model, which is very similar to the BMW-Crash50 case but of
slighly smaller size and involving a frontal rather than an offset crash. This additional model is
denoted BMW-xtra in the figure.

Speed-Up

No. Processors

Figure 4: Speed-up for Shared versus Distributed Code Versions on SGI

3 HPF+ Project and PAM-CRASH investigation

The central aim of the ESPRIT Long Term Research project HPF+ is to support and accelerate
the development of the HPF language in order that a much wider range of applications may be
efficiently parallelised using the high-level language approach. To do this, the project has
focussed on complex, scientific applications which involve irregular constructs: unstructured
meshes, irregular data structures, computational tasks with dynamically changing costs and data
accesses. A sequence of benchmark kernels representing various features and levels of
completeness from the codes FIRE (from AVU. IFS (from ECMWF) and PAM-CRASH (from
ESI) will be developed and used to define language extensions necessary for these types of
irregular codes. A close cooperation with the HPF-2 effort ([8]) will guarantee that HPF+ will
not divert from the standard except where this is necessary for providing functionality- not being
considered under HPF-2. The HPF+ Consortium consists of the application developers listed
above" together with bom academic and commercial language, compiler and tool developers from
the Universities of Vienna and Pavia and NA Software.

At the time of writing, the project has completed the definition of first benchmark kernels and an
initial definition of the HPF+ language extensions. For die PAM-CRASH -related investigation,
concentration has been on the "•stress-strain" calculations as described in Section 2. the definition
of kernels representing the more complex contact-impact tasks will be handled in the forthcoming
project periods. Due to space restrictions, detailed examples of code fragments yvill not be
included here. Hoyvcvcr. the following discussion gives an indication of the areas of difficult) and

C Research Laboratories. NEC Europe arc contributing to the project via a collaboration with ESI
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{draft) language extensions to solve them. Since only language extensions are discussed, a
knowledge of HPF-1 is assumed.

The dual requirements of the unstructured finite-element mesh - basic variables stored and
calculated at nodal points interacting with element-based force computations as described in
Section 2 - means that the regular data distributions of HPF-1 are unlikely ever to result in
efficient parallel code. Building on experience with the mesh-partitioning approach, an
appropriate solution would be the clustering together of elements together with corresponding
nodes, since this should minimise necessary communication for the initial kernel. A natural
implementation of such would exploit the DYNAMIC and REDISTRIBUTE features, since the
partitioning will be computed or read at run-time, coupled with either a general block distribution
(GEN_BLOCK) or a completely irregular (array )element-to-processor mapping, INDIRECT (see,
for example, [1,2]). Turning then to the force calculations, the simplest 'generic', sequential
kernel features a loop over elements within which necessary nodal data is gathered, a subroutine
is called to calculate the force on the element, corresponding forces are scattered back to the
constituent nodal points. Indirect addressing is used for the gather-scatter operations. The HPF+
parallelization of this kernel (currently) focusses on the use of the INDEPENDENT directive, linked
to the do loop, supplemented by constructs to: specify the distribution of the computation over the
processors, ON HOME; indicate that a reduction operation takes place, REDUCTION; specify that
the subroutine execution neither influences other do loop iterations nor introduces
communication; indicate to the compiler, that the communication pattern which it may generate is
invariant (i.e. it will not change for all executions of the particular loop), REUSE_SCHEDULE.
Whereas, the former options may be found (perhaps in a modified form) in the HPF-2
developments, the latter belongs to the work-in-progess category.

4 Concluding Remarks

Investigations into the use of HPF for irregular codes such as PAM-CRASH are in their infancy,
but it is already clear that a further development of the language will be necessary if efficient
code is to be generated. Although, the simplified code maintenance offered by a high-level
programming approach is most desirable, HPF does lag behind message-passing in terms of
exploitability and performance for complex, irregular industrial codes. The message-passing
version of the PAM-CRASH code has, thanks (to a large extent) to the EUROPORT
demonstration of performance, achieved industrial acceptance as a design tool. Although the
obtained scalability is not perfect and subject to improvement, a nearly linear speed-up is
obtained for processor numbers far beyond what is required to match traditional vector
supercomputer performance and this at considerably lower cost. Besides allowing a decreased
turn-around, the possibility has now been created to solve larger problems with acceptable delays.
In comparison with the shared-memory programming model, the message-passing code version
increases the effective peak performance of the machine, allowing greater flexibility in its
exploitatioa
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Techniques of image processing in high-energy physics

R.K.Bock CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract

Methods and implementations as used in image processing can contribute substantially to the
quality and performance in data processing tasks arising from the operation of detectors in
high-energy physics experiments. Particularly critical and relevant tasks are encountered in the
real-time environment, with stringent response time constraints, such as triggering. Some
examples of such tasks are discussed in detail, and similarities with applications in other fields
are shown.

Keywords: Image processing, data processing, algorithms, real time

1 Introduction

Experiments in high-energy physics rely on 'detectors', devices that allow recording of signals
originating from particles that have been generated in collisions, and which pass at relativistic speed
in some medium. Modern detectors in a large experiment consist of tens of different 'subdetectors'
of different characteristics, each of them typically with many thousands of individual channels.
Signals usually are electric charges; they get stored locally until by analysis of a subset the
collision ('event') has been selected for further inspection ('triggered'). The signals are then (at the
latest) digitized, possibly analyzed and selected further, and eventually recorded on more
permanent storage for analysis in high-level computers.

All understanding of detector data, whether in real time or in final analysis, is achieved by
algorithms in computers. This lecture will attempt to show some similarities - and some differences
- between tasks as arising in classical image processing and in the interpretation of data as they
arise in high-energy physics experiments.

2 Image processing and some generalities about applications

Together, the methods used in image processing and the data that can be subjected to these
methods, refer to a limited problem domain. Let us characterize this domain by data representable
by images in which some objects can be discerned by the human eye, and hence by some
combination of large volumes of data, substantial redundancy with respect to the objects of interest,
and methodologies which allow to pass between representations of objects and representations of
images. If objects are translated to images, we speak of visualization or imaging [1]; if images serve
to extract objects, we call this image processing or analysis. Image analysis thus is, grossly
speaking, the inverse operation of visualization, more precisely, of the visualization of objects that
exist in some computerized form.

As is often the case with inversion problems, the two operations have little in common: take as a
simple example the drawing (on a screen) of geometrical 3-dimensional shapes, like made up from
spheres, pyramids, cubes, and their recognition from a 2-dimensional image on the other hand.
Both tasks are commonplace, the first in mechanical engineering, the second in robotics. The
computer has to pass between a description in terms of (3-D) edges, surfaces, possibly texture etc.,
and a (2-D) description in terms of pixels. Both operations may turn out to be computationally
very demanding, particularly in visualization if hidden edges have to be removed, or a moving
observer is assumed and real time is required; but while visualization is a problem that hits
primarily the limit of practical computing capacity, the recognition problem may in many cases be
a fundamental one of expressing the process algorithmically altogether.
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2.1 Characteristics of 'standard' image processing

We will start by listing the characteristics of the data and methods that together commonly (i.e. in
textbooks like [2], see also literature in [3]) constitute what we call 'image processing'.

• Acquisition: a digital image (and we are exclusively concerned with those) is usually
obtained in a camera or camera-like sensor. Objects visible to the human eye are, in the process of
acquisition, converted into a two-dimensional array of numbers ('pixels'), which together constitute
a frame of a pre-defined size.

• Representation: each number in the array describes a gray value, if the image is black
and white, or several (usually three) levels of brightness for different spectral wavelengths, if the
image is colored.

• Volume and redundancy: the data volume of an image usually is large, like 512 x 512
pixels. In human vision and speech, the objects of interest are most often presented with much
redundancy; for many applications, however, even in very standard applications of camera-
produced images (think of aerial reconnaissance!), that may definitely be untrue, of course.

• Moving images and real time: multiple frames following each other at constant time
intervals, may constitute images with motion, as in television. In connection with television image
processing, 'real time' usually describes a rate of frame changing which the human 'image
processing system' perceives as continuous, one frame every 30 to 40 msec.

• Format: in processing, all pixels are assumed to be present, and their position in the array
corresponds to a specific location in the image.

• Compacting: for transmission, images are often compacted to a smaller volume, to allow
for economy in required transmission bandwidth. Compacting may be without loss of information,
or without 'perceptible' loss of image quality, and results in some cases in very large compression
factors, particularly in television (where successive images tend to be very similar).

• Image restoration: known kinds of degradation of images, induced by sensors or by
transmission, can be largely eliminated computationally, if a model for the degradation is available.
Noise functions, point spread functions, or geometric distortions belong to this class.

• Image enhancement: the accentuation of certain image qualities (like contrast or edges)
in an image, is a general but application-dependent processing step. Some knowledge is required
of the objects in the image, but operations can usually be confined to local neighborhoods in the
image (e.g. morphological operations).

• Feature extraction: the numerical determination of features like edges or pre-defined
shapes, is a strongly application-dependent step. Knowledge of the looked-for objects in the image
is required, operations are no longer of a local nature.

• Image analysis: this last step of extracting information from image data, possibly after
various enhancements and steps of feature extraction, is one that in many applications requires the
longest development of code, and often leaves final decisions to humans by being designed as
interactive. The operations of image analysis (and already some enhancements and feature
extraction) are entirely dependent on the system's purpose: if images are meant for human viewing,
they may be absent or only executed 'to guide the eye', if the automatic interpretation of the image
is the system's goal, this is the analysis step where the most critical decisions have to be taken.

2.2 Characteristics of image processing in our applications

In the following, we want to confront the above headings to the characteristics of other applications,
that may be called image processing with some allowance for obvious differences.
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• Acquisition: the digital images in the applications we will encounter are often acquired
piece-wise, and by custom-designed sensors. The original objects may not be visible to the eye, but
after some preprocessing and aggregation, data can be visualized as images. Sensors may be quite
different in their characteristics:

- calorimeters in high-energy physics: made of many small stationary cells in three
dimensions, all of which (partially) absorb particles and record the energy deposited,

- trackers in high-energy physics: gaseous or solid devices recording the ionization caused
by charged particles passing in their sensitive volume; they most often are projective, but
may record the equivalent of individual points in 3D. Note that in some detectors, due to
extremely fine resolution or measurement of drift time, the potential number of basic cells
can be extremely high, and the analogy with discrete pixels is not obvious.

- moving cameras scanning large areas in multiple overlapping flights, and using different
wavelengths: synthetic aperture radar or SAR [4], or in the LEP monitoring application
below.

- multiple parallel gamma ray detectors in time coincidence, often rotating around the
object and thus recording different projection angles: positron emission tomography or
PET [5],

• Representation: the recorded numbers always describe some characteristics of the signal
received by the sensor, typically an intensity value useful for analysis, sometimes they are digitized
very crudely, resulting in few bits, or even a single one ('binary image'). Color may be used if the
image is presented to the human eye ('false color'), but is not an attribute of the objects recorded.

• Volume and redundancy: in many of our applications, the data volume is found to be
much smaller (often compensated by a much higher repetition rate); in custom-built detectors, it is
commonplace that redundancy is kept low if not marginal, for reasons of economy.

• Moving images and real time: already the notion of 'frame' requires redefinition: in some
detectors, the acquisition of an 'image' requires minutes, in high-energy physics detector frames do
not typically follow each other at constant time intervals, but detectors are triggered by
(independent) electronic devices; in fast colliders with high interaction rate, images (or rather the
basic events from which they can be made, collisions) follow each other at very short intervals (In
the future Large Hadron Collider 25 nsec!), and image parts have to be analyzed in order to decide
whether or not acquisition is to proceed.

• Format: although potentially all images are made from discrete pixels with digital
information attached, the data may be extremely sparse, and some compacting scheme is part of
many readout electronics chains. In the simplest case, the most popular compacting scheme is by
thresholding ('zero suppression'): tracker channels with ionization signals in high-energy physics
detectors are easy to distinguish from empty channels, and then transmitted indicating the address
or ID number of the cell. Where space is subdivided by a fine grid, e.g. in time by drift time
measurements, the fine measurement is usually transmitted along with the cell address: an
addressing scheme on multiple levels, or with cells arranged as pixels: a hybrid format to express
coordinates.

• Compacting: additional compacting for transmission only, beyond the basic formatting
scheme discussed in the previous paragraph, is not usually done, although data compression
mechanisms for permanent storage have been used in many experiments, with minimal loss of
information.

• Image restoration and enhancement: the data from most sensors considered here are
acquired by custom-designed electronics, using parallelism wherever possible and useful. There is
a general guiding principle concerning all known sources of noise and correction of distortions:
whatever can be done in real time and locally (and hence in parallel), should be done so. This
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concerns the signal processing in individual channels, in analogue or digital form, or local
calibrations resulting in common units for energy, drift distances etc. A limit is often set by the
amount of knowledge of the necessary parameters, if these fluctuate with time.

• Feature extraction and image analysis: these are successive steps with different demands
on context and locality, both strongly sensor- and application-dependent. Our case studies in the
next chapter will concentrate mostly on this subject.

3 Case studies in applied image processing

It is not defined, of course, to which type of algorithm or data the term 'image processing' may be
applied. It should be understood that the author believes most of the two- or three-dimensional
algorithmic problems mentioned in this paragraph to belong to this category, at least in a broad
sense.

Many applications of interest could be added; we restrict ourselves here to analysis problems
arising in the context of high-energy physics, leaving out the details for several other obviously
fascinating applications:

SAR imaging, in many aspects, is standard image processing, with the main problem that of
determining camera positions and directions, aligning the footprints from different flight paths,
and to correct for the Doppler shifts arising from the moving antenna [4].

The analysis of PE tomography data starts in some cases from particle (photon) detectors very
similar to those in used high-energy physics, and involves many standard image processing
techniques like transforms and filters; the special algorithm problem areas in PET are the
reconstruction in three dimensions from measurements in projection only [7], and the need for
three-dimensional alignment of images [8]. This has been dealt with in separate talks at this school,
and is not included despite its obvious relevance.

3.1 High-energy physics: a tracking trigger for LHC

This case is taken from ongoing studies for the future ATLAS detector [9] at the LHC. One part of
the inner tracker of that proton-proton collision experiment is designed to record multiple
individual signals for forward outgoing tracks. The detector is made of thin drift tubes arranged in
planes perpendicular to the beam direction, each tube pointing towards the beam axis. There are
576 or 768 tubes in each plane, and a total of 224 planes grouped into 'wheels', as in the figure.
Altogether, the cylinder of ~ 160 000 tubes covers an angular region of 9° to 480 (angles of tracks
with respect to the beam axis). The detector is embedded in a solenoidal magnetic field, whose axis
is along the beam.

Each drift tube records a signal when a charged track passes through the drift volume. The readout
circuits provide a crude 2-bit recording of pulse height (which allows, statistically, to analyze the
transition radiation effect, and hence to identify electrons), and a time measurement, which
subdivides the drift space (tube diameter 4 mm) into smaller units, roughly 150 u.m. If several
tracks pass through the same tube, they are recognized as such only if their distance in drift time is
above a certain value. There is no information along the tube (whose length is about 50 cm).

We have here a projective system; if one plots all hits in the natural two dimensions of z (along the
beam axis, determined by the plane number) and <j> (azimuthal angle around the axis, determined
by the tube number, and possibly corrected for drift time), one finds that all tracks appear as
straight lines, with the line offset indicative of azimuth, and the line slope directly related to the
track curvature or particle momentum.
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Wheel Plane

Drift tubes

ATLAS transition radiation
detector, forward cylinder

Figure 1: The TRT detector (endcap) in the ATLAS experiment, schematic drawing

A track with high transverse momentum has little curvature, and appears at near-constant <j). As it is
these tracks that present the greatest interest from the physics point of view (they are indicative of
hard collisions between quarks), there is a need to use the transition radiation tracking detector in
real time for selecting tracks; the additional constraint may also be used of analyzing pulse heights
to ensure compatibility with the hypothesis that the particle is an electron (= low mass, resulting in
a higher fraction of 'high' pulse heights). Depending on the physics, this search for tracks with
certain parameters will have to happen at the 'second level' of triggering (for the structure of LHC
triggers, see [10]), i.e. with a repetition rate of 10 to 100 kHz - not much time for elaborated
feature extraction algorithms!

The chosen algorithm presently favored is based on the Hough transform (see a more detailed
discussion below). The data for this detector are reasonably sparse (up to 30% of tubes have
signals, depending on the accelerator's luminosity); however, the readout electronics performs only
a partial thresholding and retains some information not useful for triggering, so that data have to
be 'preprocessed' locally before entering the transform algorithm. This, and a certain pre-selection
of the geometrical search region guided by the first-level trigger ('region-of-interest' or Rol
selection), contribute substantially to keep data transmission volumes down, a very important
consideration in designing the trigger implementation. Note that the data in a search region
typically represent 1 kbyte spread over six individual buffers, whereas the total detector consists of
nearly 200 buffers on each detector side.

The analysis proper can be made efficient by working from a known discretization of the Hough
space; this allows to obtain, for each measured point in the original space (z-<)>) in turn, all entries
corresponding to the Hough space (slope-offset) by table lookup. There are on average some 25
to 40 hits on each track, viz. reasonable redundancy. The pulse height information can be entered
at the same time by using it as a weighting factor for all entries originating from the same
measured point. After entering all entries for all original measured points, the Hough space
(equivalent to a two-dimensional histogram) is scanned for the absolute maximum, which defines
the best-defined track. Note that in this simplicity, only a single best track is found; This is
adequate for a confirmation trigger, which has to answer only the question 'is there at least one
track with sufficient quality and electronness in the search region?'. A hypothetical algorithm for
finding all tracks or track candidates, possibly with quite different quality, would need a much
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more involved Hough space analysis, and possibly would prefer not to use the Hough transform
altogether.

A 30 x 80 Region of Interest

ATLAS transition radiation tracker, endcap

QCD jet trigger, most hits low threshold

Figure 2: The original z-()> projection of several tracks, as recorded in the TRT detector

It should be noted that in the analysis of other parts of the ATLAS inner tracker, very similar
methods have been found to be most efficient. Surprisingly, in the high-precision trackers which
use few surfaces of semiconductor (mostly Si) detectors, one finds results of good quality, despite
the apparent lack of redundancy (circular tracks have to be found from 4 to 6 individual
measurementsj. The superiority in efficiency over methods using permutations is due to table-
lookup and the near-linear increase of computer time with the number of measurements. Let us
also mention in passing, that semiconductor detectors are sometimes built as planes with excellent
2-dimensional resolution (like with pads of 100 x 100 urn). They arc then correctly called 'pixel
detectors'; but being used to find and separate multiple tracks, they arc arranged perpendicular to
these, and hence contain single hits, viz. no information for any involved processing in the detector
plane.

3.2 High-energy physics: a trigger using RICH detectors

This example is taken from the NA45 experiment (CERES) at the CERN SPS. The experiment
concentrates on detecting e+e- pairs, mostly in nuclear collisions using heavy ions, in order to
understand in better detail the processes before, during, and after the formation of quark-gluon
plasma. The key detector of the experiment is a pair of ring-image Chcrenkov (RICH) detectors,
which need to be analyzed in real time, triggering the experiment [13], [14].

RICH detectors consist of a zone of radiating material, in this case a gas (CH4), which makes
passing particles emit Cherenkov radiation, a photosensitive conversion zone in which the radiated
photons arc converted to electrons, and an (imaging) detector, in this case made of square pads
(some 50000 for each RICH); these pads can be regarded as individual pixels. Cherenkov light is
emitted at a characteristic angle S, given by cos5=l/Pn, with P the velocity of the particle and n the
refractive index of the radiator. In the specific detector, the gas is insensitive to particles with a
Lorentz factor y< 32; for faster particles, a circular shape is recorded on the pads, whose radius
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depends on y. Hadrons thus are 99% 'invisible, whereas electrons and positrons, due to their low
mass, appear as circles with a radius corresponding to p = ].

Single Cherenkov photons cause signals in a small cluster of pads, which are recorded with pulse
height information, so that an e+e- pair will result in two broad ring-shaped patterns. The detector
has to be analyzed in real time, to select events of the interesting type from a background of n°-
induced electron pairs dominating by a factor 105. As the interesting pairs are known to have a
comparatively large opening angle, contrary to the background events, the trigger condition
consists of finding, anywhere in the image, two well-separated rings, of known radius.

The algorithmic formulation of pattern recognition and trigger decision uses first a local,
morphological transformation to find a binary (thresholded) image; subsequently, a generalized
Hough transform is used, transforming every observed point to a broad ring of the expected
(maximum) diameter. In fact, results have found to be best if using not simply a binary ring, but a
morphological correlation transformation, with negative weights close to the ring (see figure 3). As
all rings in the Hough space ideally will intersect in a single point, if they lie on a ring in the
original space, the recognition task is then reduced to finding maxima in the Hough space (more
on the transformation below). The task is performed in NA45 by a specially developed hardware
unit with substantial parallelism in about 140 u.sec.

n.
P

Figure 3: The correlation mask used, with positive (black squares) and negative (white squares^ weights (top
left), the orignal pads with pulse height (a), the thresholded pads (b), and the result of the Hough transform (c). for
a single ring in the RICH detector of NA45.

3.3 More on Hough transforms

In the two preceding algorithms, the analysis of image-like data was facilitated by using Hough
transforms. This particular image processing method deserves discussion in somewhat more detail.
In its original form, the transform relates two spaces, one with Cartesian coordinates (.X.Y). the other
with the coordinates (d.9), where s is the shortest distance of a curve from the origin and 6 the
associated angle in the (x.y) space. If a straight line in (x.y) is expressed by d and G. one has
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d = x cos 9 + y sin 8,

i.e. a straight line in (x,y) becomes a single point in (d,9). Inversely, if we run through different
angles 6 i.e. we define a set of straight lines under different angles through x,y, then we obtain a set
of sinusoidal curves in (d,9) space.

If we have a straight line in (x,y), one might take a set of points along this line, and draw a set of
sinusoidal curves for each of them: they will all intersect in that point of (d,9) which corresponds to
the straight line. The task of searching for a geometrical shape with two parameters (straight line in
x,y) thus has been transformed to the task of finding a maximum in (d,8).

x (d,e)

Figure 4: The coordinates of the Hough transform

A generalization of the Hough transform can easily be found: any curve with two parameters can
be 'Hough'-transformed to a parameter space, and will appear as a maximum there. One example
of generalization was given above: the circles of fixed radius, at any point on the plane of the
RICH detector. The two curve parameters then are the coordinates of the circle center. Another
example that has been used in detector data analysis (e.g, streamer chamber photographs taken in
magnetic field) is the finding of circular tracks from a fixed origin: the two curve parameters in
this example are the radius of curvature (signed) and the starting angle.

A number of practical problem arises in using the Hough transform. For demonstrating the
transform, continuous curves are drawn in (x,y), the curves are then discretized into a
comparatively small number of points, and for each point a continuos line is drawn in (s,9)- To the
eye, there is no problem to recognize the intersection point in (s,9): the desired result. The choice
of the discretization seems non-critical. When the curve in (x,y) is given in terms of discrete pixels,
however, and the intersection point in (s,9) is found by looking for a maximum, it becomes
quickly clear that the results are sensitive to the choices: which set of 6-s from which to compute s?
which pixel grain in the (s,9) space (corresponding to a histogram bin width)? Moreover, even
optimal choices, which have to be found from a training sample of data, can not avoid that the
finding of multiple tracks or shapes in the Hough space can become much more complicated than
looking for maxima, unless the shapes are well separated and of comparable point density. The
need for iterative analysis in the Hough space quickly offsets any advantages which the transform
offers in simple situations.

The Hough transform and its simple analysis do lend themselves to various parallel
implementations, and some work related to this point, using special and image processing
architectures, has been published in the past [11], [12]. Even in a sequential high-level language
like C, the implementation via table lookup gains substantial execution speed, although with today's
best processing units, the required rates can not be achieved, so that farms with multiple processors
have to work in parallel, on different events or regions of interest.
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Figure 5: Straight lines (left) and their Hough transforms (right)

3.4 High-energy physics: a calorimeter trigger for LHC

This example is again taken from studies concerning the second-level trigger in future LHC
detectors. Calorimeters are devices made of 3-dimensional cells, each sensitive to passing particles.
Unlike a tracking device, however, a calorimeter is built to absorb particles by repeated interactions,
so that overall a 'shower' builds up in which the original particle, which may also be neutral, is
converted into an increasing number of secondary particles of decreasing individual energy.
Eventually, all particles in the shower have lost their energy, and the shower ends.

Calorimeter cells each record a geometrical part and an energy fraction of such a shower, and
intelligent clustering in three dimensions (complemented by good calibration) allows to
reconstruct the full energy released, i.e. the energy of the original particle or jet (group of close-by
particles). As calorimeters are also changing absorption properties along the shower, longitudinal
and transverse analysis give very important clues as to the nature of the particle(s).
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Figure 6: A Hough transform with (fine-resolution) pixels

Calorimeter cells are also used, with aggregation to coarser grain and analysis of windows in highly
parallel dedicated electronics, to provide a first-level trigger (operating at 40 MHz, on the LHC!).
The cells are usually arranged in regular grids spanning roughly constant angular areas
perpendicular to the main impact direction of tracks; the task of finding clusters and determining
their characteristic parameters in a second-level trigger (-10-100 kHz), reminds, therefore,
naturally of image processing. Windows to be analyzed are typically 1 2 x 1 2 cells, and the physics
phenomena (clusters) extend over a circular area with a 6-cell diameter. Typically, cluster centers
have to found by maximum search or center-of-gravity computation; subsequently, cluster
parameters have to be found, they may be hadronic and electromagnetic energies:

~ 2*1 e.m.cell'
cluster

F - — em /

cluster

or energies in isolation areas:

";.-.J Km ~
wider cluster snuitler cluster
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or a lateral shape parameter like the second moment

M = duster

cluster

where <)> and r| are the commonly used angular variables defining the calorimeter coordinate
system, and subscript c stands for the cluster center coordinates.

Electro mag. cal.1 Electro mag. caJ.2 Hadron cal.

QCD jet in ATLAS calorimeter

Pseudocolor (above), Lego pbts. (below)

Linear scale, max at 9.30 (left), 1.78 (mid), 1.18 GeV (right)

Figure 7: Calorimeter depositions in three calorimeter layers, assumed of equal granularity, in pixel
representation (top) and Lego plots (bottom).

In some test implementations, fairly involved calorimeter algorithms of this type were, indeed,
realized on commercial image processing equipment, carrying out all summations by standard
convolver units [15].
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3.5 High-energy physics: image analysis

In the preceding paragraphs, algorithms were discussed that fall into the class of 'feature
extraction'; they define local parameters in a specific subdetector, but do not allow to identify the
'object' that has been recorded by the full set of detectors, the collision. It is, however, precisely this
identification that is requested from a trigger system: the question a trigger has to answer is 'is the
recorded set of data compatible with one of the physics hypotheses which the experiment is looking
for?1.

We want to limit ourselves to task reminding of 'image processing'; the ways of tackling the
decision task, and its implementation, have been discussed in [10]. Those decision algorithms use
as input parameters like the ones found in feature extraction, and they apply cuts in the multi-
dimensional space spanned by these (and possible further, derived parameters); in some cases,
transformations may include feed-forward network as a way to optimize the decision making from
training samples: None of this belongs to the image processing category, and hence we do not want
to pursue the issue here.

3.6 High-energy physics: a monitoring system for LEP

Particle accelerators and colliders are at the core of all laboratory experimentation in high-energy
physics. An accelerator can be seen as the 'light source' for what are the superb world-record
'microscopes', the particle detectors. Accelerators are also among the most costly single systems of
Big Science. Their reliable functioning has to be assured for many years, and continuously for as
large a fraction of time as possible, usually during six to eight months per year. Careful
monitoring of the thousands of individual parameters governing the quality of particle beams is an
obvious necessity.

The example discussed here concerns a camera system [16] that has been brought into operation at
CERN in recent years as a contribution to the fine control of CERN's best (and world-wide unique)
accelerator, the 'large electron-positron collider' (LEP). The camera is a custom-built double-sweep
streak camera, recording the synchrotron light pulses produced by the passage of individual
particle bunches in magnets. Synchrotron radiation accompanies any external force acting upon a
moving particle, and increases with the Lorentz factor y. Electrons (and positrons) with their small
rest mass reach very high values of y, such that synchrotron radiation limits, indeed, the bending
one can impose on these particles during acceleration, which explains why circular e+e- colliders
can not take advantage of superconducting bending magnets, but require large ring radii.

The optical setup of the system is such that the bunches of synchrotron light (which reflect in their
spatial distribution the characteristics of the electron or positron bunches emitting them) are
observed simultaneously in horizontal and vertical projection. The light is extracted inside the LEP
vacuum chamber by two thin beryllium windows, and focused onto the camera. There is a fast
(typically 5000 mm/u.s) and a slow (.025 mm/(is) sweep, both controllable over wide range of
settings; the fast sweep selects individual bunches, the slow sweep ramps through the coordinate
following successive accelerator turns. Typical LEP operation is with four equidistant bunch trains
of four bunches each, with bunches separated by 247 nsec; the full turning frequency of LEP is
11.25 kHz. An image is composed on the phosphor after image intensification with the fast (slow)
sweep on the horizontal (vertical) axis. This image is then, in the back-end part of the system,
recorded by a standard 384 x 288 pixel CCD camera, coupled to a commercial image processing
system (MaxVideo20, [17]). Multiple local synchronization and positioning corrections are
applied. The images can be viewed in real time (at the CCD camera's frame frequency of 50 Hz),
and are simultaneously analyzed selectively (in an associated Motorola 68030 system) for long-
term averages and shifts; they contain information mostly on the longitudinal bunch dimensions
and densities. This monitoring information is automatically recorded in the LEP control data base.
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4 Viewing the examples under the image processing angle

We should, last, have a closer look at the image processing aspects of our examples; to which extent
they are characteristic for a class of applications, or allow generalizations, remains a matter of
personal experience and opinion.

• Piecemeal acquisition: in all examples, the image parts have to be pieced together by
application-dependent methods. In particle detectors, groups of pixels or individual pixels get
recorded in parallel by separate detector elements: tubes, pads, or cells. Their collection into
buffers covering increasing fractions of geometrical space, or combining data from multiple
detectors, is the art of data acquisition, a sizeable contribution to the cost of these experiments. In
the LEP monitoring example, pixels are acquired separately, but not in parallel: the time relation
between image sweeping and accelerator time structure is, in fact the key element of that system.
Similar principles can be found in other applications: in PET tomography, acquisition parallelism
is partly natural (separate detectors), partly obtained by time separation (mechanical movement of
detectors).

In another beautiful, albeit not time-critical example of image processing, a digital camera has
been developed for digital 'photography' of the priceless paintings in the world's art institutes [18].
The guiding idea there is to improve the quality of reproduction, and to record paintings in
sufficient detail 'for ever', in digital form in a data base. Classical photography can not ensure
durable conservation, due to the life time of the chemicals used, nor can its rendering in
reproduction be monitored and corrected with equal ease. While the key to this development lies in
color monitoring, the acquisition by a CCD color sensor with both micromovements for finest
resolution (up to 20 000 x 20 000 pixels) and an additional automated tiling method (camera
movement) remind of acquisition methods as described in our examples; in conjunction with the
extraordinary results in reproduction, this project provides interesting reading material.

• Time-criticality: the examples presented all have a component of real time; this may be
the author's choice: if data sets have little to do with images (i.e. are not destined primarily for
human inspection), and the processing can happen at any speed, in any high-level computer, the
term 'image processing' may seem out of place. The time frames at which the example 'images'
follow each other, are quite variable, and all different from the rates used in television, in some
cases faster by many orders of magnitude.

• Implementation: this subject has not been discussed much in this lecture, although some
examples were given of using specific image processing equipment (even where acquisition is not
with CCD cameras). From other lectures at this school [] it is clear, that the general trend is towards
the use of general-purpose computers wherever possible; they offer 'unlimited' compute power for
minimal money, and will compete well with special-purpose image processing devices, even where
these are in their own by using well-adapted internal parallelism (like for convolution). The only
major limitation slowing down this trend lies in the communication facilities offered by general-
purpose processors: future will have to show in which direction the demands will drive the
development and the market.

• The value of raw data: in all data acquisition, be it for high-energy physics detectors,
remote sensing like from satellite or airplane, tomography or other, whatever processing is done to
data is most often considered an added-value, which must be repeatable as understanding of data
and methods improves, better calibration becomes available, or outright errors in the procedures
are discovered. The preservation of the originally recorded data, therefore, is of the utmost
importance in all these fields. If raw data get compacted, it has to be with no or minimal loss of
information.

An analogy can be drawn with 'standard' image processing like in a camera/monitor system; I do
not refer to the conservation of the original images, but to operations like zooming or rotation of
selected areas. Such operations, due to the discretization of the image, lead to pixels being
interpolated from previous information, resulting in a new image. If the original image were not
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preserved as source for potential other, similar operations, the information would degrade visibly
after only few steps. Similar interpolations are necessary in many algorithms, e.g. in geometrical
space to match detector parts. Such detail we have not been able to go into in this lecture.
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Structured parallel programming: a generic co-ordination model and a
parallel Fortran

John Darlington Imperial College, London, UK

Abstract

We present a framework for parallel programming that attempts to reconcile the conflicting
requirements of abstraction, efficiency and compatibility with established practice. The key
to this approach is the adoption of a co-ordination approach where applications are
constructed in two layers, the first layer specifying the parallel behaviour of the program and
the second providing the sequential threads that make up the components of this
computation. We develop a Structured Co-ordination Language that is capable of
expressing all relevant aspects of parallel computation in a uniform notation. The
co-ordination operators of this language are represented as functional skeletons, pre-defined
building blocks with tailored implementations onto particular parallel machines.
In this first paper we present the general framework of Structured Parallel Programming and
the lowest level co-ordination forms that provide control over the behaviour of an idealised
distributed memory parallel machine. We present a particular instantiation of this framework
to provide a Structured Parallel Fortran and discuss its implementation and optimisation.

Keywords: parallel programming; co-ordination languages; skeletons

1 Introduction: the requirements of parallel programming

The designers of languages or systems for parallel application construction face several
requirements that, at first sight, appear to conflict. The purpose of such languages must be to
enable users to build complex applications on parallel machines as easily as possible. This should
imply some abstraction or simplification of the programmer's task. However, the only purpose of
using parallel machines is to enable the programs to execute quickly. Given the current complex
and varied nature of parallel machines this seems to imply the need for low-level control of
execution patterns and resource allocation. Finally, there is a often overlooked but very real
requirement that any approach must be compatible with conventional and accepted practice for
both psychological and technical reasons. The software industry has proven extremely resistant
to revolutionary solutions, as evidenced by the survival of Fortran, and any software solution
must execute on a widely accepted or standardised bases to ensure economic portability.
In this paper we present an approach that attempts to square these various circles. The basis of
this method is the use of a co-ordination language to organise the parallel execution of program
components that are themselves expressed in a conventional sequential language and the
realisation of this co-ordination language by a pre-defined set of primitives or functional
skeletons.

2 SCL: a generic parallel co-ordination language

In [2]. Gelernter and Carriero proposed the notion of co-ordination languages as the vehicle of
expressing parallel behaviour. In this article, they wrote:

We can build a complete programming model out of two separate pieces—the
computation model and the co-ordination model. The computation model allows
programmers to build a single computational activity: a single-threaded,
step-at-a-time computation. The co-ordination model is the glue that binds separate
activities into an ensemble. An ordinary computation language (e.g. Fortran)
embodies some computation model. A co-ordination language embodies a
co-ordination model: it provides operations to create computational activities and to
support communication among them.
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Figure 1: Two-tier structure of a SCL program.

We have adopted this approach to the problems of specifying and efficiently implementing
parallel programs. In particular we have developed a Structured Co-ordination Language (SCL)
that abstracts all the relevant aspects of a program's parallel behaviour. Programs written using
SCL have a two-tier structure as illustrated in Figure 1. The upper layer is composed of
compositions of SCL co-ordination forms, nested to any depth, that organise the parallel
execution of the program while the lower level consists of procedures written in a conventional
imperative language, such as Fortran or C, that express the sequential threads of this parallel
computation. Note that there is a strict hierarchy, SCL co-ordination forms can be nested to any
level but the imperative code cannot call an SCL form.
A second aspect of our approach is that SCL is not a general purpose language but is a set of
pre-defined co-ordination forms or skeletons which are presented to the programmer as
higher-order functions using a functional language syntax. The essence of a skeleton is that it
provides a programmer with a pre-defined building block with which to construct his or her
application. In our approach, because of the setting of co-ordination skeletons in a functional
language, there is a clear separation between the meaning of a skeleton and its parallel
implementation. Tailored, intelligent, implementations for skeletons can be provided onto
particular target machines.
This breaking of the link between specifying what a program is intended to compute and how it
will behave to achieve this is, we think, crucial to reconciling the requirements for abstraction
and efficiency discussed earlier. SCL permits the specification and efficient implementation of
higher-level, user-oriented co-ordination forms. In this paper we first present the lowest layer of
SCL that provides a kernel on which the other more abstract layers can be efficiently
implemented. This lower layer abstracts the operation required to efficiently program an
idealised distributed memory parallel machine and provides a uniform notation to specify all
relevant aspects of parallel behaviour: data partitioning and distribution, communication and
multi-thread control.

2.1 SCL co-ordination primitives

SCL is a general purpose co-ordination language where all aspects of parallel co-ordination are
specified as the composition of the following three classes of skeletons:

Configuration skeletons: co-ordinating data distribution The basic parallel computation
model underlying SCL is the data parallel model. In SCL, data parallel computation is abstracted
as a set of parallel operators over a distributed data structure, for example, a distributed array. A
configuration models the logical division and distribution of data objects. Such a distribution has
several components: the division of the original data structure into distributable components, the
location of these components relative to each other and finally the allocation of these co-located
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Figure 2: Data distribution model.

components to processors. In SCL this process is specified by a p a r t i t i o n function that divides
the initial structure into nested components and an al ign function that forms a collection of
tuples representing co-located objects. This model, illustrated in Figure 2, clearly follows and
generalises the data distribution directives of HPF [3], Applying this general idea to arrays, the
following configuration skeleton d i s t r i bu t i on defines the configuration of two arrays A and B:
d i s t r i b u t i o n ( f ,p) (g,q) A B =

al ign (p o p a r t i t i o n f A) (q o p a r t i t i o n g B)
Throughout this paper we will use "curried" notation to define functions, thus d i s t r i b u t i o n is
a function defined with four arguments, the first two of which are pairs explicitly formed using
the tupling notation,"( , )". The d i s t r i b u t i o n skeleton therefore takes two functions pairs, f
and g specify the required partitioning (or distribution) strategies of A and B respectively and p
and q are bulk data-movement functions specifying any initial data re-arrangement that may be
required. The d i s t r i b u t i o n skeleton is defined by composing the functions a l ign and
p a r t i t i o n .
A more general configuration skeleton can be defined as:
d i s t r i b u t i o n [ ( f , p ) ] [d] = p o p a r t i t i o n f d
d i s t r i b u t i o n ( f , p ) : f l d:dl =

align (p o p a r t i t i o n f d) (d i s t r ibu t ion f l dl)
where f 1 is a list of distribution strategies for the corresponding data objects in the list dl and
":" denotes the infix operator, known as "cons", that builds a list by adding an item to the front
of the list.
Applying the d i s t r i b u t i o n skeleton to an array forms a configuration which is an array of
tuples. Each element i of the configuration is a tuple of the form (DA\,. . . , DAl

n) where n is the
number of arrays that have been distributed and DA] represents the sub-array of the jth array
allocated to the ith processor. As a short hand rather than writing a configuration as an array of
tuples we can also regard it as a tuple of (distributed) arrays and write it as <DAi,..., DAn> where
the DAj stands for the distribution of the array Aj. In particular we can pattern match to this
notation to extract a particular distributed array from the configuration.
Configuration skeletons are capable of abstracting not only the initial distribution of data
structures but also their dynamic redistribution. Data redistribution can be uniformly defined by
applying bulk data movement operators to configurations. Given a configuration C:
<DAj,.. .,DAn>, anew configuration C: <T)k[,.. . ,DA{,> can be formed by applying f j to the
distributed structure DAj where f j is some bulk data movement operator defined specifying
collective communication. This behaviour can be abstracted by the skeleton r e d i s t r i b u t i o n as
defined in [1]. SCL also supports nested parallelism by allowing distributed structures as
elements of a distributed structure and by permitting a parallel operation to be applied to each of
elements in parallel. An element of a nested array corresponds to the concept of group in MPI
[6]. The leaves of a nested array contain any valid sequential data structure of the base computing
language.
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Elementary skeletons: parallel arrays operators In SCL, we use a set of second order
functions as elementary skeletons to abstract essential data parallel computation and
communication patterns. The basic functions specifying data parallelism include:

• map which abstracts the behaviour of broadcasting a parallel task to all the elements of an
array.

• a variant of map, the function imap which takes into account the index of an element when
mapping a function across an array.

• the reduction operator fold which abstracts tree-structured parallel reduction computation
over arrays.

Data communication among parallel processors is expressed as the movement of elements in
distributed data structures. In SCL a set of bulk data-movement functions are introduced as the
data parallel counterpart of sequential loops and element assignments at the structure level. These
elementary skeletons for communication can be generally divided into two classes: regular and
irregular. The following r o t a t e function is a typical example of regular data-movement.

r o t a t e : : Int —• ParArray Int a —> ParArray Int a
r o t a t e k A = << i := A((i+k) mod SIZE(A)) | i <- [l..SIZE(A)] >>

Here the expression "<< i := f i | i <— [1. .k] >>" is an "array comprehension" that
denotes the array indexed from 1 to k whose ith element is f i.
For irregular data-movement the destination is a function of the current index. This definition
introduces various communication modes. Multiple array elements may arrive at one index (i.e.
many to one communication). This is modelled by accumulating a sequential vector of elements
at each index in the new array. Since the underlying implementation is non-deterministic no
ordering of the elements in the vector may be assumed. The index calculating function can
specify either the destination of an element or the source of an element. Two functions, send and
fetch, are provided to reflect this. Elementary skeletons can be used to define more complex and
powerful communication skeletons required for realistic problems.

Computational skeletons: abstracting control flow In SCL the flexibility of organising
multi-threaded control flow is provided by abstracting the commonly used parallel computational
patterns as computational skeletons. The control structures of parallel processes can then be
organised as the composition of computational skeletons. For example, in SCL, the SPMD
skeleton, defined as follows, is used to abstract the features of SPMD (Single Program Multiple
Data) computation:
SPHD [] = id
SPMD (gf, I f ) : f s = (SPMD fs) o (gf o (imap If ))
The skeleton takes a list of global-local operation pairs, which are applied over configurations of
distributed data objects. The local operations are farmed to each processor and computed in
parallel. Flat local operations, which contain no skeleton applications, can be regarded as
sequential. The global operations over the whole configuration are parallel operations that
require synchronisation and communication. Thus the composition of gf and imap If abstracts
a single stage of SPMD computation where the composition operator models the behaviour of
barrier synchronisation. In SCL conventional control flow is also abstracted as computation
skeletons. For example, the i t e rUn t i l skeleton, defined as follows, captures a common form of
iteration. The condition con is checked before each iteration. The function i te rSolve is applied
at each iteration, while the function f inalSolve is applied when the condition is satisfied.
i t e r U n t i l i te rSolve f inalSolve con x

= if con x
then f ina lSolve x
else i t e r U n t i l i terSolve finalSolve con ( i terSolve x)
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Figure 3: Parallel matrix multiplication: row-column-oriented algorithm.

Variants of i t e r U n t i l can be used. For example, when an iteration counter is used, an iteration
can be captured by the skeleton i t e rFor using counter to control the iteration.
By abstracting data distribution, communication and multi-thread control flow uniformly as basic
skeletons, the SCL system supports the structured construction of parallel program by composing
co-ordination skeletons using a set of well defined parallel data types.

2.2 Parallel Matrix Multiplication: A Case Study

To demonstrate the expressive power of SCL, we define the coordination structure of a matrix
multiplication algorithm using SCL. The "row-column-oriented" matrix multiplication algorithm
is adapted from [7].
Consider the problem of multiplying matrices AjXm and B m x n and placing the result in C/Xn on p
processors. Initially, A is divided into p groups of contiguous rows and B is divided into p groups
of contiguous columns. Each processor starts with one segment of A and one segment of B. The
overall algorithm structure is an SPMD computation iterated p times. At each step the local phase
of the SPMD computation multiplies the segments of the two arrays located locally using a
sequential matrix multiplication and then the global phase rotates the distribution B so that each
processor passes its portion of B to its predecessor in the ring of processors. When the algorithm
is complete each processor has computed a portion of the result array C corresponding to the rows
of A that it holds. The computation is shown in the Figure 3.
The parallel structure of the algorithm is expressed in the following SCL program:
ParMM :: Int —+ SeqArray index Float —•

SeqArray index Float —» SeqArray index Float
ParMM p A B = gather DC

where
<DA, DB, DO = iterFor p step dist
d is t = distr ibution f1 dl

[(row_block p, i d ) , (colJblock p, i d ) , (rowJblock p, id) ]
[A, B, C]

f l =
dl =
C = SeqArray ((1,SIZE(A,1)) , ( 1 , SIZE(B,2))

C ( i , j ) := 0 | i _ [ l . .S IZE(A,D] , j «-

step i <DA, DB, DO =
SPMD [(gf, SEQ_MM i ) ] <DA, DB, DO
where

newDist = [ id , (rotate 1 ) , id]
gf X = redistribution newDist <DA, DB, X>

[l . .SIZE(B,2)] ]
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where SEQ_MM is a sequential procedure for matrix multiplication. Data distribution is specified
by the d i s t r i b u t i o n skeleton with the partition strategies of [((row_block p ) , i d ) ,
((col_block p ) , i d ) , ((row_block p ) , i d ) ] for A, B and C respectively. The data
redistribution of B is performed by using the r o t a t e operator which is encapsulated in the
r e d i s t r i b u t i o n skeleton. The example shows that, by applying SCL skeletons, parallel
co-ordination structure of the algorithm is precisely specified at a higher level.

3 Implementation

SCL is generic since the same co-ordination operations can be applied to sequential programs
expressed in any conventional language. A particular structured parallel language is produced by
applying SCL to a specific language. At Imperial College we have produced a Structured Parallel
Fortran (SPF) by applying SCL to Fortran. As all parallel behaviour arises from the behaviour of
known skeletons, the co-ordination primitives can be implemented by pre-defined libraries or
code templates in the desired imperative language together with standard message passing
libraries providing both efficiency and program portability. SPF has been implemented by
transforming SPF programs into conventional parallel Fortran programs, that is sequential
Fortran augmented with message passing libraries. A prototype system has been built based on
Fortran 77 plus MPI [6] targeted at a Fujitsu AP1000 machine [4].
The expression of all parallel behaviour by the SCL layer enables parallel optimisation to be
accomplished by program transformation on this layer, rather than by analysis of complex,
imperative code. For example, an algebra of communication can be developed to optimising
data-movement. Examples of these algebraic laws are:

send f o send g = send (f o g) (1)

fetch f o fetch g = fetch (g o f ) (2)

(rotate k) o (rotate j) = rotate (k + j) (3)

The use of such transformations can lead to considerable improvements in the cost of
communication especially when communication can be completely removed. The algebraic
axiomatisation of communication optimisation has been intensively studied in the context of
developing an optimal compiler for conventional data parallel languages [5]. The commonly
used approach is based on the analysis of index relations between two sides of an assignment.
Since using SCL communications are explicitly specified in terms of a set of well defined
communication operators, the index-based analysis can be systematically replaced by
transformation rules abstracting the optimisation of communication behaviour.

4 Conclusion

The first, kernel, level of SCL and its realisation in SPF appears to meet at least the last two
requirements of the three introduced earlier. Efficient programs can be written using SPF,
optimised using transformation rules and compiled or expanded to code in conventional
languages and communication libraries without any run-time overheads. Experiments have
shown that SPF programs can achieve the same performance as hand written, low-level code.
Furthermore as SCL is no more, or less, than a uniform design notation that can be applied to
conventional languages and compiles to standard software platforms it is compatible with
conventional approaches at both the psychological and technical levels.
The level of SCL shown so far is still fairly low level, albeit with some abstraction from current
approaches. Crucially, however, the SCL style and notation permits extensibility. More abstract
structures can be defined and efficiently implemented on the basis set out so far. In the
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concluding paper we show how this power can be exploited to define user-oriented structures to
significantly simplify the task of parallel scientific programming.
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Structured parallel programming: parallel abstract data types

John Darlington Imperial College, London, UK

Abstract

A key requirement for any parallel programming system is the ability to support abstraction
in order to allow programmers to work with familiar and natural concepts from their area of
application without having to be too concerned with the low level complexities of parallel
programming. However, some control over execution patterns and resource allocation is still
required to ensure efficient execution. In this paper we show how these two, apparently
conflicting, requirements can be reconciled in the structured parallel programming
framework developed in the earlier paper.
In particular we show how using the Structured Co-ordination Language (SCL) and its
particular Fortran instantiation, Structured Parallel Fortran (SPF), we can systematically
define user-oriented Parallel Abstract Data Types (PADTs) which provide a set of higher
level co-ordination forms with which a user can construct his or her application. The
important point is that parallelism is encapsulated in these operators which are implemented
using the lower level co-ordination forms developed in the previous paper which provide
explicit control over parallel behaviour. Knowledge available in the abstract structures can
be utilised in these implementations to achieve efficient execution. We illustrate this
technique by the development and implementation of a PADT to support parallel
computation over an unstructured mesh.

Keywords: parallel programming; abstract data types

1 Introduction

Irregular computation underlies many important applications in science and engineering, such as
computational fluid dynamics and particle simulation. A common characteristic of these
problems is that they compute over irregular data structures, such as trees and graphs, rather than
regular data structures which can be represented directly as arrays. Such applications pose a
serious difficulty for most data parallel programming languages, such as HPF [2], which have
usually been designed with regular applications in mind. This paper explores the opportunities of
building parallel abstract data types (PADTs) for writing irregular data parallel applications in the
Structured Parallel Fortran (SPF) language introduced in the accompanying paper. The
philosophy of this approach is to build the PADTs on top of the existing language constructs rather
than to extend the language. The advantage of this approach is that the kernel language remains
small, thus enhancing portability and simplifying the language design and implementation by
reducing redundancy. The use of PADTs allows problems to be expressed at a level of abstraction
closer to the application programmer than is possible using proposed language extensions [ 1 ].

2 Abstraction in conventional programming languages

The need for abstraction arises from the contrast between the structures that occur naturally in
several important application areas and the concrete, execution-oriented, structures found in many
conventional programming languages. For example many scientific and engineering applications
involve discretisations or meshings of physical spaces which have their own natural structures
and characteristic operations with which any scientist would be familiar. In contrast Fortran 77
provides one fundamental data structure, the array. There are well known techniques for
implementing scientific structures using arrays but they all involve some coding or representation
of the abstract structure in the concrete representation. Crucially this coding is implicit and all
knowledge of the natural structure is lost in its programming language representation. This has
two, undesirable, consequences. Firstly, the programmer's task is made more difficult as he or
she has to deal with complex and unnatural structures and secondly, much information that is
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naturally associated with the abstract structure is lost in the lower level representation. Thus
parallelisation, optimisation or resource allocation decisions that could take advantage of this
information are more difficult to make. This gap is not so apparent for parallelising regular
domain decomposition problems where the array is a natural encoding of a regular mesh in
Cartesian space, but for more sophisticated irregular and adaptive problems the parallel
programming and the operations necessary on this coding become more complex and opaque.
It would be advantageous, therefore, to be able to define high-level, problem-oriented, data
structures and have users code directly using them. This capability would pave the way to the
development of user-oriented application development environments that would allow domain
specialists to develop parallel applications using familiar concepts and not have to be concerned
with the programming details of their implementation. The problem, as discussed in the
preceding paper, is one of efficiency. Given the conventional programming language approach to
building applications some direct control of execution patterns and resource allocation is
necessary to achieve efficient execution.
The approach adopted in SPF, in contrast, separates the specification of the intent of an
application from its efficient implementation. Thus this intent can be specified at a suitably
abstract level using pre-defined, abstract, co-ordination forms or skeletons and the efficient
execution achieved by tailored implementations of these building blocks in lower-level,
execution oriented, data structures.

3 Layered abstractions in SPF

The realisation of abstraction in SPF relies on the capacity of the language for extension; the
definition, within the language, of higher-level structures and the realisation of these abstractions
by tailored representations and implementations in lower-level, machine-oriented, structures that
are invisible to an end-user.
The definition and realisation of an abstract structure in SPF has the following five distinct
components:

• Introduction of the parallel abstract data type. A PADT consists of the name of a
naturally occurring type and set of parallel operators over this type.

• Specification of the meaning of the PADT. A PADT and its associated operators can be
given a precise meaning independent of any implementation by specifying the semantics
of the operators on some mathematical representation of the type.

• Representing the PADT in a concrete structure. The PADT can be represented in some
concrete structure, typically an array or configuration of arrays. This encoding can be
specified formally as a mapping between the mathematical presentation of the PADT and
its representation in SPF.

• Implementation of the PADT operators. Given the above encoding of the PADT
structure implementations can be written for its operators in the concrete structures in SPF.
The formal correctness of these implementations can be established by showing that they
satisfy the specification of the operators under the encoding used.

It is intended that the above procedure is carried out by the developers of the PADT. An end user
would just be presented with the pre-defined operators of the PADT and other appropriate
co-ordination forms. An application would be constructed by the composition of these forms.
This would then be executed by expanding the PADT operators to their structured parallel
implementation using the concrete representation. In addition a set of application-oriented
transformation rules could be available to assist the optimisation of programs constructed in this
way and knowledge or information associated with the abstract structure could be built into the
tailored implementations of the PADT operators.
A key point is that there is no explicit control over parallelism at the PADT level. In contrast it is
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encapsulated in the implementation of the PADT operators and expressed using the lower level
explicit parallel co-ordination forms developed in the earlier paper. Crucially, however,
knowledge inherent in the PADT can be utilised to provide efficient parallel implementations
without requiring user intervention.
We have followed this procedure to build a set of PADT's for scientific and engineering
computation on top of the kernel SPF described in the previous paper. In particular we have
implemented PADT's for unstructured mesh applications and adaptive particle simulations. In the
rest of this paper we present the development and use of a PADT for unstructured meshes.

4 An unstructured triangular mesh application

The example we shall study in this paper is based on an irregular triangular mesh. The example
abstracts the code structure often found in applications such as Euler solvers which model fluid
flow over physical structures. The physical space being modelled is discretised into a triangular
mesh in the two-dimensional case and a tetrahedral mesh in the three-dimensional case. A small
example of a triangular mesh for two-dimensional problem is shown in Figure 1. In abstract

Figure 1: A simplified triangular mesh.

terms this structure is a graph, a collection of vertices with associated values connected by
directed edges. One of the most common computations performed over a triangular mesh is a
local neighbourhood computation. In a local neighbourhood computation the value of each
vertex is updated by the sum of the weighted values of the vertex's neighbouring vertices. In
general the function used to calculate the weight of a neighbouring vertex will depend on whether
the vertex is connected by an in-coming or out-going edge.
Specifically in the fragment of the Euler solver we are studying, there are two values,
representing flow variables, associated with each vertex. These two variables will be referred to
as X and Y. The computation performed by the application is exactly that of the local
neighbourhood operation. The function used to calculate the weight of a neighbouring vertex
connected by an out-going edge is F (Xi, Xj) where Xi is the X value of the vertex being
updated and Xj is the X value of the connecting vertex. The function used to calculate the weight
of a neighbouring vertex connected by an in-coming edge is G(Xj , Xi) where Xi is the X value
of the vertex being updated and X j is the X value of the neighbouring vertex. The overall
computation is described by the following pseudo code:

DO I = 1, NUM.VERTICES
Y value of I t h vertex
= Y value of I th ver tex

+ £ F(X value of I t h ver tex , Xj)
where Xj i s the X value a vertex connected by an out-going edge

+ Y, G U j , X value of I th vertex)
where Xj i s the X value a vertex connected by an in-coming edge

10 CONTINUE
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4.1 A triangular meshes PADT

A triangular mesh of type TMesh is a set of vertices and a set of edges. A formal definition of the
triangular mesh PADT using set notation and a functional programming syntax is:
TMesh key value : : ( Vert ices key value, Edges key)
Vert ices key value :: { (key, value) }
Edges key : : { (key, key) }
To manipulate an instance of a triangular mesh a number of operators over the triangular mesh
are required. Typical operations over a triangular mesh include TMesh_map and TMesh.LNO.
TMesh_map, changes the value of every vertex in the mesh by applying a given function to every
vertex.
TMesh_map :: (valuel -> value2) -> TMesh key va lue l -> TMesh key value2
TMesh.map f ( V, E) = ( { (k, f x) I (k, x) € V } , E )
The local neighbourhood operator TMesh.LNO updates the value of each vertex in a mesh by the
sum of the weights of its neighbouring vertices' values. This operator has been abstracted by
generalising the functions for calculating the weights of the neighbouring vertices and the
functions for summing the weighted values together. The weight of a neighbour J connected by
an in-coming edge to a vertex I is computed by inWeight ( J , I ) . Similarly the weight of a
neighbour J connected by an out-going edge to a vertex I is computed by out Weight ( I , J ) .
The contribution from edges flowing into or out of a vertex are summed using function sum. The
operator can be defined as:
TMesh_LN0 :: (value -> value -> value) -> (value -> value -> value) ->

(value -> value -> value) ->
TMesh key value -> TMesh key value

TMesh_LN0 sum inWeight outWeight (V, E) =
( { (k, update k x) I ( k, x) € V } , E )
where

update k x = l_fold x sum ((inCont k x) U (outCont k x))
inCont k x = { inWeight(V(k') , x)

I (k», k) € E }
outCont k x = { outWeight(x, V(k '))

I (k, k ' ) € E }

4.2 Expressing the application using the PADT

The operators described for the triangular mesh PADT are sufficient for expressing the Euler
solver application. Assuming that the value of a vertex is represented by a pair of variables,
where the first element is X and the second element is Y, the application can be expressed as:

EulerFragment mesh = TMesh_LNO(ADD_Y, G_X, F_X, mesh)

Where ADD_Y, G_X and F_X are functions in a base language (e.g.Fortran 77).
Notice that there is no indication of the underlying parallelism, other than through the use of
PADTs. However, the appropriate method for partitioning a triangular mesh will usually depend
on the particular application. To provide the programmer with a means for specifying the
partitioning several distribution schemes will be provided. Note, however, that the distribution
schemes are described at the abstract level over the abstract data type rather than the underlying
implementation. For example, a scheme commonly used for a triangular mesh is orthogonal
recursive bi-section (ORB) [3]. The application with partitioning scheme specified is:

EulerFragment mesh = TMesh_LNO(ADD_Y, G_X, F.X, mesh, ORB)
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Figure 2: Representation of a triangular mesh using Fortran 77 arrays.
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Figure 3: A partition of the triangular mesh and its halo.

4.3 Concrete encoding of the triangular mesh PADT

A triangular mesh can be represented concretely in Fortran 77 by two arrays, an array Ver t ices
containing the value of the vertices and an array Edges containing the edges. In this
representation, an edge is a pair of indices. The first index is the location of the value of the
vertex at the start of the edge. The second index is the location of the value of the vertex at the
end of the edge. This is shown in Figure 2.
In the concrete representation described in this paper a triangular mesh will be partitioned by
vertices. One might assume that the concrete parallel representation of the triangular mesh can be
obtained by simply distributing the elements of the Ver t ices array across the processors using
some translation of the distribution scheme. However, this would be incorrect as can be seen
when considering the patterns of computation over the abstract data structure. In TMesh.LNO
updating the value of a vertex requires the values of all the vertex's neighbouring vertices. In
general, some of the neighbouring vertices of the vertices in a partition will belong to another
partition. The solution adopted here is to copy the value of these neighbouring non-local vertices
onto the partition. These duplicated vertices are known as the halo. An example is shown in
Figure 3.
The need for haloes implies that when partitioning the sequential representation of a triangular
mesh extra data structures must be introduced. A partition of the triangular mesh is represented in
SPF by three arrays, the Vert ices array, the Edge array and the HaloLocation array as shown
in Figure 4. Notice how the halo vertices are held in the same array as the local vertices, but after
the local vertices. By keeping track of the number of local vertices it is possible to differentiate
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Figure 4: The SPP(X) representation of a partition and its halo.

between the two kinds of vertices. An extra array HaloLocation is necessary for updating the
value of the halo vertices. For each halo vertex it holds the location of the vertex in the
Ver t i ces array and the identifier of the partition to which the vertex belongs.

4.4 Operations over the concrete representation

Several operations are defined in SPF for manipulating the concrete representation of the
partitioned mesh. These include pa r t i t i one r , halo.add and halo.update.
p a r t i t i o n e r takes a mesh-specific strategy name for partitioning the array, such as ORB, and
returns a Fortran 77 function which can be used to compute the corresponding partition when
used with the SCL operator p a r t i t i o n . The operator halo_add when applied to a
configuration, expands each local array with their neighbouring data. The neighbourhood
relationship is determined and computed by a parameter Fortran 77 function. halo_update
updates the halo values in the vertices arrays.

4.5 Structured implementation of operators of the PADT

To implement a program written using the abstract data type operators with a structured parallel
language, each abstract data type operator is coded as a structured parallel program composed
with a set of co-ordination forms abstracting the parallel behaviour. A SPF implementation of the
TMesh.LNO is:
TMesh.LNO sum inWeight outWeight mesh d i s tS t ra tegy

= gather (halo_update (map (S_LN0 sum inweight outWeight) pmesh))
where

< dVertices, dEdges>

= partition (partitioner distStrategy) mesh

< dHaloVertices, dHaloLocation >

= halo_add (findNeighbour mesh) < dVertices >

pmesh = < dHaloVertices, dEdge, dHaloLocation>

spf_subroutine S.LNO (sum, inWeight, outWeight, IX, 1Y, lEdge)

real, dimension(nn), intent(inout) :: IX

real, dimension(nn), intent(inout) :: 1Y

integer, dimension(ne), intent(in) :: lEdge

do i = 1, ne
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nl = lEdge(i,l)

n2 = lEdge(i,2)

lY(nl) = Sum (lX(nl), outWeightQX(nl), lX(n2))
lY(n2) = Sum (IX(nl) , inWeightUX(nl), IX(n2))

end do

spf.subroutine findNeighbour (n, edges, neibOf)
integer, intent(in) :: n

integer, dimension(maxEdges,2), intent(in) :: edges

integer, dimension(maxNeibs), intent(out) :: neibOfi

num-neib = 1

do i = 1, maxEdges

if edges(i,l) .eq. n then

neibOf(num-neib+1) = edges(i,2)

num-neib = num-neib + 1

endif

enddo

neibOf(l) = num-neib-1

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have briefly illustrated the capacity of SCL to support both the definition of
abstract, user-oriented, data structures and their efficient implementation in a, hopefully, familiar
Fortran context. We claim that this capability breaks the tension between abstraction and
efficiency inherent in the programming language approach to parallel application construction
and paves the way for the development high-level application environments that would enable
scientists and engineers to construct applications quickly and economically while still retaining
the ability to have them execute efficiently on parallel machines.
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Sketches of Padova
Impressions from the first LHC Computing Workshop
(Padova, 11-13 June 1996)

Manuel Delfino IFAE, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Spain

Abstract

The first LHC Computing Workshop was organised recently to explore the problems
and possible solutions to the computing of the next generation of experiments at
CERN. Although the requirements are quite large, technological evolution is expected
to provide the necessary hardware and infrastructure components. The real problems lie
in the development and maintenance of crucial, very complex software by thousands of
geographically distributed people over the next decade.

Keywords: Particle physics experiments, computing, software development

1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider will be the next large accelerator at CERN. Suffice it to say here
that the nature of the proton-proton collision physics that will be investigated in the LHC
experiments is such that massive amounts of computer power will be needed to extract
meaningful answers. Interesting collisions will be buried by factors of at least one to one
million in background. With expected event sizes of at least 1 MB, recording all the
collisions for subsequent analysis is prohibitive, as the data rates would exceed 1 GB/s
creating millions of Terabytes of stored data. Therefore, it is expected that the data will be
filtered online, utilising complex event reconstruction software which will absorb millions of
Mips of CPU power, in order to recognise potentially interesting collisions and reduce the
recording rate to a few Terabytes per year. These datasets will then be analysed further by
hundreds of physicists simultaneously. The first LHC Computing Workshop was organised
to discuss these problems, and took place at the University of Padova on 11-13 of June,
1996. Clearly, it is impossible to thoroughly summarise three full days of presentations and
discussion in one hour, so I chose to give my impressions focusing on the problems for
which clear solutions are not yet evident.

2 The Workshop's Programme

These were the titles of the sessions, each lasting several hours:

• Overview by ATLAS, CMS and ALICE (these are the 3 approved LHC experiments)

• Technology trends

• Computing model

• Data Storage

• Worldwide collaboration

• Software Development

• Software Process - part II

• Summary session

And this is my paraphrasing into simple but direct questions that need to be answered:
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• LHC physics requires a lot of computing

• What will technology provide us with ?

• How do we arrange the computing ?

• How do we access large sparse data pools ?

• How do thousands of people collaborate ?

• How do we design complex software ?

• How do we construct and maintain software ?

Although this was the first formal workshop on this subject, a huge amount of work has
already been done by the experiments in feasibility and R&D studies, and in preparing their
letters of intent and proposals. It is not surprising, then, that one of the most interesting
discussions took place at the end of the very first session. But to understand why it was so
interesting, you will have to read on until you reach the epilogue.

3 Hardware and Infrastructure evolution

When one reads any of the technical proposals of the LHC experiments, one is struck by the
fact that it would be impossible to fulfil their computing needs with the technology of a
decade ago. Furthermore, although one could employ today's technology to fulfil these
needs, it would be unafordable. Therefore, the whole success of these designs is based on the
assumption that computing technology will evolve in the next decade, while the detectors are
being built, and that an affordable solution will be available when needed. CERN has setup a
number of Technology Tracking Teams recently and there were preliminary reports from
most of them.

Very briefly, over the next decade we can expect an evolution of the basic computing
components as:

• Individual memory chips 4 Gb (500 MB) for $200, which will allow us to put enough
memory per node

• Individual processors 20 times more power than today at 1/200 of today's cost/power-
unit, which will allow us to afford all the power needed and, just as important, to install
and manage it in the form of a few thousand nodes. The latter will be helped by the
fact that simple but effective parallel architectures, such as Symmetric Multi-
Processing of dozens of nodes, will be common.

• Disk space at prices below $10/GB, or better $10 million/Petabyte, making it possible
to store on disk a reasonable subset of data. Less conservative estimates coming from
some disk manufacturers would predict an additional cost reduction by a factor of 10,
making it possible to keep essentially all data on disk.

• High speed, high aggregate throughput switched networks, such as Asynchronous
Transfer Mode, will be available and affordable, making it possible to interconnect
many processors and to build the system to extract the information from the
individual detecting elements.

Certainly, the expected trends in these components are good news for the experiments. A
fourth component, which has traditionally been very important for particle physics
experiments, is tape storage. Unfortunately, the physical tape transport involves delicate
mechanical parts, and is not expected to evolve as rapidly as the other components. If one is
optimistic about disk prices and pessimistic about tape drive prices in the future, then
perhaps the tape system will be overshadowed by large, highly reliable disk arrays.
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Regardless of where they are stored, users analyse these data looking at it collision by
collision, and therefore they should all be individually accessible in a simple way. The field
of automated storage management has not provided us with suitable solutions so far, so
developments should be followed closely. Also, recent success with storing and retrieving
collision data in Object Oriented Database Management systems may change the type of
storage management that is needed.

Given the distributed nature of the particle physics community, an essential tool is high
quality and performant Wide Area Networks. Evolution of these can be quite unpredictable,
as they depend on the complex environment of progressively deregulated telephone
providers in various countries and the progressive implantation of global communications.
It is hoped that the current, worldwide Internet craze will fuel the market and provide in a
decade WAN connections at today's LAN speeds at affordable prices, but this remains to be
seen. This uncertainty in WAN costs causes large uncertainties in the design of the overall
computing infrastructure for the experiments, for example whether most computing should
be concentrated on the CERN site or, on the contrary, whether regional centres should be
setup all over the world. In fact, assumptions about future WAN costs may well be
responsible for widely different schemes and differing architecture simulation results that
were presented at the workshop.

In summary, there is confidence that the experiments will have good quality components
available at reasonable prices. This does not mean that all hardware and infrastructure
problems are solved, however, and they will have to be smart in assembling and managing
these components to do what is needed.

4 The key problems:

I define a key problem as one for which I currently don't see that steps have been taken to
provide a high quality, maintainable and affordable solution.

Amazingly, acquiring data from thousands of sources at 1 GB/s or storing Petabytes and
accessing sparse datasets are not key problems, since we can foresee solutions based on
technological evolution as we have seen above. Not surprisingly, the key problems lie in
areas which depend less on technology and more on our human resources. I will
concentrate on two of these key problems:

• Designing and building the software we need

• Using our geographically distributed human resources effectively

5 Software development

Each experiment estimates that developing the essential part of their software is a 1000
person-year effort. This figure should impress us, as it is several times the effort needed to
develop a sophisticated high-tech operating system, such as the Macintosh OS from the
1980s. Because much of this software will be used to select data online, it must be robust
and well understood. Furthermore, the long operational time of the experiments make it
essential to provide software that can be understood and maintained by people other than
those who wrote it originally. To put it another way, we cannot leave understanding of the
software to "reading the code," as has almost always been done so far in particle physics.

In the past, development of software for experiments has often been done by concentrating,
both geographically and temporally, a team of people at the host laboratory. This
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concentrated effort could be helped by a disproportionately high contribution from the host
laboratory itself, either through permanent staff or temporary fellowships. It is unlikely that
this will be the case for the LHC experiments, and current estimates show at most 15% of the
software effort to be based at the host laboratory, i.e. at CERN. Also, it is unlikely that the
base software can be developed in less than 5 years, simply because of the complexity
involved. Software development using teams which are much more distributed in space and
time, as well as the requirements outlined above, immediately lead us to require a much
more rigorous approach to the problem, using Software Engineering techniques. In fact, the
engineering approach to software development for these experiments should be on a par
with the engineering approaches to build their mechanical and electronic components. A
small difficulty, however, is that Software Engineering is a younger field, and its techniques
are not as "standardised" as in other engineering fields, and there were several
presentations about the various methods, though everyone agrees that Object Oriented
modelling is the general approach.

One severe problem is that the Software Engineering field has recently evolved rapidly, at
least by human career standards. Most senior people working on or managing the resources
for these development are either not familiar with Software Engineering techniques at all, or
know rather archaic ones. This can lead to various problems, such as misassignment of
resources or inappropriate decisions triggered by vociferous and enthusiastic, but
inexperienced, younger staff. This was very well said in a slide from D. Quarrie, when
describing the experience of the BaBar experiment at the Stanford PEP-II B factory, and
which I have taken the liberty of annotating in italics:

• You will have religious fights

• Get them over and done with early on

• Accept decisions and move on

• Non-involvement is better than active often uninformed or misinformed obstruction

• Experience has to be gained early

• Expect -Insist!- to throw away early designs & prototypes

• Most of the problems are sociological

Another problem, very acute amongst people working against deadlines for technical
proposals who write and use programs (notice I say write programs and not develop
software) to get quick results, is the absolute opposition to throw away any of their existing
code. After attending the workshop, these member of our community should reflect on the
fact that any possible savings that preserving these poor quality codes would bring are vastly
offset by the problems created by throwing away the knowledge of their postdocs and
graduate students by recording it as completely ununderstandable machine code.

Two breaths of fresh air came to our relief at this point of the workshop. For the first time,
several of the experiments presented schedules where a clean start for proper development
of the base software is indicated (around the year 1998-2000), hopefully absorbing all the
knowledge accumulated up to that point but none of the poorly written code. The second
good point is that the GEANT4 project, about which there are several papers in these
proceedings, is well on its way to creating the next generation of general-purpose detector
simulation software, applying proper engineering techniques. This provides the "existence
proof which is so important in our community.
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6 Collaboration at a distance:

The second key problem is that of using our geographically distributed resources
effectively. In a similar fashion to the effort on the mechanical and electronic parts of the
detectors, it is impossible (and probably unwise) to concentrate all the resources for software
development at CERN. Although part of the success of the GEANT4 project is that they
seem to have learned from D. Quarrie's statements (reproduced above), getting over their
"religious fights" over methodologies early on, etc., a non-negligible part of their progress
is due to effective worldwide collaboration.

The problem is not just one of harvesting person-hours wherever they may be located. The
concepts behind the needed software are quite complex, and it is the necessary knowledge
that needs to be harvested. It is necessary to create the right environment for this, and to
realise that literally dozens of people may need to be aware of any given fact. Just as we
cannot depend on "reading the code" for understanding the software, we cannot depend
on having coffee at the CERN cafeteria to collaborate amongst ourselves. Properly
organising how we collaborate, including setting up clear projects and responsibilities, and
proper reporting and review paths, is an important part of the much talked about "Software
Process." But there are other parts, such as continuing education, easy to use tools (a
rapidly evolving field due to the explosion of the Internet in the world) and, most important
of all, the will of each individual to make the extra effort needed to participate in worldwide
collaboration. I refer the reader to the many excellent presentations on these subjects.

7 Reflections and conclusions

Although the program of the workshop was quite ambitious, there were several topics that
were not discussed, but which I consider important. Operating systems, the facilities they
provide and their comparative difficulties of setup and maintenance, should be discussed in
the future, as one key component of any LHC experiment will be computing systems
comprised of thousands of processors. Component software, either of the CORBA or the
OLE type, should probably be considered as a tool to break-up very large and complex
programs into more manageable pieces. Perhaps the workshop's silence on these subjects
was a reflection of the real-time part of the community, which although present was mostly
silent.

A different thing I found striking was that, with only 15% of the software development
effort expected to come from CERN, 60% of the participants listed CERN as their institute
and about 75% of speakers were CERN employees. Those of us from universities and other
research laboratories should certainly reflect on this, and examine our own resources and
leadership. Of course, CERN itself has a dual role as host laboratory and collaborating
institute. It must help to create an environment that allows outsiders to contribute, as well as
learn how to do its share of work alongside the rest of the institutes.

In order to construct a path to solve the key problems I outlined above, I would conclude
that we need:

• to adjust our spending patterns to match today's needs of HEP computing, e.g.
commercial software, software development and collaboration tools, professional
software engineers and programmers

• to encourage continuing education in order for physicists to learn enough about
software engineering to participate effectively and interact with engineers

• to protect our cumulative knowledge by expressing it in a code-independent manner
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8 Epilogue: The problem is in the middle

I mentioned early on that one of the discussions that I found most interesting was after the
very first session of the workshop. As the discussion progressed, I noted on the blackboard
of the lecture hall the key points. At the end it read:

• Common Solutions: How ? Define.

• 1000 person-year

• Training

• Costs ? CERN vs. Others - U.S. vs. European accounting methods

• Expertise <-» 85% persons outside of CERN

Note that nothing whatsoever on this blackboard refers specifically to computing. This is
what propelled me into concentrating on development of complex concepts (expressed as
software) and collaboration at a distance as the key problems.

I mentioned earlier that many senior people lack knowledge about modern software
engineering, and that under the pressure of today's deadlines are reluctant to allocate the
time and effort needed for "software development" rather than "code writing". The
question is whether this affects negatively the LHC experimental effort. On this subject, I
would like to leave here the voice of a young software engineer, temporarily working at
CERN. She made the following comment after my presentation: We keep trying to explain
to our bosses that to do a proper job on this complex software, we need an engineering
approach and the proper support tools. At high levels of management, and from talks like
yours, we hear the same message. But the problem is in the middle. Food for thought.
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High Performance Computing - Past, Present and Future

Anthony J. G. Hey University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

1 Introduction

The New Technology Initiative of the Joint Information Systems Committee in the UK
defined High Performance Computing (HPC) in the following terms [1]:

"Computing resources which provide more than an order of magnitude more
computing power than is normally available on one's desktop."

This is a useful definition of HPC - since it reflects the reality that HPC is a moving target:
what is state of the art supercomputing this year will be desktop computing in a few years'
time. Before we look towards the future for HPC, it is well worthwhile for us to spend a little
time surveying the incredible technological progress in computing over the past 50 years.
We will then quickly review some "Grand Challenge" scientific applications, followed by a
discussion of the Fortran programming language. Fortran is the paradigmatic scientific
programming language and in many respects the evolution of Fortran mirrors developments
in computer architecture. After a brief look at the ambitious plans of IBM and Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory in the USA to build a true "Grand Challenge" computer by 2004,
we conclude with a look at the rather different types of application which are likely to make
parallel computers a real commercial success.

2 The Past to the Present

Historians of computing often begin by paying tribute to Charles Babbage and his famous
Difference Engine - the first complete design for an automatic calculating device. The
"Grand Challenge" problem that Babbage was attacking was the calculation of
astronomical and nautical tables - a process that was extremely laborious and error-prone
for humans. The Difference Engine was probably the first computing project to receive
government money and set a bad precedent in that it was never completed. The project was
officially abandoned in 1842 after 19 years work and a government investment of £17,000
- then a very large sum of money. Despite this spectacular failure, Babbage remained
undaunted and conceived of another machine, the Analytical Engine which, in contrast to
the original Difference Engine, was intended to be a programmable general-purpose
machine capable of solving virtually any mathematical problem. It was Babbage who
introduced the terminology, still sometimes heard today, of a "mill" that performed the
calculations, and a "store", for the columns of cogwheels representing numbers. This
nomenclature was taken from the textile industry where automation was proceeding apace.
The external program for the Analytical Engine, for example, was specified on punched
cards, in a similar fashion to the cards used by Joseph-Marie Jacquard to control an
automatic loom. It is also often said that Augusta Ada Byron, daughter of the famous poet
Lord Byron, was the first programmer. Ada, in whose honour the modern programming
language is named, wrote an influential article about the machine and how to program it. An
often quoted extract from her notes runs as follows:

"We may say most aptly that the Analytical Engine weaves algebraic patterns
just as the Jacquard-loom weaves flowers and leaves."
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The Analytical Engine also had the capability to perform a "conditional jump" or
"branching" and this was one of the key features that raised the capabilities of Babbage's
machine beyond those of a mere calculator. The machine was never built but Babbage's
design nevertheless remains as a remarkable leap of human imagination.

Although there are several contenders for the title "inventor of the electronic computer" -
John Atanasoff who has the patent, Konrad Zuse who struggled to build machines in Hitler's
Germany, Alan Turing and the "Colossus" team at the Bletchley Park code-breaking
establishment during the war, to name but three - the first project to fully realize the goal of
numerical calculation performed at electronic speeds was the ENIAC computer built by
J.Presper Eckert and John Mauchly. The ENIAC was built for the US military towards the
end of the second world war to solve the artillery "Grand Challenge" problem of the time -
producing firing tables for the Ballistics Research Laboratory in Maryland. The machine
was finished in 1945 and contained almost 18,000 vacuum tubes, weighed 30 tons and
occupied a cubic volume the size of a small room: the machine was some 30 metres long,
one metre deep and over two metres high. Besides artillery tables, the ENIAC also achieved
immortality by making possible the complex calculations of Stansilaw Ulam which finally
demonstrated conclusively that Edward Teller's "Super" design for a hydrogen bomb was
unworkable. Unfortunately, this failure then stimulated Ulam and Teller to come up with
their famous mechanism for a workable H-bomb!

The ENIAC was capable of performing some 1000 arithmetic operations a sec - or a
kiloflop/s, where "flop" stands for floating point operation. Nowadays, the ENIAC would
be far slower than many personal computers! How has this great increase in computing
power come about? And how has the cost gone down from over $500,000 for the ENIAC
(at 1945 prices) to less than $1,000 at today's prices for the same or more computing
power? And one last question: how have computers got so small? Strangely enough, this was
the one feature that few, if any, science fiction writers foresaw - the super-powerful
computers of science fiction typically filled a good size room. The answer to all these
questions lies in the development of the transistor and the integrated circuit, together with
the amazing engineering progress in the miniaturization and automation of the process of
"chip" design and manufacture.

The revolution started in 1947, with the discovery of the point contact transistor by John
Bardeen, the only winner of two Nobel Physics prizes, and Walter Brattain. The two were
working at Bell Labs in a small group led by William Shockley, studying semiconductors as
part of a research programme on solid-state physics. The device operated like a triode valve
and consisted of an amplifying circuit made out a small piece of germanium containing two
pn junctions. The device was difficult to manufacture reliably and four years later, in 1951,
Shockley produced the junction transistor which was much more robust. Amongst the first
applications of this device was the transistor radio, first produced in 1953. The next key step
in technology development was probably first suggested in print by the Englishman
G.W.A.Dummer in 1952. His idea was not to package individual components such as
transistors, capacitors and resistors separately and then wire them together on a circuit board,
but to fashion them all out of the same chunk of semiconductor:

"With the advent of the transistor and the work in semiconductors generally, it
seems now possible to envisage electronic equipment in a solid block with no
connecting wires. The block may consist of layers of insulating, conducting,
rectifying and amplifying materials, the electrical functions being connected by
cutting out areas of the various layers."
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Nevertheless, it was left for Jack Kilby, an engineer working for Texas Instruments (TI), to
produce the first working "Integrated Circuit" (IC) in the summer of 1958. Kilby's device
contained a junction transistor, two capacitors and eight resistors. This was the key step
towards the miniaturization of computers. As a demonstration of the startling potential that
this offered, TI built a tiny computer for the US Air Force that contained 587 ICs, occupied
about 6 cubic inches and weighed 10 ounces. This system had the same computing power as
a transistor based computer containing 8,500 components, occupying 1000 cubic inches
and weighing 480 ounces!

There were still problems. Kilby's ICs were difficult to make and mass produce. It was
Robert Noyce, a founder of Fairchild Semiconductor (and later of Intel), who combined two
key advances in technology to produce an IC that could be reliably mass produced. The two
key technologies, both patented in 1959, were first, the invention by the Swiss engineer, Jean
Hoerni, of the "planar" transistor, which was a sort of inversion, by diffusion, of the
protruding levels of the then standard "mesa" transistor, and second, an improved design
for pn junctions that was devised by the Czech physicist, Kurt Lehovec. Fairchild produced
their first logic ICs or "chips" using Noyce's approach in 1961 and at first they were very
expensive. However, the US government, through bulk purchases via defence contractors
and NASA, helped amortize the initial investments of the many semiconductor companies
now springing up everywhere - but especially in Silicon Valley near San Jose. By the mid
1960's prices had fallen to more easily affordable levels and ICs were ready for mass-market
applications.

The late 1960's saw further advances. In 1967, Fairchild produced the Micromosaic chip
which contained about 150 logic gates. What was novel about this was that this was the first
chip for which the growing complexity of the design process was assisted by Computer
Aided Design (CAD) tools. Finally in 1968, Fairchild introduced the first semiconductor
memory IC, a 256-bit random-access memory (RAM) chip: a 1,024 bit memory chip, or IK
RAM, appeared some months later. With the advent of these semiconductor memory chips,
all the pieces were now in position to make complete computers out of ICs. From here on,
engineering advances have continued to increase the density of components on silicon year
on year till the present day. But there is still one further conceptual advance we need to
mention to bring us up to date - the invention of the microprocessor. Given the advances in
semiconductor engineering, it is probably fair to say that it is the microprocessor, more than
any other invention of the last 50 years, that is responsible for triggering the present
information revolution that we are now witnessing.

In 1968 Gordon Moore and Robert Noyce left Fairchild to set up Intel - an acronym
derived from INTegrated ELectronics. After their astonishing success at Fairchild, Moore
and Noyce did not even have to write a business plan to raise $2.5M in capital. In 1969, a
Japanese calculator manufacturer called Busicom asked Intel to develop a set of chips for a
new range of programmable calculators with different capabilities and options. Ted Hoff
was assigned the problem of designing a different set of logic chips for each proposed
calculator in the range. Instead, he came up with a better idea: why not design a general-
purpose logic chip that could be programmed to carry out any logical task? The world's
first microprocessor, the venerable Intel 4004, first appeared in 1970. As they say, the rest is
history - and more details of this fascinating subject may be found in the beautiful book by
Stan Augarten [2]. In 1970, the Intel 4004 contained about 2000 transistors: the Inmos
T9000 transputer produced in 1994 contains over 3 million transistors in about the same
area of silicon and is typical of the level of integration found in modern VLSI (Very Large
Scale Integration) chips. Moreover, there are no engineering obstacles to increasing the
density of transistors on a chip still further in the next ten years. Is there a limit to this
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miniaturization? When the feature size gets so small that the number of electrons used to
represent a " 1 " is reduced from thousands to hundreds, it is clear that quantum effects will
then become important. This is the so-called "CMOS end-point" and what happens after
this point is reached is not so clear [3].

3 The Attack of the Killer Micros

Computer architecture evolved until, in the 1970's and early 80's, the ubiquitous
"mainframes" and "minis" held sway over corporate and research computing. The only
challenge to their continued dominance that was on the horizon seemed be at the very high
performance end where Seymour Cray had introduced his first "vector" supercomputer in
1976. The innards of all these machines were at a much lower level of integration - in terms
of logic chips and so on - than state of the art VLSI could deliver, but were carefully tuned
for high performance. At the other end of the scale, a "toy" computer for hobbyists, the
Altair, had been introduced in 1975 but this was not perceived as a serious threat to the
dominance of IBM and the mainframe. IBM introduced their version of the PC - personal
computer - in 1981, based on Intel microprocessors and running Microsoft's DOS
operating system. The IBM PC was taken more seriously by corporate America because of
the existence of the "killer" business application - the spreadsheet invented by Dan
Bricklin and first marketed as VisiCalc in 1979. But despite the runaway success of the PC
market, personal computers were just that - they were not intended for mainstream scientific
and engineering computing. So how could PCs pose a threat to mainframes and
supercomputers?

The answer is two-fold - very high-performance "RISC" microprocessors and "parallel
processing". RISC stands for Reduced Instruction Set Computer and although the name
RISC was first coined by Patterson and co-workers in Berkeley, the concept had been
around since the late 1970's in the little publicized IBM 801 project. This project was led by
Turing-award-winner, John Cocke at the IBM Research Laboratory in Yorktown Heights.
The basic idea of RISC is to identify a small set of the most frequently used instructions and
then implement these very efficiently in as few clock cycles per instruction as possible. To
this end, RISC architectures provided improved processor-to-memory bandwidth by
introducing separate data and instruction caches and laid great emphasis on the role of the
compiler. The use of sophisticated mathematical analysis to solve the problem of register
allocation and of advanced compiler optimisation techniques were essential for RISC
processors to achieve high performance. Parallelism at the chip level is a feature of modern
RISC architectures - loading an instruction every clock cycle and "pipelining" them
through the basic execution steps. So-called "pipelined superscalar" processors complicate
this picture still further by issuing multiple instructions per clock cycle and rely crucially on
the compiler to schedule and execute the instructions in the correct order on the multiple
functional units of the processor. These RISC techniques, together with the ongoing
advances in CMOS silicon technology, are the reason we now have cheap microprocessor-
based workstations which can outperform mainframes by more than an order of magnitude.

The second factor in this attack on the mainframes and vector supercomputers is "parallel
processing". In the early 1980's, Geoffrey Fox and Chuck Seitz at Caltech put together a
parallel computer called the "Cosmic Cube". Roughly speaking, the Cube was a collection
of IBM PC boards connected together by a "hypercube" network of wires. A three-
dimensional version of the Cosmic Cube would just have 8 processing nodes at the 8 vertices
of a cube, with each node connected to three other nodes by wires forming the edges of the
cube. You can now see how this can be generalized: a four-dimensional hypercube contains
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two three-dimensional cubes arranged so that each node of one sub-cube is connected to the
corresponding node of the other sub-cube. There are now four wires emanating from each
node and a total of 16 nodes in all. This network clearly generalizes to higher dimensions
but for very high dimensional hypercubes, the large number of wires emanating from each
node causes some engineering problems. In modern parallel machines other types of
network are generally preferred although the main principles of operation of these
machines have changed little from those of the Cosmic Cube. The importance of the Cosmic
Cube experience was that Fox and Seitz demonstrated for the first time that it was both
feasible and realistic to use such "Distributed Memory" (DM) parallel computers to attack
challenging scientific problems [4].

Programming a DM parallel machine requires a change of mind-set: most of us are happier
with the idea of "Shared Memory" (SM) parallel processors in which each of the
processors share the same common memory and every processor has access to all of the
data. In a DM machine by contrast, each processor has its own private memory - each node
comprises a processor-memory pair and is in essence an independent computer. If, in the
course of a parallel program, one processor needs some data that is stored on another node,
the programmer must explicitly arrange for the data to be sent to the correct node. This is
the so-called "message-passing" style of programming and it clearly requires the
programmer to be aware of where and how the problem data structures have been
distributed across the different node memories. Nevertheless, such parallel programs can be
efficient and effective and this style of programming is well-suited to many types of
scientific problems. Awareness of data placement can also be an advantage: there are
examples of message-passing programs running on SM systems outperforming a SM style
program for the same problem.

The general techniques of parallel programming are easy to explain using the analogy of
"Fox's Wall". Imagine a long wall consisting of many rows composed of individual bricks.
Suppose the wall could be built by one bricklayer in a certain time, T hours, say. How could
we speed up the building of the wall using a team of JV bricklayers? One way would be to
assign each bricklayer a specific row. The first bricklayer starts on the bottom row, then the
second on the next, and so on. Clearly some of the bricklayers have to wait as the wall gets
started and also at the end of the wall so the time taken will not just be T/N - always
assuming that the number of rows in the wall is an exact multiple of the number of
bricklayers. This decomposition of the problem is analagous to "pipelining" and the
overhead or inefficiency comes from filling and emptying the "pipe". If the wall is a long
one, this method can be very efficient. This is exactly the reason why pipelined "vector"
supercomputers require a reasonable length of vector to achieve high speeds. A second way
to divide up the work of building the wall would be to assign different areas of the wall to
each bricklayer. Now all the bricklayers can start at once but again we do not expect to see
an ideal "speed-up" of N and a time of T/N. In this method the overhead is caused by the
need for the bricklayers to communicate and synchronize their work at the boundaries of
their different pieces of the wall. In parallel computing the analogue of this technique is
called "domain decomposition", "geometric parallelism" or "data parallelism". In many
scientific problems, essentially the same program acts on different pieces of the data
structure - hence the terminology "SPMD" computing where SPMD stands for Single
Program Multiple Data. The last paradigm we consider is a method in which we just have a
single central resource for the bricks and cement and the bricklayers work more or less
independently, putting bricks in the wall wherever there is a space. This is analagous to
"task farming" in parallel computing in which a central controller allocates independent
chunks of work to each processor and allocates new chunks as the individual tasks are
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completed. Again, provided the tasks do not require communication between different
processors, this can be a very efficient and easy sort of parallelism to apply. This farming
paradigm is sometimes denigrated as being "embarassingly obvious parallelism". Obvious
it may be but it has widespread applicability for problems ranging from graphics
applications, through Monte Carlo simulation, to event reconstruction.

In the 1980's and into the 90's, many companies were set up to market DM and SM parallel
computers for high performance scientific computing. These companies and their machines
appeared and disappeared with disappointing regularity - FPS, Denelcor, BBN, Alliant, KSR
and SUPRENUM, to name just a few of the many. However, by the early 1990's the big
players had entered the game with IBM, Cray and Silicon Graphics all having parallel
offerings and making life hard for early players like Intel, Thinking Machines and Meiko.
The DM parallel systems offered by Cray (T3D) and IBM (SP2) used commodity RISC
microprocessors and high-speed proprietary networks: Silicon Graphics offered the SM
PowerChallenge based on its MIPS RISC technology. In the early days there was much
irresponsible hype about the peak performance of the early parallel machines - just
multiplying peak processor performance by the number of nodes only gives a performance
which you can be sure no real application will ever exceed. However, by the mid-1990's
these parallel machines had achieved a real landmark: they could outperform even the most
powerful SM vector supercomputer systems on the ParkBench benchmarks [5]. These
benchmarks consist of kernels and "compact" applications that are reasonably
representative of many real scientific codes. The title of this section is attributable to Eugene
Brooks, one of the original Cosmic Cube team and now at Los Alamos National Laboratory
in the US. It is now clear to all that RISC microprocessors and some form of parallelism
offer the best route forward for the highest performance computers.

4 A Brief History of Fortran

Although Fortran is not a programming language beloved of computer scientists, it is still
the language of choice for most scientists and engineers, although C and C++ are now
increasing in importance. There are probably billions of lines of mature Fortran programs -
usually dismissed as "dusty decks" - still running in industry and academia today. For this
reason alone, Fortran deserves an honourable place in the history of computing. The
FORTRAN, or FORmula TRANslation project began at IBM in 1953 under the direction of
John Backus. As he later recalled:

"We did not regard language design as a difficult problem, merely a simple
prelude to the real problem: designing a compiler that could produce efficient
programs. Of course one of our goals was to design a language which would
make it possible for engineers and scientists to write programs for the [IBM] 704.
We also wanted to eliminate a lot of the book-keeping and detailed repetitive
planning which hand coding [in assembly language] involved."

The task of writing this first compiler turned out to be much harder than Backus had
imagined. The project took over three years to complete and the first Fortran compiler was
released in 1957. It is interesting that many of the key compiler optimisation techniques still
in use today were developed by Fran Allen and John Cocke in those very early days. At the
time, there were many sceptics who thought that writing programs in a "high level
language" like Fortran, with the inevitable inefficiencies introduced by the compiler, would
never be able to compete with the speeds achievable through direct assembly language
programming. In fact, Fortran made computers accessible to non-computer specialists and
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made programming a computer easy for any scientist. Although initially Fortran programs
only ran on the 704, the compiler was soon adapted for other machines and Fortran became
the first portable scientific programming language.

By the 1970's the Fortran language had evolved to Fortran 77 and ran on mainframes and
minicomputers such as the DEC VAX that had become so popular in universities. The
further evolution of the language to the Fortran 90 standard in the 1990's was accompanied
by the inexorable rise in power of the microprocessor and the emergence of RISC. However,
a major influence on the Fortran 90 standard was experience with so-called data parallel
applications on SIMD parallel systems. The acronym SIMD stands for Single Instruction
Multiple Datastream and this variety of parallel computer has an array of processors
"slaved" to a central controller which issues the same instruction to all processors at the
same clock step. These machines have a venerable history starting with the ILIAC IV and its
first commercial descendant the ICL DAP at the beginning of the 1980's. More modem
versions include the Connection Machine (CM-1 and CM-2) from Thinking Machines,
Masspar machines and the IBM GF-11, a research project at Yorktown Heights. These SIMD
machines offered the user a high level variant of Fortran which included array operations
acting on distributed data. These array constructs were easy to use and enabled users to
exploit the parallelism of their application easily and efficiently. Similar array operations
are now incorporated in the Fortran 90 standard. Although SIMD machines are still
available, they tend now only to be used for specialised applications such as image
processing and the inherently more flexible Multiple Instruction Multiple Datastream
(MIMD) systems, typified by architectures like the Cosmic Cube, have won the day for more
general scientific computing.

In parallel with this evolutionary path to Fortran 90, there were several other strands
emerging. The rise in importance of vector supercomputing started with success of the
Cray-1, first introduced in 1976. This led to the introduction of vector operations and the
development of "vector" version of the language, such as Cray Fortran. With the
emergence of vector supercomputers with multiple vector pipes linked to a shared memory,
various variants of a SM Vector Fortran language emerged, running on machines such as
the Cray-2, Cray-XMP, Cray-YMP and Cray-C90, as well as offerings from IBM and
Japanese vendors. The Parallel Computing Forum was set up to try to agree on a standard
for SM Vector Fortran extensions to Fortran. Unfortunately this standardisation project has
never come to fruition.

In the meantime, the Cosmic Cube and DM message-passing parallel computing had arrived
on the scene in the early 1980's. Parallel programs were being written in Fortran 77 plus
some message-passing calls for sending and receiving messages. Caltech developed a system
known as the Crystalline Operating System (CROS) which was not really an operating
system but more a set of message-passing library routines. This system was later
commercialized as "Express" and packaged together with a set of performance monitoring
and debugging tools by a Caltech spin-off company called Parasoft. Meanwhile, Intel had
developed the NX2 message-passing system for their iPSC parallel systems and hCUBE had
its Parallel Software Environment (PSE) with similar, but not identical, functionality to NX2.
There were a plethora of systems all with roughly the same functionality, but with different
syntax and semantics. In an attempt to provide portability for message-passing programs,
the public domain PARMACS message-passing macros, originally developed by Rusty Lusk
at Argonne National Laboratory in the US, were further developed in the European Union
(EU) Genesis project by Rolf Hempel at the GMD in Germany. As a result, the PARMACS
system was brought to product quality and marketed by a small German spin-off company
called Pallas, that had its origins in the SUPRENUM parallel computing project. In the US at
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this time, Vaidy Sunderam had developed his Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) system and
this was being vigorously promoted as a public domain tool by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. A joint US-Europe initiative for a standard Message-Passing Interface (MPI)
has finally brought some order to this morass of mildly conflicting systems. On present-day
DM parallel systems such as the IBM SP2 or Cray T3D, message-passing programs written
in Fortran 77 or Fortran 90 with MPI look set to become the norm. MPI programs also run
well on SGI's SM PowerChallenge.

Many people regard message-passing programming as being at too low a level to appeal to
a mass market. For this reason, in parallel with the MPI development, there has been an
effort to standardize a data-parallel version of Fortran suitable for SPMD programs on DM
parallel machines. High Performance Fortran (HPF) has now emerged from this process.
HPF is based on the Fortran 90 array operations together with a number of explicit data
distribution directives which inform the HPF compiler how the data is distributed across the
parallel system. The first HPF compilation systems are now appearing - most systems
compile down to Fortran plus MPI calls. At present, HPF is not very suitable for irregular or
sparse problems and a revision of the language, HPF2, is currently under consideration. It is
probably fair to say that HPF has been slow to take off and some doubt that it ever will.
However, as we struggle with early versions of HPF compilation systems, we should
remember the experiences of a programmer involved with the first Fortran compiler:

"Like most of the early hardware and software systems, FORTRAN was late in
delivery, and didn't really work when it was delivered. At first people thought it
would never be done. Then when it was in field test, with many bugs, and with
some of the most important parts unfinished, many thought it would never work. It
gradually got to the point where a program in FORTRAN had a reasonable
expectancy of compiling all the way through and maybe even of running. "

There are still major challenges for Fortran in this arena. For small numbers of nodes, say
up to 16 or so, users prefer to use the SM programming paradigm and a version of SM
Fortran. Beyond 16 nodes, message-passing holds sway. Message-passing programs will
generally run well on SM systems since great attention has typically been paid to data
locality. Unfortunately the converse is not true and the challenge for a future Fortran
language is how to embrace the needs of both parties. One needs to be able to write
programs that can run unchanged on one processor, on a SM system and on a DM system.
This is a difficult task but a necessary one if parallel computing is ever to mature into a
major market sector.

5 Scientific Grand Challenge Applications

What are the types of problems that need the very highest computing power - the so-called
Grand Challenge problems? One major area is that of Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). Although it is possible to perform realistic CFD calculations for a jumbo jet in
steady flight, the complexities and turbulence in situations like take-off and landing are still
subject to very crude approximations. CFD calculations are the basis for enormous numbers
of different applications - supersonic flows, mixing of moving fluids, combustion problems
and so on. Ever increasing demand for more detailed and accurate information is increasing
the complexity of the problems that need to be tackled and parallel computing offers the
only hope of a cost-effective solution for such compute-intensive problems.

Many other types of engineering problems, often based on the Finite Element Method
(FEM), also require major computing resources. A commercially important example is that
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of car crash simulation. Car manufacturers have now accepted that simulations can result in
real savings and also provide detailed information unobtainable from actual crash
experiments. Nowadays, "Side Impact Panels" and suchlike are used as selling points for
new cars and with increasing customer sophistication, more and more detailed simulations
are necessary. Competitive car crash modelling packages now need to incorporate
simulation of driver and passenger air-bags, together with realistic models of the passengers
(including children), in both front and back of the car. Experiments with live chimpanzees
are no longer socially acceptable. Under the EU Europort initiative, many commercially
important codes, including the car crash simulation code PAM-CRASH and parts of the
NASTRAN Finite Element package, have now been parallelized and it will be interesting to
see if these parallel versions meet with commercial success. Certainly the parallel version of
PAM-CRASH is already being used by several major car manufacturers.

One of the Grand Challenge problems, par excellence, is that of climate modelling. Already
computer models for weather-forecasting occupy the most powerful parallel computers. At
the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) in Reading in the
UK, they have replaced their Cray C-90 system by a Fujitsu VP700 parallel vector
supercomputer that will eventually be capable of sustaining a good fraction of a Teraflop/s -
1,000,000,000,000 floating point operations per second - in the next year or so. Although
their primary modelling code, "IFS", is both parallelized and vectorized, ECMWF will also
be using the VP system to perform "ensemble modelling" - in which several simulations
are run simultaneously with similar but slightly different starting parameters. Similarly, the
Natural Environmental Research Council (NERC) in the UK is sponsoring development of
the OCCAM global ocean model to run on the 512 node Cray T3D system in Edinburgh.
Finer resolution is needed for ocean models to identify accurately important features like
the Gulf Stream in the North Atlantic and memory requirements alone dictate the use of
massively parallel DM machines. Climate modelling is even more demanding than either of
these two applications in that it requires an accurate coupled atmosphere-ocean model and
requires simulated runs of many decades and centuries. Such simulations will be essential if
we are ever to understand possible effects arising from global warming.

Other examples of Grand Challenge problems abound in both physics and chemistry [6].
Simulations of colliding galaxies over millions of years cannot be investigated in any other
way than numerically. Particle physicists investigating the gauge theories that bind the
quarks and gluons in the protons and neutrons that make up the world around us can use
seemingly unlimited amounts of computer time. Even more down to earth examples such as
simulations of high temperature superconductors by solid state physicists or drug design by
chemists need the power of parallel computing to achieve the necessary realism.

Selling only Grand Challenge machines will not sustain a business. At a slightly less rarified
level, companies and researchers requiring more rapid turn-around time for all sorts of
simulation and modelling problems will turn, not to the massively parallel computers with
hundreds of nodes, but to more affordable parallel systems typically with only tens of
nodes. Time to market of new and ever more sophisticated products will be critical for
business survival and it is here that "modestly parallel" systems are likely to play an
important role. Similarly, organisations such as CERN with very complex systems to
simulate and massive amounts of data to process have enormous computing requirements.
However, these demands are more likely to be met by multiple farms of processors rather
than one massively parallel Grand Challenge system. The grand challenge for Computer
Science is to deliver software systems that make such parallel systems easy and transparent
to use.
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6 The ASCI Blue Teraflop Machine

Now that testing nuclear weapons is no longer permitted, it turns out that the US National
Laboratories now have even greater computing requirements. The "Stockpile Stewardship"
programme will model the storage and maintenance problems of nuclear weapons to ensure
that they do not just decay away and corrode but would function if required in a new world
crisis. Under the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI), the US Department of
Energy has approved a multimillion dollar joint development programme involving both
IBM and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The ambitious goal of this project is to
deliver a "Teraflop computer based on scalable clusters" by 1998.

A 512 node prototype of the system, code-named "ASCI Red", will be constructed using
the presently available components - the IBM Power2 nodes and SP2 switch interconnect.
Each node will have a peak performance of 500 Mflop/s and the machine will be a pure DM
system like the present generation of SP machines. The ASCI Blue machine will use the next
generation of switch interconnect and introduce 8-way SM multiple processor nodes. This
will enhance the maximum total node performance up to something like 8 Gflop/s and
result in a machine capable of delivering sustained Teraflop computing on applications by
1999. Typically one can expect a 512 node system capable of 3 Teraflop/s peak
performance and with 1.5 Terabytes of memory. The ASCI silver machine is projected to be
delivered by the year 2004 and will have enhanced SM nodes, with processors capable of
delivering 1.6 Gflop/s and capable of up to 32-way SM parallelism, giving a total node
performance of around 50 Gflop/s. The machine will contain 30 Terabytes of memory and
its performance goal is 100 Teraflop/s.

It should be stressed that these projections do not depend on the development of some as
yet unknown piece of technology. They are based only on rather conservative
extrapolations of current technologies and there is no reason of principle why these
performance targets should not be met. Clearly, with such impressive performance at the
very highest end, we can expect performance benefits to trickle down to modestly parallel
systems and to the desktop. It is interesting that the emerging parallel architecture is a
hybrid with a very complex memory hierarchy. Even with today's RISC-based nodes,
attention to the memory hierarchy with its multi-level caches is all important for
performance. What we see here is another complete level being inserted into the hierarchy:
distributed systems with shared memory nodes. Clearly the software challenge posed by
such machines is considerable.

7 The Future of HPC

Although we have concentrated on scientific applications of parallel computers it is likely
that the commercial success of such systems will be in completely different application areas
which can offer a true mass market. As an example, while all the early scientific parallel
computing companies were boasting about their sales figures, the best-selling parallel
machine was far and away the Teradata parallel database system. The area of transaction
processing and parallel databases is one of paramount importance for vast sections of
industry and commerce. Typical applications in finance include banking, stock trading and
cash machines; in retail they include order entry, point of sale billing and stock control; in
manufacturing they include job and inventory planning and scheduling; and in travel,
reservations and billing. Computer systems for such applications must be on-line
continuously, be highly reliable and be able to maintain the integrity of business-critical
databases. It is in these areas that the mainframe has traditionally excelled but now there are
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business pressures for more powerful systems to handle the rapidly growing volume of data
and increasing transa ion rates, as well as commercially important new applications that are
emerging. These new applications, for example, include more complex queries or
"advanced business transactions", "data mining", On-Line Anaytic Processing (OLAP)
and better information management. Parallel systems have much to offer in these areas in
terms of both user access and turnaround time as well as scalable parallel databases for
storing the data. However, parallel systems still have a long way to go to improve both the
reliability and robustness of their hardware and software up to mainframe standards.

Another emerging application area related to information management is that of multimedia
databases and digital archives. Parallel processing will be routinely used for the storage and
retrieval of all sorts of multimedia data and future parallel systems will use increasingly
sophisticated software to access the data that will be held in such systems. Active research
areas at Southampton and elsewhere include content-based retrieval of images and video,
and intelligent agents and dynamic linking of multimedia documents. Future Web servers
are likely to be parallel systems: a system of geographically distributed IBM SP2 systems
was used for the 1996 Olympic Web server. After a few early teething troubles, the system
proved enormously impressive in delivering an automatic, up to date results service and
providing a database platform for its real-time, interactive Commentator Information
System.

The conclusion of this paper is that HPC is alive and well - although more broadly-based
than many people had originally anticipated! Grand Challenge scientific applications will
continue to drive the pace of change for the development of new systems and the exciting
ASCI project with IBM and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory should ensure that
new frontiers are being explored. Despite the headline appeal of Teraflop systems, the HPC
industry will survive and prosper only if it can find mass markets for more modestly parallel
systems. Although the scientific and engineering market for such medium size machines is
likely to be substantial, the real growth area for parallel systems is in information
processing. The future will certainly be interesting and the challenges for the parallel
software industry are significant - but potentially offer great rewards for those companies
who can get it right.
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Programming Languages For High Performance Computers

H.J. Sips Delft University of Technology, Delft, the Netherlands

Abstract

In this lecture we present high performance computing from a programmers perspective.
Several approaches to programming high-performance computers are reviewed. Examples
are given of extensions to FORTRAN for programming shared-memory systems as well as
distributed memory systems.

Keywords: High Performance Computing, Parallel Languages

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in hardware technology have made possible computers which depart
dramatically from the traditional von Neumann model of computation in that they exhibit very
significant degrees of parallelism and very high levels of cost-effective "raw" performance. Such
machines are now commercially available. One of the barriers to the widespread usage of these
machines is the lack of user-friendly and efficient programming tools, compilers, and debuggers
for developing applications on these high performance systems.

There are many new and difficult problems associated with programming high-performance
computers, which do not concern those who develop software for conventional computers.
Examples of such problems are:

• how to extract parallelism from a program description?
• given a target parallel machine, how should one represent and decompose a problem so as

to obtain maximal performance?

In this paper, we will focus on the problem of making programs for high performance computers.
This means that we view high performance computers through the eyes of programmers of these
systems.

1.1 Basic approaches

Basically, there are three approaches to programming high performance computers:

• take an existing language and let all the work been done by the compiler;
• extend an existing (sequential) language with new constructs to represent parallelism;
• design a completely new language that incorporates parallel features.

The first approach is called the implicit approach. Indeed from a user perspective this would be
ideal. Existing codes could run immediately on high performance platforms, without users
having to worry about changing and optimising programs. This can lead to substantial savings in
development costs and is also very attractive for vendors of high performance computers.
Although there has definitely been some success in this area, there are some problems.

The first problem is that the full parallel potential of the problem cannot always be exploited.
This is due to the fact that certain information known to the programmer is lost when coding the
problem in a computer language or that the programmer has introduced spurious dependencies in
the program, which inhibit the compiler from doing the necessary transformations.

The second problem is related to the architectural characteristics of the underlying system. The
performance of a chosen algorithm strongly depends on the architecture on which the algorithm
is executed. Many of the current algorithms are based on the characteristics of computer systems
designed a decade or more ago. These systems had small memories and hence algorithms were
favoured which put a limited burden on the memory capacity. Storage capacity of current
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memories is not effectively used by these old algorithms. So, to profit from the advances in
hardware technology, it turns out that these algorithms need to be replaced by newer algorithms.
In the second approach, existing languages are extended with new language constructs as to
express parallelism. We call this the explicit approach. The clear advantage of this approach is
that users have already been trained in using the base languages. To get their programs running
efficiently, only a limited set of extra functions need to be applied. The problems with this
approach concentrate on the sometimes difficult interaction between the base sequential language
and the parallel features (debugging). Moreover, there is a lack of standardisation, meaning that a
number of extensions has been developed with similar functionality, but different appearance.

The last approach is to develop a new language as to present a coherent approach to
programming for high performance machines. This approach clearly implies recoding of the
application software, which can be very costly and has many risks as well. In designing a new
language one can choose an implicit, an explicit, or a hybrid approach.

2 Compiler-based detections and transformations

The first attempts to make programs ready for vector and parallel computers were directed to
inspection and automatic transformation of complete programs. The argument for this approach
was the existence of an enormous base of "dusty deck" Fortran programs, which represented a
significant investment made in the past. Automatic analysis would protect these investments and
would put little burden on the application developers. Let us take a look into some more detail at
the ideas behind this approach.

Vectorisation versus Parallelisation The first commercial high performance computers were
vector computers. The basic instructions in these computers are defined in terms of operations on
vectors instead of scalars, while in languages like FORTRAN 77 the basic operations are defined
on scalars. To use these vector computers efficiently, the scalar operations in a program written in
such languages must be transformed into vector operations. To give a simple example, the
program

DO i = l , 3

END DO

must be translated in a(1:3)=b(1:3)+c(1:3) , which has the following semantics: Take from b
and c the elements 1 to 3 (denoted as 1:3), add them element-wise, i.e. a ( l ) + c ( l ) , b(2)+c(2),
..., and assign the results to the elements 1 to 3 of a, respectively. We call this transformation
vectorisation. We can see from this example that all element-wise operations can be performed
independently of each other.

In vector computers, this operation is implemented by loading both b (1:3) and c (1:3) from
memory, feeding them one element after the other to a pipelined adder and getting - after a few
clock ticks delay - the results out element by element, which are then finally stored back in
memory.

In vector computers, the data elements are processed in a stream by the operational units. An
alternative way of getting speed up is to use a parallel computer. In a parallel computer, each
processor is executing a part of the program. To be able to use a parallel computer, a compiler
must identify which parts of a program can be executed concurrently. It is easy to see that each
body instance of the above loop can be independently executed. Hence, each index can be
assigned to a different processor without any order restrictions. We could assign
a ( l ) = b ( l ) + c ( l ) to Processor 1, a(2)=b(2)+c(2) to Processor 2, etc., but any other order is
also allowed.
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To indicate the (possible) parallel execution of a loop, the keyword DO can be replaced by the
keyword PAR DO, indicating that the iterations can be processed independently.

In essence, vectorisation is a very restricted form of parallelisation. Vectorisation can only be
applied to single statements containing the basic operators * and + (some machines also allow
division, logical, and character operations in vector mode). So the statement a( i ) =
b ( i ) * c ( i ) can be vectorised, but the statement a ( i ) = SIN(b(i)) cannot be directly
vectorised, because it includes the sine function.1

The reason for this restriction is that the hardware of a vector unit is only able to pipeline the
basic operations * and +. Hence, vectorisation can be defined as an operation on one-dimensional
data objects with a restricted set of operators.

Automatic parallelisation. So far the assertion that a loop can be vectorised or parallelised
was done on a purely intuitive basis, that is to say we have assumed that "it is easy to see" that
parallelisation or vectorisation can take place. However, a compiler is a machine and machines
cannot work on such a basis. Therefore, algorithms are needed to determine whether or not
transformations of the code are allowed. In doing so, it must be ensured that the semantics of the
program remain unchanged by the transformations, i.e. the program produces the same results.
This analysis is called dependence analysis [9].
The compiler must analyse the program in order to find the dependences in the program. It would
be of great help if this were an easy task. However, it is not. In principle, the dependence
problem can be formulated as finding the integer solutions to a linear programming problem. In
practice, linear programming is too costly a technique for solving the dependence problem.
Hence, in actual compilers faster approximation techniques are applied to detect the more simple
cases. This implies that sometimes a conservative approach is taken by the compiler, meaning
that a dependence is assumed, where there might not be one, if a more sophisticated analysis
were applied.

The above suggests that if we were to do our best, the dependence problem can be solved.
However, a more serious problem is that in a number of cases the program does not contain
sufficient information to decide on dependences.
Concluding, fully automatic parallelization of programs is currently beyond the state of the art.

3 Languages with parallel features

To express parallel algorithms, some sequential base languages have been extended with parallel
constructs. In this section, we will treat a number of models of parallel computation and show
how parallel language constructs can be used to create parallel programs according to these
models. We will use an example algorithm (MVP: Matrix-Vector Product) to illustrate various
approaches.

3.1 Models of parallel computation: a conceptual view

In the world of sequential programming, there are many ways to code an algorithm. It took a
while before people realised that to obtain well-structured and maintainable code, programs must
be structured according to certain principles. This was called structured programming. For most
application areas this was not enough. Higher level models were needed to keep the software
engineering process under control. Nowadays, several design methodologies are available to
support the application developer.

Parallel programming is now where sequential programming was two decades ago. We realise
that models of parallel computation are needed to structure the design process of parallel

1 However, library functions implementing these non standard operations might use vector instructions themselves.
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programs. After having decided which model of parallel computation suits our algorithms best,
we can choose an appropriate parallel language to implement the parallel algorithm.

As outlined before, models of parallel computation can be defined on many levels of abstraction.
We will present two levels of abstraction here; one on the conceptual level and, in the next
section, one on the systems level.

On the conceptual level, three commonly used models can be identified: the Farmer/Worker
model, the data parallelism model, and the function parallelism model. The three models are
described below.

Farmer/Worker: The idea behind the Farmer/Worker model of computation is that in a
number of applications the work can be split in a number of jobs with identical programs, but with
a different value of certain parameters (e.g. an index). The basic idea is to have a single program
which is replicated and brought into execution through a number of identical processes, which
are each assigned a piece of the work by a farmer process. When a worker process is finished, it
asks the farmer process for more work. If no more work is available the computation is finished.

The number of worker processes can be smaller than the amount of work available and more than
one worker process can be assigned to a processor. We can even bring up a Farmer/Worker model
on a single workstation. What is chosen is purely a matter of efficiency and availability of
hardware resources. For example, if each worker process has to perform a lot of I/O, it could be
profitable, in terms of execution speed, to assign a number of worker processes to a single
processor.

The Farmer/Worker model is very suited to express parallel computations in which the individual
computational tasks are equal in terms of functionality and relatively independent of each other.
In Figure 1 a the Farmer/Worker model is illustrated.

Data parallelism: In the data parallelism model of computation, the subdivision of the data
structures is the major driving force for obtaining parallelism. The programmer using this model,
first makes a subdivision of all relevant data structures and then allocates each substructure to a
processor (or process). The computations subsequently follow this subdivision and allocation,
meaning that an assignment to an element of a data structure is done on the processor (or process)
to which that element was allocated (i.e. which 'owns' the element). This assignment includes
the computation of the right-hand side of that assignment statement. The principle is shown in
Figure lb.

Functional parallelism: In the functional model of parallel computation (also called Task
parallelism), the basic computational blocks are functions acting on arguments and providing
output to other functions (Figure lc). Usually the computation is expressed as an acyclic task
graph. Arguments can be scalar values or complete structures, such as arrays. The mapping of
such a task graph onto processors can be done in different ways. The differences follow different
imposed execution semantics. For example, two semantically different execution models are data
driven and demand driven execution. In data driven execution, a function is executed as soon as
all its input arguments are available. In demand driven execution, a function is only executed if
its output argument is needed as input in a subsequent function.

3.2 Models of parallel computation: a systems view

The models of parallel computation of the previous section must somehow be implemented onto
a high-performance computing system. One way of doing this is to define a parallel language in
which these models are reflected, i.e. which allows a straightforward and easy way to program
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Figure 1: {a) Farmer/Worker, (b) Data parallelism, (c) Function parallelism.

according to these models. Some parallel languages indeed offer such a functionality. We will
point this out when treating a number of parallel languages in the coming sections.

Another way of implementation is to use a lower level model of parallel computation. Usually,
this model is defined on the systems level of high performance computers. To get some insight, it
would be very handy to have a description of the elements of the model of computation on this
level, to be able to identify the major characteristics of a high-performance system from an
implementation point of view.

There already exists a generally accepted model classification of parallel machines [3]. In this
model, four classes (SISD, SIMD, MISD, and MIMD) are distinguished according to the
properties of machines having single or multiple instruction and data streams. However useful
this classification might be, it gives too much a machine view on parallelism.

Programs and Data. Here we will try to make a similar classification, but now with a specific
systems point of view. On the system level, we can distinguish model elements such as (logical)
data spaces, programs, and communication and synchronisation methods, the latter defining the
bindings between data spaces and programs. Considering only data spaces and programs, we
define a model of parallel computation on the systems level with the following element
definitions:

SD : Single Data space (no distribution)
MD : Multiple Data spaces (distribution)
SP : Single Program
MP : Multiple (different) Programs
* : Replication operator (multiple copies)
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A specific model of a parallel system is then defined by combining a program and a data space
qualifier and an optional *. The data space qualifier indicates if data is considered to reside in a
single common memory (such as in shared-memory systems) or is distributed among logically
different memories (such as in distributed-memory systems).

The program qualifier tells us if the model allows for a single program or (functionally) different
programs in execution. The * qualifier indicates if multiple copies of programs or data are
allowed.

What does this mean in practice? To start with the most simple case: a sequential model is
defined as SPSD in this system. A model defined as MPSD, allows the creation of multiple,
functionally different programs acting on a single, non-distributed data space. Another
classification we will encounter is SP*MD, meaning multiple, identical programs acting on
multiple data spaces. Along these lines SPMD means a single program acting on multiple data
spaces. The classical SEMD computer, such as the CM-2, conforms to this model, where a single
program residing in a single controller acts on multiple (simple) processing elements, each
storing a single data element.

Communication. The above models do not contain a specification of communication and
synchronisation methods. A concise classification is hard to give, because many mechanisms
have been proposed and implemented at various levels of abstraction. Regarding communication
of variables, a rough subdivision is:

• shared variables
• communicated variables

In shared variables communication, programs have direct access to shared variables stored
without interference of other programs. A number of methods are known to prevent concurrent
update of shared variables from different programs, ranging from basic semaphores to critical
sections and monitors [10]. Shared variable communication is not to be confused with
shared-memory. Shared variables is a logical concept and shared variables may well reside in
local memories.

In communicated variables, programs can only communicate through interference with other
programs. Each program has a local set of variables. They can be made available by explicit
communication between programs.

Message passing. A popular method is for implementing the communicated variables method
is message passing. In message passing programs communicate by sending each other messages.
In general, messages have the form:

send( <destination>, <variable_name> )

receive( <source>, <variable_name> )
where <des t ina t ion> and <source> are process or processor identifiers and
<variable_name> is the variable to be communicated.

For message passing, there exist two popular libraries: PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) [7] and
MPI (Message Passing Interface) [12], which can be linked to application programs.

4 Examples of Parallel Programming Languages

4.1 Shared-Memory programming

Almost all shared-memory computers, such as from CRAY and CONVEX, have facilities for
multi-programming. However, most vendors offer proprietary extensions to standard
programming languages. In an attempt to provide a common solution, a group of people
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consisting of vendors, application developers, and researchers made a draft for a standard. This
group was called the Parallel Computing Forum (PCF). After their work was finished the draft
was handed over to the X3H5 committee of ANSI [4], where it is still under discussion.
Although the Parallel Fortran Standard (PCF-Fortran for short) is not yet widely implemented, it
gives a good model for many of the currently available proprietary language extensions.

Main features and execution model. Basically, PCF-Fortran is an extension to FORTRAN 77
with the following features:

• Parallel do loops
• Parallel sections
• Synchronisation methods (e.g. Locks, Critical Sections)

Some of the features are only directives, i.e. they have no effect on the semantics of the program
when omitted. Other features do change the semantics of the program and cannot be omitted
without reconsidering the program.

A PCF-Fortran program begins executing like a normal sequential program. Execution proceeds
until a parallel construct is encountered. Encountering a parallel construct represents an
opportunity to begin parallel execution. A compiler might create at this point additional processes
to execute the block of code defined by the parallel construct. The base process that encountered
the parallel construct will resume execution when the parallel execution is completed.
Within a parallel construct, work sharing constructs are used to indicate work that is eligible for
concurrent execution. Within a parallel construct, statements that are not contained within a work
sharing construct are executed by all processes redundantly. When a base process encounters a
parallel construct, a number of worker processes are started. Each worker process executes the
same code until a work sharing construct is encountered. This work sharing construct hands out
work to available worker processes. Some worker processes might finish earlier then others, or
even have no work at all (are idle), dependent on the amount of available work and the number of
workers created.

The basic parallel constructs in PCF-Fortran are the PARALLEL DO construct and the PARALLEL
SECTIONS construct.
The PARALLEL DO construct is used to specify parallelism among the iterations of a block of
code. It combines a parallel and work sharing construct. A prerequisite is that all iterations must
be independent. Several options can be added to this construct. Adding MAX PARALLEL enables a
programmer to control the number of worker processes. For example, PARALLEL DO MAX
PARALLEL = 5 in the loop body header limits the number of worker processes to 5.
The PARALLEL SECTIONS construct allows the specification of independent execution of
subprograms. The PARALLEL DO construct clearly complies with the Farmer/Worker model,

because each worker executes the same program, but on a different value of the index space. On
the other hand, with the PARALLEL SECTIONS construct we can define a limited form of
functional parallelism. The example with the two parallel sections shows that both models can be
used intertwined.
Besides the two parallel constructs, PCF-Fortran has a number of synchronisation constructs to
be able to enforce synchronisation among worker processes and to communicate variables.
Synchronisation constructs include Locks, Events, Ordinals, and Critical Sections.

The use of explicit synchronisation constructs is error prone and need to be applied with great
care. One can even make programs which deadlock or obtain non-deterministic results.

MVP example in PCF. How would a parallel version of a matrix-vector product (MVP) look
like in PCF-Fortran? This is very simple. Parallelising the outer loop already gives a parallel
program:
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REAL a ( m , n ) , y ( m ) , x ( n )

PARALLEL DO (MAX PARALLEL = 3 ) i = 1 , m

DO j = 1 , n

END DO

END PARALLEL DO

In this example, each of the three worker processes is given a vector-vector dot product.

Implementation of PCF. PCF-Fortran lends itself for creating Farmer/Worker type of
programs and programs with limited function parallelism, mainly in a shared-memory
environment. The inclusion of low-level synchronisation methods in PCF also allows the
creation of SP*SD or MPSD programs. As already remarked, programming by using these
synchronisation methods must be done with great care.

4.2 Distributed-Memory programming

The last years an increasing number of high performance computers with non-uniform memory
access times (often referred to as distributed-memory systems) and a large number of processing
elements have appeared on the market. Most machines in this class use message-passing as the
main means for communication. A programmer of these systems can make programs by writing a
number of communicating sequential programs. Any data declaration is local to the program it is
declared in and hence local to the processor the program is executed on. This model of
computation can be classified as MPMD, since the user can develop multiple independent and
functionally different programs which act on multiple different data spaces.

A disadvantage of this in principle powerful model is that programming is a tedious task with a
high degree of complexity. This complexity can only be mastered by using a more structured
programming model, such as Farmer/Worker or data parallelism. Especially data parallelism is
generally viewed as a model very suited to program these highly parallel machines. Data
parallelism can be made operational through an SP*MD model of parallel computation. An
SP*MD program consists of a number of identical copies of a single program, each acting on a
different subset of the data2. These data subsets are created by distributing the data objects
among the available processors. SP*MD programs can be made by hand (composition) or
generated from a higher level data parallel language (decomposition). Here, we will describe the
approach from a higher level language.

Until now there was no generally accepted data parallel programming language. In January 1992,
a group of people from industry and academia formed the High Performance Fortran Forum
(HPFF) with as goal to develop a number of data parallel extensions to Fortran. In May 1993, the
Forum came with a draft of what is called High Performance Fortran (HPF) [5] (now called
HPF-1).

Main features and mapping model. The main features of High Performance Fortran are:

• a binding to Fortran 90
• data distribution features
• parallel statements

HPF is, with a few exceptions, based on the addition of directives or annotations to a normal
Fortran 90 program. These directives do not change the semantics of the program and are merely
hints to the compiler for optimal execution of the program. Ignoring the directives leaves a
normal sequential program. Each directive is preceded by !HPF$ or CHPF$.

2 In literature, ourSP*MD model is usually referred to as just SPMD, omitting the replication *.
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.i.

Figure 2: MVP example in HPF on 4 processors.

There are a few extensions which are no pure directives. One such extension is a new parallel
construct: the FORALL construct.

The basic mapping mechanism is a specification of the distribution of the data structures of a
program onto an abstract processor space. It consists of a three phase mapping. Arrays are first
aligned to other arrays. The purpose of alignment is locality: two aligned array elements are
guaranteed to reside on the same processor.
The top array is distributed on an abstract multi-dimensional abstract processor space. This
abstract processor space is in turn mapped onto a physical processor space. HPF only concerns
the first two mappings. The mapping from abstract processor space to physical processor space is
left to the compiler implementer. The best way to give an idea about programming in HPF is
through a simple example.

MVP example in HPF. In HPF there are also many ways to code the MVP operation. Here, we
will use a simple block-wise placement of both y and a, and a replication of x. The program can
be stated as follows:

REAL a ( m , n ) , y (m) , x(n)
!HPF$ PROCESSORS p ( 4 )
!HPF$ ALIGN a ( : , * ) WITH y ( : )
!HPF$ ALIGH x ( * ) WITH y(*)
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE y(BLOCK) OHTO p

DO j = l , n
FORALL(i=l:m) y(i) = y(i) + a(i,j)*x(j)
END FORALL

END DO
In this program, we declare a processor space p of size 4. We align each row of a to an element of
y, so row 1 of a resides on the same processor as y (1), etc. The vector x is replicated over all
processors (for exact syntax definitions, see the HPF standard). Then y is distributed in equal
consecutive portions over the 4 processors. In Figure 2 the placement of the arrays is illustrated.
The actual parallelism is achieved by a FORALL statement in the inner loop. In a FORALL loop, the
body instances can be evaluated in any order, but the complete righthand side of expression must
be evaluated before any assignment can take place. Hence, the semantics of a FORALL statement
are different than the PARALLEL DO construct in the previous section (see HPF standard).

Implementation of HPF. PCF-Fortran has an intuitive execution model based on the process
notion. HPF does not come with such a model. The main reason for this is that it is extremely
difficult to pin down exactly how HPF should execute on a specific machine, without giving up
possible compiler, run-time system, and operating system optimisations.

In a sense, the directives for data alignment and distribution in HPF are nothing more than an
assertion of the programmer about the locality of operations on that data. How the underlying *
implementation system makes use of this, is a matter for the implementer and vendor of the
system. Because of this, nothing can be said about the conformance of a compiler to the HPF
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definition, except for the fact a compiler is HPF conforming if the directives are parsed correctly.
The real test can only come from comparative benchmarks.

Still, with the above remarks in mind, one can give some indications of possible implementation
models. On distributed-memory machines, a viable model is SP*MD, in combination with the
Owner Computes rule. In this model, the data is distributed among the local memories along the
specified distribution functions (hence MD). The code part of the program is replicated, with the
premise that assignment to a variable and the calculation of the righthand side of the associated
assignment statement is done on the processor to which that variable is allocated by a distribution
statement.

5 Other developments and further reading

Besides Fortran, also other base sequential languages have been extended with parallel
constructs. Examples are C and C++ (for references to these languages see [1]). The use of
sequential base languages gives its own problems and therefore alternatives have been sought.
Examples of languages which specifically have been designed with parallelism in mind are
Occam [6] and Linda [8]. However, the success of introducing new languages has been very
limited as up to now.
For books on programming high performance computers, the reader is referred to [1, 2,10, 11].

There are a number of scientific journals devoted to the subject of parallel and distributed
processing. Among these are the IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Processing,
Parallel Computing, Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing, Journal of Supercomputing,
and Concurrency: Practice and Experience. For the user community an attractive magazine is
Parallel and Distributed Technology from the IEEE.
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Modelling and simulation of the effect of diffusion and flow on growth
processes

Jaap A. Kaandorp University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

In this paper a method for modelling nutrient distributions, caused by a combination of
diffusion and flow, will be discussed. The.nutrient distributions are simulated using the
lattice Boltzmann model of transport. From the nutrient distributions it is possible to model
growth processes, which are driven by the local amount of available nutrients.

Keywords: morphogenesis; lattice Boltzmann method; diffusion and flow limited growth

1 Introduction

In many biological systems the distribution of chemical agents and nutrients, caused by a
combination of flow and diffusion, plays a fundamental role. An example is morphogenesis
where the external distribution of nutrients [2], as well as the internal distribution of morphogens
[6] in the organism, can induce certain growth patterns. For filter-feeding marine sessile
organisms, as for example sponges, stony-corals, and hydro-corals, the growth process is strongly
affected by the local availability of suspended material. In a model of the morphogenesis of an
organism, in which suspension feeding represents a significant part of the energy intake, two
components are relevant. The first component is a model of the growth process and the second is
a model of the influence of the nutrient distribution on the local growth velocities.
In the absence of flow the distribution of nutrients around the growth form can be modelled as a
diffusion process in a steady state: there is a source of suspended material and the organism
consumes continuously nutrients from its environment. In general, in a marine environment,
there will be a significant contribution of the hydrodynamics to the dispersion pattern of the
suspended material around the growth form. In this case the distribution of nutrients around the
organism will be determined by a combination of flow and diffusion. The contribution of flow to
the nutrient distribution of nutrients can be quantified by the Peclet number:

Pe - |

where u is the average flow velocity, I a characteristic length in the system, and D the diffusion
coefficient. In the diffusion limited case Pe is very small (nearly zero), while in the flow
dominated case Pe is large.
In this paper we will discuss a method to model a nutrient distribution determined by a
combination of diffusion and flow, and we will show how this nutrient distribution can be
included in a model of a growth process. The flow pattern around the growth form is modelled
using the lattice Boltzmann method, this method can be combined with a tracer step, in which
populations of "particles" move over the nodes of the lattice. In this tracer step the joint effect of
flow and diffusion on the nutrient distribution can be studied. We will give a brief introduction to
the method in section 2.1, a more detailed account of this method is given in [1] [5] [4]. This
method is especially suitable for modelling diffusion and flow phenomena in biological systems.
In this method boundary conditions with a complex geometry can be easily specified. The P6clet
number and the Reynolds number can be varied independently [5]. In addition we can take
advantage of the fact that the method is very suitable for scalable implementations on Massive
Parallel Computers [7], which allows for the required large scale simulations of biological
systems. The growth process is modelled using the aggregation model [8] in which growth is
modelled by the addition of particles and where the growth form is represented in discrete space.
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2 Methods

2.1 Modelling the nutrient distribution

In the simulations a cubic lattice is used, where each node is connected with 18 other nodes.
There are 6 links with the length of one lattice unit and 12 links with the length of -y/2 units. All
parameters and variables in the lattice Boltzmann method are expressed in lattice units. The mean
populations of particles travel simultaneously from one node to one of the 18 neighbours. The
evolution of the lattice is described by the following dynamical rule:

ni{r + ci,t+l) = ni(r,t) + &i(r,t) (2)

where ni(r, t) is the continuous velocity distribution function, which describes the number of
particles of particles at a node at position r, at time t and with direction c,. The moments of the
distribution function rii(r,t):

n =

correspond to the hydrodynamic fields mass density p, momentum density j (u is the flow group
velocity at node r), and momentum flux II.
A linearized collision operator £,-,- about an appropriate equilibrium neq can be constructed:

Ai(n) = A.K') + £ djinj - nf) (4)
j

where Ai(neq) = 0 by definition since the equilibrium is collision invariant, and where neq is the
Maxwell Boltzmann distribution for a gas. The distribution function can be splitted into an
equilibrium and a non-equilibrium part:

ni = V? + nV« (5)

The momentums of the particles are changed by adding an external force, the driving force F, to
the system. The particle collisions conserve mass and momentum but change the non-equilibrium
part of the momentum flux:

IT ' 9 = n -I- IT9 (6)

By using properties as conservation of mass, momentum, and symmetry, it is possible to
construct a number of equations (see for a more detailed account of the collision process [5]) for
the moments of £ij.
One computational update of the lattice now involves a propagation step where n{ particles travel
from node r to node r + c» and a collision step in which the post-collision distribution n^ + Ai(n)
is determined in the following three steps. First at each node p, j , and II are calculated and the
equilibrium momentum flux II '9 is determined. In the second step the momentum flux, including
the equilibrium and nonequilibrium part, can be updated using the equations constructed for the
moments of the linearized collision operator £;_,. In the third step, after the post collision
momentum is computed, the post-collision distribution ni + Ai(n) can be calculated.
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In the simulations two types of boundary conditions are used: at the borders of the lattice periodic
boundary conditions are applied, while in the nodes adjacent to the nodes representing the
obstacle, solid boundary conditions are used. Periodic boundary conditions can be implemented
by exchanging the rc»'s of the links at the borders of the lattice. Solid boundary conditions can be
represented by exchanging the n^'s between the adjacent node and a neighbouring fluid node.
After the lattice Boltzmann iteration a tracer step is applied where populations of tracer particles
are released from well defined source nodes, while the tracer particles are absorbed by the sink
nodes: the nodes adjacent to the growth form. The tracer particles can move from a node at site r
in the lattice to one of the 18 adjacent nodes r + ciy where the Peclet number determines if flow
or diffusion dominates. In the simulations diffusion coefficient D varies, and u is kept constant
by the adjusting the driving force F of the system. Due to the growth of the aggregate, without
adjustment of the driving force, the velocity in the free fluid would gradually decrease.

2.2 Modelling the growth process

The growth process is modelled in a similar way as done in the Diffusion Limited Aggregation
model [8]. In Fig. 1 the basic construction of the aggregate is shown. The cluster is initialized
with a "seed" positioned at the bottom plane of the lattice. The bottom plane, "the substrate", is
positioned at the zz-plane at y = 1, while the seed is one lattice site, located at the position
(xmax/2,2, zmax/2). In both the cluster and substrate sites solid boundary conditions are
applied. The flow in the lattice is directed from the yz-plane at x = 0 to the yz-p\ane at
x — xmax. The flow velocity in the free fluid nodes is kept to a constant value u. The flow
pattern about the obstacle (substrate and cluster) is determined in the lattice Boltzmann iteration,
followed by a tracer step. In the last step tracer particles are released from the source plane, the
lattice sites in the zz-plane at y = ymax. The tracer particles are absorbed by the nodes adjacent
to the sites in the substrate plane (the a>z-plane at y - 1) and the aggregate. In the sink nodes the
amount of absorbed tracer particles is determined and a new node is added to the cluster. The
probability p that k, an element from the set of open circles o (the adjacent sink nodes) will be
added to the set of black circles (the aggregate nodes) is given by

(7)p(k € o -> k € •) = -

where a*. = absorbed amount of tracer particles at position k

(xmax,ymax,zmax)

source plane

flow direction ^

substrate plane

(1.1.1) initial "seed" of the aggregate
at (xmax/2, 2, zmax/2)

Figure 1: Basic construction of the aggregate.
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3 Results

In Fig. 2 the aggregate and the nutrient distribution, in a section made in the xy-p\ane, through
the middle of the lattice, are shown. In this simulation Pe was set to the value 0.0150. The
colour shift black to white indicates a decrease in tracer particle concentration. The shape of the
basins of equal nutrient ranges is displayed by colouring the adjacent basins black. In Fig. 3 a
similar section is shown through the nutrient distribution in an experiment in which Pe is set to
the value 0.250.

Figure 2: Nutrient distribution around an Aggregate where Pe is set to the value 0.0150 (the diffusion limited
case).

4 Discussion

In Figs. 2 and 3 it is demonstrated that the influence of hydrodynamics on the nutrient distribution
occurs at higher Pe numbers. In the case of a low Pe number the diffusion limited situation is
obtained: an irregular object that is branching towards the nutrient source. At a higher Pe
number the influence of the flow becomes visible: the object start to develop branches in the
opposite direction of the flow, in the stream shadow of the aggregate an area depleted from
nutrients occurs. Furthermore it can be observed that the degree of compactness increases for
higher Pe numbers. The results presented in this paper show the feasibility to study the
combined effect of diffusion and flow on growth processes in three dimensions by applying the
lattice Boltzmann method.
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Figure 3: Nutrient distribution around an Aggregate where Pe is set to the value 0.250.
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